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Abstract

This Thesis focusses on the area of biosensing with terahertzradiation, or T-rays' Tera-

herÍz (THz) refers to electromagnetic radiation in the 0.L THz to L0 THz frequency

range, where 1.THz = 1012 Hz

The work described in this document contributes three major advances to research on

T-ray biosensing: (i) the development of a novel technique for T-ray protein spectro-

scopy, using organic solvents to study water binding to biomolecules; (ii) the appli-

cation of double-modulation to T-ray Differential Time-Domain SpectroscoPy (DTDS),

enabling the characterisation of thin dielectrics and sensing of thin biomolecular films;

and (iii) the exploration of near-field T-ray generation using a tightly-focussed laser

beam.

In this Thesis, the basics and previous work in T-ray instrumentation and sensing tech-

niques are reviewed, explained and developed, covering generation and detection of

T-rays, pulsed T-ray systems, previous studies in T-ray sensing, and T-ray imaging'

Novel protein spectroscopy experiments in organic solvents are described, demon-

strating the first observations of free water molecules binding to protein with T-rays.

Double-modulated DTDS is used for the first time to characterise thin samples in the

GlHz-TlFrz range, and a novel technique of T-ray bioaffinity sensing is shown to com-

pete with commercial biosensors.

Liquid DTDS is presented as a method to improve the sensitivity of liquid spectro-

scopy using double-modulated DTDS. Preliminary experiments indicate the potential

of this technique for achieving higher levels of sensitivity to liquids. This will lead to

improved protein spectroscopy and measurements in biological systems'

One of the major limitations of T-ray systems in imaging applications is the wavelength-

dependent Rayleigh limit of resolution, which can be surpassed using near-field tech-

niques. A novel implementation uses highly focussed optical light to generate near-

field T-rays. Studies of near-field T-ray generation point the way to a new source for T-

ray microscopy, potentially producing unprecedented resolution and sensitivity. Com-

bined with a DTDS biosensor, near-field resolution opens up possible applications in

non-invasive probing of high-density biochips'
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Abstract

The significance of applying T-rays to biosensing arises from the enormous complex-
ity of biological problems, the potential market for novel biochemical instrumentation,

the noninvasive nature of T-rays, and the potential benefit to mankind. The contri-
butions in T-ray biosensing presented in this Thesis are important steps towards the

understanding of protein structure and function, the development of next-generation

high-speed electronic materials, and the eventual clinical applications of T-rays.
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Conventions used in this
Thesis

The following conventions have been adopted in this Thesis:

1. Definitions. The T-ray band is defined in this Thesis to span from 0.1, to 10 THz

(THz = t012 lfrz¡. This is an emerging definition in the literature. The T-ray band

overlaps a little with the millimetre wave band (at lower T-ray frequencies) and

the far-infrared band (at higher T-ray frequencies).

2. Notation. The acronyms and symbols used in this Thesis are defined in the Glos-

sary on p.349. Standard abbreviations are used for the order of magnitude: I
tera-, L012; G, Biga-,l-Oe; M, rr;rega-, 706; k, kilo-, l'03; m, milli-, L0-3; y, tnicto-,

I0- 6 
; n, nano-, 10-e ; p, pico-, 70-12 ; f , fernto-, 1 0 - 15.

3. Units. All T-ray electric field amplitude data in this Thesis is expressed in arbi-

trøry units (4.U.). This means that the amplitude of the T-ray electric field has

been normalised to a peak measurement, or to another reference measurement

on the same system, depending on the experiment'

4. Spelling. Australian English spelling conventions have been used, as defined in

the Macquarie English Dictionary (4. Delbridge (Ed.), Macquarie Library, North

Ryde, NSW, Australia, 2001).

5. Formatting. This document was comPiled using IAEX2e.

6. Mathematics. Merra¡ code was written using M¡rre¡ Version 6.L (Release

12.1) - manufacturer: the MathWorks hrc., Natick, MA, USA; URL: http: / /www '

mathworks. com.

7. Referencing. The Harvard style has been adopted for referencing.

8. Diagram colours. The following colour scheme is approximately followed in the

diagrams:

o Blue: T-ray beams (T-rays are invisible to the naked eye).
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Conventions used in this Thesis

o Red: laser beams (the majority of laser beams appearing in the diagrams are

from infrared lasers, which appear a dull red colour in the laboratory).

o Yellow: motion stages and samples (motion stages represent moving equip-
ment, and samples can represent a wide variety of substances).

o Orange: electro-optic and semiconductor crystals (these are typically T-ray
sources and detectors).

o Black/white: equipment, including optical components such as lenses and
beam splitters.

9. URLs. Universal Resource Locators are provided in the Thesis for finding infor-
mation on the world wide web using the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP). The
information at the locations listed was current on 30 October 2009.
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1.1 Biosensing with T-rays

1.1 Biosensing with T- rays

T-rays are a form of electromagnetic radiation, lyirg between millimetre waves and
infrared radiation on the electromagnetic spectrum, as shown in Fig. 1.1. T-ray radia-
tion interacts in a unique way with matter, relating to rotational and vibration modes

in gas, inter-domain movement in large biomolecules, and resonances in crystals. T-

rays have been used to identify water levels in living tissue, to measure the real-time
'dressing' of electrons in semiconductors, to detect malignant skin cancer and to detect

Anthraxlike spores in envelopes. A newly-accessible region of the electromagnetic

spectrum will provide new technologies, including the area addressed in this Thesis:

T-ray Biosensing.
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Figure 1.1. Electromagnetic spectrum. A representation of the electromagnetic spectrum, show-

ing the T-ray band between the well-developed fields of millimetre waves (mm-waves)

and the infrared. The T-ray band lies between 0.1 and L0 terahertz (THz).

The T-ray band has been described as the THz Gap, due to the lack of convenient and

highly sensitive instruments for generating and detecting T-ray, or terahertz (THz),

radiation prior to the 1990s.

In the early to mid-1990s, however, the T-ray region become more accessible due to
ultra-sensitive pulsed sources and detectors based on pulsed laser excitation, which
generate and detect free-space T-ray radiation (Nuss, 1996). Two broad classes of T-

ray generation and detection relying on ultrafast laser pulses have been developed.

The first, using Photoconductive Antennas (PCAs), was developed at Bell Labs and
the IBM Watson Research Center and is now available in a commercial product from
Picometrix Inc, MI (Rudd et a1.,2000b). The second, using the nonlinear effects of Op-
tical Rectification (OR) and Electro-Optic Sampling (EOS), first observed by Auston
(Hu et al., 7990) and Z}l.ang (Wu and zhang,1995), is presently marketedby zomega
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Chapter 1 lntroduction and Motivation

Technology Corp, NY (Li et aI.,1999b). Large-scale stand-alone imaging systems be-

came available n2002from TeraView Ltd. (2002) and Nikon Corp. (2002). As the THz

Gap is filled, T-rays are being used for an increasing range of sensing and imaging

applications.

Ultrafast T-ray spectrometers are well suited to complement existing chemical sens-

ing and analysis tools, such as Fourier Transform úrfrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Pulsed T-ray radiation consists of

ultrashort pulses, each with a bandwidth spanning the range from approximately 0.1

to L0 THz, covering the THz GaP.

The electric field of a typical T-ray pulse is shown in Fig. 1.2. The vertical axis shows the

magnitude of the pulse, which is proportional to the T-ray electric field, and the hori-

zontalaxis shows the time-delay between the optical generation and detection pulses.

The short time-duration of the T-ray pulse means that high signal-to-noise ratios are

achievable with gated detection techniques, which detect the high peak power of the

T-ray pulse instead of the low average power (see Sec. 3.3): pulsed T-ray systems have

demonstrated signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of over 10,000:1 using Lock-In Amplifier

detection (van Exter and Grischkowsky, 1990b), with only small pulse energies'
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(a) Time-domain T-ray electric field pulse (b) Frequency-domain spectrum of the T-

ray pulse

Figure 1.2. An example of a sampled T-ray waveform and its spectrum. Subfigure 1'2(a)

shows an example of a T-ray pulse. The X axis shows the ps duration of the pulse.

The Y axis shows the electric field amplitude of the broadband signal. Subfigure 1.2(b)

shows the frequency-domain spectrum of pulse lying in the THz band. The pulse was

measured experimentally on a typical T-ray spectrometer, described further in Ch.3'

The blue T-ray pulse is compared to the noise of the T-ray system in red, showing the

high dynamic range of the T-ray spectrometer.
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notse
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1.2 Thesis overview

Having very low average power, these T-ray techniques are particularly attractive for
biomedical applications, where they are currently considered harmless (see Sec. 4.g.4).

T-ray biosensing is one application growing from the development of the T-ray band.
This Thesis reviews the background literature on T-ray biosensing and imaging, and
describes original research in protein sensing, thin-fitm sensing, biosensing, T-ray mi-
croscoPy.

1,.2 Thesis overv¡ew

Chapter 1 introduces T-ray biosensing, while Ch. 2 reviews the literature on T-ray gen-
eration and detection. Chapter 3 reviews the design and operation of ultrafast T-ray
generation and detection, which is the technique used for the work in this Thesis.

Chapter 4 describes applications of T-rays in sensing, including details of methods
used for material parameter extraction, and a range of the samples that have been
studied with T-rays.

Novel contributions to protein sensing are presented in Ch. 5, including experimental
design and results. A specific sensing method, T-ray Differential Time-Domain Spec-

troscopy (DTDS), and its application to thin film characterisation is described in Ch. 6.

Chapter 7 shows how DTDS can be applied to bioaffinity sensing by detecting thin
biomolecular films. Chapter 8 uses DTDS, combined with novel sample holder and
signal processing techniques, to increase the sensitivity of T-ray liquid spectroscopy.

The final section of research concentrates on the spatial limitations of T-rays. T-ray
imaging is reviewed in Ch. 9, followed by novel research on high resolution T-ray
microscopy in Ch. 10.

Chapter 11 concludes the Thesis with a summary of its outcomes and conclusions, and
recorrunendations for extending T-ray biosensing in future work.

Appendix A shows how the spectral resolution of ultrafast T-ray spectroscopy mea-

surements is limited by the dynamic range (signal-to-noise ratio between the T-ray sig-
nal and the laser beam noise) oÍ a T-ray system. Appendix B describes the standard
experimental procedures for operating a T-ray spectrometer. Appendix C lists the ma-
terials used in experiments and their parameters, and Appendix D presents some of
the algorithms used for data analysis. These algorithms are also found in the attached
CD-ROM, SPM_PhD_Thes islMATLAB_Algorirhms.
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Chapter 1 lntroduction and Motivation

The basic structural interconnections of the main Chapters are shown in Fig. 1.3' This

flow chart shows which Chapters contain original experimental worþ and how they

are linked. The Thesis progresses along this chart from top to bottom and left to right.

Ch. 2 T-ray Generation and Detection

Ch. 3 Ultrafast Pulsed T-ray Generation and Detection

Ch. 4 T-ray sensing
Ch. 9 T-ray imaging

( EWrev

nove

)l

)lCh. 6 DTDS & double-modulation

Ch. 5 Protein hydration Ch. 10 T-ray microscopy

Ch. 7 T-ray bioaffinity sensor

Ch. 8 Liquid DTDS

Figure 1.3. Thesis structural flow chart. This flow chart indicates how the Chapters in the Thesis

fit together. Starting with the literature review, Chapters above the dotted line survey

existing work. The original contributions are found in the Chapters below the dotted

line. The review Chapters summarise the state of the art and provide the foundation

for the experimental ChaPters.
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1.3 Original contributions

1.3 Original contributions

The original contributions in this Thesis made to T-ray science lie both in system design
and T-ray applications. The originality and breadth of these contributions is evidenced
by the list of publications on page xxiii.

The work in this Thesis was the first to study directly the T-ray response of protein
in a non-aqueous environment, which is important for studying enzyme conforma-
tion in biochip manufacture (Ch. 5). Studies were carried out on the protein Subtilisin
Carlsberg (SC) in the organic solvent 1,4-dioxane. The samples were prepared in col-
laboration with Prof. J. Dordick's group in the Department of Chemical Engineering at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Following from the initial demonstration of DTDS by scientists at Rensselaer (USA)
and Aachen (Germany), this Thesis shows improved DTDS with double-modulation
for material characterisation. In this Thesis, doubie-modulated DTDS is demonstrated
experimentally, modelled theoretically, and is shown to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio of T-ray sensing (Ch. 6).

In collaboration with Dr. A. Menikh in the Department of Physics at Rensselaer, double-
modulated DTDS was used for bioaffinity sensing . T-ray spectroscopy was used for
the first time to measure the binding of thin biomolecular layers, relying on the high
sensitivity of double-modulated DTDS (Ch. 7).

For competitive biochip applications, the resolution of T-ray imaging needs to be push-
ed beyond the Rayleigh limit. To this end, in collaboration with Tao yuan at Rensselaer,
a novel high-resolution T-ray generation technique was demonstrated. The near-field
technique relied on creating a sub-THz-wavelength sized T-ray by focussing an optical
light beam into a very small volume (Ch. 10).

Following the observation of bound water on protein in dioxane, interest developed
in higher accuracy measurements. Preliminary experiments were conducted ar-rd a

system designed to apply double-modulated DTDS to liquid samples. This novel tech-
nique offered a far greater sensitivity than pre-existing liquid transmission systems.
The prototype system demonstrated the potential of liquid double-modulated DTDS,
especially for sensing highly-absorbing liquids, as found in biological samples (Ch. 8).

The original contributions of this Thesis, including those in collaboration with others,
offer benefits to T-ray bioscience, to the technology of T-ray spectrometers, and to po-
tential applications of T-rays in biomedicine.
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T-ray Generation and
Detection

T HIS Chapter es techniques and sys-

I tems for gene reviews recent research

I in these areas s outlined in this Chap-

ter provide a background to the experimental work on biomaterials later in

the Thesis, which relies on ultrafast pulsed systems. Ultrafast pulsed T-ray

generation and detection are described in detail in Ch. 3.
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2.1 lntroduction

2.L lntroduction

Tþrahertz (THz) radiation, or T-rays, can be generated and detected by systems with a

range of ouþut powers, sensitivities, bandwidths and technological implementations.

The purpose of this Chapter is to broadly review T-ray systems. The experiments in
this Thesis on T-ray biosensing have been conducted on systems that rely specifically
on ultrafast pulsed generation and detection of T-rays. Ultrafast pulsed T-ray systems

are reviewed in more detail in Ch. 3 as background to the T-ray experiments in later
Chapters.

2.2 The T-ray band

As shown in Fig. 1.1, the T-ray band lies at the boundary between electronics and pho-
tonics, approximately 0.1 to 10 THz. T-rays overlap with high-frequency millimetre-
waves (mm-waves) and the long wavelengths of the far-infrared (FIR), but have unique
properties. T-rays have a diffraction-limited spatial resolution of approximately 0.3 mm
atTTHz, which is better than mm-waves, and T-ray Rayleigh scattering is less than for
IR tight due to its À-a dependence. The approximate bandwidth of typical pulsed T-

ray spectrometers spans from 0.1 THz to 70THz, although the power is often higher in
the 0.3 THz to 3 THz range (Siegel, 2002). Alternative expressions of where T-rays are

located in the electromagnetic spectrum are summarised in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1. T-ray band definitions. Comparison of different parameters used to describe where the

T-ray frequencies, from 0.1 to 10 THz, lie on the electromagnetic spectrum

Wavenumber Wavelength Freq uency Photon energy Blackbody temp.

1 cm-1
^1Jcm'
L0 cm-1

33 cm-1

l-00 cm-1

200 cm-l

330 cm 1

670 cm-1

10 mm

3mm

1mm

300 ¡;m

100 ¡zm

50 ym

30 ym

75 ym

30 GHz

0.1 THz

300 GHz

I THz

3 THz

6 THz

10 THz

20 THz

720 yeV

4I0 yeV

1.2 meV

4.1 meV

12 meV

25 meV

41 meV

83 meV

7.4 K

4.8 K

t4K
48K

1,40 K

290 K

480 K

960 K

Research interest in T-rays stems from the T-ray frequency response of materials, rang-
ing from semiconductors to human tissue. Broadly speaking, T-rays are transmitted
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Chapter 2 T-ray Generation and Detection

by dry, non-conducting materials (such as cloth or plastic), and absorbed by damp

or conducting materials (such as water or metal). Polar molecules interact strongly

with T-rays. Water molecules absorb T-rays very strongly, on the one hand limiting

penetration of the radiation into moist substances, and on the other making it readily

detectable even in very low concentrations.

Most molecules have dense and distinctive absorption spectra at T-ray frequencies,

which has led to much interest in T-ray spectroscopy (van Exter et a1., 1989b; Duvil-

laret et al., \996; Gallot and Grischkowsky, 1999;Li et al., 1999a). Using T-ray trans-

mission or reflection spectroscopy, samples ranging from gases to solids can be com-

pletely characterised at T-ray frequencies. The density of molecular twisting and bend-

ing modes in the T-ray band provides a wealth of information about the composition

and state of samples (Wiltse, 7984).

T-ray photons have energy quanta corresponding to many discrete energy levels in

matter. In molecules, vibrational states are typically separated by energy transitions

of approximately 0.1 eV and rotational states are separated by approximately 0.001 eV.

Multi-atomic molecules have many vibrational and rotational modes, resulting in a

very large number of T-ray transitions for large molecules (Svanberg,1991)' Irr larger

systems, the relative vibration of sub-domains in a molecule and the vibration of hy-

drogen bonds between molecules interact with T-ray photons. In condensed matter

systems, typical T-ray energies can excite polaritons, phonons and plasmons in semi-

conductors, and energy gaps in superconductors (Möller and RoschlId, 7971'; Sher-

wood,7972).

2.3 Terahertz radiation (T-rays)

T-ray radiation has historically been difficult to generate and detect (Coleman, 2000).

Thermal sources have weak emission at long wavelengths and gas vaPour lasers are

cumbersome (Lax, 1976). Bolometric detectors only operate under vacuum conditions

at liquid-helium temperatures (Dereniak and Boreman, 1996), and although Fourier

Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy offers spectroscopic information down to ap-

proximately \THz,lower frequencies are difficult to access (Genzel et al., 1998;FIan

et a1.,2001).

The simplest T-ray sources and detectors are thermal in nature: hot emitters, such as

globars, and cooled detectors as used in far-infrared FTIR spectroscopy systems. The
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2.4 Thermal sources

third and fourth most common T-ray sources have arisen from opposite sides of the
T-ray spectral band; electronic sources are based on microwave-style resonators and
circuits, whereas nonlinear optical sources rely on laser technology. Three classes of
T-ray laser have been introduced in the last thirty years and remain in various stages

of development: Free-Electron Lasers (FELs), gas-vapour lasers and semiconductor
lasers, including Quantum Cascade Lasers (QCLs). Ultrafast T-ray generation and de-

tection uses the ultra-broadband nature of femtosecond (fs) optical laser pulses to reach

the T-ray region of the spectrum.

The following Sections review current research on T-ray sources and detectors. Ultra-
fast generation and detection, used in the experiments in this Thesis, is described in
ch.3.

2.4 Thermal sources

Fourier TÏansform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is a powerful and well-developed tech-
nique for studying resonances from the visible to the mid-infrared. FTIR relies on inco-
herent thermal sources and detectors for T-ray frequency measurements. Despite the
low power and poor sensitivity of thermal sources and detectors in the T-ray band.,

FTIR is used widely and extensively in material and biological studies (Globus et a1.,

2002).

T-tay FTIR spectroscopy relies on T-ray radiation generated by a mercury arc lamp,
or SiC rod (globar), directed into two arms of an optical interferometer. The T-ray
frequencies are split off using filters designed for T-ray frequencies. The sample to
be studied is placed in one arm of the interferometer, and a characteristic interference

pattern, influenced by the T-ray properties of the sample, is measured by scanning the
length of one arm of the interferometer. The actual spectral response of the sample
can be calculated from the interferogram using Fourier theory and the numerical Fast

Fourier Transform (FFT), with consideration of zerc-paddi.g, apodization and aliasing
(Genzel et al., 7998).

With regard to speed, frequency resolution and reliance on the FFT FTIR is compa-
rable to T-ray spectroscopy, to be introduced in Ch, 3. The main advantage of FTIR
spectroscopy is its sensitivity spanning many frequencies, from the far-infrared (FIR)

up to the visible, whereas T-ray spectrometers are more sensitive below 3 THz (Han
et a1.,2001).
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Chapter 2 T-ray Generation and Detection

2.5 Photonic sources

The primary difficulty in developing aT-ray laser is finding a cheap and convenient

gain med.ium that can be pumped efficiently, with high gain and high output power.

2.5.1 Free-electron laser, linear acce¡erator and synchrotron sources

The gain med.ium of a Free-Electron Laser (FEL) is an oscillating beam of electron

bunches, modulated. by a spatially-periodic magnetic 'wiggler' field. The emitted ra-

diation can be tuned by changing the frequency of the wiggler and can in principle

reach from mm to X-ray wavelengths. The FEL is the highest-power source of T-ray

radiation available, producing a pulsed beam of coherent, diffraction-limited T-tay rc-

diation with an efficiency potentially close to unity (Saldin et a1.,2000)'

Despite requiring large dedicated installations, FELs are used for studying T-ray radi-

ation an¿ its interaction with, for example, condensed matter and biological materials

(Schwettman,l993),and current research aims to produce more compact FEL systems

(Gallerano et al., 7999). A new source of T-rays was first demonstrated in 2002 us-

ing a linear accelerator (linac) - T-rays were emitted by electron bunches accelerating

around a curve - up to 50 W of average T-ray power was generated at a7llly'.}{z pulse

rate (Carr et a1.,2002). S¡rnchrotron radiation has also been proposed as a source of

T-rays, which can be enhanced by narrowing the electron bunches using Thompson

scattering (Chan et a1.,2003).

2.5.2 Gas-vapour lasers

Simple molecules such as water have many rotational and vibrational resonances within

the T-ray region. These molecules can be used as a laser gain medium if efficiently

pumped into a longJived excited state. The first obstacle in creating aT-ray source is

finding a suitable radiative transition, since rotational and vibrational energy levels of

large molecules are difficult to use in a laser (Lax,7976). A number of solutions have

been found, including methanol and Hydrogen Cyanide (HCN) vaPour, pumped ei-

ther optically or electronically. Methanol lasers, for example, are designed around opti-

cally exciting the rocking and. asymmetric deformation modes of methanol with a COz

laser (Telles et a1., 1998). HCN lasers are the most popular gas-vapour lasers, with CW

(continuous-wave) or pulsed lasing possible atT-ray frequencies. HCN lasers require
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2.5 Photonic sources

large cavities (2 m or more), large voltages and currents (kV with up to 100s of amps),
and active temperature stabilisation (Ghoranneviss et al., rggï).

The gas-vaPour laser is a commercially-available source of T-ray radiation (model:
SIFIR-S0; manufacturer: Coherent Inc, Santa Clara, CA, uSA; uRL: http: / /www. cohr.
com). Although not continuously tunable, gas-vapour lasers have been shown to op-
erate at over 2000 discrete wavelengths from 26 to 254 ym, withpower levels ranging
fuom yW to 10 mW (]ackson et al., 2007), and have been used to characterise many
materials at T-ray frequencies, including liquids, bulk semiconductors, thin-film semi-
conductors and thin film superconductors (Bean and Perkowitz,7979). Gas-vapour
lasers have recently been reviewed by Btake et al. (1991) and current developments
continue to reduce their size and increase their tunability.

2.5.3 Semiconductor lasers

The requirement for small, cheap and tunable solid-state T-ray sources has led to two
main approaches in developing a T-ray semiconductor laser: (i) p-Germanium (Ge)

lasers, and (ii) semiconductor heterostructure lasers (Quantum Cascade Lasers). Other
solid-state T-ray lasers are proposed using narrow bandgap lead salts, intersubband
quantum fountain oscillations (Gauthier-Lafaye et a1., 1999) and impurity centres in
Silicon (Shastin et al., 2002; Pavlov et al., 2002).

The Ge laser operates through the electrical excitation of hot holes in p-doped Ge. The
laser cavity is created by polishing the surfaces of the Ge crystal since Ge has a high
T-tay refractiveindex, n=4.0 (Gorniketa1.,7991). Gelasersdopedwithberylliumhave
exhibited up to 5% duty cycles, with up to 1 W of ouþut power, continuously-tunable
from 1 to AT}ìz. With advances in crystal slab design and cooling, Bründemann et al.

expect to achieve continuous-wave (CW) lasing in the near future (Bründermann et al.,
1998; Bründermann et al., 7999; Bründermann et al., 2000). Current devices operate
at 20-30 K, with 70-20 W of refrigeration, although the challenges of implementing
the necessary high electric and magnetic fields have contributed to a decline in Ge
laser research since the mid-1980s. A commercial p-Ge laser was first available in 2002
(manufacfurcr: Zauberteþ Orlando, FL, USA; URL: http: / /www. zaubertek. com, peale

et al. (2002)).

T-ray radiation emission from quantum heterostrucfures in semiconductors is based
on intersubband transitions (Gornik and Kersting, 2001). The first T-ray Quantum
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Chapter 2 T-ray Generation and Detection

Cascade Laser (QCL) was recently reported by Kohler et a1., using a quantum cas-

cade gain medium (Faist et a1., 1gg4), after many grouPs had demonstrated T-ray

emission from quantum structures. These devices are pumped with low voltages and

milliamp currents, and generate narrow band radiation between L and 5 THz from

intersubband transitions and resonant tunnelling processes (Rochat et aI',1998; Blaser

et a1., 2000; Dhillon et al., 2001). Quantum gain media are currently operational only at

low temperatures (x42K) and suffer from fast depopulation of the excited states (Xu

et a1., 1997), although room-temperature emission is predicted from 4-level asymmet-

ric quantum well structures (Harrison and Kelsall,7997; Kinsler et al., 7999). Quantum

cascade structures have been used to generate T-rays in a nonlinear mixer configu-

ration (Gagliardi et a1., 2002). T-ray frequency QCL research has been reviewed by

Tredicucci et al. (2001).

2.6 Nonlinear opt¡cal Processes

Nonlinear optical materials with an appreciable electro-optic (EO), or Xe), nonlinear

optical coefficient provide a medium for generation of radiation at the beat frequency

between two pump sources (Franken et al., L961; Bjorkholm,1966)' For pump soufces

with wavelengths offset by T-ray frequencies, the EO material can act as a source of

T-rays (Shen, 1984). Difference Frequency Generation (DFG), or three-wave mixing,

was an early source of T-rays, but was hampered by low conversion efficiencies and

phase matching requirements (Zernike, Jr. and Berman,7965; Zernike,1969; Aggat-

wal et aI.,1974; Shen, 7976;Morris and Shen, 1977). DFG was revisited in 1990 as a

T-ray source using the patented organic crystal DAST (4-dimethylamino-N-methyl-4-

stilbazolium-tosylate), designed to have a very high nonlinear electro-optic (EO) coef-

ficient and low dielectric constant at T-ray frequencies (Nakanishi, 1990). DAST has

been used to mix quasi-CW pulses from a tunable dual-wavelength Ti:sapphire laser

to generate 32-ns T-ray pulses with over 2 ttW of T-ray Power (Kawase et al., 7999). A

more compact and lower power source has been demonstrated using a Nd:YAG PumP

and dual wavelengths generated in a Periodically-Poled Lithium Niobate (PPLN) Op-

tical Parametric Oscillator (OPO); the T-ray output wavelength is tuned from 120 to

160 yrnusing temperature control of the PPLN crystal (Kawase et al., 2000)' T-ray beat

frequencies are now available from dual-frequency laser diodes (Barry et a1., 1998) and

injection-locked semiconductor lasers (Chattopadhyay and Bhattacharya, 2002)' DFG

is closely related to Optical Rectification (OR), described in Sec. 3.2.2, where pulsed
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2.6 Nonlinear optical processes

T-rays are generated as the difference frequencies between Fourier components of the
pulse (Shen, 7984).

A nonlinear optical crystal can also be used to generate T-ray radiation via a para-
metric effect. Úr Optical Parametric Generation (OPG), a near-infrared (NIR) pump
beam generates a second NIF. idler beam in a nonlinear crystal, and. T-ray radiation
is generated from the beating of the pump and the idler (Shen,IgB4). If the nonlin-
ear crystal is placed in a cavity for the idler beam, feedback amplifies the idler beam,
creating an Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO). OPG was used to generate T-ray radi-
ation in the early 1970s, using a Nd:YAG pump beam, polariton scattering in LiNbOg
to generate the Stokes (down-shifted) idler, and angular rotation of the parametric os-
cillator cavity to tune the T-ray ouþut wavelength (Yarborough et al., 1969; Johnson
et a1., 797l;Piestrup et aI.,1975). Since the mid-1990's, Kawase et al. have made a num-
ber of improvements to what they call theT-ray Pørametric Oscillntor (TPO) by decreas-
ing system size, enhancing wavelength selectivity and increasing the output power
by several orders of magnitude. A grating coupler on the LiTaO3 crystal was used
to improve the coupling of the T-ray radiation into free space (Kawase et al., 7g9T),

and a prism coupler was used to remove the dependence of the T-ray output direc-
tion on the angle of the parametric cavity (and thus the output wavelength) (Kawase
et a1., 7997). Rapid wavelength tuning was achieved by scanning the angle of the pump
beam with a fast mirror (Imai and Kawase,2001). The TPO has also been implemented
in a ring cavity configuration (Minamide et a1.,2007) and in cryogenically-cooled crys-
tals, which improves the T-ray ouþut power by over 100 times and reduces the gain
threshold (Shikata et al., 1999). More recently, T-ray Pørametric Generøtion (TpG), with
an injection seeded idler beam, has been experimentally shown to be superior to TpO
(Kawase etaI.,2001). TPG shows a reduced line width (Lv /v = t0-4) and a peak T-ray

Power of over 100 mW for 3.4-ns pulses. TPG has also been demonstrated in a compact
form, admittedly with limited tunability (from 7.2to2.4THz) and 30 ¡zW power (Sato

et a1.,2001).

Nonlinear optical methods of generating T-ray radiation are attractive for their sim-
plicity, availability of solid-state pump sources, linewidth and tunability. Although
more cumbersome than proposed electrically-pumped solid-state sources, discussed
in Sec' 2.5'3 above, DFG and OPG systems are significantly smaller than free-electron
and gas-vapour lasers.
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Chapter 2 T-ray Generation and Detection

2.7 Photomixing in biased semiconductors

In a manner similar to Difference Frequency Generation (DFG), biased semiconductors

with very short carrier lifetimes and high carrier mobility can be used to convert a T-

ray beat frequency between two optical beams into T-ray radiation.

Brown et al. (1993a) initially developed GHz and T-ray photomixers, or optical-he-

terodyne converters, using electrodes and antennas deposited on low-temperafure-

grown Gallium Arsenid,e (LT-GaAs). LI-GaAs is characterised by sub-ps electron-hole

recombination rates, a high carrier mobility (y x 200 cm2lv-s) and a high breakdown

field (> 4x105 V/cm). The photomixer was an array of interdigitated electrodes with

micron spacing, connected either to a stripline, for GHz generation, or a spiral an-

tenna for free-space radiation of T-ray frequency radiation (Brown et al., 1993b; Brown

et a1., 1994; Brown et a1., 1995). Úritially limited to 200 GHz, the bandwidth was in-

creased. to above STfizof coherent, tunable T-ray radiation (Mclntosh et al., 7995), and

demonstrated for use in a spectrometer (Pine et al., 1996; Yeryhese et al', 1998). The

biased. photomixer is very similar to a photo-conductive antenna (Sec. 3.2.1), which is

used. with pulsed optical excitation (Goyette et a1., 1995). Photomixing of fiber-coupled

beams has been demonstrated with dipole (Matsuura et a1., 7997),log-spiral and slot

antennas at different temperatures (Verghese et al.,!997),and analysed with theoretical

modelling (Duffy et a1.,2001).

A number of optical sources have been used to generate the two PumP beams for

mixing, includ.ing two fiber-coupled Ti:sapphire lasers (Brown et a1', 7993a), two Dis-

tributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) laser diodes (Chen et a1., 7997),two longitudinalmodes

in laser diodes (Hidaka et al.,1gg7), microchip lasers (for mm-waves) (Hyodo et al.,

L9g6) and iodine lasers (up to 74 GHz) (Nicholson et al., 1998). The advantage of us-

ing two modes in a single laser diode is the compact nature of the source, and a very

narrow spectral linewidth (Gu et aI., t998). Other dual-mode lasers have been used to

generate THz-fuequency amplitudebeats, for example a Ti:sapphire ring cavity, a Ti:sa-

pphire u-cavity (Siebe et a1., 1999) and a laser diod e artay with a bandwidth reaching

T T¡1z (Wang and Pan, 1995). A novel method of tuning the T-ray beat frequency is to

use two linearly chirped pulses, and control the phase difference between them at the

photomixer with, for example, a Michelson interferometer (Weling and Auston,7996)'

Biased photoconductors are also very important in generating T-ray pulses from ultra-

short optical pump pulses, as discussed in Sec. 3.2.1below.
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2.8 Ultrafast sources

Recently, a continuous-wave (CW) photomixing system was used for scanning imag-
ing (Kleine-Ostmann et al., 2007), analogous to T-ray imaging systems, described in
Ch. 9. With CW T-ray power output levels of approximately 1 mW (Brown et a1., 7995),

photomixing systems are useful in applications requiring excellent tunability, small
system size and narrow linewidth.

2.8 Ultrafast sources

Picosecond-duration pulses of T-rays can be generated using the very broad band-
width of femtosecond laser pulses, commonly with nonlinear crystals (optical rectifica-
tion) or fast photo-generated current transients in semiconductors (photo-conductive

switches). These and other ultrafast-based generation techniques are described in de-
tail in Ch. 3. Ultrafast systems were used for the experiments described in this Thesis.

2.9 Electronic sources

The frequency of electronic sources has increased steadily for many years, from MHz
to the GHz frequencies. State-of-the-art electronic sources are currently limited to fre-
quencies inthehundreds of GHz and sub-mWpowers (Eisele et a1.,2000). Anumber of
promising sources include Gunn diodes (Alekseev et aL,2001; Alekseev and Pavlidis,
2000), heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs) (Mohammadi et al., 2000; Pavlidis,
7999),high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) mixers (Kwon and Pavlidis, 1995), PIN
diodes (Pavlidis et ar.,7997) and schottky diodes (Kyushik et al., 7994).

High-speed electronic devices are suited to low-power CW operation, although a non-
contact system based on complex impedance bridges (Sridhar et a1., 1935) has been
used to characterise accurately the dielectric constant of thin films between 30 GHz
and 1 THz (Reedijk et a1.,2000).

Nonlinear Transmission Lines (NLTLs) have been used to generate electronically-tunable
sub-ps transients (van der Weide et al., 799I), which can drive antennas (van der
Weide, 7994) to generate T-ray radiation (van der Weide and Keilmarn,1998). NLTL
T-ray sources have demonstrated very narrow linewidths in room-temperature spec-

troscopy applications (Bostak et al., 7994; van der Weide et a1., 2000).

Backward Wave Oscillators (BWOs) are electrically-driven microwave generators that
can Senerate CW radiation from mm-waves up to 2THz (Kozlov and Volkov, 7998).
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Chapter 2 T-ray Generation and Detection

BWOs are large table-top devices, requiring powerful magnetic fields and water cool-

ing, but provide up to 300 mW of polarised, narrowband (Lu/v = 10-s), tunable

T-ray radiation (Dressel, 2001). Each BWO is tunable within approximately t30% of

its central value, therefore a number of devices are required for full frequency cover-

age. BWOs have been used in T-ray spectroscopy of gases (Klaus et a1', 1997;Takano

et a1., 1998; Morino et a1., 2000), thin film superconductors (Pimenov et al', 2000), and

biomolecules (Woolard et al., 1999).

Electronic T-ray generation techniques are primarily of interest for their simplicity and

integratability with other electronic systems. The BWO provides a high quality source

of T-rays at power levels between electronic and large laser systems.

2. L 0 Detection

T-ray radiation can be detected using thermal, optical or electronic effects. Detecting

T-ray signals is difficult because blackbody radiation at room temperature is strong at

T-ray frequencies, as shown in Table 2.1. The most common T-ray detectors are thermal

detectors, for example the helium-cooled bolometer, which is desensitised to ambient

temperature and registers only the heating effect of the T-ray radiation (Dereniak and

Boreman, 1996). The bolometer is an incoherent detectol, registering only incident

power, which is appropriate for CW detection, but limits the information available

in broadband systems. Lr FTIR, the bolometer is combined with an interferometer to

resolve the different frequency components of the broadband source (Genzel et aI.,

7998;Han et a1.,2001).

In an analogous manner to nonlinear optical mixing and photomixing in biased semi-

conductors, T-ray radiation can be coherently detected using homodyne mixing in

nonlinear crystals (Nahata et aI., 1999) and photoconductive switches (Weling and

Auston, 1996; Yerghese et aI., 7998). For CW detection with T-ray local oscillators,

electronic detectors have been developed based on cooled photodetectors (Katterloher

et a1., 7995), electron plasmas in semiconductors (Dyakonov and Shur, !997;Yngves-

son,2000), semiconductor superlattices (Klappenberger et a1., 2001), mesoscopic quan-

tum devices (Orellana and Claro, 1999), resonant Quantum Well Infrared Photodetec-

tors (QWIPs) (Gadir et a1.,2002) and high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs) (Shur

et al., 7999). Purely electronic systems incorporate symmetrical sources and detectors

(van der Weide and Keilmawr,7998; Reedijk et a1., 2000)'
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Two-dimensional detection, or imaging, is used in T-ray astronomy, as reviewed by
Siegel (2002). CW T-ray imaging has been demonstrated with QWIP arrays (Dupont
et al., 2002) and in laboratory conditions using photomixing (Siebert et al., 2002).

Both imaging and spectroscopy have been demonstrated with ultrafast pulsed detec-

tion of T-rays, using the high sensitivity of gated detection. Ultrafast laser-based T-ray
detection is reviewed in detail in Ch. 3.

2.LL Chapter summary

The preceding Sections have broadly introduced the properties of the T-ray band and
described T-ray detection and generation, putting the pulsed T-ray experiments in this
Thesis into context. The T-ray band has been studied for many years, primarily us-
ing very far-infrared (FIR) Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometers, Backward
Wave Oscillators (BWOs) and T-ray lasers, all of which are commercially available, de-

spite their individual drawbacks. [r the future, the most promising T-ray sources seem

to be: (i) Quantum Cascade Lasers (QCLs), for their small size and tunability, (ii) high
frequency electronic sources, for their integration into existing electronic technology,

and (iii) pulsed T-rays based on ultrafast laser sources (Ch. 3).

The pulsed nature of ultrafast T-ray systems provides high signal-to-noise ratios, broad
bandwidth and low average power, making them ideal tools to study biological and
medical materials. The following Chapter introduces and reviews pulsed T-ray spec-

trometers, and later Chapters apply this instrument to make real measurements on a
wide variety of biosamples, from protein hydration to thin biomolecular films.
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Cha pter 3

Ultrafast Pulsed T-ray
Generation and Detection

systems were first demonstrated in

ith a number of alternative sources,

trafast pulsed generation and detec-

tion is a subset of T-ray generation and detection reviewed in the last Chap-

ter, and is the technique used for T-ray experiments described in this The-

sis. An ultrafast T-ray system (or T-ray spectrometer) uses ultrafast laser

pulses to generate short pulses of T-ray radiation, which are then detected

using time-gated detectors. The average generated power is very low, but

gated detection is sufficiently sensitive so the signal-to-noise ratio of ultra-

fast spectrometers is higher than other T-tay systems.

This Chapter examines the advantages and disadvantages of various meth-

ods for generating and detecting T-rays, and how T-rays interact with com-

ponents of a T-ray system. It is important to understand the limitations

and capabilities of T-ray spectrometers, as these limitations and capabilities

define the possible applications of T-tay biosensing.
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3.1 lntroduction

3. 1 lntroduction

The development of T-ray technology using ultrafast optical lasers provides a highly-
sensitive means for accessing the T-ray frequency regime. Pulsed T-ray spectrome-

ters are based on ultrafast pulsed generation and detection using mode-locked lasers.

Mode-locked Ti:sapphire ultrafast lasers became commonly available in the 1980s, trig-
gering increased research into ultrafast sources and detectors of T-ray radiation (Haus,

2000). Pulsed T-ray spectrometers use picosecond pulses of T-ray radiations and are

thus inherently broadband systems. Pulsed T-ray spectroscopy is frequently called
Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy [Hz-TDS) since the measurements are made

using time-domain pulses. Spectroscopic information is then determined via a nu-
merical Fourier transform. The broadband nature of T-rays means they are able to
probe a wide region of the electromagnetic spectrum, depending on the actual system,
from DC to the mid-infrared (>30 THz). The cost and size of T-ray spectrometers is

dominated by the cost and size of the ultrafast laser, a technology that continues to be-
come more convenient, compact, reliable and economical. T-tay spectrometers are now
commercially available as entire systems, assisting the increase in applications of T-ray
spectroscoPy to sensing, imaging and biosensing, as discussed in future Chapters.

The two most common methods of generating and detecting pulsed T-rays are: (i)
using micro-scale, Photoconductive Antennas (PCAs), and (ii) using electro-optic (EO)

crystals. PCAs have high power and a limited bandwidth, while EO systems have

lower power and a higher bandwidth. The reasons for these differences are explained
in Secs. 3.2 and 3.3 below

Historically, pulsed T-ray techniques were initially developed for waveguide and cir-
cuit characterisation (Auston and Nuss, 1988; Valdmanis et a1., l982;Yaldmanis et al.,

1983; Frankel et aI.,7992), until free-space T-ray Time-Domain Spectroscopy (TDS)

grew from the development of both PCAs and EO crystals as sources and detectors
(Auston et a1., 7984a; Auston and Cheung, 7985; DeFonzo and Lutz, rgBZ; DeEonzo

etar.,1987;Smitheta1.,1988;FattingerandGrischkowsky,lgSs;Huet a1.,r990;wuand
Zhang,1995). The first complete T-ray spectrometers were used for spectroscopy of
bulk dielectrics at T-ray frequencies (van Exter et al., 7989a; Pastol et aI.,7989c; Grisch-
kowsky et al., 7990). Pulsed T-rays can be generated from other physical processes,

including quantum oscillations in semiconductor heterostructures and superconduc-

tive effects, as listed in Sec. 3.2.4. These alternative processes are not efficient sources
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of T-ray power, but the generated T-rays can be used to study the physical processes

themselves.

Continuous-wave (CW) T-ray detection, as described in Cln. 2, is compatible with

pulsed generation, but does not benefit from the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of

gated detection. Gated detection, a feature of ultrafast laser systems, is explained in

Sec. 3.3. The other elements of aT-ray spectrometer, apart from the emitter and de-

tector, are discussed in Sec. 3.4. This Section discusses how T-rays propagate in free

space and through T-ray optical components, such as lenses and filters. This leads to

a discussion of T-ray spectrometers configured to generate and detect T-rays with the

same element, that is, using one PCA or EO crystal as a T-ray transceiver.

The main purpose of this Chapter is to review the T-ray literature on systems and

technologies as a background to T-ray sensing and imaging in Chs. 4 and 9 respectively.

The background in this Chapter explains the tradeoffs between the alternate systems

used for generation and detection, and why certain configurations were chosen for the

experiments in this Thesis.

The T-ray spectrometers used for experiments in this Thesis, and their specific configu-

rations for experiments, are described in detail in the experimental Chapters: Ch' 5,6,

7, I and 10. The experimental systems used T-rays generated by Optical Rectification

(OR) (see ïec.3.2.2), or by fast currents in semiconductors (see Sec. 3.2.4). The T-rays

were detected by Electro-Optic Sampling (EOS) (see Sec. 3.3.2). The specifications of

the optical hardware used in T-ray spectrometers are described in Appendix B.

3.2 Generation

T-ray generation from nonlinear optical effects is developed in a text by Shen (7984),

and early T-ray spectroscopy is well covered by Auston (1988) and Auston and Nuss

(1988). Gornik and Kersting (2001) present a recent review of pulsed T-tay sources.

3.2.L Photoconductive antennas

A Photoconductive Antenna (PCA) has two important features: an antenna structure

and a photoconductive substrate. During T-ray generation, photocarriers are gener-

ated in the photoconductive substrate by an ultrafast laser pulse. The photocarriers
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3.2 Generation

are swept by an applied DC electric field, creating an ultrafast current transient in the

substrate, which drives the current in the antenna. The antenna structure is designed

to radiate sub-mm-wavelength electromagnetic waves into free space. A PCA can be

designed with different substrates and different actual antenna designs, which in tum
influence the possible T-ray bandwidth and ouþut power. When an ultrafast optical
pulse is absorbed by an appropriate substrate, carriers are generated and swept apart
by the DC bias field, which creates the current transient to drive the antenna. The

substrate must be able to have a sufficiently fast carrier recombination time and high
carrier mobility to support an ultrafast transient. A sub-ps transient will generate a

free-space pulse with a duration of a few ps. A ps-duration pulse, by Fourier theory,

has a bandwidth in the order of 7THz.

A simple schematic of a PCA is shown in Fig. 3.1, accompanied by a graph that shows

the dependance of generated T-ray power on the applied bias field.

Historically, the first PCA was demonstrated by Mourou et al. (1981) at microwave
frequencies, although the PCA sources used in T-ray spectrometers were developed
primarily by Lucent Technologies and IBM in 1988 and 1989 (Fattinger and Grisch-
kowsky, 1988; Fattinger and Grischkowsky, 7989; van Exter et a1., 1989a; van Exter

et al., 1989b). Other groups were involved in developing sources and detectors at about
the same time, as reviewed by Smith et al. (1988). A schematic of the first T-ray spec-

trometer, based on PCAs, is shown in Fig. 3.2. The basic elements of a PCA, that is: (i)

the antenna geometry, (ii) the photoconductive switch, (iii) the electric bias and (iv) the

optical pulse, have been subsequently varied in many ways to study and improve the

following characteristics of the generated radiation: (i) the power, (ii) the bandwidth,
(iii) the radiation pattern, and (iv) the pulse characteristics.

The high SNR of T-ray spectrometers is due to high peak power and sensitive detection

(Sec. 3.3). The average T-ray power in a focused beam has increased from nW to pW
levels (Ralph and Grischkowsky, '1992; Cai et a1., 1997), with current systems achiev-

ing 30-40 yW of average T-ray power (Andrews et al., 2007; zhao et al., 2002a). The

availability of high power, high repetition rate femtosecond laser sources has enabled

PCAs to be driven into saturation (Budiarto et al., 7996;Parket al., 1999b), and photo-

conductive substrates with high breakdown voltages permit large bias fields (Yoneda

et al., 2001). As shown in Fig. 3.1(b), emitted T-ray power scales with both the DC bias

across the emitter and the power in the optical beam.
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(a) PCA emitter (b) PCA output power dependence on op-

tical pumP Power

pCA emitter and output characteristic. A schematic PCA emitter is shown in

Subfig.3.1(a). This is a DC biased dipole antenna. Subfig.3.1(b) shows how the

emitted T-ray electric field draws both on the power in the optical pump pulse and

the DC bias field applied to the PCA electrodes. The curves are plotted with DC bias

field as a parameter. The T-ray output saturates for high levels of optical fluence due

to limited doping levels. The DC bias is limited by breakdown in the photoconductive

switch, thus limited the output power of the T-ray emitter.

The efficiency of a PCA depends on the photoconductive substrate and the coupling ef-

ficiency of the antenna. A photoconductive switch material should have a high break-

d.own voltage, a low optical refractive index, low bandgaP, low carrier lifetime, high

optical absorption and high carrier mobility (Benicewicz and Taylor, 1993; Benicewicz

et al., 1994;Tani et a1., 7gg7). The polarisation of the normally-incident optical pulse

is perpendicular to the bias electrodes (Huggard et a1.,7998). High power PCAs were

d.emonstrated initially on implanted Silicon-on-saPPhire (SOS) and low-temperature-

grown GaAs (LT-GaAs) (Warren et al., \99I), and since with semi-insulating Gallium

Arsenide (SI-GaAs) (Zhao et a1., 2}}Za;Budiarto et a1., 1996), ion-implanted GaAs and

InGaAs (Andrews et al., 2001). T-ray emission has also been observed with air as

the photoconductive switch (Löffler et a1.,2000). Antenna design and coupling influ-

ences the efficiency, bandwidth and radiation pattem of T-ray emission (Nahata and

4 kY lcm

2 kY lcm

GaAs emitter

1 kV/cm
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¡ Parabolic mirror

emitter detector

photocurrentbias
I I

pump beam probe beam

Figure 3.2. Elementary T-ray beam system with PCA emitter and detector. A T-ray beam

is generated and detected using two PCAs (Fattinger and Grischkowsky, 19BB). The

ultrafast probe beam pulse shorts the biased electrodes and the resulting current tren-

sient is coupled into free space. Gold or Al-coated parabolic mirrors collimate and focus

the T-rays onto a second PCA. The PCA detector, described in Sec. 3.3.1, is gated by

the probe pulse; when the PCA is conducting, a current can be measured across the

electrodes that is directly proportional to the amplitude of the T-ray electric field.

Heinz,7996; Cai et aI.,1997). Many antenna geometries have been explored (Dykaar
et a1., 1997; Aqavalingam et a1., 7991.; Gitrn et al., 1994; pfeider et al., 7994; Brener
et al., 1996; Cai et a1., 1997; Nuss and Orenstein, r99B; Feng and winfur, l99g; Liu
et al', 1998), however high power T-rays are still generated with coplanar striplines
and large aperture emitters (Zhao et aI.,2002a; Andrews et al., 2007). A large aperture
PCA is a dipole antenna with lines placed a distance of approximately 1 mm to 1 cm
apart, as opposed to striplines lithographically deposited tens of microns apart.

After output Power, a broad bandwidth is the second most desirable characteristic of
aT-ray source, which relies on a short T-ray pulse duration. PCAs in GaAs typically
have a useful bandwidth extending from less than 100 GHz to 2T}Jrz (Grischkowsky
et al., 7990), which can be extended to ATHzby injecting carriers close to the band edge
(Katzenellenbogen and Grischkowsky, 1991; Nuss and Orenstein, 1998). Bandwidths
up to 6THz (Zhao et aI.,2002a) have been reported for PCAs, but pulse duration con-
tinues to be limited by carrier mobility, leading to interest in Optical Rectification (OR)

emitters, discussed in Sec. 3.2.2beIow. The exact emission bandwidth can be controlled
by shaping the optical pulse, either to tune the output frequency or increase the overall
ouþutpower (Liu et al',7996; Weling and Auston,7996;Weling and Heinz,7999;park
et a1., 1999a).
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Chapter 3 Ultrafast Pulsed T-ray Generation and Detection

The radiation pattern of a PCA is important for designing beam-steering optics and

imaging systems. Generally, T-ray radiation is coupled out from the antenna and col-

limated into a beam with a hemispherical lens (Fattinger and Grischkowsky, 1989; van

Exter et al., 1989b; Jepsen and Keiding,7995; Chung et al., 2000; Rudd and Mittle-

a¡1an,2002). The radiation pattern for the common dipole antenna is essentially dipolar,

with a weak quadrupole component perpendicular to the bias field (Rudd et a1., 2000a),

weak elliptical polarisation (Rudd et al., 2001) and propagates as a Gaussian into the

far-field (Gürtler et al., 2000) with high frequency components concentrated in the cen-

tre of the beam (Jiang and Z}rang,1999a; Jiang and Ztrang,7999b). Near-field effects

are important for understanding screening of the bias field, pulse propagation and ap-

plications in near-field imaging, and are described in Ch. 10'

Recently, PCA emitters have been integrated into commercial optical fiber-coupled T-

ray systems, for their convenience and high power (Rudd et al., 2000b). Miniature

PCAs have been demonstrated on optical fibers for potential endoscopic applications

(Lai et aI.,7998). PCAs have also been incorporated directly into ultrafast laser cavities

to produce up to 7 t W of pulsed T-ray Power (Darmo et a1., 2002).

3.2.2 Optical Rectification

Optical Rectification (OR) is a nonlinear optical effect that can generate T-ray pulses

with very large bandwidth from ultrafast optical pulses (Bonvalet and Joffre, 7998)'

OR is a second-order effect that occurs in materials with a non-zero electro-optic EO,

ot Ke), coefficient, and is referred to as the inverse EO, or Pockel's effect (Saleh and

Teich, 7991; Yariv,1991,; Shen , 7984). The power and bandwidth of T-rays generated

by OR are determined by the driving optical pulse, the nonlinear EO coefficient of the

crystal, the crystal d.amage threshold, the output coupling constraints and the visible-

to-Tqzphase matching (Rice et aL,1994; Khurgin, 7994). OR emitters produce T-rays

with a lower power and broader bandwidth than PCA emitters.

Historically, OR was first observed ln 7962, with a high intensity 100-ns laser pulse

causing a DC polarisation in certain crystals (Bass et al., 1962). With the development of

ps and fs laser systems, faster polarisation transients were induced, with bandwidths

reaching to T-ray frequencies (Yajima and Takeuchi,l97\; Yang et al.,I97I;Morris and
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Shen, 1977; Auston et al., l972;Bagasaryan et a1., 1933). An ultrafast'shock wave'prop-
agating through a nonlinear medium was observed to generate T-ray ðerenkov radi-
ation, but was confined to the medium due to Total lnternal Reflection (TIR) (Auston,
1983; Auston et aL,1984b; Kleinman and Auston, 7984). The T-ray shock wave was
caused by the optical pulse, the source of T-rays through OR, moving more rapidly
through the crystal than the emitted T-ray radiation due to the crystal's high T-ray re-

fractive index. After the development of the PCA for free-space T-ray generation, the
ðerenkov radiation was coupled out of LiTaO3 into T-ray beams (Hu et al., L990).

Unlike a PCA, the T-ray power generated by OR is due only to the incident laser power
(Carrig et al., 7995). The maximum optical power is limited by available ultrafast laser
sources and by damage to the medium (Sun et al., 2000). With the development of
high-power solid-state mode-locked lasers, sub-100-fs pulse trains can be generated at
tens of MF{z repetition rates and up to 2W ol average power. The generation efficiency
depends on the magnitude of the KQ) coeflicient, T-ray absorption in the material and
phase matching between the optical and T-ray pulses (Wu and Zhang,7996a; Nahata
et al., 7996a). The magnitude of the XQ) coefficient varies with the crystal cut and
orientation (Yariv, 7989;xu et al., 7992;z]nang et a1., r992a; Chen et ar.,2001).

The most popular EO material is ZnTe (ZncTelluride), because of its physical durabil-
ity and excellent phase matching (Rice et a1.,7994). Although the organic crystal DAST
has a very large Eo coefficient (Yakymyshyn et aL, 1997; zlnang et al., \992c), it is hy-
groscopic, and therefore difficult to use experimentally. With a broadly focused optical
pump beam, to avoid damaging the medium, and a ZnTe crystal, nW T-ray average

power can be generated by OR. Saturation of OR due to second harmonic generation

of the PumP beam at high optical fluence has been studied inZnTe (Sun et aI.,2000),

LiTaO3, LiNbOg and DAST (Carrig et al., 7995).

OR owes its intrinsically broad bandwidth to the Pockel's effect, which can operate
on a sub-fs time scale (Saleh and Teich, 1997). The actual bandwidth depends on the
duration of the optical pump pulse. With ultrashort optical pulses, down to 15 fs in
duration, T-ray pulses have been generated with spectra extending to the mid-infrared,
above 40 THz or 7 ym (Bonvalet et a1., 7995;Han and Zhang,2007).

OR effects have been observed in air (Cook and Hochstrasser, 2000), in biased quan-
tum wells (QWs) (Citrin, 199n, Periodically-poled LiNbo3 (ppLN), in poled polymers
(Nahata et aI., 1995), in polymer thin films (Sinyukov and Hayd en, 2002), in super-
conducting thin films (Siders et al., 2000), and from beating in coupled quantum wells
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Chapter 3 Ultrafast Pulsed T-ray Generation and Detection

(Luo et aI.,1993). T-rays generated from OR in PPLN can be tuned by the polling pe-

riod, the temperature or the crystal orientation (Weiss et al., 2007; Lee et a1.,2000c; Lee

et a1., 2000b;Lee et al., 2001b). Typically, OR is driven by ultrafast pulses from a solid-

state Ti:sapphire mode-locked laser, although 7.55-ym light has been used in optical

fiber-based systems (Li et a1.,2000).

Figure 3.3 illustrates an ultrafast optical laser pulse generating aT-ray pulse in a non-

linear EO crystal. The optical pulse, with a time-bandwidth product L,tL,o close to

unity, generates a polarisation transient in the EO crystal , p(t), which acts as a source

of electromagnetic radiation, Ert"(t).The speed of the EO effect is sub-fs, so the dura-

tion of the polarisation transient depends on the duration of the optical PumP pulse.

The bandwidth of the emitted pulse is determined by the transient nature of the po-

larisation transient - for a fs optical pulse, the bandwidth of the electromagnetic pulse

can extend to over 40THz.

optical pump pulse EO crystal T-ray pulse

>

E"o,(f) Ern.(r) x ð2p(t) /ò2t

p(¿) o E|r,(t)

Figure 3.3. Optical Rectification. Optical Rectification (OR) is a second-order nonlinear efFect,

whereby an ultrafast electric field pulse is rectified in a VQ) medium, in this case an

EO crystal. The ultrafast pump pulse induces a transient polarisation,p(t), which in

turn emits a T-ray-bandwidth pulse. The time evolution of the T-ray pulse is given by

the second time derivative of the polarisation transient, h+.(t) xà2tt(t) /ð2t (Zhang

et al., 1992a; Rice et al., 199a).

Optical Rectification was used as a source of nearfield T-ray radiation in the microscopy

experiments described in Ch. 10. The nearfield OR system, described in Sec. 70'2,pto'

duced nearfield T-rays from a tightly-focussed optical beam'
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3.2.3 Pulsed photomixing

Pulsed photomixing in biased semiconductors uses similar physical devices to T-ray
generation in PCAs (Sec. 3.2.1), continuous-wave (CW) photomixing (Sec. 2.7) andCW
nonlinear DFG (Sec. 2.6). Photomixing enables generation of tunable CW T-ray radi-
ation, which is valuable for high-resolution spectroscopy applications, but does not
provide simultaneous access to the broad frequency range of T-ray pulses, thus limit-
ing the available spectral information.

T-rays are generated by mixing two ultrafast laser pulses in a PCA. An ultrafast laser
is used to generate optical pulses, each of which is split into two pulses. The pulses are

split in an interferomete4, which can control the relative phase of the pulses. The phase
difference between the pulses determines the output T-ray pulse shape (Ralph and
Grischkowsky,Tgg2; Weling et a1., 7994;Joffre et al., 7996). Shaping of the optical near-
infrared (NIR) PumP pulse enables T-ray pulse shaping generated from nonlinear opti-
cal mixing effects (Kawase et al., 1999; Eickemeyer et al., 2000;Sohn et al., 2002). Mixing
pulses with an equal frequency chirp creates a difference frequency that depends on
the phase delay of the two pulses in the arms of the interferometer. Chirped pulse mix-
ing therefore generates relatively narrowband, frequency-tunable T-rays (Veitas and
Danielius, 7999;Belabas et a1.,2001). Photomixing has been observed in quantum well
structures using resonant excitation of plasmons (Ryzhii et al., 2002).

3.2.4 Photoexc¡ted semiconductors and superconductors

T-ray emission has been observed from unbiased semiconductors due to OR, pho-
tocarriers accelerated in the semiconductor surface field, coherent polarisation oscil-
lations (Luryi, 7997), coherent phonons (Dekorsky et al., I99S; Garrett et aI., L996;

Merlin, 7997; }{an et a1., 7999), coherent plasmon oscillations (Kersting et al., 1997;

Kersting et al., 7998a), coherently controlled photocurrents (Côté et aI., 1999), tran-
sitions in coupled quantum wells (Pötz, 1996), intersubband transitions in quantum
wells (Kersting et al., 7998b), c erent charge oscillations in quantum wells (Bonvalet

et al., 1996), Rabi oscillations (Harel et a1., 1999), Stark wave packets (Schafer and
Krause, 1997), coherent Bloch oscillations in superlattices (Roskos et al., 1992; Waschke

et a1., 1993; Chansungsan et al., 7994;Dekorsky et aL,1994; victor et al., rgg4), photo-
Dember fields (Sarukura et aI., I998b; Gu et al., 2002) and superluminal ionisation
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Chapter 3 Ultrafast Pulsed T-ray Generation and Detection

fronts (Hashimshony et al., 2001b). Of these physical effects, the most common sources

of T-ray pulses are OR and photocarrier acceleration due to their relatively high power.

T-ray emission has been observed in high-T. superconductors due to ultrafast modu-

lation of the superconductivity (Tominari et a1.,2002).

T-ray emission from unbiased semiconductor surfaces excited with ultrafast optical

pulses was first observed by Zhanget al. (Zhang et a1., 7990b;Zhanget a1., 1990a). Fig-

ure3. shows a schematic of T-ray generation from an unbiased semiconductor surface

and the intrinsic bias fíeld at the surface. The radiated T-ray field is proportional to the

optical pump power and is due to a combination of OR (Chuang et alr,1992; Zhang

et aL.,7992a),bulk DFG (Saeta et al., 1993) and photocarrier acceleration in the surface

field of the semiconductor (You et a1.,1994; Han et a1., 2000b).

T-ray emission from semiconductor surfaces is influenced by the magnetic field sur-

rounding the emitter, which can be used to switch or enhance the generation efficiency

(Ohtake et a1., 1998; Ono et a1., 2000; Mclaughlin et al., 2000; Ono et al',2001'; Corchia

et a1., 2001). T-ray emission from an unbiased GaAs wafer in a switchable magnetic

field is shown in Fig. 3.5, indicating enhancement and phase reversal of the gener-

ated T-ray pulse (Zlnang et a1., 7993a; Zhanget al., I993b). This enhancement has been

explained by considering the alignment of the induced radiating dipoles and Total ln-

ternal Reflection (TIR) at the semiconductor-air interface (Shan et al., 2001'; Johnston

et a1., 2002).

As in pulsed photomixing, optical pulse shaping and magnetic field control enables

both enhancements and spectral control of the emitted T-rays (Sarukura et a1., 7998a;

Izumida et al., 1999). T-ray emission from semiconductor heterostructures has been

coherently controlled by shaping the optical pump pulse (Brener et a1', 7994).

Photoexcited semiconductors were used as T-ray sources in the experiments in this

Thesis. The experimental system is described in Sec. 5.2.2 and the output characteris-

tics are shown in Sec. 5.3.1.

3.3 Detection

Although continuous-wave (CW) techniques can be used for T-ray detection, as de-

scribed in Ch. 2, ttre high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of T-ray spectrometers is due to

time-gated detection (pump-probe) techniques. Gated detection relies on an optically
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(a) Surface bias field in a bare semicon-

d uctor
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(b) T-ray Surface Current Generation
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Figure 3.4 Semiconductor surface currents. The intrinsic bias at a semiconductor surface is

shown in Subfig.3.a(a) - E, is the conduction band and E, is the valence band in

the semiconductor. This bias field sweeps ultrafast photo-generated carriers, and for

high-mobility semiconductors, the resulting current transient acts as a source of T-rays.

Subfigure 3.4(b) shows T-ray generation from a semiconductor surface either in trans-

mission or reflection. The optical pump beam, incident at angle 9¡ to the semiconductor

surface, generates T-rays, which are partially transmitted through semiconductor, and

partially reflected back (collinearly with the reflected pump beam). The angle of inci-

dence 0¡ is set at Brewster's angle to improve coupling of the optical and T-ray beams

at the air-semiconductor interface. The semiconductors used, for example, LT-GaAs,

are opaque to the optical beam.

switched detector, and part of the pulse split from a mode-locked laser, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.6.

Gated detection systems acquire a time-domain response by scanning the time delay
of the detector across the generated waveform. For T-ray generation, the detector op-

erates on a fs time scale, which is faster by at least two orders of ma itude than the

ps duration of the T-ray pulse that is being sampled. The time delay of the detection

Pulse relative to the generated waveform is achieved with a variable path length, rêp-
resented by the delay stage in Fig. 3.6. The total length of the delay stage movement

determines the duration of the sampled pulse. The speed at which the waveform is
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Figure 3.5. T-ray generation from an unbiased semiconductor in a magnetic field. The

intrinsic bias field, E, is shown parallel to the page (that is, normal to front face of

the semiconductor surface). The T-rays generated from an unbiased semiconductor are

enhanced by the application of a DC magnetic field, B, shown normal to the page. The

enhancement can be seen in Subfig. 3.5(b). This effect is discussed in Sec. 3.2.4. (After

Zhans et al. (1993a).)

acquired is limited by the desired SNR. A faster scan leaves less time for the signal at

each point to be averaged with, for example, a Lock-In Amplifier (LIAs), thus increas-

ing the noise level. Úr T-ray spectroscopy and imaging, there is a fundamental tradeoff

between signal acquisition time and SNR.

The two major methods of T-ray detection, as with generation, use Photoconductive

Antennas (PCAs) or electro-optic (EO) crystals.

3.3.1 Photoconductive samPl¡ng

Photoconductive sampling was developed in conjunction with PCA emitters (see Sec.

3.2.I). For T-ray detection, an unbiased PCA is placed in the T-ray beam path and gated

with an optical probe pulse. A PCA in detection configuration is shown in Fig. 3.8'

The gating pulse allows current to flow in the PCA, which is connected to an aûune-

ter. The T-ray electric field biases the PCA, and the current is therefore proportional

to the T-ray field. The optical probe pulse has a far shorter duration than the T-ray

pulse, so the T-ray waveform is sampled in time by changing the time delay of the two

optical pulses (Valdmanis et al., L983; Auston and Smith, 1983). The detected T-ray

(100) GaAs

B :0.32

B:07

B: -032f
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laser fs pulse probe pulse

+

pump pulse

gated detector

delay stage

Figure 3.6. Schematic functional diagram of gated detection. This T-ray generation and de-

tectionschematicisanexampleofapump-probeexperiment. Thepumpbeaminitiates

a T-ray pulse, which is detected by a gated detector. The gated detector is activated by

the probe pulse. The time delay is varied with a delay stage. Thus the time evolution

of the pulse can be sequentially sampled. The extra distance in the probe pulse path

is required so that the optical path lengths of the pump and probe pulses are identical

- the probe beam must gate the detector at the same time as the T-ray pulse arrives

at the detector. ln this example, PCAs are depicted as the T-ray emitter and detector.

(Note that this bare bones schematic only shows the system components that are rel-

evant to gated detection. Typical auxiliary elements in a T-ray spectrometer, such as

the optical chopper, are not essential to gated detection.)

signal is a convolution of the incident T-ray waveform and the response of the PCA
(Bromage et al., 7999;Drxillaret et al., 2001). Lr spectroscopy experiments, the detec-

tor and emitter resPonses are accounted for by deconvolution, or signal normalisation
with a reference pulse, as discussed in Sec. 4.2.

Initially fabricated on LT-GaAs, PCA detectors achieved a maximum bandwidth of

with ultrafast gating pulses of 15-fs duration have extended the detection bandwidth
to 40 TFlz (Kono et al., 2000; Kono et a1., 2001). LT-GaAs PCAs can be gated with 1.55-

¡zm wavelength light through a two-photon absorption process (Tani et a1.,2000b).
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optical beam

stage motton from controller

r. I

Figure 3.7. Pump-probe delay stage. The delay stage pictured here is the essential element in

pump-probe experiments, of which T-ray spectroscopy is one example. The stage is

used to sweep the ultrafast probe pulses over the temporal profile of the free-space T-

ray pulse, thereby sampling the entire T-ray waveform. The stage motion is coordinated

with the detection electronics via a computer and General Purpose lnterface Bus (GPIB))

i nterface.

T-ray spot

probe beam spot

Figure 3.8. Sketch of a PCA used for photoconductive sampling. This sketch shows a photo-

conductive dipole antenna (looking face on) used for T-ray detection. The large T-ray

spot (shown as a blue circle) biases the electrodes with a free-space electric field. The

probe spot is focussed into the biassed region of the antenna substrate. The fs-duration

probe switches the electrodes with transient photocarriers, allowing a current to flow,

which is detected by an ammeter. The current flow is proportional to the applied T-ray

f ield.
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3.3.2 Electro-Optic Sampling

Electro-Optic Sampling (EOS) is a broadband T-ray sampling technique. EOS is more
complex to implement and align than T-ray detection using a PCA - this can be seen

by comparing Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 - however EOS demonstrates a broader detection band-
width and greater sensitivíty.

Ill EOS, as in photoconductive sampling, the detector is gated by a time-delayed probe
pulse. The detector is an EO crystal, placed between crossed polarisers, and the optical
and T-ray beams propagate collinearly through it, shown in Fig. 3.9. The incident T-
ray pulse modulates the birefringence of the crystal, through Pockel's effect (Yariv,
1989; Saleh and Teich, 1991; Shen, \984). The induced birefringence in the crystal is
proportional to the electric field strength of the T-ray pulse, and causes a rotation of the
polarisation of the optical pulse. The crossed polarisers (linear polarisers aligned with
their axis perpendicular to each other) effect an amplitude modulation of the optical
pulse, which is proportional to the polarisation modulation and thus the T-ray field
strength. The linearity of EOS for detecting a freely propagatin g T-ray electric field is
demonstrated in Fig. 3.10(a).

Initially used in the characterisation of high-speed electronic circuits (Auston and Glass,
7972; Yaldmanis et aL, 1982; Yaldmanis et aI.,1983; vatdmanis and Mourou, 19g6;
Wiesenfeld,7990), EOS was first used for free-space T-ray detection in 1995 by Wu and
Z}rang (Wu and Zlnang, 7995). Although more difficult to align experimentally than
PCA detectors (Wu et a1., 7996b;Cai et a1.,7998;park et aI.,799g;park et a1.,1999a;Chen

et al., 2001; Planken et aL,2001), EOS soon demonstrated a wide bandwidth and high
sensitivity (wu and zhang,7996b; wu and Zhang,r996a; Uhd Jepsen et al., 1996; Na-
hata et a1.,1996a; Nahata et air,1996b; Wu and Zhang, rggZb). The sensitivity of EOS

depends on the EO VØ nonlinear coefficient of the detection crystal, which must be
transparent to the probe beam, and the quality of phase matching between the T-ray
and optical pulses (Park et a1., 7999a).

The central trade-off for EOS is the thickness of the crystal. A thicker crystal pro-
vides a longer interaction length for the coupled pulses, hence a larger signal. How-
ever, since perfect phase matching between the optical and T-ray pulses is not pos-
sible, a thinner crystal with less dispersion provides a broader detection bandwidth
(Cho et a1.,1998). Figure 3.11 shows T-ray waveforms detected with an EO crystal,
indicating the increased bandwidth but reduced signal amplitude for a thinner de-
tector. Using sub-100-¡.lm-thick crystals, mid-infrared pulses are detectable (Han and
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Figure 3.9.

ZnTe

Sketch of an Electro-Optic Sampling setup. The Electro-Optic Sampling (EOS)

scheme is more complex than PCA detection, but has better sensitivity and a broader

bandwidth. The polarised T-ray electric field induces a birefringence in the detector,

depending on the XQ) coefficient of the specific crystallographic orientation of the

crystal (Chen et al., 2001). A pellicle beam-splitter directs the pump and probe beam

collinearly through the EO detector. The polarisation of the probe beam is rotated

by the birefringent medium, which is converted to an intensity modulation using an

analyser. The analyser is a polarising beam splitter or second polariser rotated 90o

from the first polariser. This is a typical crossed-polariser detection method (Saleh and

Teich, 1991; Yariv, 1991). The analyser, in this diagram a Wollaston beam splitter,

directs the two polarisations to balanced photodiodes. A quarter-wave plate (aWP)

is rotated to balance the difference current to zero for zero T-ray field, accounting for

residue birefringence in the EO crystal.
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Figure 3.10. Measured linearity of ZnTe EOS. These results demonstrate the linearity of ZnTe

as a T-ray sensor, to both the probe beam power and the T-ray electric field. The

linearity is (<2%) for over more than 5 orders of magnitude. (After Wu et al. (1996c).)

Zhang,1998a; Leitenstorter,200T; Leitenstorfer et aI.,1999). The most popular crystal
used for T-ray EOS is ZnTe due to its high EO coefficient, low group velocity mismatch
between T-ray Pulses and optical probe pulses, and good mechanical properties (Gallot
et al., 1999). GaP (Gallium Phosphide) (Wu and zinang, 799Ta), GaAs (vossebrger

et a1.,1998), multilayered Eo polymer films (Sinyukov and Hayden,2002),poled poly-
mers (Cao et al., 2002) and DAST are among alternative materials used for EOS (Han
et a1.,2000d; Han et a1.,2000c; Walther et a1.,2000b).

A primary advantage of EOS is its extension to 2D,3D and single-shot imaging, as

discussed in Sec. 9.4(liangandzhang,TggSa;Jiang and Zhang,1998c;Jiang and zhang,
7999b; Weling et al., 1999; Shan et al., 2000; Ferguson et aI.,2007b). with a larger EO

crystal and an expanded optical beam, the intensity modulation across the transverse
T-ray beam can be imaged with a CCD camera(wu et al., 1996c; wu et a1.,7996a).

The EOS equipment used in the experiments in this Thesis is described in Sec. 5.2.2,

which includes diagrams and photographs of the apparatus.

3.3.3 Single-shot EO detection

Single-shot detection is fundamentally different to normal gated detection in that the
entire T-ray waveform is measured by each probe beam pulse, and then detected spa-

tially. The ps time duration of the T-ray pulse is transferred to the spatial domain us-
ing non-collinear propagation of the T-ray and probe beams in an EO crystal (Weling

,r'ZnTe detector
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at'
a

a
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a
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Figure 3.11. Measured broadband T-ray pulses. Crystal thickness determines signal sensitivity

and bandwidth in EOS. The two Subfigures show a T-ray pulse sampled with two

ZnTe detectors. Typically a 2-mm-thick ZnTe crystal provides a high signal, but a

bandwidth limited to under 10 THz. ZnTe is a good EO sensor because of phase

matching between the T-ray and optical pulses. Ultra-broadband phase matching is,

however, not possible, so a thinner crystal detects higher frequencies. Using a L}-ym-

thick crystal, frequencies up to 70 THz have been measured (Leitenstorfer et al., 1999).

(After Han and Zhang (1998b).)

et al., lggg) or collinear propagation of a chirped probe beam. In chirped probe detec-

tion, the spatial distribution of the T-ray pulse along the propagation axis in the EO

crystal is mapped onto the different wavelengths of a chirped Probe pulse, and then

separated with an optical grating (Iiang and Zhang, 1998a) or streak camera (Jiang

et a1., 1999). A schematic of chirped pulse detection is shown in Fig. 3.12. Chirped

pulse detection can be designed with automatic background cancelling with dual pho-

todetector arrays (Iiang and Zlnang, 7998c), or extended to 1O imaging with a CCD'

Single-shot detection has been used for electron bunch measurements in FELs (Wilke

et a1., 2002) and rapid imaging applications (see Sec.9.4).

3.3.4 Magneto-opt¡c detection

Magneto-optic detection is analogous to EOS in that the transient magnetic component

of a propagating free-space T-ray pulse can be detected using crossed polarisers and a
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chirped pulse

chopper
-.

laser

probe pulse grating patr

P1

pump pulse PD array

f
delay stage

Figure 3.12.

P2

grating

emitter EO crystal T-ray modulated pulse

Single-shot detection. This schematic shows the chirped pulse single-shot T-ray

pulse detection technique. The single-shot spectrometer is similar to a typical T-

ray detection system, using OR and EOS, except the probe pulse is stretched to a

ps duration with a grating pair. The polarisers'PL' and'P2'are used for crossed

polarisation detection (see Sec.3.3.2). When the T-ray and probe pulses propagate

collinearly through the EO detector, they both have approximately the same duration,

thus diflerent wavelengths in the spread probe pulse experience difFerent levels of
intensity modulation. As the pulse is chirped, these different levels are separated with

a spectral grating, and detected with a linear photodiode (PD) array. A lens with focal

length / focuses the pulse onto the array. Apart from a background measurement of

the unmodulated chirped pulse required to extract the T-ray waveform, the technique

can measure the entire T-ray waveform in a single shot. The T-ray wavefront is

focused from emitter to detector in this scheme with a polyethylene lens, which has

a very low dielectric constant for T-rays. The purpose of this particular configuration

is to study the propagating wave shape; for material meesurements, a sample can be

placed between two polyethylene lenses (2-f spacing) in the T-ray beam path. For

single-shot imaging, discussed in Sec. 9.4, the T-ray beam is spatially expanded in 1D

and the PD array is replaced with a CCD. (After Jiang and Zhang (1998a).)
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magneto-optic crystal (Riordan et a1., 1997). The T-ray magnetic field is detected using

the Faraday effect in an optical medium (Saleh and Teich, 7991)'

3.3.5 Lock-in detection

A feature of PCA and EO detection is the large DC background in the probe compared

to the modulation d.ue to the T-ray field. A common method used to observe aT-tay

signal is to AC modulate the free-space T-ray beam at a certain frequency, indicated by

the chopper in Fig. 3.6, then electronically filter out any signals not at this modulation

frequency. Laser noise is greater at lower frequencies - due to its 1/ f chatacteristic

(von der Linde, 1986) - so a higher modulation frequency leads to less noise. The

maximum desirable modulation frequency is approximately 3.5 MHz, where the noise

floor is set by instrumentation and photon noise (Chwalek and Dykaar,1990).

The signal detected in a T-ray system is a current from the photodiodes that are mon-

itoring the probe beam. The probe beam power depends partially on incident T-ray

power, but the T-rays are only one source of probe beam modulation: laser noise is

also measured by the T-ray system. Lock-in detection enables the signal from T-rays

to be distinguished. from the noise by modulating the T-rays at a certain pre-defined

frequency /-.¿. The chopper is required to modulate the T-ray signal at the modula-

tion frequency, that is in the pump beam path. The lock-in detector (Lock-In Amplifier)

then looks for the AC modulated part of the measured signal specifically at f^od.

The Lock-In Amplifier used in the experiments in this Thesis is described in more tech-

nical detail in Appendix B.

3.4 T-ray propagat¡on

This Section d.escribes how T-rays propagate through T-ray lenses, T-ray filters, and

free space. This leads to a discussion of T-ray spectrometers configured to generate

and detect T-rays with the same element, that is, using one PCA or EO crystal as a

T-tay transceiver.
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3.4 T-ray propagation

3.4.I Propagation and filters

With the development of free-space T-ray emitters and detectors, interest increased
in the propagation of T-ray-band pulses in a vacuum and through quasi-optical ele-
ments. T-tay systems use quasi-optical collimation and focusing elements, including
gold-coated off-axis parabolic mirrors (van Exter et aI.,7989a), Silicon hyperhemispher-
ical lenses (Mittleman et al., 1996; Rudd and Mittleman,2002), anti-reflection coatings
(Kawase and Hiromoto, 7998), variable phase polarisation compensators (Cumming
and Blaikie,1999), reflective gratings, Tþflon prisms (White et a1,, IggS), and transmis-
sive optics fabricated from silicon or polyethylene (Ruffin et al., lggg).

T-ray spatial filters are fabricated using metal, which has a very high absorption at T-

ray frequencies (Arjavalingam et a1., 1992), including high-pass filters with metal slits
(Bromage et a1., 1997;Lee et a1., 2007a), apertures (you and Bucksbaum,rgg|;Bromage
et al',7998),band-pass filters (MacDonald et al., 2000),low pass filters of glass beads in
polyethylene (Sato et al., 7989), filter cascades (Winnewisser et al., Tggg) and dichoric
filters (Winnewisser et aL.,7998; Winnewisser et a1.,2000).

Fresnel lenses have been modelled and constructed from Silicon to allow frequency-
dependant focusing of the broadband T-ray beams (Wang et al., 2002). A Silicon binary
lens for T-ray wavelengths is pictured in Fig. 3.13(a) and the sharp T-ray focus is shown
in Fig. 3.13(b).

T-tay beam propagation has been studied in scattering media (Pearce and Mittleman,
2001) and simulated with finite-difference time-domain techniques (Beard and Sch-

muttenmaeq 2001). T-rays have been used to study single cycle pulse propagation
(Kaplan, 7998), the Gouy phase shift at a focus (Hunsche et al., 1999) and T-ray whispering-
gallery modes in cylinders (Zhangand Grischkowsky, 2002). The study of T-rays prop-
agating through air and optical elements has been greatly enhanced by techniques
for imaging the T-ray emission patterns and beam profiles using either scanned pCAs

(Sec. 9.2) or EO detection (Ch. 10).

Dynamic T-ray filters have been demonstrated using free carrier generation in a semi-
conductor to block, or reflect, the T-ray pulse. is transient mirror can be used to
slice up very short duration sections of a T-ray pulse (Cole et al., 2007), or reflect a

sub-wavelength diameter cross-section of the beam for near-field studies (see Ch. 10).
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(a) Eight level silicon Fresnel lens (b) Focused T-ray electric field

Figure 3.13. Silicon Fresnel lens. A Fresnel lens constructed from high-resistivity Silicon demon-

strates sharp focusing of the terahertz beam. This is comparable to a conventional

refractive T-ray lens. (After Wang et al' (2002)).

3.4.2 Transmission and reflection

T-ray spectrometers can be used either in transmission or in reflection (Khazan et a1.,

2001). The T-ray pulses are detected after transmission through a sample, or reflec-

tion from its surface. The mode used depends on the type of sample being studied.

For samples with very high absorption, no transmitted signal is detectable. However,

normalising the system response is more difficult with a reflective system, because a

reference pulse must be taken without the sample present, and it is difficult to main-

tain exactly the same free-space path length between the emitter and detector' Alter-

native geometries used for T-ray spectroscopy and analysis techniques are discussed

in Sec. 4.2.

3.4.3 Transceivers

In an extension of the standard T-ray reflection system, the roles of emitter and detector

can be combined into one device, either a PCA or an EO crystal (Tani et a1.,2000a; Chen

et a1.,2000a; Chen et al., 200-J.; Chen andZ}tang,2000). In a T-ray transceiver, the pump

and probe pulses travel collinearly with opposite polarisation and an adjustable time-

delay to reflect off a sample, as shown in the schematic in Fig. 3.L4' The EO transceiver

10

ç¡fn
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HWP

laser

delay stage

Figure 3.14

sample

Pol. BS

NP BS
EO transceiver

polariser

PD

Free-space EO transceiver. A free-space electro-optic (EO) transceiver combines

optical Rectification (oR) and Electro-optic Sampling (EOS) in the same EO crystal.
As shown in this schematic, the optical laser pulses are split into pump and probe pul-

ses with a polarising beam splitter (Pol. BS), then recombined with a non-polarising

beam splitter ('NP BS') and directed collinearly into the EO transceiver. The pump

pulse generates T-rays, which are focused onto a sample and reflected back into the
transceiver (as indicated by the blue U-shaped arrow). The probe pulse has an orthog-

onal polarisation to the pump pulse and arrives at the EO transceiver after the pump
pulse (the exact delay is controlled by the delay stage). The probe pulse is reflected

ofFthe far face ofthe EO transceiver (as indicated by the black U-shaped arrow), after
which it travels from right to left through the transceiver at the same time as the
returning T-ray pulse. The returning probe pulse detects the reflected T-ray pulse by

EOS and is then passed though an analysing polariser into a photodetector (PD). The
half-wave plate (HWP) is used to rotate the polarisation of the pump beam to the
optimal polarisation for the orientation of the EO crystal and the probe polarisation.

A PCA transceiver has a similar geometry, except the reflected T-ray pulse is detected

as a gated current in the PCA (Tani er a|.,2000a). (After chen et al. (2001).)
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extends into free space the concepts of early spectroscopy with T-rays confined to a

single crystal by Totat Internal Reflection (TIR) - see Sec. 4'2.3'

3.4.4 Waveguides

T-ray propagation in waveguides is related to microwave technology in the same way

that focusing and filtering in free space are related to optical techniques (Grischkowsky,

2000). Waveguide propagation is relevant in studying near-field T-ray devices (Gallot

et al., 2000; Wynne et al., 2000; Filin et aI.,2007; Reiten et al., 2007a; Mitrofanov et a1.,

2001a), T-ray interconnects (Hadjiloucas et al., 2003; Mendis and Grischkowsky, 2001;

Digby et a1.,2000; Mendis and Grischkowsky, 2000;Jamison et al., 2000; Kazemi et a1.,

L999; Collins et a1., 7999), T-ray cavities (Zhang et a1.,2001b) and integrated T-ray res-

onators (Nagel et a1., 2002b).
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3.5 Chapter summary

3.5 Chapter sum mary

Pulsed T-ray systems have been reviewed in this Chapter, and the important elements

of T-ray generatiorl propagation and detection have been described. The background
in this Chapter underpins the design and operation of the T-ray experiments described

in Chs. 5,6,7,8 and 10.

The application of this T-ray spectrometer to biosensing is introduced in the following
Chapter with a review of the field of T-ray sensing.
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T-ray Sensing and
Spectroscopy

NE of the first applications of T-rays was as an ultrasensitive

gas transmission spectrometer. T-ray spectroscopy has now

evolved to cover experiments in fields from clinical biology to

solid.-state physics. This Chapter is divided into two main Sections: (i) de-

scriptions of the various geometries used for material characterisation in a

T-ray spectrometer, and (ii) a review of the materials that have been studied.

Our experimental work on T-ray sensing of protein hydration is presented

in greater detail in Ch. 5, and bio-affinity sensing is described in Chs. 6 and

7.
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4.1 lntroduction

4.L lntroduction

T-tay sensing involves applying T-ray techniques to the study of materials by monitor-
ing transmitted or reflected radiation. The T-ray spectrum is populated by energy tran-
sitions of 0.4 to 40 meV, which correspond to different rotational and torsional states of
a whole molecule (Chantry, 7977). For larger molecules, the far-infrared (FIR) has fewer
transitions than the near-infrared (NIR), which can be very densely populated. The
T-ray band also corresponds to energy transitions in superconductors, plasma states,

lattice vibrations and other resonances in crystals (Houghton and Smith ,1966).

Pulsed T-ray spectroscopy is a coherent technique, in which both the amplitude and
phase of the T-ray pulse are measured. Coherent detection enables direct calcula-
tion of absorption and refraction profiles without using the Kramers-Kronig relations
(jackson, 7998). T-ray spectrometers provide a high SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) and
a broad bandwidth, making them attractive to sensitive spectroscopic studies in the
T-ray band.

Pulsed T-ray spectroscopy buiids upon a rich history of sub-mm and FIR spectroscopy,

as described in Ch. 2

The main Purpose of this Chapter is to describe: (i) the published methods used in
pulsed T-ray sensing, and (ii) the materials that have been studied with T-ray systems.

This forms a background to the novel experiments in T-ray sensing in Chs. 5 and7.

4.2 T-ray time-domain spectroscopy

Time-domain spectroscopy GDS) is a long-established method in the study of elec-

tronic circuits. T-ray TDS uses free-space T-ray radiation to study dielectrics. T-ray
TDS is markedly different from optical spectroscopic techniques that rely primarily on
incoherent detectors. Any sample can be characterised by a complex dielectric con-

stant õ, which describes the attenuation and delay of transmitted radiation at a given
frequency ø, where u; : 2rcf , and f is the frequency of the T-ray radiation inlHrz.
In free sPace, the wavelength and frequency of the radiation are related by ,o : f L,
where cg is the speed of light in a vacuum. A coherent detector is able to determine
the delay, or phase relationship, between incident radiation with and without a sam-

ple present, and thus directly measure both the real and imaginary parts of ê. With an

incoherent detector, however, additional processing is required to estimate the phase
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Chapter 4 T-ray Sensing and Spectroscopy

delay caused by a material, using the Kramers-Kronig relations, integrals that relate

the real and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric constant (Bom and Wolf, 1997).

T-ray spectroscopy is a coherent detection method, and therefore measures the com-

plex dielectric constant of the material, ë : et - ir" , or equivalently the complex index

of refraction of the material ñ : n - jrc, wher" (ñ)2 : ê. The dielectric constant is

typically referred to in the field of high-speed electronics and the refractive index in

T-ray optics. The power absorption coefficient , 0d, is related to rc through u : 2a¡rc / co'

In this Thesis, the frequency-dependent quantities, ñ and ë, are written without ø (that

is, ë(o) : ë) lor purposes of brevity. A frequency-dependent spectrum is always

assumed.

Estimating these material properties from T-ray Time-Domain SpectroscoPy (TDS) mea-

surements requires calculations that depend on the system configuration. Essentially,

an expression is derived for the expected delay and attenuation of the pulse due to

passing through or reflecting from the material of interest. This expression is in terms

of the complex material properties and the thickness of the sample(s), and can be writ-

ten as a product of factors in the frequency domain'

The interaction between a sample and the incident T-ray radiation can be expressed as

a transfer function.É,

Sfir'ur : É' Si.'.id"r,t, (4.1)

where Si,,.id"r,t and. Snrrur are the complex spectral components of the incident and final

T-ray pulses, both of which are frequency-dependent, that is S : S(r). The transfer

function É is a product of reflection (r),propagation (p) ætd transmission (f) coeffi-

cients, which in turn depend on the geometry of the system. The specific geometries

are described later in this section'

The notations for transmission, reflection and propagation coefficients at the interfaces

of a dielectric slab are sketched in Fig. 4.1.

The reflection and transmission at each material interface depend on õ (or equivalently

Ø) of the adjacent dielectrics, and the polarisation of the incident light, as shown in

Fig.4.2.
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4.2 T-ray time-domain spectroscopy

u(r)

I'ul Snr,rt

t2

Figure 4.1. Multi-reflections and transmission through a dielectric slab. This Figure shows a

dielectric slab of complex refractive index Ø, with an incident plane wave of electromag-

netic radiation, represented by the single spectral component Sincident. Each spectral

component represents a different frequency component of the plane wave (or equiva-

lently, a different wavelength), The plane wave undergoes reflections ,, at the interfaces

of the dielectric (first and second interfaces have coefficients 11 and 12), and propagates

through p. Multi-reflections cause interference patterns in the final output wave, rep-

resented by the Fabry-Pérot factor, FP. The various coefficients are multiplied together

to give a transfer function Ë for the dielectric slab.

Figure 4.2. Fresnel coefficients. This diagram shows the notation for the reflection and transmis-

sion coefficients at a dielectric interface (Born and Wolf, 1997; Saleh and Teich, 1gg1).
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For TE (transverse electric) polarisation, the complex frequency-dependent coefficients

of transmission f (r.r) and reflection r(u) arc

ñocos0¡ - ñAcos 0¡
no.u#os0¡+ nacosln'
L l rso6,

cients are

"ru@) 
:

tt a@) :
(4.2)

(4.3)

For TM (transverse magnetic) polarisation, the complex frequency-dependent coeffi-

,p,b@):ffi, ê.4)

tfok:) : ?çt+rlo¡, (4.5)

where ño and ñ.6 are the complex refractive indices of the homogeneous materials be-

fore and. after the interface, g¡ is the incident angle and 0¡ is the refracted angle. With

knowledge of the refractive indices ño andña,?ncan be determined from 0¡ and Snell's

Law, ñosin g¡ : ñ6 sing¡. For a sample oriented normal to the radiation path, 0i : 90" ,

the propagation equations simplify to (Duvillaret et al',7996)

tøb toa(u) : 2ño
--\na I nu)

/ \ ño-ña
føb : rab\a): ña+itb

(4.7)

Radiation propagating a distance d through a linear medium, ño, is delayed and atten-

uated according to the factor

p : p(Ø) - ¿-iitaød/co, (4.8)

where r¿ is the angular frequency in rads/s, and cs is the speed of light in a vacuum in

m/s.

A sum of reflections between two plane parallel interfaces (etølon or Fabry-Pérot reflec-

tions), as shown in Fig. 4.1', canbe represented by a FP factor,

Fp : î. {rr. p, .rr\k , (4.s)

F:ot )

where 12 is the reflection coefficient for a plane wave reflecting intemally from an in-

terface, p is the coefficient for propagating through the slab, and k is the number of

reflections, which depends on the time duration of the measured waveform and the

delay caused by propagation between the interfaces.

(4.6)
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4.2 T -ray time-domain spectroscopy

For a very large number of multi-reflections, k ---+ oo, the Fabry-Pérot factor (FP) can be
approximated by

trP-- 1,r' : . (4.10)

The Fabry-Pérot factor introduces frequency-domain interference fringes into transmit-
ted or reflected radiation from thin samples, and is unavoidable in very thin samples.

Typically in T-ray TDS experiments, it is simplest to measure two time-domain pulses,
a reference y, and a sample pulse yr. The characteristic response of the entire system,
which depends on many factors including the emitter and detector, is cancelled out by
normalising the sample pulse with the reference pulse in the frequency domain. This is
deconuolution. Tlne complex frequency spectra S, and S, are calculated using numerical
Fourier transforms from the time-domain waveforms sampled in the experiment,

S, : FT(yr),

S, : Fr(y').
(4.11)

(4.72)

The effect of the sample on the propagating pulses can be modelled using Eqs. (a.6)-
(4.70), which provide a theoretical expression relating,i, and S, to the material prop-
erties õ. The material properties are then estimated by comparing the model to the
measured spectra. Depending on the complexity of the model expression, it may be
possible to solve it analytically, otherwise an iterative curve-fitting procedure is used.

The method described in this Section is used for most T-ray TDS measurements, with
the model expressions lor S, and t varying with sample geometry. The geometries are
described in the following sections. The expression of interest is the ratio of the com-
plex sample spectrum to the complex reference spectrum, i : S, / Sr, which enables
the responses (transfer functions) of alt invariant system components (for example, the
emitter, detector, free-space propagation and mirror surfaces) to be cancelled out. This
ratio is the deconvolved sample response.

4.2.1 Transmission geometry

The simplest and most common geometry for free-space T-ray TDS is transmission
through an orthogonally-positioned slab of homogeneous material, characterised by
ñt (Fig.4'1)' The transmission geometry described here was used for experiments de-
scribed in Chs. 6 and 7. This slab may be free-standing in air, or either deposited on or
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implanted into a substrate or holder. The model for the normalised sample spectrum

depends on each individual experiment, but three main classes can be discerned: (i)

thick samples, (ii) thin samples, and (iii) dual-thickness samples.

n1

Ar

As

d.z ds

Figure 4.3. T-ray transmission notation for a single-thickness sample' This schematic shows

the notation for modelling T-ray propagation through a sample slab, mounted on a

substrate. The sample to be studied, with refractive index Ør, is attached to a substrate

material with refractive index ñ2, and both are immersed in a medium of refractive

index Ø1. The green area, ñs, typically has a refractive index equal to ñ1 or to ñ'2,

depending how the sample is prepared: if the sample is implanted into the substrate,

ñs:ñ2. lfthesampleisdepositedontothesubstrate,thenØ3:fit. lnsingle-thickness

measurements, the reference pulse /r passes through the substrate then the green area.

The spectral components of the waveforms are determined by FFT, Sr: fT(yr) and

ã¡¡sr: ¡ f (yr). Single-thickness samples are used for experiments In Chs. 6 and 7.

A thick sample is a slab that causes sufficient delay so that the transmitted pulse can

be measured without any overlap with the first Fabry-Pérot (FP) reflection. The exact

requirements for the d.elay will depend on the desired total scan length (see Sec' 4.2.9).

A diagram of a thick sample and the reference and sample Paths is shown in Fig. 4.3'

Note that the substrate material both before and after the sample must also be suffi-

ciently thick to avoid any FP reflections in the measured pulses. Thin substrates are

discussed below with thin samPles.

In the thick sample geometry, the experimentally-measured sPectral comPonents of

the reference and samPle pulses can be modelled by

S, : A(r) 'tp' pz'tzz,

: A(r)'tç'ps,'tß,

(4.13)

(4.74)s,
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4.2 T-ray time-domain spectroscopy

where A(r) is a factor representing all other system responses that remain constant
between the sample and reference measurements. Using Eqs. (4.6) and (4.8), the ratio
of transmission spectra can be entirely determined in terms of refractive indices and
the sample thickness,

ss

s,

- /-ns\n1l n2 nz -l ns)
. s-i(ñ'-ñùød/co.

fu-t ñ,)(ñ, + ns)712
(4.1s)

(4.18)

This set of equations can be solved for the real and imaginary parts of Ø, using iterative
techniques (Duvillaret et a1., 1996).

For the common case where the sample Ø, is placed in a vacuum or air, ñ1. : ñ2 :
ñs : 7.0, a simplified expression can be determined for the transmitted pulse (and any
time-separated FP pulses) (Duvillaret et a1., 7999). For a sample with very low T-ray
absorption, that is rc, ( nr, analytic expressions for ns and 7çs can be written in terms
of the magnitude p and phase p of the transmission ratio T,

(4.76)

ns : Qtun'#*r, (4.17)

Tou.,,

cg

edns l7
Ks:ln

crs _;^.: T : ptrrns.e JYtrans,
)¡

4nt
ptratrs '

A thin sample is one where a number of Fabry-Pérot reflections overlap in the mea-
sured pulse train. Theoretically, this geometry can be modelled by using Eq. (a.15)

multiplied by a FP factor from Eq. (4.9) or Eq. (4.10), and then solved iteratively. The
samples used for the thin film spectroscopy experiments in Ch. 6 and biofilm experi-
ments in Ch. 7 caused many FP reflections, and the transmission was modelled using
iterative techniques.

4.2.2 Dual-sample geometry

A si ler transmission geometry is constructed of two thicknesses of the same mate-
rial, as shown in Fig. 4.4. A dual-thickness measurement greatly simplifies modelling,
and was used for spectroscopic measurements in the experiments described in Chs. 5

and 8' The reference pulse /r passes through the sample material, but the thickness is
less than the sample used for yr.
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TI1

dr
<€

Ar

As

dz d,

Figure 4.4 T-ray transmission notation for dual-thickness sample. This Figure shows the nota-

tion for modelling T-ray propagation through a sample slab of two difterent thicknesses.

The sample to be studied, with refractive index Ør, is attached to a substrate material

with refractive index ñ2, and both are immersed in a medium of refractive index Ø1. ln

dual-thickness measurements, the reference pulse travels through a reduced thickness

of the sample - this ensures that the reflections at the dielectric interfaces are identical,

and the only diflerence between sample and reference will be due to the thickness change

of the sample. ln dual-thickness measurements, the diflerence in thickness between d,

and d, is denoted d in this Thesis. The spectral components of the waveforms are

determined by FFT, sr: FT(yr) and sr: FT(yr). Dual-thickness samples are used

for experiments in Chs. 5 and 8.

The advantage of dual-thickness measurements is that both reference and sample Pul-

ses pass through the same interfaces, so for a thick samPle, the transmission is

(4.7e):þ --t:S, Pr
Td.rul

The spectral components of an electric field after propagating through a sample ñ'2, of

thickness d2, cànbe expressed as (Sec. 4.2.1)

A(ru) . tp . pz ' t21 .FP,

A(d ='i'=' 
-in"d'/" -42- FP,' n1i nz n2-l n1

where FP accounts for Fabry-Pérot reflections in the sample, and A(u) accounts for the

incident T-ray field, invariant for sample or reference, and losses of the system between

the sample and the T-ray emitter and detector. A(u) is constant for any sample.

s (4.20)

(4.21)
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For two samples of the same material, identical except for thickness, the transmission
spectrum of the pure material can be obtained by taking the ratio of the two spectra:

for a sufficiently thick sample there are no FP reflections, so FP = 1, and all the interface
effects cancel out, leaving only the propagation effects, which are simple to model. The
transmission ratio for dual-thickness spectroscopy with thick samples is expressed as

ia.,ur : sr/ s, : :_iñ^ 
g-iñzc'tds/co 

, @.22)e-iñz r

where Ø1 is the material that replaces the space taken up by the extra thickness of the
thick sample, typically air, d, is the thickness of the sample for the reference pulse, and
d, is the thickness of the sample for the sample pulse (see Fig. 4.4).

Equation (4.22) simplifies to

fd,,"r : exp(- ju / csd(ñ2- 1)), (4.2g)

where d : d, - d, and ñt : 7. Since i is complex vector with a value for each T-ray-
frequency component, Tduut : p¿u¡eiâdual, and ñ : n - jK,

Pduar: exp(-udrc/cs), (4.24)

and

Qùtar : c^t Ld(n2 - 7) / cs. (4.25)

The material parameters can then be extracted by rearranging the above equations
(Arjavalingam et alr, 1990),

n

K

(4.26)

(4.27)

The accuracy of these estimates can be calculated from the partial derivatives of Eqs.

4.26 and 4.27, using multiple measurements to obtain the experimental fluctuation of
the transmission ratio. This method was used to estimate the experimental accuracy in
our protein studies in Ch. 5.

For thin dual-thickness samples, where multiple FP reflections are present, the expres-
sion for the normalised transmission is more complex and must be solved iteratively.

One of the major sources of error in material parameter estimation is the measurement

of the thickness d (Duvillaret et al., 1999). To increase the accuracy of measuring d and
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integrate it with T-ray spectroscopy, a scheme has been proposed using a train of time-

separated. FP pulses from a sufficiently thick sample to simultaneously estimate ñ, and

d (Duvillaret et aL.,1999;Dorney et al., 2001a). The effect of errors in d canbe reduced

by increas^g d relative to the e,'::or Ld. This idea is fully explained in Ch. 8, where a

novel system for high accuracy T-ray liquid spectroscopy is described.

4.2.3 Reflection geometry

Reflection spectroscopy is useful for large or highly-absorbing samples where trans-

mission is inappropriate, for example polar liquids, human tissue, or surface charac-

terisation. As with transmission spectroscopy, the structure of the sample plays a role

in the analysis and accuracy of the parameter estimations - different models are used

for straight reflections, Total Internal Reflection (TIR), and tomographic first-surface

spectroscopy.

The first pulsed T-ray spectroscopy measurements were performed in reflection, with

the T-rays confined by Total lnternal Reflection (TIR) to an EO crystal that acted as both

emitter and detector. T-ray spectroscopy could only be performed on the EO crystal

itself (Cheung and Auston, 1986), or on materials placed in direct contact with the

EO crystal, into which the radiated pulses were couPled by Attenuated Total Úrtemal

Reflection (Auston and Cheung,7985). Fig. 4.5 shows the geometry of TIR T-ray Time-

Domain Spectroscopy (TDS). The basic elements oÍ aT-ray spectrometer are present: a

pump pulse to generate the T-ray radiation and a time-delayed probe pulse to sample

the T-ray pulses, either with a sample or without.

The geometry of first surface T-ray spectroscopy is the same as the TIR geometry in

Fig. 4.5, except the initial med.ium is typically air or vacuum. The measured spectral

components of the reference and sample pulses are given by

S, : A(ø) 'rp, Ø'28)

S, : A(t) 'r2r, e'29)

where r,thereflection coefficient, is found from the Fresnel equations above, and A(u)

represents the common factors between reference and sample. The reference interface

is created with a material of known ñ.Itis critical that the reference and sample path

lengths are identical, which means the sample interface must be placed at the same

position as the reference interface. This geometry allows the deconvolved spectrum
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reference rnaterial
\,

sample material

(a) TIR reference (b) TIR sample

Figure 4'5. Total lnternal Reflection (TlR) geometry. ln this Figure, T-rays are generated in

the EO material and detected by a probe pulse after interacting with a reference or

sample by frustrated TlR. An optical beam in the crystal generates T-rays ('ErH.'),
which propagate in the EO crystal and are reflected from the surface boundary with the

reference or sample material. The reflected T-rays ('nr' U 'Er') then have characteristics

which depend on the characteristics (ê) of the reference and sample respectively (Auston

and Cheung, 1985).

Sr/Sr, which is calculated from the measured data, to be modelled in terms of the
reflectivity of the reference r12,

trs # S,
- 

rfetl 
- = trtz 5r

(4.30)

where r12 car- be calculated from Eq. (4.4), or Eq. (4.2), depending on the T-ray polari-
sation, since ñ1, ñ2 and the incident angle 0¡ are known. Once r12 is known, Eq. (4.30)

can be rearranged to estimate rs. The dielectric constant of the sample, ë, : ñ?, is

estimated by re-arranging Eq. @.9 (orEq. @.2)) (Auston and Cheung,\98s),

e, : fsi''2 g¡ * cos2 t,(#r)'lrr. (4.31)
L

For reflection spectroscopy at or near normal incidence, which includes T-ray transcei-
ver applications (Sec. 3.4.3), the above expressions simplify by setting 0¡ x 90".

A major experimental problem in reflection geometry is the accurate positioning of the
reference mirror. This problem can be overcome by using another reflection geometry,
such as a Total Internal Reflection (TIR) geometry, agoniometric geometry, ellipsome-
try, interferometry or Differential Time-Domain Spectroscopy.

For measurements using Total Internal Reflection (TIR), the position of the interface is

set by the edge of the TIR prism. The difficulty is in knowing accurately the refrac-
tive indices of the prism and the reference material (Auston and Cheung, L985). One
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method to avoid making a separate reference measurement is to use the pulse reflected

from the top of a TIR prism, as shown * 
-ttt. 

4.6 (Rønne et a1., 1997).

,s,
n

d.2

Figure 4.6. TIR prism and reflection. lnfrared spectroscopy using a first surface reflection as the

reference pulse (Sec. 4.2.3).

In a TIR geometry, the reference pulse is detected from the air-Silicon window interface,

and the sample pulse comes from the Silicon window-sample interface, The spectral

reflection ratio of sample to reference can be written

7."n (4.32)

r2s' t2l
. ,-i2ñzdzu / co 

, (4.33)

for a deconvolved sample response i,"fl : prcn€-i0ren. The equations can then be solved

iteratively.

If q Þ K1 and n2 )) rc2, which holds for a Silicon TIR prism in air, the sample proPer-

ties can be estimated by

nz(7 - p1.o)
(4.34)

1+ refl 2pr"acos Qr"n'

s,
sr
tp

rt2

TLs

Kg
2n2pr"nsinQ

7 -f p?"n IZp,"acos frerr
(4.3s)

For samples with intemal surface reflections, for example multiple quantum wells, the

expression for reflection is complicated by FP factors and must be solved iteratively

(Cheung and Auston, 1986).

An integrated method for determining the thickness d of a thin surface layer, anal-

ysed in reflection, is to observe frequencies where destructive interference occurs. This

technique relies on the broadband nature of the T-ray pulse, requiring a bandwidth of

l2THzto measure films of 7-lr thickness (Hashimshony et a1.,2001a).
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4.2.4 Differential Time-Domain Spectroscopy

The differential geometry involves rapidly switching a sample in and out of the beam,

simultaneously sampling both the sample and reference pulses. This can greatly im-

Prove the SNR of T-ray sensing. Differential Time-Domain Spectroscopy (DTDS) is de-

scribed in Ch. 6 and implementations of double-modulated DTDS are found in Chs. 7

and 8.

4.2.5 Goniometric geometry

Measuring reflectance as a function of incident angle, specifically near Brewster's an-

gle, involves a reflection geometry where the angle of incidence is variable. These

measurements require rotation of the sample by an angle 0 and the detectorby 20 tn a

goniometer. With a series of measurements, the amplitude and phase shift of the T-ray

pulse can be observed around Brewster's angle, specifically the 180' phase shift for
p-polarised radiation (Li et aI.,7999a; Mirg et a1.,2001).

The refractive index of a thin hlm ñs on a substrate can be estimated by measuring the

reflectance at different angles and comparing it to a model based on Drude and Fresnel

equations. The Drude equation predicts the complex reflectance 7¡r from a thin film,

ro- lrslrsz4s , es6)7l rßrr2pr'

where r and p are givenby Eqs. (4.7) and (a.8). The values of d, ñ2, ñ1, the wavelength

À and 01arc known for each measurement, so the reflectance can be modelled using

estimates for ñr, and compared to experimental measurements.

For two angles of fu (ïya &. 7rc), the T-ray spectra are S¡ : Ak't) 7p4 and Su :
A(r) |ps, where A(r) is a product of the transfer functions of the system which re-

main constant as the angle is varied. Thus the ratio of reflectances is given by

7oe

SB

Sa
(4.37)

e value of ñs t}:rat fits the model can be estimated by iteratively fitting the experi-

mental reflectance ratio to the modelled reflectance ratio, using Eq. (4.36). Specifically,

when measurements are made close to Brewster's angle, the large variation in phase

enables more reliable estimates of Ø, than normal reflection or transmission measure-

ments (MinS et a1.,2001).

BTp
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t|'1

Figure 4.7. Sample in goniometric geometry. This diagram shows how a sample, typically a thin

film, is aligned in goniometric geometry. The angle 91 is changed by rotating the sample

(by angle 01), and rotating the T-ray detector by double that angle (201).

The advantage of goniometric over normal reflection geometry is that it enables resolu-

tion of sub-wavelength-thickness films without a need to model the FP reflections' The

main disadvantages are the rotating experimental apparatus and the iterative mod-

elling.

4.2.6 Ellipsometry

Normal optical ellipsometry is a technique that can measure the dielectric properties

at the surface of a sample by reflecting circularly-polarised beams of light. The polar-

isation of the reflected beam will change depending on the dielectric properties of the

sample. For a given angle of incidence, the reflection coefficients for the orthogonal

linear polarisation components of the beam (s- and P-) may not be equal. If they differ,

the polarisation of the reflected beam can be measured to estimate the dielectric prop-

erties of the sample. A specific example of this occurs at Brewster's angle, when the

reflected beam becomes linearly polarised (Azzam and Bashara,1977).

T-ray ellipsometry is a technique used to estimate a sample's dielectric constant by

measuring two reflected pulses with s- and p-polarised T-rays (Nagashima and Hangyo,

2001). The s-polarisation is perpendicular to the plane of the incident and reflected

beams, from the German word for perpendicular, senkrecht. The p-polarisation is par-

allel to the beams' plane, from the German parallel. This method is the same as used in

normal optical ellipsometry. The advantages of this technique over simple reflection
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4.2 T -ray time-domain spectroscopy

spectroscopy is that there is no need to position a reference mirror, and the equipment
is simpler than for goniometric measurements.

4.2.7 lnterferometry

Another method to increase the sensitivity of T-ray spectrometers to thin films, along
with DTDS, goniometry and ellipsometry, is interferometry. T-ray interferometric tech-
niques typically induce a 180o phase shift (a Gouy phase shift) between two arms of
an interferometer, and detect phase changes introduced by a thin sample into one arm.
The Gouy shift inverts one of the pulses, so that they interfere destructively. This can-

not be achieved by simply increasing the delay in one arm, as in continuous-wave
(CW) interferometry, because the pulses would not arrive at the detector at the same

time. An example of a T-ray interferometer is shown in Fig.4.8.

The signal at the detector in a T-ray interferometer is the sum of the pulses in the two
arms/ A : Ut I y2.For a system with identical pulses in both arms, differing only by a
(small) phase difference f,

51 : A(r), (4.3S)

õ 
^ @)(7 _ ,iQ), (4.3e)

S, : A(r)(I - tkpstszeif¡, Ø.40)

where 51 is the spectral response of Arm L of the interferometer when Arm 2 is blocked,
and t ætd p are the transmission and propagation coefficients for the sample placed in
Arm2 of the interferometer. The phase difference Q canbe calculated by normalising
the reference spectrum to the spectrum in Arm 1 alone

s

{:t_eiQ. Ø.4r)

Typically, interferometric precision is required for samples with very low refractive in-
dex, so the transmission coefficients can be approximated f = 1. For very thin samples,

where ko(nt - 7)d < 1, the sample spectrum can be normalised to the spectrum mea-

(Krishnamurthy et al., 2007),

(4.42)

(4.43)

c
+ : oe-jQSr'
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probe beam

detector

T-ray pulse

T-ray pulse

inverted T-ray pulse

emitter
.,/\^.

pump beam sample on XY stage

T-ray lens beam splitter
inverted T-ray pulse

L mirror

Figure 4.8. T-ray interferometry. This Figure shows the T-ray interferometer of Johnson et al.

(2001a) and Johnson et al. (2001b). The interferometer operates by detecting the

interference between a T-ray pulse reflected from the sample and a pulse reflected from

the fixed mirror on the delay stage. The pulse reflected from the sample is inverted by

the Gouy phase shift - the inversion of a pulse at a focus. The two pulses interfere

destructively at the detector when there is no sample present. Very thin samples bring

about a discernible signal by causing slight phase changes in the inverted T-ray pulse' A

similar system has been published by Krishnamurthy et al. (2001), who achieved pulse

inversion using total-internal reflection inside a 45o cut quartz prism.

Enhanced depth and spatial resolution have been achieved with T-rays focused to a

point on a reflective sample in one arm of an interferometer, where the Gouy phase

shift (the inversion of a pulse at a focus) occurs on the samPle (Johnson et a1.,2001'a;

Johnson et a1.,2001b). The peak amplitude showed a20"/" change lot a12.5-¡.rm-thick

air gap in Teflon. Other interferometers have been constructed using Silicon prisms

as reflectors, where the 180' phase shift was induced by a fixed end reflection from

one of the faces (Krishnamurthy et a1.,2007), and using counter-propagating Optical

delay stage
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Rectification (OR) to generate T-ray pulses with an opposing sign (Grebenev et al.,
2001).

4.2.8 Waveguide resonators

An important new demonstration of T-ray spectroscopy is in micro-stripline resonators
(Nagel et al., 2002b). [r this geometry, T-rays propagate along a micro-stripline rather
than through free sPace, returning to the original experiments with T-ray radiation in
circuits (Wiesenfeld,7990). The presence of a different dielectric in the resonator cavity
causes a frequency-dependent amplitude in the transmitted T-ray pulses.

Currently, this geometry has only demonstrated qualitative estimates of the sample di-
electric, although it is potentially a method for measurhgñ, of extremely small sample
sizes = 250 x 50 ym2 (Nagel et al., 2002b;Nagel et al., 2002a).

4.2.9 Numerical Fourier spectra

Pulsed T-ray spectroscopy has limitations placed on its frequency resolution by the du-
ration of time-domain measurements, which is fundamentally limited by the dynamic

range (the ratio of the T-ray signal to the probe beam noise) of the T-ray spectrometer.
The fundamental limit on the frequency resolution of T-ray spectrometers is described
in Appendix A in full.

The duration of aT-ray measurement,T : n\t, where n is the number of data points
and Af is the duration between each sample. This duration is limited by two experi-
mental considerations: (i) the scan length of the delay stage or pulse reflections in the
system (longer scans, free of pulse reflections, are required for high frequency resolu-
tion), and (ii) the dynamic range of the spectrometer (Appendix A). This limitation is
best understood in terms of Fourier theory.

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm is used for spectroscopic analysis in time-
domain spectroscopy. A nu er of points need to be made regarding the relation-
ship between the sampled time-domain waveform data and the frequency (FFT) spec-
trum in any given measurement. These issues are typical of systems using numer-
ical Fourier transforms, including well-established Fourier Tiansform spectroscopy
(Griffiths, 7975).
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Of primary concern in spectroscopy are the frequency range and resolution of mea-

surements. From basic Fourier considerations, the time between data points, Af, deter-

mines the maximum frequency observable in a spectrum f^u* : 7/(z\t)' Flowever,

when a time-domain signal is represented as discrete data points, high-frequency sig-

nals above ,f-u* can be aliased to frequencies below Âu', thus it is important to ensure

that there are no signals present above the /-"* set by Af . For T-rays, this upper signal

cut-off is typically determined by the emission or detection bandwidth of between 5

and 10 THz.

The frequency resolution, Lf : 7/(T), is determined by the total duration of the

sampled d.ata T. Spectral resolution can be improved by artificially adding zeros to

the time-domain d.ata. Although this provides smoother spectra, if the time duration

is more than d.oubled, no new information is actually present. The extra points that

appear in the spectra are just sinusoidal interpolations (estimates of where the inter-

vening points might lie).

Reflected. pulses d.ue to Fabry-Pérot (FP) reflections can arise in the sample, the emitter

and the detector. When an electro-optic (EO) crystal is used, the FP reflections can be

removed by bonding a refractive index-matched material to the crystal itself thereby

increasing its thickness. For example, the (110) ZnTe emitter or sensol can be bonded

to a (100) ZnTe crystal, which has a null transverse EO coefficient (Wu and Zh.ang,

I996a). Removing FP reflections in the EO crystal enables longer time-domain samples

to be measured, increasing T, andthus increasing the spectral resolution.

The fundamental limit on the maximum duration is given by the dlmamic range of the

T-ray spectrometer, that is the ratio between the T-ray waveform peak and the probe

beam noise. Probe beam noise can be measured by blocking the T-ray pulse and is

independent of the T-ray amplitude. While the T-ray power varies along the duration

of a time scan, with most power contained in the pulse peak (see Fig' 1'2(a)), probe

beam noise power is invariant over the duration of the measurement, so as a longer

sample duration is used, there is an increase in the measured noise power without

adding further T-ray power. Essentially, longer scans reduce the signal-to-noise ratio of

the measurements as the affect of probe beam noise accumulates. The limit to spectral

resolution due to a spectrometer's dynamic range is detailed fully in Appendix A'

One of the advantages of T-ray spectroscopy over other T-tay optical techniques is the

acquisition of phase information (time delay). Unfortunately, the phase spectrum from

the FFT output needs tobe unwrappedbefore it is useful. The FFT algorithm calculates
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the phase at any given frequency only to within 2n oÍ the previous phase value, so to
calculate a whole phase spectrum, which will cover a range greater ttran2n,the phase

spectrum needs to be unwrapped. Common unwrapping algorithms can distort the
unwraPPed phase due to noise at low frequencies. One method to overcome this is
to take phase information only at frequencies where the SNR is high, then artificially
extrapolate back to DC (Duvillaret et al., 1996).

For high accuracy T-ray spectroscopy, CW techniques, reviewed in Ch. 2, provide a far
higher frequency resolution. These do not, however, provide simultaneous access to
the broad bandwidth of pulsed T-ray spectroscopy. Fourier tansform-based spectro-
scoPy is very accurate if applied with consideration of the points in this Section and
Appendix A.

4.3 Materials studied with T-rays

The following Sections review T-ray spectroscopy oÍ gases, vapours, liquids, solids
and bio-materials. Applications of T-ray spectroscopy include measuring picosecond
liquid dynamics, characterising solids for upper GHz perform¿ulce in electronics, and

detecting the binding state of DNA. The limitations of T-ray spectroscopy for certain
applications are also indicated: for example, (i) the high absorption due to water in
bio-samples, (ii) severe broadening of spectral lines in condensed matter, and (iii) dif-
ficulties in modelling terahertz-frequency behaviour of molecules.

4,3.1 Gases and vapours

The first application of a T-ray spectrometer was on water vapour in the air, mea-
suring the frequencies and strengths of absorption due to rotational water molecule
transitions (van Exter et al., 7989b). Gas and vapour transmission experiments have
typically used PCA emitters and detectors with an enclosed metal gas sample cell with
thick (> 10-mm) high resistivity (= 10-kO/cm) Silicon windows. The T-ray windows
are desi ed to minimise T-ray attenuation and avoid multiple Fabry-Pérot reflections
inside the windows. The length of the sample cell is chosen depending on the strength
of the absorption at the pressures of interest. The entire T-ray cell must be dried or
evacuated to remove absorption from residue polar molecules, such as water, in the
beam path.
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T-ray gas spectrometers can accurately measure absorption lines and collision broad-

ening for molecules that have a permanent dipole moment, as demonstrated with HzO

(van Exter et a1., 7g89b),SOz (Pine et al., 1996),methylhalides (Harde et a1., 7997a), atn-

monia (Harde et a1., 2}17;Jacobsen et a1., 7996) and CH (Cheville and Grischkowsky,

I99Sa). T-ray measurements allow absorption, dispersion and line shape data to sup-

port theoretical models of these molecules (Pine et a1., I996;Harde et a1., 1997a; Harde

et a1.,2001). Although T-rays have low average power, gated detection isblind to inco-

herent thermal emission from hot objects, and T-rays can therefore be used for spectro-

scopy of samples with a large average background T-ray radiation, such as flames. In

a flame, gases with no Permanent dipole moments, such as Nz, Oz and CO2, show no

T-ray absorption, whereas the concentrations of H2O, CH and NH3 can be estimated

from the T-ray spectra (Cheville and Grischkowsky, 1995a). T-ray spectra of flames

can be used to study the higher rotational absorption states of hot water molecules

(Cheville and Grischkowsky, 1998)'

Gas identification in a mixture, and classification using a linear predictive coding algo-

rithm, has been demonstrated from the T-ray power spectra of NH3 and H2O (Jacobsen

et al., 1996;¡4ittleman et a1., 1998). An accurate gas filter correlation (GFC) system for

detecting specific gas species has been demonstrated for H2S (Mouret et a1., L999)' The

H2S GFC system used a calibrated sample cell in one arm of an interferometer and

the unidentified gas mixture in the other, and was implemented using a pulsed pho-

tomixer emitter. A detection sensitivity of 30 ppm of H2S was achieved using GFC'

An important characteristic of polar gases and vapours at room temperatures and at-

mospheric pressures is line broadening. The broadened absorption lines from most

gases overlap, making identification difficult (van Exter et a1., 1989b; Jacobsen et a1',

I996;Mouret et a1.,1999). To avoid line broadening, the sample cell(or the calibration

cell in GFC) must be held at a reduced pressure. Collision-broadened rotational lines

in gases studied. with T-rays has been reviewed by Harde et aI. (1997b)'

Vapours have been shown to re-emit T-ray pulses after excitation with a primary T-ray

pulse, for example, N2O (Harde and Grischlowsky, 1997) and methyl chloride (Harde

et al., Igg4). These experiments have been used to characterise rotational and vibra-

tional constants, and to study line shape broadening, which shows excellent agreement

with linear dispersion theorY.
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4.3.2 Liquids

T-rays are unique in their ability to sensitively measure the characteristic relaxation
times of permanent or induced molecular dipole moments in liquids. Keiding et al.
have studied T-ray spectra of liquid water as a function of temperature, and model-
led the spectra using a Debye relaxation model and numerical simulation (Thrane
et al., 1995; Rønne et a1., 7997). These experiments are performed using a reflective
TIR method, described in Sec. 4.2.3 above. The temperature dependence of liquid wa-
ter has also been compared to deuterated water D2O (Rønne and Keiding, 1998). An
alternative model of the T-ray response of liquid water, describing molecular plasma
oscillations in an icelike crystalline lattice, has been proposed from transmission data
(Libon et al., 7999).

Liquid water shows a very high T-ray absorption, greater than 200 cm-1 at I T1g1z,

whereas non-polar liquids have coefficients around 100 x smaller - for example, ben-
zerre, carbon tetra-chloride and cyclohexane (Pedersen and Keiding, 1gg2). Keiding et
al. have sfudied the temperature dependence of the solvents benzene and toluene, ob-
serving rotational and librational bands (Rønne et a1..,2000). Kindt and Schmuttenmaer
(1996) have studied numerous liquids of varying polarity with a dual-thickness sam-
ple cell, based on a polyethylene bag held between two movable Silicon or polyethy-
lene windows, including water, methanol, 1-propanol and liquid ammonia. A number
of optical-Pump and T-ray-probe studies have explored the response of solvents and
dyes to photoexcitation (Beard et al., 2000b), and linked these results to finite differ-
ence time-domain models (Beard and Schmuttenmaer,200l). The solvation d¡rnamics
of polar and non-polar liquids, including acetonitrile and water (Venables and Sch-
muttenmaer,7998), acetone, acetonitrile and methanol (Venables et at., 2000) and wa-
ter (Venables and Schmuttenmaer, 2000a), have been related to molecular dynamics
simulations to explore the relationship of decreasing T-ray absorption with increas-
ing liquid structure (Venables and Schmuttenmaer,2000b). The solvation dynamics of
lithium salts in water, methanol and propylene carbonate have been explained with
Debye relaxation models (Asaki et al., 2002).

Mittleman et al. have measured and modelled the T-ray response of inverse surfactant
micelles of water in heptane compared to bulk water (Mittleman et a1., 799Ta). The
reduced dielectric constant of the micelles is attributed to confinement effects on the
water molecules.
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The primary difficulties in liquid T-ray spectroscopy are: (i) the high absorption in

polar solvents, and (ii) mod.elling the results. The issue of high solvent absorption is

addressed in this Thesis, in Chs. 5 and 8, in two ways: (i) examining biomolecules in a

non-polar solvent, and (ii) ultrasensitive DTDS.

4.3.3 Solids

Spectroscopy of crystalline solids with T-ray spectroscopy is well-developed for two

reasons: (i) its simplicity in the physics laboratory, and (ii) its importance to the semi-

conductor industry. The earliest studies using pulsed T-tay spectroscoPy were on

LiTaOs, generating and. d.etecting the T-ray radiation inside the same crystal (Cheung

and Auston,1986). The importance of EO materials in OR and EOS has led to further

studies, characterising the complex dielectric of ZnTe (Gallot et aI., 1999), GaAs (Cho

et a1., 2000), LiTaO3 and organic crystals (Ma and Zhang,1993), and the temperature-

dependent power absorption spectrum of two-phonon Processes in ZnTe and CdTe

(Schall et a1.,2000).

Table 4.1. T-ray dielectric constants of solids. Dielectric constants of select solids at 1 THz, as

measured using T-ray TDS. zo refers to lhe ordinary refractive index and n, refers lo

the extraordinary refractive index for birefringent materials. High-resistivity (10-kO-cm)

Silicon demonstrates the lowest dispersion, with r almost constant across the spectrum

from 0.2 to 2THz. The accuracy of the first six measurements is better than 0.0004'

These results are sourced from three publications, [A] Grischkowsky et al. (1990)' [B]

Zhanget al. (2001a) and [C] Katzenellenbogen and Grischkowsky (1992).

Solid Refractive index Absorption coefficient Ref

sa pph ire

crystalline quartz

fused silica

intrinsic Ge

high-7? GaAs

high-R Si

no :3.070, ne :3.4L5

no :2.t08, ne :2.156

n: L.952

n: 4.002

n:3.595
n :3.478

-1AA,Lcm'
ø : 0.L cm-1

_1
4 : I.5 Cfll '

ø : 0.5 cm-1

a : 0.5 cm-1

ø ( 0.05 cm-1

lAl

ice (H2O) n : 1.793 a : 8.6 cm-1 IB]

0.19-C)-cm N-GaAs

0.36-C)-cm P-GaAs

n æ 2.97

n æ 3.44

s:320 cm-7

a:270 cm-I
tcl

Historicall!, early free-space T-ray systems were used for spectroscoPy of common ho-

mogeneous solids. Arjavalingham et al. measured the complex dielectric constants,
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4.3 Materials studied with T-rays

and their polarisation and angular dependence, of fused silica, sapphire and plexi-
glass slabs up to 130 GHz with ps optical pump pulses (Pastol et al., 7989c; Pastol
et al., 7989b; Pastol et al., 7989a; Arjavatingham et a1.,1989; Arjavalingam et aL,7990).

Wire grid polarisers were used to control the T-ray polarisation. Grischkowsky et al.

extended these measurements to 2 THz, studying conunon solids, as sununarised in
Table 4.7, andmodelled the conductivity of doped Si with an extension of the Drude di-
electric model to include energy-dependent carrier relaxations (van Exter and Grisch-
kowsky,7990a).

For the semiconductor industry, T-ray spectroscopy is an attractive non-contact, non-
destructive and rapid technique for semiconductor wafer characterisation in a variety
of geometries. TÏansmission measurements, described above, are limited to samples
with low absorption. Doped n-Ga\s, doped n-Si and bulk GaAs wafers have been
characterised in reflection, with an Al mirror providing the reference pulse, and model-
led using Drude theory to determine carrier density and mobility (Jeon and Grisch-
kowsky, 1998; Cho et al., 2000). The dielectric properties of 600 to 75 yrn films of
highly doped semiconductors have been measured in reflection, where the thickness
is measured by observing frequency of destructive interference in the T-ray spectrum
(Hashimshony et a1.,2007a). T-ray ellipsometry has been demonstrated on doped Si

wafers to estimate ê (Nagashima and Hangyo, 2001), and the Hall effect has been used
to estimate the full conductivity tensor oÍ n-GaAs, implemented with a 1.3-T magnetic
field and dual detectors for the two emitted polarisations (Mittleman et a1., 1996;Mit-
tleman et a1.,1997a).

As potential substrates for superconductive circuits, MgO has been measured with
a low T-ray transmission loss, unlike YSZ (yttríum stabilised zirconia) and LaAlO3
(Grischkowsky and Keiding, 7990). T-rays can be used to observe static and dynamic
characteristics of superconducting films themselves (Tonouchi et al., 2000; Kiwa and
Tonouchi,2001).

Of relevance to the development of T-ray (THz-speed) integrated circuits are goniomet-
ric measurements of FLARE, TiO" and PZT thlnfilms (Ming et al., 2001), and parylene-
N films (Lee et a1.,2000a). Novel photoresists have been characterised for T-ray-speed
integrated circuits (Collins et al., 7998).
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Chapter 4 T-ray Sensing and Spectroscopy

Non-contact characterisation, and modelling with localisation-modified Drude the-

ory, is particularly valuable for conducting polymers, such as polypyrrole and poly-

3-methylthiophene (]eon et a1., 2000; Jeon et air,200I), and single-walled carbon nan-

otube films (Jeon et a1., 2002). Organic thin polymer films were first characterised by

T-rays n 1gg2 (Ree et al., \992). Microwave ceramics for telecommunications have re-

cently been analysed in transmission (Kamba et a1., 2001) and corrosion layers beneath

opaque paints analysed in reflection (Geltner et al., 2002).

The optical pulse driven nature of T-rays lends itself to the study of photoexcited car-

rier dlmamics in semiconductors. Optical-pump and T-ray-probe experiments have the

ad.vantage of ultrafast resolution and a probe in the T-ray band (Greene et al., 1991)'

The T-ray reflectivity of photoexcited GaAs can be measured by T-ray reflection (Schall

and Jepsen,2000). The time-dependent conductivity of GaAs-AlGaAs quantum wells

(Groeneveld and Grischkowsky, Tgg4), bulk GaAs and epitaxial LT-GaAs have been

studied under 800-nm and 400-nm light, and modelled using a modified Drude model

(Beard. et al., 2000a; Beard et a1., 2001). Two-colour EOS, with time-delayed collinear

pulses transmitted through a GaAs sample, has been used to study T-tay generation

from surface field dlmamics (Han et a1.,2000b). Using ultrafast optical excitation pul-

ses, T-rays have been used to observe photocarrier generation and the subsequent

screening processes in semiconductors (Jepsen et a1., 2001.; Leitenstortet,200l'; Huber

et a1.,2001). Optical-pump and T-ray-probe experiments have also enabled a form of

near-field imaging with a dynamic aperture, as described in Ch. 9, and the creation of

transient mirrors for T-ray pulse slicing (Cole et a1.,2001).

4.3.4 Biological materials

Biomolecules, such as proteins and nucleic acids, have broad T-ray features arising

from a multitude of dense rotational, vibrational, inter-domain and hydrogen bond

energy transitions (Hayward and Go, L995; Roitberg et a1.,1995). The complex spectra

of biomolecules can be understood through molecular dynamics simulations (Walther

et al., 2000a; Walther et a1., 2002).

The applications of T-rays to experiments in biosensing and spectroscoPy of biological

samples are addressed in the experimental chapters, Ch. 5, C},,:r'7 and Ch. 8.

Larger,more complex structures have been studied phenomenologically, with an em-

phasis on contrast rather than full spectroscopic information. This is typically the case
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for sensor applications, or in imaging of tissues (see Ch. 9). One example is the im-
age of a drying leaf (Hu and Nuss, 7995), which has been studied spectroscopically
with CW techniques in the 100 to 500-GHz range (Hadjitoucas et al., 7gg9). Tivo re-

views of T-ray studies in biomedicine have been written by Chamberlain et al. (Smye

et aI.,2007; Fltzgerald et a1., 2002b). T-ray biosensing, using contrast derived from
a combination of sample properties, including thickness, absorption, scattering and
phase delay, has been used to detect the binding of tipids to proteins with a sensitiv-
ity of 7 ng/mm2, described experimentally in Cin.7. The push to clinical applications
of T-rays (see Ch. 9) has led to studies of potential damage caused by T-rays (Walker

et al., 2002;Matei and Dressel,2002; Veryret, 2002).

4.4 Radar and rang¡ng sens¡ng

As free-space pulses of radiation, T-rays have been used for scaled-down versions
of radar applications, such as distance and thickness measurements, measuring the
tadat profiles of scaled-down objects, such as 7/2}}th-sized model planes and tanks
(Cheville and Grischkowsky, 7995b; Mittleman et a1., Tggg), or to characterising micro-
machined components (Pellemans et a1.,2000).

The interpretation of reflected pulses necessitates the modelling of single-cycle electro-
magnetic pulse interactions with dielectric objects (Cheville et al., 7997; Cheville et al.,
1988). Measuring T-ray pulse delay through a sample enables the T-ray refractive index
profile of a flame to be estimated (Mittleman et al., 1996) and the number of pages in
a book to be counted, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.9. This work has been applied to
studying the T-ray time delay caused by dollar bills, whereby cash can be counted by
its thickness, as seen in Fig. 4.10.

T-ray scattering from objects has been extended to imaging research, including quasi-
optical imaging (O'Hara and Grischkowsky, 2007), synthetic aperture imaging (McClatchey
et a1.,2001) and T-ray propagation around a cylinder (McGowan et al., 2000; Reiten
et al., 2001b). These topics are further discussed in Ch. 9.
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Figure 4.9. Measured pulse delay from one page in a book. Each page of paper in the T-ray

beam path delays the arrival time of the pulse by about 200 fs. The number of pages

in a book can be counted by measuring the phase delay of T-ray pulses in transmission.

The resolution shown here is better than 1 in 400 (after Chen et al. (1998)).
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Figure 4.10. Experimentally counting US dollar bills with T-rays. ln a similar application to

Fig. 4.9, the time delay of T-ray pulses in transmission have been used to count

stacks of paper currency. Subfig. a.10(a) shows an expanded part of the time-domain

waveform. Subfig.4.10(b) shows both the time delay and pulse spreading as T-ray

pulses are transmitted through thicker stacks of paper currency (after Chen et al.

(1ee8)).
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4.5 Terahertz-induced activitv

Despite their low average power, T-rays can be used for coherent manipulation of
states in atoms, for spectroscopy and for quantum information processing. Rydberg
wave packets have been created, probed and ionised using ultrashort T-ray pulses
(Jones et a1., 1993; Jones, 7996; Raman et al., 1996; Krause et al., r9g7). T-ray pulses
have similarly been used to excite Rabi oscillations in donor impurities in GaAs (Cole

et al',2001). Theoretical modelling suggests that narrowband T-rays could be used for
tuning the resonance of semiconductor microcavities, and pulsed T-rays may be used
to control coherent mode oscillations (Citrin, 1999).

4.6 Chapter summary

Ultrafast pulsed T-ray spectrometers are being used for an increasing number of appli-
cations, from solid-state physics to functional biotogy. It is due to these applications in
biology that understanding how T-ray radiation interacts with biological materials has

become important. The T-ray measurements and analysis of protein hydration in the
next Chapter show how T-rays can be used to sense the hydration state of a protein,
for example.

A result of the development of wider T-ray applications is the development of a wider
aftay of T-ray spectrometer configurations for measuring specific samples or effects.

The novel modulated liquid measurement technique described in Ch. 8 is an example
of a spectrometer specifically designed for sensitive liquid measurements. The work
on protein hydration sensing presented in the following Chapter was carried out with
a simple dual-thickness transmission geometry.
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T iarge-scaie

I lecularhv-

I anbeused

to measure catalytic activity of enzymes, and T-ray system measurements

are very sensitive to water (see Sec. 2.2). Measuring hydration is a step to-

wards more informative biomolecular spectroscoPy. The study of enzyme

molecules using T-ray spectroscopy has the potential to reveal enzyme ac-

tivity in real time without the use of labelling.

This Chapter introduces experimental measurements of the T-ray resPonse

of micron-sized particles of protein and their level of molecular hydration.

These measurements show T-rays can be used to monitor enzymes' cat-

alytic activity non-invasively through the measurement of hydration.
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5. 1 lntroduction

The conformation and hydration of an organic macro-molecule is a critical parameter
for determioi.g its catalytic activity (Partridge et a1., 1998). The T-ray band contains a

range of conformationally-dependent vibrational and rotational resonances (Brucher-

seifer et a1., 2000a; Nagel et a1., 2002a; Nagel et a1., 2002b). Standard techniques used

for monitoring the hydration of a protein require a small sample of the material, for
example in Karl Fischer titration (Scholz, 7984). The volume of water is measured

through its reaction with a hydration-sensitive chemical standard.

The objective of the experiments described in this Chapter was to measure the molecu-
lar hydration non-invasively. A non-invasive probe does not affect the enzyme mixture
and would allow hydration to be monitored continuously during a chemical reaction.

The experimental T-ray absorption spectra of the suspended enzymes show a combi-
nation of two effects: (i) the amount of free water in solution, and (ii) the absorption

spectrum of the hydrated enzyme.

5.1.1 Motivation

There were two primary motivations for the experiments described in this Chapter.

The first was to demonstrate a real-time, non-invasive and label-free method of mon-
itoring the activity of enzymes in low-water environments. The second was to study
the T-ray response of these proteins with a view to increase our understanding of how
biological macro-molecules interact with terahertz radiation. Probing protein hydra-
tion and conformation in a low-water environment would be useful for non-invasively
monitoring enzymes attached to chips in micro-fluidic technologies.

Catalytic activity of enzymes is dependant on protein conformation and hydration.
Conformation-dependant absorption changes have been observed in some biomole-

cules using terahertz spectroscopy, which suggests T-rays may be useful in more gen-

eral observations of enzyme activity (Walther et a1.,2000a). In micro-fluidic and biosen-

sor experiments, for example, enzymatic proteins are routinely attached to the surfaces

of the chip. The activity of these deposited proteins is very difficult to determine us-

ing existing spectroscopic methods. However if T-rays are to be used to determine the

activity of proteins on surfaces, a good understanding of the T-ray spectra of proteins

and how the influence of hydration must be developed.
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5.L.2 Previous studies

Biological systems are overwhelmingly water-based, but the high absorption of water

makes it difficutt to conduct experimental studies of proteins in their native environ-

ment. Previous biomolecule studies have used dried pellets and thin film samples

(Brucherseifer et a1.,2000a; Markelz et a1., 2000). This contrasts with the samples ex-

plored, in this Chapter, where the target biomolecules of Subtilisin Carlsberg (SC) are

suspended in a dry liquid environment.

In the experiments in this Chapteq, SC molecules were held in suspension in an organic

solvent during measurements. An organic solvent was used in place of water so con-

trollable levels of hydration could be investigated. The solvent had to have good water

miscibility and low T-ray absorption. The selection process is described in Sec. 5.2'1.

The biomolecules of SC in our suspensions have many randomly-oriented dipoles,

which largely cancel out, and as the protein cannot rotate at T-ray frequencies, only

atomic and electrical polarisation play a part, resulting in an expected dielectric con-

stant for the protein far less than water (Pethig and Kell, 1987, p' 944). The molecules

do, however, retain some polarity so their absorption is slightly higher than the organic

solvent used for suspending the protein (see Sec. 5.3.3).

The T-ray absorption of biological macro-molecules has been measured (Markelz et a1.,

2000) to be of the order of u x 60 cm-1. These previous studies have allowed careful

control of pressure, temperature and humidity, but it is difficult to conduct real-time

chemical reactions using solids. An explanation of the fine structure of the spectra

cannot be achieved. before the samples are studied over a broader frequency band, and

with a wide variation in temperature and concentration (Walther et a1.,2000b), so only

the broad, dielectric-constant-like absorption spectra are of interest in this Chapter'

Water binding to ionic salts have been studied with T-rays, but not to biomolecular

samples (Asaki et al,, 2002)'

protein molecules operate natively in water-rich environments, and the binding of wa-

ter molecules to the protein surface is a critical process in understanding activity and

interaction of protein systems. The hydration shell of a protein molecule has been de-

scribed as a tightly-bound layer of low-mobility water molecules, surrounded in turn

by free water molecules in the liquid matrix (Nandi and Bagchi,1997). The two types

of water, free water and bound water, exhibit different dielectric constants. Free water

interacts with incid.ent radiation similarly to bulk water, having a very high relative
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dielectric constant (e, = 80). The dipole of bound water is hindered in its motion and
has a far lower dielectric constant. The measurements of the water-protein mixture,
suspended in an organic solvent, can be explained by the model of bound and free
water.

Protein activity sfudies have been conducted in a range of organic solvents, showing a

dependance on solvent dielectric constant, temperature, ionic salts and hydration (Ru

et al.,2001).

The T-ray spectra of organic solvents have been characterised by various groups, in-
cluding Pedersen and Keiding (7992) and Mickan et al. (2002a). Mixtures of dioxane
and water have been studied with microwave spectroscopy, and characterised with
Debye models (Critchfield et al., 1953; Crossley and Smith, 1969; Clemett et aI.,1964;

Mashimo et al., 1992). The absorption spectra of organic solvent mixtures in the range

0.2 - 7.7THz at room temperature are not expected to show any specific resonance ab-

sorption lines, as are found in gas vapour samples (van Exter et al., 7989b). Typically,
liquid samples do not show specific absorption lines at T-ray frequencies because the
rotational and translational bands are so closely spaced and the overall absorption is
so high (Birch et al., 1985).

5.1.3 Objective summary

The objective in this Chapter was to use T-ray transmission spectroscopy to measure

the change in T-ray spectra of enzymes when mixed with water in an organic solvent.
The organic solvent needed to have a low T-ray absorption, to improve measurement

accuracy, and be highly water miscible, so the level of hydration in the mixture could be

carefully controlled: an ideal solvent for this purpose was 1,4-dioxane. A dry solvent
was Prepared using molecular sieves to remove 99.997% of water from the solvent. The
hydration of the enzyrnes was controlted by controlling the volume of water mixed into
the otherwise dry solvent and protein mixture.

5.2 Experiments

This Section describes the preparation of the organic solvent mixtures, the T-ray spec-

trometer and the data analysis.
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The samples were prepared, with off-the-shelf chemical and biological materials. The

T-ray spectroscopy was conducted with a custom-built T-ray spectrometer, based on

Surface Current Generation (SCG) and Electro-Optic Sampling (EOS), both described

in Sec. 5.2.2. Thespectroscopic responses of the samples were analysed in terms of their

complex refractive index, ñ : 7x - jk, exttacted with a knowledge of the transmission

spectrum and the sample thickness (see Sec. 4.2'2).

5.2.1 Samplepreparation

pure water, the native environment for biomolecules, has a very high absorption at T-

ray frequencies, with an absorption coefficient o10¿ : 100-200 cm-1 between 0.1 and

1.0 THz (Thrane et a1., 1995). The high absorption of an aqueous environment makes

it difficult to observe small changes in protein hydration. In these experiments, anhy-

drous organic solvents were used to suspend the protein molecules, enabling highly

accurate control of the hydration level. Depending on concentration levels, the protein

forms micro-sized clumps, suspended in the solvent, and water binds to the protein

depending on the available hydration'

The samples under investigation were all organic solvent mixtures with different lev-

els of hydration, either with or without suspended enzyme. The experiments were

designed to firstþ measure the T-ray response of the organic solvent alone. From these

measurements, I, -dioxane was chosen as the solvent for further experiments. The

remaining mixtures were based on dioxane, firstly to measure the effect of increased

hydration, and Secondly to measure the response of the enzyme to hydration'

The organic solvents used for absorption measurements are listed in Table 5'l-. These

solvent samples were provided frombulk supplies (the Department of Chemical Engi-

neering at Rensselaer Polytechnic [rstitute). The solvents were stored over molecular

sieves to maintain a low water concentration. A molecular sieve is a microporous ma-

terial that can selectively chemically or physically absorb molecules, in this case water

molecules. Table 5.1 also indicates the dielectric constant and T-ray absorption of the

solvents, obtained from previous work. The dielectric constant can indicate whether a

solvent exhibits high T-ray absorption. Polar molecules have high dielectric constants

and high T-ray absorption.

For T-ray spectroscopy, a solvent is required that has a very low T-tay absorption, thus

a solvent that is largely non-polar. \, -dioxane is a non-polar solvent with high water
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Table 5.1' lndex and solubility of organic solvents and water. This Table shows the physical

constants of some liquids relevant to T-ray spectroscopy in the literature. Column 1

lists some of the solvents of interest, including pure water. Column 2 lists the optical

refractive index of each solvent, measured at visible wavelengths, and column 3 lists the

dielectric constant, measured at radio frequencies. Column 4 shows the miscibility of
the solvent in water - those solvents with 100% water miscibility are marked 'miscible'.

This data is available from solvent supplies (manufacturer: Burdick & Jackson; URL:

}rt:"p / /www. bandj . con).

Solvent floptical dielectric constant lwlwl% HzO

iso-octane

n-hexane

tol uene

dioxane

tert-amyl-alcohol

aceton itrile

water

1.3914

7.3749

7.4969

1.3330

7.4

1.5

1.3914

t.94

1.BB

2.38

2.22

2.22

2.22

80.1

0.006

0.01

0.03

miscible

miscible

miscible

miscible

miscibility. A 1,4-dioxane molecule is charge symmetric (see Fig. 5.L), and therefore
has a small electrical dipole, but the two oxygen groups enable the integration of water
molecules into the dioxane matrix. Dioxane (supplier: Aldrich, 99.8% anhydrous, CAS
No. 123-91-1,lot no.29630-9) was stored over Fisher 3-Ä, molecular sieves lor >24hrs
to maintain low hydration. The volume of dioxane used in the experiments was 10 mL
(Table 5.2).

Figure 5.1. 1,4-dioxane molecule, C¿HaOz. The sym-

metric nature of the dioxane molecule is visible

in this sketch, which causes its weak permanent

dipole moment. The red spheres represent oxy-

gen groups, which readily form hydrogen bonds

with water, giving it a very high water miscibil-

ity, unlike other non-polar liquids.

Deionised, doubly-distilled water was obtained from a purification system (manufac-
turer: Millipore, model: RlOs) and mixed into the solvents using a pipette. Twenty ¡.lL
of distilled water was mixed into 10 mL of dioxane to hydrate the solvent (Table 5.2).
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Although there are many biologically important and easily-available enzymes used to

study activity, the protein Subtilisin Carlsberg (SC) was used, as it is known to demon-

strate changes in activity for small changes in molecular hydration and because the

water shell bound to SC has been previously documented by Pal et al. (2002). SC was

purchased from Sigma (CAS No. 9014-01-l-, lot no. 91KLL07) and used without fur-

ther purification. The SC was buffered in doubly-distilled water and freeze dried for

)24hrs,then immediately suspend,ed in dioxane. Twenty mg was added to 10 mL of

dioxane (Table 5.2). SC has a tendency to settle out of suspension in dioxane, so all

mixtures were thoroughly mixed. directly prior to spectroscopic measurement with a

sonicator (model: Vortex). The sonicator vibrated the sample at a frequency of about

70Hz for over one minute.

To observe the measure the amount of water bound to the protein, the mixture of diox-

ane and SC and water was centrifuged. Centrifuging removed the suspended SC, and

thus the water molecules bound to the SC, leaving only free water in the mixture. The

amount of remaining free water is variable, depending on the binding affinity for SC

to water, so the volume of water is indicated as variable ('var.') in Table 5'2'

Table 5.2. Partial volumes of experimental mixtures. The dioxane and free water mix was

prepared by removing the suspended protein, Subtilisin Carlsberg (SC), from the dioxane

and SC and water mix, which removes the water that has become bound to the protein.

The 'var.' for dioxane and free water indicates that the volume of water remaining in

the mixture is variable, and depends on the water binding affinity of the SC. Volume

measurements are accurate to 5% using pipettes'

Mixture Dioxane Water SC

dioxane

dioxane & water

dioxane & SC

dioxane&SC&water

dioxane & free water

10 mL

10 mL

10 mL

10 mL

10 mL

20 yL

20 yL

ver.

20 mg

20 mg
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5.2.2 T-ray spectrometer

The T-ray spectrometer used in these experiments is sketched in Fig. 5.2.Inthis system,
T-rays are generated from an unbiased semiconductor, in this case GaAs, as described
in Sec. 3.2.4. Gated detection with a ZnTe crystal is described in Sec. 3.3.2. Section

5.2.3 below describes how the raw data from T-ray spectroscopy of the thick and thin
samples are analysed.

probe beam

laser

GaAs

Figure 5.2' T-ray liquid spectrometer. T-ray spectrometer configured for dual-thickness liquid

spectroscopy. The Ti:sapphire mode-locked (ML) laser generates a train of 100-fs

pulses at 82 MHz. Each pulse is split into a pump beam and a probe beam with a

Polarising beam splitter ('PBS'). The pump beam generates T-ray pulses when incident

at Brewster's angle on the GaAs wafer, positioned at the focal point of a gold-coated

parabolic reflector. Parabolic reflectors collimate the T-rays, focus it into the sample

holder, then collect the transmitted radiation and direct it into a (110) ZnTe T-ray

detector. The probe beam detects the T-ray electric field in the ZnTe, and is in turn

recorded with crossed polarisers and balanced photodetectors. (The functions of the

common optical components in a T-ray spectrometer, included in this diagram, are

described in Ch. 3, and their specifications are found in Appendix C.) The thickness

of the sample is modulated with two Teflon windows, one of which was mounted on

manual translation stage. The mixture was held in a sealed, thin-walled, high-density

polyethylene (HDPE) bag, which does not react with or dissolve in dioxane.

e T-ray free path section of the T-ray spectrometer was enclosed in a sealed, air-tight
box to block air movement which would disturb the pellicle beam splitter. This box
is pictured in Fig. 5.3. The experiments were conducted at room temperature, held by
air conditioning to about 20"C, and at a relative humidity of approximately 40%. Tlne

humidity can be decreased by purging the experimental chamber with dry nitrogen or
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by using an enclosed T-ray spectrometer (Mickan et a1.,2000a). Although not done in

the experiments in this Chapter, purging with dry nitrogen reduces water absorption

lines. Water absorption lines are visible in the experimental spectra in Sec. 5.3.L below.

parabolic

detector emitter

Figure 5.3. Spectrometer in box. This Figure shows the T-ray path of the spectrometer used for

protein hydration spectroscopy. This photograph shows a mirror image of the layout

sketched in the schematic Fig. 5.2. An aperture is shown at the focus of the T-ray beam.

The aperture was used to define the transverse extent of the sample, thus avoiding the

possibility of any T-rays diffracting around the sample into the detector crystal. The box

had thin quartz windows for the optical beam (red) to enter and leave the experimental

chamber, and could be sealed with a lid, thus enabling partial evacuation of water

vapour with a dry air purge. The main optical components of a T-ray spectrometer

visible in rhis photo: (i) rhe GaAs emitter, (ii) the gold-coated parabolic mirrors, and

(iii) the EO detector. A temperature and humidity sensor was placed in the box to

monitor environmental conditions.

In the experiments in this Thesis, T-rays were generated using a photoexcited semicon-

ductor, LT-GaAs, pictured. in Fig. 5.4. The GaAs wafer was mounted on a glass slide at

Brewster's angle with respect to the optical beam, which has a horizontal polarisation.

Experimentally, the optimal angle is set by carefully rotating the emitter to achieve a

maximum T-ray signal. The T-rays generated at the surface of the GaAs Pass through
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the bulk of the GaAs with little attenuation, while the optical beam is blocked. Surface

current generation is described in detail tnSec.2.2.4.

Figure 5.4. GaAs surface current emitter. This
pump beam photograph shows the T-ray emitter

used to generate T-rays for the mea-

surements in this Thesis. A beam of

ultrafast optical pulses incident on an

unbiased semiconductor surface gener-

ates T-rays from a number of nonlinear

phenomena, described in Sec. 3.2.4).

emitted T-rays

The EOS configuration used for the experiments in this Thesis is shown in Fig. 5.5. The
crossed polarisers and balanced photodiodes are described in detail in Appendix B. In
EOS, the critical interaction is between the T-ray pulse and optical pulse propagating
collinearly through the crystal, which is aligned to present the optimal EO coefficient
(<110> orientation). EOS is described in detail in Sec. 3.3.2.

The fluid sample to be studied was contained in a sealed high-density polyethylene
sample bag with a wall thickness =60 ym, pictured in Fig. 5.6(b), and held in a variable
pathJength liquid sample holder, based on a design by Kindt and Schmuttenmaer
(1996) and pictured in Fig. 5.6(a). The overall thickness of the sample was controlled
by two 10-mm-thick Tþflon windows, placed parallel to each other and perpendicular
to the beam path. Teflon was chosen for its low T-ray absorption, low T-ray refractive
index,low cost and machinability.

All spectroscopic measurements require the sampling of two waveforms, a sample
waveform As ar.d a reference waveform yr. The sample waveform is radiation that
has passed though a thick sample, thickness dr, and the reference waveform is from a

thin sample, dr, shown in Fig. 5.7. The sample thickness was varied by a manual stage,

which translated one of the windows of the sample holder along the axis of the beam
path (see Fig. 5.6(a)).
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to analyser EO crystal incident T-rays

o\a aa

stage Polariser incident probe beam

(a) (ttO) ZnTe crystal (b) EOS layout

Figure 5.5. Electro-Optic Sampling. These pictures show the experimental layout of T-ray

Electro-Optic Sampling (EOS) used in the experiments in this Thesis. EOS is the most

sensitive, broadband technique of gated T-ray detection. The T-ray beam is focussed

into the detection crystal using a gold-coated parabolic mirror. A pellicle directs the

optical probe beam to travel collinearly with the T-rays through the crystal. The T-ray

electric field rotates the polarisation of the probe beam. ZnTe is commonly used for

EOS since the T-ray and optical pulses traverse it with similar velocities. The crystal

is mounted in a rotating stage as the orientation of the EO crystal is critical to the

sensitivity of the detection,

N

I
o
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t

(a) Variable-thickness sample holder (b) Sample in HDpE bag

Figure 5.6. Photograph of a liquid sample holder for T-ray spectroscopy. The variable-length

holder is shown at the focal point of the focusing and collection optics. The thickness

of the Teflon windows is )10-mm to avoid any Fabry-Pérot (FP) reflections within our

timing window. The thickness of the sample was modulated from a minimum of 3-mm,

chosen to avoid FP reflections, to a maximum of 7-mm, the maximum possible with

this liquid volume that ensures a complete coverage of the transverse T-ray beam path.

A large thickness change was desirable to minimise the uncertainly in our parameter

estimations (see low-noise liquid spectroscopy in Ch. B).
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5.2.3 Fluid parameter estimation

The T-ray pulse was modelled as a spectrum of Fourier comPonents, propagating as a

plane wave through the sample. Figure 5.7 shows the propagation of radiation through

the sample, of complex refractive index ñ2, andacross two interfaces between the sam-

ple and the surrounding medium (air), ñ1= 1.0. The simple equations used for esti-

mating the material parameters are derived from the equations for Fresnel transmis-

sion and reflection at interfaces (Sec' 4'2'1)'

n

K

-Q co

ud
7, (5.1)

(5.2)-t^@*d

Figure 5.7. Dual-thickness parameter estimation ge-

ometry. Waveforms Us and Ur ere measured

having respectively passed through the thick

(sample) and thin (reference) samples' The

spectral components of the waveforms are de-

termined bY FFT, S, : îT(A,) and S, :
FT(yr). The difference in thickness between

the two measurements is denoted d.

+

ñ.1

Ur

d

Us

These calculations provide a value for the T-ray refractive index n and extinction coef-

ficient r of the mixture. The values of 5, and S,, were measured by taking the Fourier

transform of the transmitted time-domain T-ray pulses, As and/r respectively. The un-

certainty in the preliminary measurements was estimated from the standard deviation

of repeated measurements of ys ar.dlr'

5.3 Results

The following Section describes the T-ray spectroscopy results. The basic bandwidth

and SNR of the spectrometer was tested first, then a number of solvents were charac-

terised with T-rays. Dioxane was subsequently chosen for the protein mixture exPer-

iments, which included pure solvent characterisation and a measurement of protein

hyd.ration. The T-ray absorption spectra of hydrated and anhydrous protein mixtures

were measured with an objective of detecting a clear change in T-ray absorption.
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5.3.1 Measurement bandwidth

The frequency range of our measurements was determined to be approximately 0.2-
7'7THz - this range had sufficient SNR for accurate measurements. The bandwidth of
our measurements can be judged from Fig. 5.8, which shows the spectrum of a sample
waveform lshavingpassed through an anhydrous dioxane sample in the liquid holder
described above (see Fig. 5.6). The sample spectrum S, is compared to the spectral
noise, or uncertai"ty AlSrl, and the ratio is plotted as a measure of SNR. The mixtures
were therefore studied in the range 0.2-1,.1, THz, indicated by the two vertical orange
lines in Fig. 5.8.

0.5

104

t&

100

.ì
l

õ
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1
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Frequency (THz)
1.5 2

Figure 5'8. Bandwidth for protein spectroscopy. These data show the measured spectral com-

ponents of the mean of six sample T-ray waveforms, Sr, through pure dioxane. The

blue plot ('lS'l') is the amplitude of the FFT of the sample waveform. The green plor

('AlSrl') is the standard deviation over six waveforms. The red plot shows the signal-

to-noise ratio, AlSrl/lStl.These curves demonstrate a good SNR for our spectrometer

from 0.1 to 1.1 THz, and show absorption lines due to atmospheric water (at 0.56,

0.75 and 1.1 THz), as discussed in van Exter et al. (1989b). The region between the

two vertical orange lines is the frequency range chosen to display the spectroscopy re-

sults in this Chapter - experiments performed using larger and smaller frequency ranges

indicated that this range provided the most dependable results.

Visible in the sample spectrum in Fig. 5.8 are absorption lines due to atmospheric wa-
ter vapour - these lines are present in both the sample and reference spectra, and are

normalised out in the parameter estimation (see Eo¡. @.22) in Ch. 4). The sample spec-

trum in a dual-thickness measurement is the transmitted spectrum through the thicker

+
+
+

bandwidth
Ŝ
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sample. The both the sample and reference spectra had water vaPour absorption lines

(only the reference spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.S). The absorption lines increase the

uncertainty of measurements at those specific frequencies.

5.3.2 Organic solvent compar¡son

The T-ray absorption of a number of organic solvents was measured to select a solvent

with low T-ray absorption and high water miscibility. The data in Table 5.3 indicate

that non-polar solvents have a very low T-ray absorption, but most also have a very

low water miscibility. Dioxane stands out as a non-polar solvent with extremely high

water miscibility.

Table 5.3. Table of organic solvents. Measured T-ray refractive index n and extinction coefficient

r of organic solvents used in studying protein suspensions. The measurement accuracy

of n and r is better than È0.005. These measurements were made with a standard

transmission T-ray spectrometer, with the sample held between two Teflon windows in

a HDpE bag, described in Sec. 5.2.2 above. The solvents were taken from bulk supplies

and stored over molecular sieves to remove any water. Column 1 names the solvents and

column 2 indicates at what frequency the T-ray parameters have been measured. The

parameters were measured over a range from approximately 0.7to2'2 THz. Columns 3

and 4 show the measured values of the parameters, and column 5 compares the mea-

sured parameters to the known optical refractive index for each solvent. The solvents

with highest water miscibility, and therefore molecular polarity, exhibit the highest T-ray

absorption (r), with the exception of 1,4-dioxane'

Solvent Freq (THz) n K floptical [w/w]% H2O

iso-octa n e

n-hexane

tol uene

dioxane

water

0.2

2

0.2

2

0.2

2

0.2

2

0.2

2

7.421,

1.415

1.408

7.404

1.555

1.540

7.47

r.4

2.7

2.7

0.003

0.003

0.008

0.002

0,015

0.008

0.008

0.005

7.5

2.3

1.3914

7.3749

7.4969

1,3330

1.3914

0.006

0.01

0.03

miscible

miscible

Although dioxane was chosen for subsequent hydration experiments, described below,

other organic solvents also showed spectral shifts due to hydration. Figure 5.9 shows
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an increased absorption spectrum for hydrated toluene over anhydrous toluene. The
increased average refractive index of the mixture is due to water's high T-ray refractive
index.

1.57

1.565

1.555

1.545

1.535
0.5 1 1.5

Frequency (THz)

Figure 5.9. Measured T-ray dielectric constant of toluene. This graph shows the T-ray refrac-

tive index of an organic solvent that was initially considered for protein suspensions,

but then rejected in favour of dioxane. These measurements were taken in transmis-

sion using a dual-thickness geometry. The T-ray spectrometer used Surface Current

Generation (SCG) and Electro-Optic Sampling. The spectra compare the T-ray refrac-

tive indices of hydrated and anhydrous toluene, showing a meesure of dispersion and a

marked refractive index shift upon the addition of water.

1

1

2

+
+an h s toluene

uene
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5.3.3 Dioxane

The estimation of the absorption spectrum of anhydrous dioxane is shown in Fig. 5'10.

As discussed in the introduction, dioxane demonstrated a low absorption in the T-ray

range, far less than polar liquids, for example water, and only slightly greater than

highly non-polar liquids, including toluene and hexane'

0.04

0.035

0.03

0.025

r¿ 0.02

0.015

0.01

0.005

2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Frequency (THz)

Figure 5.10. Measured T-ray absorption spectrum of dioxane. The absorption spectrum of

dioxane wes measured using dual-sample T-ray spectroscopy, described in Sec' 5'2.

The bandwidth is limited to the region of maximum SNR. The error bars on the plot

indicate the standard deviation over six separate samples'

1

roxane+
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5.3.4 Dioxane and water

The addition of 2 LL/mfof pure water to the dioxane greatly increased the absorption
of the mixture. The absorption of dioxane and water is shown in Fig. 5.11, and is clearly
greater than pure dioxane. The increase is caused by the addition of polar molecules
to the essentially non-polar dioxane matrix.
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0.035
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0.005
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Figure 5'11. Measured T-ray absorption spectrum of dioxane & water. The absorption spec-

trum of dioxane and 2 yLlmL of water was meesured using dual-sample T-ray spectro-

scopy, described in Sec. 5.2. The bandwidth is limited to the region of maximum SNR.

The error bars on the plot indicate the standard deviation over six seperate samples.

Dioxane and water dispersion

Although dioxane and water do not mix as ideal liquids, that is, there are interactions
between the two types of liquid molecules, the ideal-mixing model can provide a guide
as to the accuracy of the experimental results described above.

The dioxane-water mixfure can be compared to a mix of ideal liquids, where the mix-
ture absorption would be given by the relation

Kdioxane & water (ideal) : Tw Kwater I U¿ K¿io*un , (s.3)

where o* and a¿ atê respectively the partial volume fractions of water and dioxane
(Venables et a1.,2000). The experimentally-measured absorption of dioxane and water,
'dioxane & 2 yL water - exp.' in Fig. 5.72, ís compared to the predicted absorption
of an ideal mixture oÍ 2 þL/mL of water in dioxane, 'dioxane &.2 yL water - model'.

roxane* dioxane & water
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The ideal mixture model demonstrates an increased absorption, but not as large as

the measured absorption. This quantitative mismatch is probably caused by the non-

ideal mixing of water and dioxane; the addition of water to dioxane requires the use of

extra relaxation terms in a Debye model of the mixture even at microwave frequencies

(Clemett et al., \964;Ctossley and Smith, 1969)'

Despite the quantitative mismatch, it is interesting to note that the measured spectral

curve of dioxane & water has a negative slope, whereas the curve of pure dioxane

has a positive slope. The measured data can be matched by an ideal model, using an

artificially high water concentration, L5 yL/mL,which fits both the absolute measured

absorption and the slope of the curve ('dioxane &.1.5 yL water - model'). This match

indicates that a more advanced water-dioxane mixing model could be found to fit the

T-rayspectra, which needs to consider an increased role of water than models for water

and dioxane at lower frequencies'

The water spectrum used to estimate the ideal liquid absorption in Fig. 5'12 was cal-

culated from the double Debye model of pure water published by Rønne et aI' (\997),

based on their experimental T-ray data, and later experimentally corroborated by Koch

et al. (1999). The T-ray absorption of a dioxane mixture including water must be com-

pared to the absorption of a dioxane mixture with SC to eventually quantify the inter-

actionbetween the biomolecules and the water'

For2mg/ml of SC in dioxane, the absorption of dioxane, water and SC canbe model-

led. as an ideal mixture if usç < 200 cm-1. Although the ideal model is not wholly

accurate, it indicates a probable maximum absorption for SC atT-ray frequencies.
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* dioxane - exp.
----"- dioxane&2y
* dioxane&2y
* dioxane & 15

water - exp.
water - model

L water - model

L
L

0.045

\<

0.04

0.035

0.03

0.025

0.02

0.015

0.01

0.005

0.4 0.6 0.8
Frequency (THz)

Modelled absorption spectra for dioxane and water. The measured absorption

of dioxane and water is compared to the calculated absorption spectrum of hydrated

dioxane, assuming ideal liquids (mixing by volume fraction), for two added water

volumes. For the experimental value, 2 yLlmL of water in dioxane, a slight increase in

absorption is visible. This is, however, less than the experimentally-observed increase

in absorption (dioxane and water) since the ideal-mixing model is not complete for

this mixture (shown in microwave experiments). The trend towards higher absorption,

however, is clear. This trend can be further explored by artificially increasing the

volume fraction of water in our model, to give the plot for dioxane plus 15 yLlmL
water. This artificial plot shows that the changed slope of absorption from dioxane

to dioxane and water could be attributed to the water curve. Water was estimated

from the Debye model of Rønne et al. (1997). This analysis suggests that models

for water-dioxane mixtures at T-ray frequencies need to consider an increased role of
water than models at lower frequencies.

2 1

Figure 5.12
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5.3.5 Dioxane and Subtilisin Carlsberg

The T-ray absorption spectrum of the dioxane-SC mixture is shown in Fig' 5'13, indi-

cating only a slight increase in absorption over the anhydrous dioxane. These measure-

ments indicate two important results: (i) that the dielectric constant of the lyophilised

protein is greater than anhydrous dioxane, and (ii) that the increased absorption of

2mg/mLof SC in dioxane is slight (less than 10%). As discussed in Sec' 5.1.2 above,

only a slight increase is expected because proteins typically have a low T-ray absorp-

tion.
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Figure b.13. Measured T-ray absorption spectrum of dioxane & Subtilisin Carlsberg' The

absorption spectrum of dioxane and 2 mg/ml of Subtilisin Carlsberg was measured

using dual-sample T-ray spectroscopy, described in Sec. 5.2. The bandwidth is limited

to the region of maximum SNR. The error bars on the plot indicate the standard

deviation over six separate samples.

The spectra from the first three mixtures in Table 5.2 arc compared in Fig. 5.14' This

d.emonstrates that: (i) the T-ray absorption spectrum of 2rng/mL SC in dioxane has a

smallbut discemable increase over the spectrum of pure dioxane, and (ii) the spectrum

of 2 yL/mL water in dioxane has a large increase over the spectrum of pure dioxane.

+ roxane* dioxane & SC
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-* dioxane

-- dioxane & water

-- dioxane & SC
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Figure 5'14. Comparing the first three mixtures in Table 5.2. This plot shows the measured

absorption spectre of the first three mixtures from Table 5.2, measured using dual-

sample T-ray spectroscopy, described in Sec. 5.2. The bandwidth is limited to the

region of maximum SNR. The broad features are of interest, since characterisation of
small-scale features at T-ray frequencies is difficult. The mixture of dioxane and SC

shows a very slight increase in absorption over pure dioxane. Hydrated dioxane shows a

marked increase in absorption, due to the increased polarity caused by adding strongly
polar water molecules.
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5.3.6 Dioxane and water and SC

The absorption spectrum of a mixture of pure dioxane, 2 yL/mL water and2mg/tnL

SC is shown in Fig. 5.15, and compared to the absorption spectra of (i) dioxane and

2 yL/mLwater, and (ii) d.ioxane and2 mglml SC' Dioxane and water and SC has a

clear increase in absorption over dioxane and SC due to the addition of water. There is,

however, a decrease compared to dioxane and water, indicating that some of the water

present has a lower dielectric constant when interacting with the SC molecules.

These results show that the addition of SC to a mixture of dioxane and water lowers

the dielectric constant of the mixture. Without the consideration of water binding to

the lyophilised SC molecules, the addition of a small volume fraction of SC should

make no difference to the absorption spectrum of the mixture. For 2mg/mL of SC in

2 yL /mLwater in d.ioxane, the volume fraction of SC was 0.2o/". The observed decrease

cannot be due to volume displacement effects alone because the volume of SC (0'2%)

is small compared to the observed shift in absorption (-25% in Fig. 5.15)'

It seems there is a clear difference between mixture with anhydrous and hydrated diox-

ane. However, there are two contributions to the mixture's spectral response: (i) the

hydrated protein, and (ii) free water molecules not attached to the protein. The percent-

age of the free water present in the mixture of dioxane and water that is subsequently

bound. to the introduced SC molecules in the mixture of dioxane, water and SC can be

estimated from previous measurements of the hydration shell of SC (Pal et al., 2002)'

It is estimated, that there are 500 bound water molecules per SC, approximately 400

of which are removed by lyophilisation. From molar calculations, the number of SC

molecules present in dioxane and SC equals 75 nMol/ml, which corresponds to ap-

proximately 30 ¡zMol/rnLof water being bound to the added lyophilised SC' The con-

centration of water in the mixture of dioxane and water = 110 yMol/mL, predicting

a decrease in the free water increment of approximately 27"/"' The water increment

over pure dioxane in Fig. 5.1,3 is decreased by about 30%40% with the addition of SC,

depending on frequency. These results can be explained by assuming that a measur-

able portion of the free water molecules responsible for the absorption of dioxane and

water are bound to the SC in the mixture of dioxane and water and SC.

To estimate the water actually attached to the protein, the effect of free water was mea-

sured separately by removing the protein in the final absorption measutement'
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* dioxane & SC* dioxane & water & SC

+ roxane water
0.
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Measured absorption of dioxane, water and SC. The graph shows absorption

spectrum of dioxane and water and SC, compared to the absorption spectra of (i)
dioxane and 2 yLfml water, and (ii) dioxane and 2 mgf mL SC, measured using

dual-sample T-ray spectroscopy (described in Sec.5.2). The bandwidth is limited to
the region of maximum SNR. The bandwidth of the 'dioxane & Sc' measurement is

slightly less than the bandwidth of the other two curves as the data were measured

under slightly difFerent experimental conditions. The error bars on the plots indicate

the standard deviation over six separate samples. The errors increased for samples that
had undergone further steps due in part to sample contamination. These errors can

be reduced as the measurements become routinised.

$ 1

Figure 5.15.
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5.3.7 Dioxane and free water

The addition of protein to the dehydrated and hydrated solvents showed a shift in the

complex T-rayrefractive index of each mixture, and this shift depended on the fraction

of free water present in the mixture.
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Figure 5.16. Measured absorption of dioxane & free water. This Figure compares the measured

absorption spectra of mixtures of dioxane and free water to dioxane and water and

SC. The data were measured using the T-ray spectrometer as described in Sec. 5.2.

The bandwidth is limited to the region of maximum SNR. The error bars on the plots

indicate the standard deviation over six separate samples'

physically removing the protein tested the assumption of free water binding to the SC

in the mixture of dioxane and water and SC. The SC was filtered out with a centrifuge,

leaving only the liquid phase, that is the supernatant. Bound water was removed with

the protein. The refractive index of the supernatant showed how much of the water

present in the hydrated solvent was attached to the SC molecules' The absorption

spectrum of dioxane and free water is compared to the spectrum of dioxane and water

and SC in Fig. 5.16.

The absorption of d.ioxane and free water was almost identical to the absorption of

dioxane and. water and dioxane, and discemably less than dioxane and water. The

SC molecules have interacted irreversibly with the mixture, and acted to reduce the

overall absorption spectrum. This can be well explained by the bound water model.

The slight increase in absorption from the mixture of dioxane and water and SC to the

_-# roxane water
* dioxane & free water
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dioxane and free water mixfure maybe due to the slight increase in volume fraction of
the free water as the protein and bound water is removed.

5.4 Conclusion

The estimated volume fractions of the five mixtures are presented in Table 5.4. The
estimates for free and bound water in the last mixfures (dioxane and water and SC,

and dioxane and free water) are calculated assuming 500 bound water molecules per
SC (see Sec. 5.3.6).

Table 5'4. Estimated volume fractions of experimental mixtures. This Table offers an expla-

nation for the measured absorption spectra of the mixtures by showing the percentage

volume fractions of dioxane, water and SC in each of the measured mixtures. Pure diox-

ane has low T-ray absorption, so mixing dioxane with water will increase the absorption.

Mixing dioxane with SC increases the absorption only slightly, but when water and SC are

mixed in the dioxane, the absorption is less than the sum of the individual absorptions.

ln fact, the absorption of a hydrated dioxane mixture is reduced by adding SC. This

decrease can be modelled by assuming a certain volume fraction of the added free water

binds to the lyophilised SC, and thus has a reduced T-ray absorption. The estimate

volume fraction of bound water was calculated from Table 5.2 an assumption of 500

water molecules being bound to each SC molecule (Pal et a1.,2002). The mixtures in

this Table correspond to the measured spectra in this Chapter: 1-mL anhydrous dioxane,

2-yL pure water and 2-mg lyophilised SC.

Mixture Dioxane Water SC Total

Free Bound

dioxane

dioxane & water

dioxane & SC

dioxane&water&SC

dioxane & free water

100.0%

99.8%

99.8%

99.6%

99.9%

100.0%

100 0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

0.2%

0.1% 0t%
0.2%

0.2%

0 t%

Pure dioxane, with a largely non-polar liquid matrix, shows a relatively low T-ray
absorption of approximately r : 0.01 (at 0.5 THz). Adding even a small fraction of
water to the mixture, 0.2%by volume, increases this to rc :0.025 (at 0.5 THz) due to
the non polar nature of water molecules, which have many rotational modes atT-ray
frequencies.
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Adding a1.2%volume fraction of afueeze-dried protein, SC, to the mixture had only a

small influence on the absorption because most dipoles cancel out in a large biomole-

cule. However, when pure watet (0.2% by volume) and SC (0'2% by volume) were

both added., a portion of the water became bound to the free-dried SC - this bound

water has a red,uced ability to freely rotate at T-ray frequencies, and therefore has a

lower absorption than the free water. In the mixture of dioxane, water and SC, only

g.I%by volume of the add.ed water remained free, so the overall T-ray absorption of

the mixture was lower than that of just dioxane and water. The idea of water binding

to SC was confirmed by centrifuging out the SC, which made only a small difference

to the absorption of the mixture - the bound water made only a small contribution to

the T-ray absorption.

The experiments in this Chapter demonstrate that T-ray transmission spectroscoPy can

sense the absorption spectra of large biomolecules, and measufe a change in their hy-

dration levels, using a bandwidth of 0.2 to 1..2 THz. Molecular hydration can indicate

the state and. activity of a biomolecule. Furthermore, the dioxane environment pro-

vid,es a way to stud.y biomolecules in T-ray transmission, where hydration and tem-

perature can be carefully controlled and real-time chemical reactions can conceivably

be carried out.

5.4.1 Future work

Numerical modelling is the best way to understand the interaction of liquids and bio-

molecules at a molecular level (Venables and Schmuttenmaer, 2000b; Walther et a1.,

2002; Hayward and Go, 1995). Future work will lead to more quantitative measure-

ments of solvents and protein absorption in the T-ray band. T-rays can non-invasively

estimate the activity of enzymatic proteins, used for example in micro-flow reactors,

by measuring water content with high sensitivity.

Future work should also increase the bandwidth of the experimental system, by using

for example thinner EO detection crystals (see Sec. 3.3.2). The temperature of the sam-

ples could also be decreased to reduce the population of upper-level resonances in the

solids - this may lead to specific resonances becoming visible.
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5.5 Chapter summa ry

This Chapter has described T-ray absorption experiments on protein suspensions in or-
ganic solvents. The high water miscibility of the non-polar solvent dioxane was used to
conduct hydration measurements on the protein Subtilisin Carlsberg (SC). The band-
width of the T-ray spectrometer provided access to the under-explored T-ray region of
the electromagnetic spectrum, a region where water is high and research indicates the
possibility of conformation-dependant biomolecular resonances. The T-ray dielectric
constants of free water and water bound to the suspended protein have been indirectly
observed in the organic solvent mixfures.

One promising method to decrease the uncertainly in these liquid measurements is a
dffirential sampling technique for liquids in the T-ray spectrometer. Differential Time-
Domain Spectroscopy (DTDS) is introduced in Ch. 6 and demonstrated by firstly using
solid dielectric films. Differential sampling is applied to biomolecular films in Cin. T

and finally liquids in Ch. 8.
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D¡fferential T¡me- Domain
Spectroscopy

erties of thin films in the GHz to THz

velopment of new THz-sPeed tech-

itry and photonics. T-ray Differential

Time-Domain SpectroscoPy (DTDS) is a novel technique that detects phase

changes of less than 0.6 fs and absorption changes corresPonding to several

molecular monolayers. This Chapter shows how DTDS can be combined

with double-modulation in the pump-probe system to improve sensitivity

by * order of magnitude. The technique is experimentally verified by char-

acterising L-pm-thick samples of Silicon Dioxide on Silicon'
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6. 1 lntroduction

This Chapter considers the problem of thin film characterisation with T-rays and pro-
Poses a solution using double-modulated DTDS, first described by Mickan et al. (2002c).

Using a detailed noise analysis of DTDS, this Chapter shows, theoretically and experi-
mentally, the benefits of using DTDS with double-modulation. For material characteri-
sation, double-modulated DTDS potentiallyprovides an improvement in T-ray signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of over 100 times. Double-modulated DTDS is used to characterise
a thin Silicon Dioxide test film in this Chapter, and to studybiomolecular films and liq-
uids in Chs. 7 and 8.

The novel contributions of this Chapter are: (i) a noise analysis of DTDS, (ii) double
modulation applied to DTDS, (iii) an experimental demonstration of T-ray DTDS, and
(iv) the demonstration of an algorithm to estimate material properties of thin films
using DTDS.

6.1.1 Motivation

Thin film characterisation is a fundamental problem in optics and electronics. T-ray
spectroscopy provides a new non-destructive method for probing thin films at speeds
higher than network analysers and wavelengths longer than optical sources. Table 6.1
lists the techniques used for thin film characterisation, showing a gap of easy-to-use
technologies in the T-ray frequency band.

Table 6.1. Thin film characterisation techniques. This Table lists methods used for thin film
characterisation from DC to the mid-lR, comparing them to T-ray techniques.

Technique Freq. range Comments

Ellipsometry

FTIR

T-rays

Resonator

Vector Network Analyser

RF lmpedance Analyser

LCR Meter

C-V technique

20 THz-800 THz

5 THz-80 THz

0.1 THz-10 THz

35 GHz-144 GHz

50 MHz-100 GHz

1 MHz-1 GHz

10 Hz-1 MHz

DC and low freq.

optical technique (Ulman, 1995)

for bulk and sheets (Han et al., 2001)

ultrafast pulsed T-rays (see Ch.  )

for sheets

requires electrode patterning

for circuits

for circuits

can require Hg probe contacts (Schroder, 1990)
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Chapter 6 Differential Time-Domain Spectroscopy

Thin film characterisation is important for the semiconductor industry as it pushes for

smaller and faster devices. Materials with a high dielectric constant are required for

improved. insulation to stop tunnelling between layers, and materials with a low di-

electric are needed for interconnects with reduced capacitance (Green et a1., 2001). As

feature sizes approach 100 nm and chip frequencies climb into the uPPer GF{z range,

it becomes increasingly important to have a convenient method of characterising the

T-ray properties of thin dielectric films (Kingon et a1., 2000). Thin film dielectric ma-

terials are being explored for many applications. Interest in plastic-based electronics

is spurring the development of organic-inorganic hybrid materials and organic tran-

sistors on plastic (Kagan et a1.,1999;Dimitrakopoulos et a1., 1999)' Single crystal op-

toelectronic devices are being developed for Micro-Opto-Electro-Mechanical Systems

(MOEMS) an¿ thin film transistors (Meyer zu Heringdorf et a1., 2001'). T-ray sys-

tems are non-contact, non-destructive and highly sensitive. T-rays penetrate optically

opaque materials that cannot be characterised using optical methods, and can be used

in transmission, reflection and tomographic experiments (Brucherseifer et a1.,2001)'

The complex dielectric constant of a sample is related to its optical properties by the

relation e : (ñ)z,where, for extinction coefficient rc and refractive index rt, ñ. : n - iK'

The phase shift cause d,by adielectric sample in the T-ray radiation path is proportional

to (ñ - 1.)d/ L,where Ø is the complex refractive index of the medium, d is the sample

thickness an¿ À is the T-ray wavelength (Lu et aI.,L997). For small ñ artd d,this phase

change is difficult to detect.

6.1.2 Previous studies

The spectroscopy of bulk dielectrics at T-ray frequencies was part of the early work in

the field (Pastol et a1., I9}9c;Grischkowsky et aL,1990). Now there is a need for a non-

contact, room temperature technique to characterise thin films atT-ray frequencies for

THz-speed electronics. Current method.s of dielectric thin film characterisation show

a gap in information from 0.1.44 to 5 THz (Li et aI.,1999a). This gap is covered by

the typical operating band.wid.th of T-ray systems. Thin film analysis is limited by

system sensitivity; the thickness of a thin film, being microns or less, is far less than

the T-ray wavelength. A number of approaches have been used to increase system

sensitivity, including DTDS, angle-dependant spectroscopy, interferometry and planar

waveguides.
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T-rays have been used to characterise a wide variety of thin film materials. T-rays can
be used to observe static and dlmamic characteristics of superconducting films, dielect-
rics in waveguides and DNA thin films (Tonouchi et a1., 2000; Grischkowsky,2000; Gal-
lot et a1.,2000; Brucherseifer et a1.,2000a). Organic thin polymer films were first charac-
terised by T-rays :ll:.7992 (Ree et aL,7992). A reliable algorithm for estimating the T-ray
characteristics of thin film dielectrics was proposed in 1996 (Duvillaret et al., 1996).
This method uses a model based on simple Fresnel equations and an iterative fit al-
gorithm. Near-Brewster angle (goniometric) phase shift reflection has been used to
determine the refractive index of 3.27-ym-thick polymer films (see Sec. 4.2.5). An in-
corporation of this technique into tomography has been suggested by angle-dependant
T-tay tomography of thin films for fuel cell applications (Brucherseifer et al., 2007).

Thin film T-ray spectroscopy has been demonstrated with a number of techniques,
as described in Sec' 4'2 above - goniometric spectroscopy, ellipsometry, interferome-
try and waveguide approaches have been used to analyse thin samples with T-rays.
Using planar waveguides and a T-ray resonator, Bolivar et al. have demonstrated a
highly sensitive device for probing the binding state of DNA (Nagel et al., 2002b). This
thin film micro-stripline approach can be extended to two-dimensional gene chips for
high speed DNA analysis. The T-ray waveguide and resonator structure is sensitive to
single-base mismatches in a 1.1 femtomol volume of 0.52gll DNA-in-water. Although
highly sensitive and integrable, this technique is not ideal for non-contact characteri-
sation of thin dielectric films.

6.1.3 Objective summary

The central contribution of this Chapter is the analysis and implementation of DTDS
with double-modulation to improve T-ray thin film measurements. The techniques de-
scribed in Sec. 4.2.5 to Sec. 4.2.8 have achieved spectroscopy and imaging of dielectrics
of micron thickness, however the challenge remains to extend T-ray frequency charac-
terisation to thinner films and lower dielectric constants. The problem of detecting the
small signal from absorption, reflection and delay in a thin film will be solved using
double-modulated DTDS.

6.2 Theory
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6.2.I DTDS

The DTDS technique was first called differentiøtbecause the DTDS signal is a first order

derivative of the reference signal with respect to time; a very small optical delay, Af, is

achieved when the thin film moves into thebeam path. The small change in amplitude

of the transmitted signal, Ly, (due to the thin film moving into and out of the T-ray

beam path), is measured. as a function of time delay steps, n\t, where nLt : ú (the

time duration of the measurement). As the small optical delay, Af, is the same for all

points along the T-ray waveform , !r, tkre DTDS technique is approximately measuring

the slope of the reference waveform, dyr/dt' DTDS has been used to determine the

refractive index of a 1.B-ym-thick parylene-N film (Jiang et al., 2000)' This first work

dithered. the sample at76Bz,and. developed an analytical expression for the refractive

index of the film, as given ilì Eq. (6.1). An improvement on this work was to increase

the d.ither frequency to 66Ezand thereby reduce the noise in the detected T-rays (Lee

et a1.,2000a).

DTDS measures a signal that comes purely from the difference caused by a thin film

deposited on half of a sample holder; the other half is used as a reference (Jiang et a1',

2000; Brucherseifer et a1.,2000b). DTDS measures only the difference between the two

halves every 100 ms or less, thereby cancelling out noise from slow fluctuations in the

laser power. The magnitude of this modulation is detected using a Lock-In Ampli-

fier (LIA) slmchronised to the frequency of the modulated sample. The sample is a

substrate half-covered with the film and half bare, as shown in Fig' 6'1'

T-rays

Figure 6.1. Sketch of the DTDS sample holder. This sketch shoes the dithered sample used

in DTDS. The device is a slide attached to a mechanical arm, which is dithered at a

constant frequency as shown by the gold arrows in the diagram. A thin frlm of interest

half covers the slide. The device is switched in the T-ray beam path between the sample

film (shown in blue) and the substrate (shown in red)'
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For a thin film with thickness d and ns Þ rcr, deposited (so nz : h) on a substrate
n3, shown schematically in Fig.6.2, where nt Þ K.t, /x2 Þ rc2 and, ns Þ Kg, àrranalytic
expression for the refractive index of the film can be derived (Iiang et a1.,2000):

ns 0 + #l7lr*, ¡,,) - TrrTLs, (6.1)

where sd : FT (y¿), and. s, : FT (yr) (where FT (yr) is the Fourier Transform of yo).

Figure 6'2. Thin film schematic. The thin film in this diagram, characterised by the complex
refractive index Ør, is supported by a substrate, ñ2. Thesurrounding medium, commonly
air, has the complex refractive index ñ1. ñs is the complex refractive index of the
medium that replaces the volume of the thin film, indicated by the dotted lines - in
these experiments this is air, although if the thin layer is created by implantation of
the substrate, ñs mey equal ñ2. The reference pulse, y/, pesses through the substrate,
and the sample pulse, /s, passes through the substrate and the film. The spectral
components of the waveforms are determined by FFT, Sr: FT(yr) and S, : FT(yr).
d' is the thickness of the thin film, which was measured in the experiments in this
Chapter using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). The film thickness, dr, is not measured
directly by the T-ray spectrometer.

For a typical T-ray spectrometer, the major source of noise is the pump laser, which
is very sensitive to slow flucfuations in temperafure. These nonlinear fluctuations can
cause larger changes in the detected T-ray signal than the thin film sample itself. The
advantage of differential spectroscopy is that the signal transmitted through the film
is compared to the si al through the substrate at each point of the delay stage, thus
normalising the laser-based flucfuations.

DTDS takes advantage of the l/ f noise characteristic by making measurements at a
higher frequency, therefore at a lower noise level. The differential waveform is equiv-
alent to the difference between the reference and sample waveform s, ud : ar - us. The

711

d2

Ar

Us

ds

ñ,s

ñs
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10 -

1oo 1ot 1ou

Modulation frequencY (Hz)

Figure 6.3 Measured noise spectrum of a T-ray system. This graph shows the measured noise

spectrum of a T-ray system as a function of modulation frequency. The measurement

frequency in this measurement was scanned by a Lock-ln Amplifier (LlA)' The noise

spectrum shows a 1,/f noise characteristic typical of ultrafast laser-driven experiments

(von der Linde, 1986; Haus and Mecozzi, 1993; son et a,.,1992; Poppe et al',1998)'

The benefrt of double-modulation is highlighted by the two yellow lines at 100 Hz

and 3 kHz - the noise level at 3 kHz and above is more than an order of magnitude

lower than the noise at 100 Hz and below. The shot noise limit is determined by the

detector current and is shown as a dotted line on the graph. The noise spectrum was

measured using either a single photodiode ('single PD'), or a current difFerence circuit

('balanced PDs'), with biased PDsand a 50-O load impedance' The noiseoutputof the

LIA was measured with a settling time of 60 times the time constant to allow spurious

transients to settle out. The noise levelwas normalised to the LIA filter bandwidth' thus

normalising for diflerent LIA time constants. ln these measurements a time constant of

100 ms was used.

material parameters can be estimated by measurngy, andy¿, calculating Us, andusing

the transmission equations for thin samPles in Sec' 4'2'1"

6.2.2 Noise analYsis

DTDS is able to measure very subtle variations in phase and absorption' In a normal

T-ray TDS experiment, this d.ifference is determined from the ratio of two comPlex

spectra, Sr/Sr,where the complex spectral components S are the Fourier Transforms

o-6
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* single PD
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of the time domain waveforms measured in the experiment (see Fig. 6.2). Each wave-
form is measured in a separate scan of the pump beam delay stage, resulting in a delay
between scans of ten minutes or more for sensitive scans. In DTDS, the signal trans-
mitted through the film is compared to the signal through the substrate at each point
of the delay stage' h effect, the differential waveform is equivalent to the difference
between the reference and sample waveform s, ad : a, - !r. The benefit of using DTDS
over normal TDS for characterising thin films can be estimated using a simple analysis
of measurementerrorintheamplitudespectrum,thatiserrorsarisingfromAlSl : AS.

The quantity of interest in dielectric characterisation experiments is the deconvolved
system response, or the transmission spectrum (see sec.4.2.r),

ñ _s,rexper : 
ç. 

(6.2)

The amplitude of the transmission spectrum,

l4*0"'l : ?i*p", : l, (6.3)

where S, and S, ate the amplitudes of the spectral components of the film (sample) and
reference waveforms, s5 : lt I and s, : lSrl, and T : lil. For nominally uncorrelated
measurement errors of the amplitude spectra AS, and ASr, the relative error in the
amplitude transmission spectrum can thus be approximated by

(+r)1,= (f)'.(f)' 64)

For a thin film sample, the relative effors in the reference and sample spectra are largely
equal, so the relative error in the amplitude transmission spectrum of a thin film mea-
sured with normalT-ray TDS can be approximated by

lfi-, =r2lfl (65)

Ll DTDS, the complex transmission spectrum is calculated from

4* : ''- Soper:I-ç, 6.6)

where S¿ is the complex differential spectrum. Hence

(.,r)l-,= lr*i'.e)'] (*)', 67)
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where Ss : Sr - S¿. Equation (6.7) shows that using DTDS instead of normal TDS

red.uces the relative error in the amplitude transmission spectrum by a factor oÍ Sa/ Ss,

so long as

LS¿/ S¿ = ASr/Ss. (6'8)

These results are surnmarised in Table 6'2.

Tabfe 6.2. Elor estimation equations. Comparison of equations for estimating the experimental

error in measured transmission coefficients in T-ray TDS and DTDS. DTDS has an

inherently lower noise level than TDS by a factor of approximately l5¿l/lSrl, the ratio

of the dif¡erential and reference spectra. For thin films, where the sample and reference

spectra are substantially similar, the ratio lsdl/lsrl is far less than unity, so noise in

DTDS is less than in TDS.

Measured l^r /rl
TDS lAs'l

ls',I

Jrl^+l

DTDS l^s¿l

ls¿ I

Øl+llsl

Equation (6.3) is valid. for a system dominated by noise in the T-ray generation arm of

the pump-probe system. DTDS is most beneficial for very thin films, where the trans-

mission spectrum of the differential signal S¿ is much smaller than the spectra of the

film or the reference. The T-ray phase change induced by a dielectric sample is propor-

tional to its thickness. The improvement in SNR due to DTDS is shown experimentally

in Sec. 6.4by measuring the reference and differential spectra of a thin film sample'

6.2.3 Double-modulation

¡r standard DTDS, the samples cannot be physically switched at very high frequencies,

which removes the benefit of high frequency modulation with an optical chopper and

Lock-In Amplifier (LIA, described in Sec. 8.7). The maximum demonstrated sample

dithering frequency, using a galvanometric shaker, had been 66 Hz (Lee et a1., 2000a)'

Doub1e-modulation combines the benefits of high-frequency modulation and DTDS to

provide a reduced. noise over both normal DTDS and high-frequency-modulated T-ray

TDS.

Double-modulation is a technique similar to encoding information on a carrier wave in

telecommunications. The signal, already modulated at a lower frequency /2 by the thin
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film sample, is additionally modulated at a higher frequency hby an optical chopper.
The frequencY ft, equivalent to the carrier frequency, is then removed in the detection
system through demodulation. The advantage of double-modulation is that the noise
level is less at the higher modulation frequency, as shown in Fig. 6.3.

In most laser-driven T-ray systems, the main source of noise is the mode-locked Ti:sa-
pphire laser, which has a 1/ f noise characteristic. Noise can thus be reduced by mod_
ulating the pump beam at some audio or radio frequency f2witha mechanical chop-

Per/ or an acousto- or electro-optic (EO) device. An optical chopper is shown in the
schematic experimental layout in Fig. 6.4. Once converted to an electronic signal with
a photodetector of appropriate bandwidth, the depth of the modulation is detected
with a LIA. The LIA then passes the signal through a very narrow band filter to reject
any variations not at the modulation frequency. Single frequency modulation is dia-
grammatically described in Fig. 6.5. The frequency of f2tnsingle modulation is limited
by, fot example, how rapidly a sample can be mechanically modulated in and out of the
T-ray beam. The important quantity is the shaded area under the noise curve, which
indicates the amount of noise appearing at the ouþut of the LIA.

Ideally an experiment should be modulated at as high a frequency as possible. For
mode-locked lasers, 7/f signal fluctuations dominate at frequencies below 3M]Hz,
where the shot noise limit is reached (Andor et aL,7984). As discussed in Sec. 6.3, a
galvanometric scanner has been used as the second modulator, and it is impossible
to shake the thin film sample above audio frequencies because of mechanical inertia.
Galvanometric scanners do not have sufficient travel at frequencies above h}}Hzwhen
a sample is attached, and at modulation frequencies below 100 Hz, the I / f noise levels
are very high, greatly reducing the sensitivity of DTDS.

Double-modulation enables the use of an high carrier frequency, which sets the noise
level, and an arbifiarily low shaker frequency. Galvanometer operation at a frequency
less than 2\Hz,where 7/ f noíseis veryhigh, eliminates heatingproblems and enables
a larger shaking amplitude. The process of double modulation and demodulation is
shown in Fig' 6'6. The narrow detection bandwidth of LIA2 at f2rejects any harmonics
caused by double-modulation, and the advantage of double-modulated DTDS is that
the noise found at the output of the second LIA is far less than in the single LIA setup.

Various embodiments of double-modulated DTDS can be designed, for example the
embodiment in Fig. 6.4.In another embodiment, the two LIAs could be replaced with
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pump beam
probe beam

(./l

(!
(J

QWP

Wollaston

balanced PDs

output

Figure6.4.DTDSsystemschematicwithdualLlAs'Thisdiagramshowstheembodimentofthe

double-modulated DTDS scheme that was used for the experiments in this Chapter' The

pump and probe beams come from an ultrafast laser, and two Lock-ln Amplifiers (LlAs)'

with a shaker (at fz)and an optical chopper (ttlt),implement the double-modulation

scheme. The functions of the other system components (the GaAs emitter' the gold-

plated parabolics, the ZnTe detector, the quarter-wave plate 'QWP" the wollaston

polariser and the balanced photodiodes'PDs') are explained in ch' 3' The DTDS

output signal depends on the dif|erences between the films on opposite ends of the slide

(Mickan et al., 2002d)'

a high speed analogue-to-digital converter and a digitat signal Processor' Double-

modulation can also be achieved. using a LIA driven by a slmthesised frequen cy fi -l fz'

unless the sum frequency is at radio frequencies (RF). In that case, it is advantageous to

have the second LIA operating at audio frequencies (AF) because an AF LIA has better

signal-to-noise ratio than a RF LIA (Frolov and Vardeny'1998)'

To quantify the improvement in sNR due to double-modulation' both the decrease in

noise level and the decrease in signal level it causes must be considered' Modulating

the signal with a second mod.ulator decreases its amplitude by half; each modulator

blocks 50% of the pump beam. If, however, the reduction in noise is better than 50%'

then double-modulation results in an improved sNR' The improvement in sNR can

be seen in Fig. 6.3, showing the noise spectrum of the T-tay system' If the modulation

frequency is set to 3 kHz or higher, the noise level drops by an order of magnitude

Ê
N

oè
E(!
ttt
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o
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< signal spectrum

norse spectrum

noise detected at LIA output

ndwidth of LlA2

Freq

Figure 6.5. Explanation of single LtA modulation. This graph shows the output spectrum of
an experiment with a single Lock-ln Amplifier (LlA). The signal is modulated at a

frequency fz by, for example, a galvanometric shaker. Although the signal is chopped

by a square wave, the LIA detects the fundamental sine wave, so it is considered as a
single frequency spike. The LIA has a certain bandwidth, set by its time constant, and

the noise at the LIA output is determined by the noise power within that bandwidth,
which corresponds to the shaded region in Fig. 6.S.

compared to a modulation frequency of 100 Hz or lower
expected for a system dominated by 7/ f noise.

This is the improvement

6.3 Experiments

The objectives of the experiments in this Chapter were to: (i) confirm the accuracy of
DTDS, that is AA : Ur - Us, (ä) compare the noise performance of DTDS and double-
modulated DTDS, and (iii) characterise a thin film sample using double-modulated
DTDS.

The embodiment of double-modulated DTDS shown in Fig. 6.4 is the setup used for
the experiments in this Section. The pump beam is first modulated at flby the me-
chanical chopper and then modulated at f2 by the dithered thin film sample. The
double-modulated T-ray signal is converted to a polarisation modulation of the probe

J

f.,
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bandwidth of first LIA

Freq

Figure 6.6. Explanation of double-modulation. These graphs outline the operation of double-

modulation. ln double-modulation, the signals at the input to the first LIA are found at

the sum and difFerence of the modulation frequencies, h+ fz and fi - fz. The first LIA

acts as a frequency mixer and demodulates the fi frequency, so that at the input of the

second LlA, the signal is modulated at fz, One important point is that the bandwidth

of the first LIA has to be set sufficiently wide to allow the signal to pass through at a

frequency f fzfrom the centre frequency (Hemenway et al., l-987; Zhang et al., 1999)'

beam using Electro-Optic Sampling (EOS, see Sec. 3.3.2). Balanced photodiodes (PDs)

detect the polarisation modulation of the probe beam, and the first LIA, acting as a

mixer, demodulates the chopper ,fi. Th" second LIA detects the thin film signal at fz

and provides a complex output representing the DTDS waveform at a given PumP-

probe delay. The delay is scanned to sample the entire T-ray waveform'

6.3.1 Equipment

Irr the experimental system shown in Fig. 6.4,theultrafast Ti:sapphire oscillator (model:

Tsunami; manufacturer: spectra-Physics, Mountain view CA, USA; URL: lnttp //
www. spectra-physics. com) was multiline pumped by a large frame argon-ion laser

(model: Beamloc; manufacturer: Spectra-Physics, Mountain View, CA, USA; URL:

=+Jtn
L

ir

J
E
c
o(J
(u

tt)

ft

fz
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http : / /wtw . spectra-physics . com), and produ cedL.7 W average power of 100-fs pul-
ses at an 82-MHz repetition rate. The pump beam power was about 800 mW after
passing through a mechanical chopping wheel, which modulated the beam at f1. T-
rays were generated by ultrafast current transients in a thin GaAs wafer mounted at
Brewster's angle to the optical beam. The T-rays were collimated and focused with
off-axis gold-coated parabolic mirrors, and detected with a collinear geometry in a 2-
mm-thick <110>-oriented ZnTe crystal. The probe beam power was approximately
100 mW and there was L mA of current in each of the balanced photodiodes (pDs).
The polarisation rotation of the probe beam was detected by a Wollaston analyser and
balanced PDs, and a quarter-wave plate (QWP) was used to compensate for the intrin-
sic birefringence of the ZnTe, which is the standard setup for Electro-Optic Sampling
(EOS, see Sec. 3.3.2).

The difference current from the PDs, proportional to the T-ray electric field, was de-
modulated by two LIAs, as described in Sec. 6.2.3. The first LIA had a time constant
of 300 ps, which corresponded to a 260-Hz filter bandwidth, and the second LIA had
a time constant of 100 ms, corresponding to a bandwidth of approximately 0.7g Hz.
The bandwidth of the first LIA must be large enough to allow the modulated signal
(at frequencY h Í fù to pass though. The bandwidth of the second LIA must be as
narrow as possible to block unnecessary noise at the output. The function of the LIA is
explained in Sec. 8.7.

The first LIA is pictured in Fig. 6.7, showing the connections to the current pre-amplifier,
the chopper driver (fi) and the second LIA. The settings on the first LIA are almost
typical for a T-ray TDS experiment. The voltage input amplifier was selected for the
voltage signal from the pre-amplifier, and the amplifier settings were set to ,float, and
'AC' as the input signal was floating and has no DC component. The gain of the LIA
was chosen to be 1 V/V so the first LIA did not introduce an urìnecessary voltage gain
factor, which would have to be accounted for in the signal strength measured at the
second LIA. Both notch line filters in the LIAs were selected to remove signals at 50
and 100 Hz. During experiments, the reference frequency was set to'externa1,, and.
the displayed frequency was fi = 2 kHz. The Channel 1 ouþut amplifier of the LIA
was set to 'X', that is, to be in phase with the reference frequency, and the phase was
set using the 'auto-phase'function when the delay stage was at the peak of the T-ray
pulse' Setting the LIA phase at the T-ray peak correctly displayed the T-ray waveform
on the'X'-channel (Channel 1). The time constant, which determined the bandwidth
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ofthefirstLlA',slow-passfilter,wassetsufficientlyshorttoallowthe/z-modulated
side-band to pass. For fz = I0 Hz, a 300-pls time constant provided a 260-Hz ftlter

bandwidth, quite sufficient for the 10-Hz signal'

from pre-amP to LIAz from optical choPPer

Figure 6.7. Lock-ln Amplifier (LlA) photograph' This picture shows the front panel of a stanford

Research systems LIA used in the double-modulation detection scheme' The signal

from balanced photodiodes is amplified by a current amplifier' then input to the LIA

fordemodulationandlow-passfiltering.ThesettingsontheLlAaresetmanuallyusing

thefrontpanelorusingGeneralPurposelnterfaceBus(GPIB)commandsfromthe

computer. A more detailed description of this LIA' the sRB30 DSP' is given in sec' B'7'

The thin film sample was held in a galvanometric shaker (manufacturer: Cambridge

Technology, cambridge, MA, USA; URL: http: / /',"tww' camtech ' com)' openting at fz

and pictured in Fig. 6.8. The shaker itself was mounted' in a large aluminium heat

sink to keep its operating temperature below 50"c' The heat sink was close to but

d,id. not occlude the T-ray beam - this was d'etermined experimentally by comparing

waveforms transmitted. both with and without the heat sink in place' The diameter

of the T-ray spot on the sample was less than Zmm,measured with a large-diameter

metal iris diaPhragm'

The galvanometer was d.riven by a sinusoidal waveform fz fuom a function genef-

ator, shown in Fig. 6.9. The amplitude of the waveform was set to drive the sam-

ple slide at approximately L cm peak-to-peak. The galvanometer driver' a single axis

board level mirror positioning system (manufacturer: Cambridge Technology' model:

678xxx),wasmountedinaboxwithpowersupply'showninFig'6'10'
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Figure 6.8' Photograph of a galvanometer holder and sample for DTDS. This picture shows

a Cambridge Technology galvanometer mounted in an aluminium heat sink, with a

substrate sample attached. The motion of the sample is shown in Fig.6.1. The heat

sink is held in an XYZ positioning stage for positioning the sample at the focal point of
the T-ray beam. The stage is held in prace with a magnetic base.

to galvanometer driver

Figure 6'9. Photograph of a function generator used for double-modulated DTDS experi-
ments. A Stanford Research Systems DS340 function generator was set to generate a

sinusoidal 8.0 V peak-peak amplitude, which drove the DTDS galvanometer at 1 cm

pea k-to- pea k.
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mains power

to LIA2 to galvo to LIA2 to galvo

from signal generator

(a) Exterior

Figure 6.10. Photograph of the galvanometer driver electronics' These photographs depict

the commercial driver board used to power the galvanometer. The board was housed

in a home-made box with a home-built power supply'

from signal generator

(b) lnterior

@
L
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6.3.2 Sample

The thin film sample used in these experiments was a rectangle of amorphous glass,
half-covered with a 18O-pm-thick layer of black electrical tape. A relatively thick fitm
was used to demonstrate the reduction of noise in DTDS compared to TDS; if a film
was too thin, no results were observed in TDS. The glass slide was approximately 30-
mm high, 13-mm wide and 1-mm thick. A sample this size ensured the T-ray beam
passed wholly and exclusively through either the sample or the substrate as it oscil-
lated. The sample was driven sinusoidally at f2: SHz- a low frequency allowed the
galvanometer to operate with a large amplitude without over-heating.

Various thin films have been characterised in this system, including 0.934-pm-thick
SiOz on Silicon' The SiO2 thin films in this experiment were prepared by etching half
of the SiO2 deposited on the Si wafer with hydrofluoric acid, Hydrogen Fluoride (HF).
The samples were characterised under normal indoor conditions, with approximately
25'C and 35% humidity. The parameter estimation was performed as described in
Sec. 6,3.3.

6.3.3 Parameterest¡mation atgorithm

Material parameters in T-ray TDS must be estimated from the time-domain data us-
ing methods similar to Fourier Transform spectroscopy (Marshall and Verdun, 1gg0).
In essence, a pulse that has been transmitted through or reflected from the sample
contains absorption and phase delay information about the sample. The effect on the
pulse caused only by the sample is determined by deconvolving the sample pulse with
a reference pulse (Ferguson and Abbott,2000),

4"p". : Sr/Sr. 6.9)

The deconvolved signal is compared to a model based on Fresnel equations to deter-
mine its frequency-dependent complex refractive index, ñ : n - jrc, where n artd. rc are
the refractive index and extinction coefficients of the sample material (see Sec. 4.2).

The complex transmission spectrum of normal T-ray TDS can be modelled as (Duvillaret
et al., 7996):

Lo., _ zñz(ixl+lts) I .,_ _,ØLft"t: 6r¡¡i@2¡ñs) 'exP 
L-'(nz-") ,01 'tu' (6'10)
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where ø is the angular frequency, cs is speed of light in a vacuum' FP is the frequency-

dependent contribution of Fabry-Pérot reflections in the thin film' and the film thick-

ness dr and complex refractive indices, ñt, ñz & ñs, are defined in Fig' 6'2'

The complex refractive ind.ex of the sample canbe estimated' using this model either by

iterative approximation or, in some situations, analytically' If the sample is sufficiently

thick so no Fabry-Pérot reflections are Pfesen t, ot if the successive reflections can be

isolated from each other, then analytic expressions for n and' K can be found approxi-

mately (see Sec. 4.2.1).For thin film samples, however' Fabry-Pérot reflections overlap

in the primary T-ray pulse, and an iterative technique mustbe used'

The thin films studied with double-modulated DTDS in these experiments generated

many FP reflections. An iterative approximation technique was used to solve i-odei :

i"*p",:Sr/sr,representedbytheflowchartinFig'6'1'1'Theiterativeparameteres-
timation algorithm was implemented for normal T-ray TDS' Essentially' a guess was

made of the material parameters, and from information on the physical structure of

the sample (for example,layer thickness), the algorithm made an estimate of the trans-

mission ratio, Îmod"r. This model was compared to the measured transmission ratio'

T"ro.r,and. any error in the model demonstrated. the d'irection for another estimate of

the material parameters (in Fig. 6.11 this is ñ2)' The algorithm typically converged in

fewer than 100 estimates. The code for this algorithm is found in Appendix D'

For the DTDS measurements in this Chapter, the sample waveform was calculated

from ys : ur - y¿becattse !¿ was measured instead of y¿ (to achieve a better noise

performance). It turns out that us canbe calculated from yr l!a' depending on the

phase of the time-domain pulses, which depend'ed' in turn on the phase setting of the

LlA.Anerrorinthesignofy¿Ieadstonon-physicalestimatesoftherefractiveindex
and can be corrected. The advantage of using the substitution /s : ar - y¿ rather than

separately d.eriving the model equation i,,oo", for DTDs was that the accuracy of the

algorithm can be tested. with normal TDS d'ata before applying it to DTDS data'
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û' Ar

S,: FT(û,) Sr: FT(ür)

4rp"r: Sr/5,

i.o¿"¡(see Eq (O 10))

minimise: ¿ : (ôp)2 + (ôÐ2
o
+J(I'

o!

Figure 6.11. Algorithm for iterative parameter estimation. This flow chart shows the algo-
rithm used to iteratively estimate the material parameters n and rc from Eq. (6.10),
as described in Sec. 6.3.3 - this algorithm is based on Duvillaret et al. (1g96). The
complex waveforms Ûs and Ûr are obtained from the experiment, where the real and
imaginary values are the X and Y outputs of the LlA. An estimate of ñ2 is pro-
vided as seed for the search algorithm, which operates to minimise the error metric d,

where ôp - logli.o¿"tl-l"gl4"o",l, and õQ: arg(i.o¿"¡) - arg(i"*p".). The re-
estimation step is performed with MarlnB's fminsearch function, which minimises
a function of several variables, using the simplex search algorithm of Lagarias et al.
(1998). This algorithm takes approximately 0.6 seconds to estimate the complex re-
fractive index fs for each frequency of interest, given 1024 data points in the FFTs
and a 1.5-GHz Pentium 4 processor. The Mnrrae code is found in Appendix D.
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Testing

To confirm that the data processing algorithm was cofrect, two tests were performed:

(i) the standard DTDS algorithm was used to characterise a simple test subject, and (ii)

the model was compared. to the experimental values once the complex refractive index

had been estimated.

Figure 6.12(a) shows the refractive index of a test sample calculated using a standard

dual-thickness geometry (see Sec.4.2.2). The test sample is bulk polyethylene. Figure

6.I2þ)shows the refractive index of one of the polyethylene samples calculated using

the iterative algorithm depicted, in Fig. 6.11. This test confirmed that the parameter

estimation algorithm was correct'

To confirm that this model gives transmission data matching the experimental data for

the estimated values of ñ2, the experimental transmission spectrum and the model-

led transmission spectrum were plotted in Fig. 6.13. The circles from the modelled

transmission spectrum i.oael and the crosses from the experimental data i"*0", show a

one-to-one corresPondence.
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-n.K
1ô1 1.61

Sl 002 R S 1ô 002 k

1.595 0 015

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

Frequency (THz)

(a) Dual-thickness sample (b) lterative algorithm

Figure 6'12. Measured confirmation of parameter extraction algorithms. These measured

results were genereted in a test of the iterative parameter estimation algorithm in
Fig. 6.11. Both Subfigures show the T-ray material parameters of a block of plastíc

(polyethylene), estimated with diflerent techniques: standard dual-thickness spectro-

scopy versus the iterative algorithm. The parameters in Subfig. 6.I2(a) were estimated

using dual sample spectroscopy. ln dual-thickness spectroscopy, two samples of the

same material are used for a highly accurate measurement, as described in Sec. 4.2.2.

The samples have different thicknesses, both sufficiently large to avoid Fabry-Pérot

reflections. ln this case, the two samples were polyethylene blocks of thicknesses 11.4

mm atrd 4.73 rtrm. The T-ray waveform transmitted through the thin sample is used

as the reference, so all Fresnel transmission coefficients at the interfaces are automat-
ically accounted for. The advantage of dual sample spectroscopy is that simple and

exact analytical expressions to estimate ñ2 can be easily derived. The parameters in

Subfig. 6.12(b) were estimated using the iterative approximation algorithm. The cor-

respondence between the results in Subfigs.6.12(a) and 6.12(b) confirms the accuracy

of the iterative algorithm.
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Figure 6.13. Comparison of modetling and experimental results. Plot of modelled and experi-

mental transmission spectra. These plots confirm that the estimated refractive index

and extinction coefficient values do correctly model the transmission spectrum of the

experiment. These data are from an 11.4-mm-thick block of polyethylene plastic and

the algorithm depicted in Fig. 6'11'
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6.4 Results

The improvement of double-modulated DTDS over normat DTDS was demonstrated
by: (i) measuring the experimental noise levels, and (ii) measuring the optical param-
eters of a sample film that was too thin for normal TDS to detect.

6.4.1 Measured noise

The raw time-domain data from a double-modulated DTDS experiment are shown in
Fig' 6.74(a)' The differential signal is far smaller than the other waveforms, and is 90o

out of phase with the reference waveform. The amplifude spectra of the reference and
differential waveforms are plotted in Fig. 6.1a@). The band of high SNR from 0.2 to
2THz in the reference pulse was typical for the 100-fs laser T-ray system. The strong
absorption lines were due to water vapour in the air (van Exter et al., Ig}gb). This
was exPerimentally verified in our system by partially purging the T-ray beam path,
shown in the air-tight box in Fig. 5.3, with dry air. The water lines are removed in
the deconvolution Process, but still result in a lower SNR at affected frequencies. The
differential signal has a reduced bandwidth due to the decreased SNR, although the
approximate shape is the same as the reference spectrum.

The noise level in these measurements was estimated through repeated measurements.
Each experiment was repeated four times over a day to estimate the uncertainty. The
experimental errors for TDS and DTDS are suÍunarised in Table 6.3. As described in
the caption of Table 6.3, the observed noise was less than expected because the noise
in each waveform is correlated to some extent. The noise values for DTDS are larger
than TDS only because double-modulation halves the signal, and noise is introduced
by the galvanometer - at higher frequencies, where double-modulated DTDS is used,
the noise due to DTDS drops proportional to the modulation frequency. The results
of this experiment demonstrate the accuracy of the DTDS technique, and confirm the
estimates of noise reduction from thin film samples.
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Figure 6.14. Measured DTDS waveforms and spectra. These two graphs compare the difFeren-

tial pulse to the reference and sample pulses in both the time and frequency domain'

The reference pulse Ur has the largest amplitude. The sample pulse /s has a reduced

amplitude and phase shift, which is characteristic of the material being studied' The

differential pulse is the difterence Ad: A, -Ar, The difFerential pulse also approxi-

mates the slope of !r, as discussed at the start of Sec' 6'2'1' These measurements

were taken with a LIA time constant of 100 ms, at room temperature. The bandwidth

of the reference pulse is typical for a T-ray system, driven as it is by T-ray generation

from a GaAs surface using 100-fs optical pulses. The absorption lines in all three

spectra, at 0.56, 0.75 and 1.1 THz, were caused by water vapour in the air (van Exter

et al., 1-989b)'
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Table 6.3' Calculated and measured errors for TDS vs, DTDS (without double-modulation).
This Table shows calculated and observed measurement fluctuations for the 0.S-THz freq-
uency component of the reference, difFerential and transmission spectra. The fluctuation
level at 0.5 THz was chosen because it is close to the peak of the frequency spectrum (see

Fig. 6.1a(b))' The measured errors were determined from the spread of four repeated

measurements under identical conditions. The raw error in DTDS is much larger than
for TDS for two main reasons: firstly, this data was taken with double-modulation, so

the signal level is half that in TDS. Secondly, there is noise inherent in the galvanometer

system, which contributes to measurement fluctuations. The calculated IAT/Tl were
estimated using the equation in Table 6.2for TDS and from Eq. (6.7) for DTDS. Equa-
tion (6.7) must be used because, in this experiment, the condition expressed in Eq. (6.g)
does not hold. The observed ILT/Tl were determined from four numerical calculations
of the transmission amplitude at 0.5 THz. The observed values are both less than the
expected values. This probably arises from the assumption of uncorrelated noise in suc-
cessive measurements. The meesurement-to-measurement fluctuations for the reference,

sample and difFerential waveforms is correlated to some extent, so there is an element of
noise cancellation in the deconvolution calculation that determines i.

Measured Calculated ILT / rl Observed ILT /Tl

TDS

DTDS

1,.4% 1.0%

2.4% 1.4%
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Figure 6.15 shows the noise spectrum of the T-tay system, and demonstrates the ben-

efits of using double-modulated DTDS (d-DTDS) ovef 'normal' DTDS' Normal DTDS

has a noise level of 0.5/JHzat the maximum frequency of the galvanometer' Double-

mod.ulated DTDS had a noise level of 0.02/JHz at the maximum frequency of the

chopper - using an optical chopper with double-modulation showed a order of mag-

nitude improvement in the noise performance of a thin film measurement' This could

be further improved by modulathg h at even higher frequencies, up to 3};4.I{z' using

an acousto-optic or electro-optic modulator'

The spectrum in Fig. 6.15 was measured using a Lock-In Amplifier (LIA) at values of

frequency fuorr-i-]Hzto2k1z. The galvanometer was used to measure noise from 2 to

\0 Hzand an optical chopper was used for L0 Hz to 2kl{rz. Each set of measurements

was repeated, giving uPPer and lower bounds of error in the measurements' For these

values the delay stage shown in Fig. 6'4wasset at the pulse peak, and eachnoise value

was measured using the Lock-In AmPlifier (LIA), resulting in root-mean-squared noise

value found at the peak of the T-ray signal pulse. The measured noise value from the

LIA was normalised. to the actual value of the T-ray peak, to account for very slow

laser fluctuations, and to the bandwidth of the LIA low-pass filter - this value can be

considered an inrserse signal-to-noise ratio. There is a clear discrepancy between the

noise level of the chopper modulation and the galvanometer modulation' This noise

increase is due to the physical instabilities in the galvanometer and slight fluctuations

in its modulation frequency. This problem could be reduced by engineering a better

shaker and drive circuitrY.

The measured noise spectrum in Fig. 6'15 has a 1/ f trend, which is typical of laser

noise spectra (von der Lind.e, 1936). system noise measured under chopper modula-

tion corresponds well to this relationship, until it is driven at higher frequencies, above

500 Hz. The optical chopper used in this experiment has an operational limit of 6k}lz,

and at the higher operating frequencies starts to introduce additional noise into the

system. This could be avoided by using a modulator designed for higher frequency

operation, such as an acousto-optic modulator, allowing noise reduction to the shot

noise floor (Andor et a1., 1984).
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Figure 6.15. Measured noise spectrum. This plot shows the experimental noise density spectrum
of the T-ray system as a function of increasing modulation frequency. The noise

reduction due to double-modulation is the diflerence in noise between the low and
high modulation frequencies. The noise spectrum measured with the galvanometer

and the optical chopper are compared to a theoretical 7/ f trend, which is typical of
experiments dominated by laser noise. The measured noise spectra are normalised

to the signal strength - in effect this is a plot of the inverse signal-to-noise ratio.
Error bars indicate the repeatability of the measurements. Both modulators show

noise spectra that follow a 7/f trend, although the noise level with galvanometer

modulation is larger, due to mechanical instabilities and jitter in the shaking frequency.

The measured noise level of the normal (one LIA) DTDS experiments in this Chapter,
which used only a 10 Hz galvanometer, is shown as a single point marked'DTDS'.
The noise level is shown as a single point because at that modulation frequency, the
normalised noise density is constant. The noise level lies on the noise spectrum of the
galvanometer, as expected. The measured noise level of the double-modulated DTDS
experiments in this Chapter, in which a 2-k1z chopper was used in addition to the
galvanometer, is shown as a point marked 'd-DTDS'. The'd-DTDS' point is greater
than the measured chopper noise at a 2-kïz modulation frequency because the SNR
is halved in double modulation, basically because inserting the chopper cuts away 50%
of the power. The point 'd-DTDS/2' indicates half the noise value of 'd-DTDS'. The
'd-DTDS/2' point is shown to demonstrate that, had the signal level not been halved

by the dual modulators (and thus the noise-to-signal ratio doubled), the experimental
noise would fit within the error bounds of the chopper noise spectrum.
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6.4.2 Example thin film characterisation

Figure 6.16 shows the estimated optical parameters of a SiO2 thin film from 600 GHz to

1..6 T;g1z. The experimental values, indicated by crosses, are comPared to the predicted

values in the literature (palik, 1935). Although there is some variation in the estimated

parameters due to noise, they correspond to the predicted value of refractive index and

extinction coefficient within +0.2. The error in refractive index is t10%. The rc value

was identified. to within the bounds 0.0 to 0.4, which is an accuracy comParable to mea-

surements of very low absorption values in the literature. These results confirm that

the experimental technique and modelling is able to estimate the optical parameters of

thin films with usable accuracy.

08

0

o4

0.2

.1

08 1 1.2 14

Frequency (THz)

(b) Extinction coefficient

160.8 1 12

Frequency (THz)

(a) Refractive index

Figure 6.16. Measured optical parameters of sioz. These graphs show the estimated optical

parameters of SiOz thin film. The refractive index ø is comparable to values for SiOz

given in the literature (n:2.1) (Palik, 1985). The literature value for the extinction

coefficient has been omitted because there is some disagreement on its value at this

frequency. The bandwidth of these measurements is limited primarily by the limited

bandwidth of the diflerential signal, whose spectrum is shown in Fig. 6.1a(b). The

error in the estimates of n and r is about t0.2 - the zero values for rc are due to

measu rement u ncerta intY.

1.4 16

* DTDS

- 
Lit. value
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6.5 Conclusion

The experimental results in this Chapter demonstrate three main points. Firstly, DTDS
has a better noise performance than TDS for thin film characterisation, by a factor of
lsdl/ lS'1, which increases for thinner sample films, and is therefore ideal for thin film
characterisation (Täble 6.3). Secondary, double-modulation enables noise reduction by
at least an order of magnitude, which can be further improved by modulating at even
higher frequencies (Fig. 6.15). Lastly, double-modulated DTDS was used to charac-
terise the parameters of an actual thin film sample (Fig. 6.16).

6.5.1 Future work

There are a number of system improvements and potential applications that remain to
be explored in double-modulated DTDS. It is expected that the noise of the system can
be further reduced by using a modulation frequency higher than 3 kHz, coupled with
a radio-frequency LIA.

This simple technique will enable thin films to be characterised in the GHz-THzrange
for fast integrated circuit technology, and for novel work in T-ray biosensors. Novel
T-ray biosensors are described in Ch. Z.

6.6 Chapter summary

The work in this Chapter demonstrated for the first time: (i) the application of double-
modulation to Prove the SNR of DTDS of thin films þy over an order of magnitude),
(ii) a mathematical quantification of the improvement, and (iii) an experimental imple-
mentation of the double-modulated DTDS system.

The following Chapter details the application of double-modulated DTDS to character-
ising thin biomolecular films for lab-on-a-chip applications. It is valuable to be able to
non-invasively probe the hydration, conformation and activity of protein films used,
for example, as enzyme catalysts layered on inorganic substrates. DTDS is an ideal
technique for such research.

Double-modulated DTDS was first applied to liquid samples in the experiments de-
scribed in Ch. 8.
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field in T-ray science. This Chapter

sensor based on double-modulated

etect the Presence of ultra-thinbound

biomolecular layers. There has been no previous demonstration of bioaffin-

ity detection using the unique properties of T-rays'

Biosensor technology is used in bioscience, health care, food monitoring

and hazardous substance d.etection. The biosensor described in this chap-

ter is simple, non-invasive, inexpensive and does not require hardware

modification in a typical T-ray spectrometer'
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7.L lntroduction

A typical biosensor detects the presence of biomolecules that deposit to certain sites

on a Pre-Prepared sensor chip - the importance of biosensing to health care and is de-

scribed in Sec. 7.7.1.In this Chapter, a novel biosensor is demonstrated, based on T-ray
Differential Time-Domain Spectroscopy (DTDS), thus benefiting from the sensitivity of
the technique to thin biomolecular layers. The T-ray biosensor was tested experimen-
tally, as described in Secs. 7.2 and7.3, and the results were modelled by considering
transmission of the T-ray radiation at the thin film interfaces, in Sec. 2.5.

7.1.1 Motivation

There is a need for non-invasive biosensor technology in health care, food monitoring
andhazardous substance detection. 'Biosensor' is a broad term for technologies that
detect the presence of biomolecules, for example the presence of glucose in an aqueous

mixture. The Freedonia Group, an industrial research firm, predicts that the $2.3 billion
US chemical sensor industry will grow at a rate of 8.6% per annum untiI2007 - this
growth is predicted to be primarily in the areas of optical sensors and biosensors, and

specifically in the large medical diagnostic segment (Group, 2002). The T-ray biosensor

described in this Chapter has the potential to enter this market in a niche for non-
invasive detection based on T-ray material properties.

7.1.2 Previous studies

Optical detection techniques of biomolecules have been used for more than a decade

in the analytical laboratory, since they provide a possible means of detecting biomole-
cules.

The most successful optical biosensor in the market place is Surface Plasmon Reso-

nance/ SPR, (Kalsson and stahlberg, 1995; song and swanson, 1999). A SpR system

monitors the binding of molecules to a sensor by probing refractive index changes

of the target layer relying on the principle of bioffinity, that is the affinity between
two biomolecules. Bioaffinity can be used in a biosensor by attaching a layer of sensor

molecules, or anølytes, to a sensor slide, as shown in Fig. 7.7. Thebiosensor slide is used

by exposing it to a mixture of unknown molecules, to test if any target molecules, or
ligands, are Present. SPR detects this new layer by probing the refractive index change
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with an optical laser beam - a change in refractive index results in a change in the in-

tensity of light reflected off the film at some angle, given by the experiment. sPR relies

on the refractive ind.ex change at optical wavelengths, as determined by the laser. Cer-

tain biomolecules, however, d,o not show contrast at optical wavelengths. Some such

molecules could be sensed using T-rays.

unbound bound

Figure 2.1. Model of ligand-analyte binding. This sketch shows a slide with chemically attached

sensor molecules, for example Avidin. The sensor molecules have a strong binding affinity

for a target molecule, for example Biotin, which creates a second layer of material when

it binds to the sensors. Other molecules that do not bind to the sensor will be washed

away and not form an extra layer. The ligand is chosen to have a high binding affinity

and high specificity (that is, it will not bind to non-target molecules) for the analyte'

The most useful techniques for monitoring on-off binding at T-ray frequencies have

been Attenuated Total Úrternal Reflection Fourier Transform Infrared (ATR-FTIR) spec-

troscopy and Raman spectroscopy (Deckert et a1., 1998; Regan et a1', 1996)' Unfortu-

nately, the complications associated with cryogenic detectors in FTI& and Rayleigh

lines in Raman spectroscoPy are among the anomalies that hamper FTIR and Raman

spectroscopy from being widely used.

A new detection method. based on T-rays operating on the same principle as SPR has

been proposed, and used successfully to detect minute amounts of label-free DNA

molecules (Menikh et al., 2002). This approach uses integrated T-ray waveguides, in-

corporating resonant T-ray structures, and has achieved femtomole (fm) sensitivity to

label-free DNA hybridisation using T-rays (Nagel et al., 2002b; Nagel et al., 2002a).

This approach opens up new avenues for label-free detection. However, the integrated

waveguides require application-dependent hardware modifications, delicate sample

handling proced.ures, and the interconnection of a large number of resonators for si-

multaneous detection. The free-space T-ray biosensor proposed in this Chapter would

use a standard T-ray spectrometer'

The current state-of-the-art in biosensor technology is the microbalance, which has

achieved femtogram (fg) mass detection (Lavrik and Datskos, 2003)' Driven at MHz
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frequencies with a diode lase4, the tiny cantilevers (tiny slivers of Silicon as small
as 2 ym long and 50 nm thick) are exposed to an atmosphere of small particles or
molecules. Depending on how the cantilever is coated, some of the particles will be
absorbed onto the surface of the cantilever, altering its resonance frequency in a mea-
surable way. In a recent test, the vapour used was an acidic substance, which was
absorbed with a mass change that was noticeable at the 5 fg level. Other subject parti-
cles, such as DNA, proteins, cells, or trace amounts of various chemical contaminants,
should be detectable by this process. The experiment was carried out at room temper-
ature, Pressure and humidity (Lavrik and Datskos,2003). The sensitivity of the quartz
microbalance rePresents the goal to achieve with the proposed T-ray biosensor. The
T-ray biosensor will not require expensive cantilever sample slides, and samples can

be probed without physical contact, making the process rapid and easy to automate.

7.1.3 Objective summary

This Chapter describes the development of a new biosensor technique that can achieve

high sensitivity using an unmodified T-ray spectrometer. The objective is to detect the

Presence of molecules that bind to a biosensor slide, relying on the altered T-ray trans-
mission characteristics of the detected layer. The experiments use a double-modulated
DTDS technique, described in Ch. 6, to measure the T-ray response of carefully prc-
pared biomolecular samples. The origin of the T-ray signals is modelled using a sim-
ple understanding of dielectric layers. Although other techniques exist, such as SPR,

for detecting thin films, there is no well-developed technique that relies on the T-ray
characteristics of the films.

The proposed T-ray biosensor is, like SPR, a bioaffinity detector. A common bioaffinity
pair is Biotin and Avidin. Biotin is a water-soluble lipid, and is commonly referred to
as aitamin H - a member of the B-complex group of vitamins. Avidin is a protein that
occurs in raw egg white and is remarkable for its high binding allnity for Biotin, as

discussed in Sec. 7.2.7. T-ray DTDS is known to detect the presence of thin films, for
example SiO2 in Ch. 6. In this Chapter, T-ray DTDS is used to detect the presence of
thin bound biomolecular layers.
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7 .2 Preliminary exper¡ments

Preliminary experiments were used to test the sensitivity of the T-ray DTDS sPec-

trometer to thin layers of bound biomolecules. T-ray signals were observed for Bi-

otin molecules bound. to an Avidin sensor, Avidin molecules bound to a Biotin sensol/

bead-enhanced Avidinbound to Biotin, and the explosive trinitrotoluene (TNT) bound

to TNT antibodies.

Avidin and Biotin together constitute a pair of biomolecules commonly used in demon-

strations of bioaffinity, due to their high binding affinity. Bead-enhanced Avidin target

molecules, sketched in Fig. 7.I1., cteatea much thicker molecular layer than Avidin tar-

get molecules alone. Avidin is enhanced by binding to large, ym-sizedAgarose beads'

Agarose is an inert substance, extracted from Agar, that is easy to derirsitise' or attach to

other biomolecules. The Agarose bead.s attached to the Avidin amplify the target layer

thickness, potentially increasing the biosensor's signal'

Trinitrotoluene is a cotrunon explosive and a hazardous substance that is important to

detect in security situations. TNT is therefore an important target molecule' A sensor

molecule is available, the TNT antibod,y (Bromberg and Mathies,2003)' This antibody

has a very strong affinity for TNT molecules, and can be attached to biochips in a

similar way to Biotin (Bowen et al., 2003). A TNT biosensor slide is demonstrated in

sec.7.2.3,with TNT molecules binding to their antibodies'

7.2.t SamPle Preparat¡on

The protein Avidin was chosen to test the T-raybiosensor due to its highbinding affin-

ity to the lipid Biotin and its usefulness in other applications. Avidin comprises four

identical subunits, each of which binds one Biotin molecule - see Fig. 7 '2' Tlne bind-

ing affinity between Avidin and Biotin is so high (Ko : 1015 mol-1) that the forma-

tion of this complex can be regarded' as nearly irreversible, on a scale comparable to

a covalent bonding (Green, 7975). The high binding affinity of this system has found

many applications, for example in affinity chromatognphy, in attaching antibodies to

solid surfaces, precipitating liposomes, or targeting cells with liposomes (Cuatrecasas

and wilch ek,1968;wilchek and. Bayer, 1988)' Importantly, it has been shown that Bi-

otin can be adsorbed to a hydrophobic surface without losing its specificity towards

Avidin,leading to the possibility of studying ligand,-analyte interactions on supported

lipid membranes.
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Figure 7'2. Sketch of Biotin and Avidin molecules. This sketch shows sketches of the molecules

Biotin (marked 'B') and Avidin (marked 'A'). The essential characteristics of Biotin are

the polar head and long non-polar tail. Avidin, a protein, has four binding sites for

Biotin. Biotin-Avidin binding is sketched in Fig.7.11. The molecules are not to scale.

The biosensor samples were prepared on quartz slides. Quartz is largely transparent
to T-rays and biosensor molecules can be chemically attached to its surface. A photo-
graph of a typical quartz slide used in our experiments is shown in Fig. 7.3. Two films
of unusually high thickness have been deposited on the slide to make the bound and
unbound areas clearly visible.

Prior to deposition of the Avidin film, the quartz slides were cleaned with 50% hot
nitric acid, and rinsed several times with doubty-distilled water. To attach the biosen-
sor molecules to the slide, the quartz substrate was derivitised by placing it in a 5%

solution of 3-mercaptopropyttrimethoxysilane in toluene for L hour. An organic cross
linker, succinimide ester, was dissolved in 3-millimolar (mM) dimethylformide, and
the silanized substrate was treated with the cross linker for another L hour, washed
thoroughly in phosphate buffered salt (PBS) solution and dried under vacuum.

To coat the first slides with a layer of Avidin sensor molecules, a small volume of 200-ml
solution o10.2-mg/ ml Avidin in sodium phosphate buffer (pH7.a) was applied to each
quartz slide and allowed to incubate for about 30 minutes. After washing and drying
under nitrogen, half of the biosensor slide was exposed to 15 ng of Biotin dissolved
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Figure 7.3. photograph of biosensor slide. Showing a layer of TNT antibody bound to TNT on a

l-inch-square quartz slide. A very thick layer of antibodies has been deposited to make

it visible. The entire film was coated with antibodies and the upper right-hand half was

exposed to target molecules. A thick layer of molecules was deposited by evaporation

to show the film in this photograph. A dark point in the top corner was used to orient

the sample, after preparation, in the T-ray spectrometer'

in a mixture of (2:1), and then washed with pure chloroform/methanol to remove any

unbound Biotin. The reference sample was not exposed to the Biotin solution' A sketch

of the prepared slide is shown nEig7'4.

In the case of TNT the quartzslide was derivatised as described above and then 0'5-mg

of anti-TNT antibody was allowed. to interact with the quatlz slide surface. As with

Biotin, half of the biosensor slid.e was exposed to TNT in solution, and then washed

with a mixture of chloroform/methanol (2:L) to remove any unbound target molecules'

7.2.2 T-ray spectrometer

The double-mod.ulated DTDS system used in this work has been described in Ch. 6,

and is schematicaþ represented in Fig.7.5. The femtosecond laser source generated

150-fs pulses at 86 MHz and. 1.5 W of average power. A beam splitter separated the
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0.9cm <l-.*

2.6 cm

Figure 7'4' Sketch of Biotin-Avidin slide. Sample slide for preliminary experiments, showing

approximate dimensions in cm. The yellow double-headed arrows approximately indicate

the scan range of the T-ray beam across the sample, which was about L0 mm peak-

to-peak' The two cases indicated are Avidin for a test of the signal that occurs due

to surface inhomogeneities, and Biotin for a test of bioaffinity sensing. These cases

correspond to the waveforms in Fig. 7.6.

laser beam into pump and probe pulses. The probe pulse illuminated an unbiased
GaAs semiconductor emitter wafer to generate T-rays, which were collimated and fo-
cused onto an Electro-Optic Sampling (EOS) crystal with parabolic mirrors. A pelli-
cle after the second parabolic mirror allowed the reference beam to travel collinearly
with the T-ray wave through the electro-optic (EO) crystal (110) ZnTe. A quarter-wave
plate (QWP), a Wollaston polarising beam splitter and a pair of balanced photodiodes
comprise the crossed-polariser detector (described in Sec. 3.3.2). The quartz slide was
mounted on a galvanometer and dithered in the T-ray beam at 1,0 Hz over a peak-to-
peak distance of about 10 mm.

The detection electronics were implemented using two Lock-In Amplifiers (LIAs, man-
ufacturer: Stanford Research Systems, model: SR830 DSP). The time constant on the
LIAs used at 2 kflz was 100-ms, which determined the detectors' noise bandwidth
and thus the system SNR - see Sec. 8.7 for a description of LIA operation.

E
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I
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probe

GaAs Znfe

I
Wollaston

photodiodes

Figure 7.5. DTDS spectrometer schematic. This schematic shows the terahertz biosensor sys-

tem, with an unbiased GaAs crystal T-ray emitter, and a (110) ZnTe crystal detector'

The sample was dithered in and out of the T-ray beam by a galvanometer at a frequency

of 10 Hz. The T-ray beam was apertured to have a 2-mm diameter, which corresponded

to approximately 90% transmission of T-ray power through the aperture. The travel

distance of the sample slide was approximately 10 mm peak-to-peak, driven by a sinu-

soidal wave input. The detection electronics demodulated the 10-Hz sample modulation

and suppressed background noise (phase-sensitive detection). A detailed functional im-

plementation of this system is described in Ch. 6, especially Fig' 6'4, including those

parts of the diagram obscured by the blow-up view of the sample'

7.2.3 Preliminary results

The preliminafy experiments tested the sensitivity of T-ray DTDS to biomolecular lay-

ers of Biotin, Avidin and TNT'

The first samples tested were of target Biotin molecules bound to an Avidin-coated

sensor slide (see Fig.7.$. The result of this test was the T-ray DTDS waveform mea-

sured through the sample and labelled'Biotin-Avidirf in Fig.7.6. The time-domain

waveforms are sufficient to d,istinguish between the bound and unbound states of the

biosensor. To estimate the accuncy ol the result, and test that the signal was coming

from the bound layer of target molecules alone, a DTDS signal was measured from the

slide where no Biotin was present,labelled'pure Avidin'in Fig' 7.6 and corresponding

to the vertical yellow arrow in Fig. 7.4. Tihe waveforms shown in Fig' 7 '6 tndicate that

o
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o
E
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QWP
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the DTDS signal caused by the presence of a thin layer of target molecules is larger
than the signal from the sensor with no target molecules present. This indicates the
potential utility of a T-ray-based biosensor.
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Figure 7.6. Preliminary results showing bioaffinity detection with a T-ray spectrometer. Two
time-domain scens are made, one to test for the presence of an Avidin layer ('Biotin-
Avidin') and one to confirm that the measurements are due solely to the Avidin layer

('pure Avidin'). The DTDS waveform caused by dithering across the Biotin-Avidin

boundary (see Fig.7.4) isshown in bluecircles. Thissignal isgreaterthan 2x the noise

level due to surface inhomogeneities in the film, shown in red. The concentration of the

Avidin layer is less than 15 ngf cm2. These waveforms were detected with a LIA time

constant of 300 ms and each scan took 15 mins. The spot size of the T-ray beam on

the sample is 5 mm, limited by a metal iris placed in the beam path less than 5 mm

from the sample (99% of signal transmitted). The SNR is 10. The secondary pulse is

due to a Fabry-Pérot reflection of the T-ray pulse inside the quartz slide.

The noise signal ('pure Avidin') in Fig. 7.6 is larger than the background noise of the
T-ray DTDS system. To test whether it was due to inhomogeneities in the prepared
surface of the biosensor slide, the surface was imaged using an Atomic Force Micro-
scoPe (AFM). A scan of the slide surface is pictured in Fig. 7.7,where the roughness in
the surface is visible.
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1.2

x-Y ¿li"nrions (¡zm) 
80

Figure 7.7. Measured physical structure of Biotin on Avidin' An Atomic Force Microscope

(AFM) scan of the Biotin surface gives an indication of the roughness of the biosensor

film. Surface inhomogeneities are the main contributing factor to the spurious signals la-

belled as pure Biotin in the waveform graphs. The roughness is approximately t0.3 ¿lm'

or 50/o of the target molecule layer'

The surface roughness of the prepared slide is comPared to the thickness of the target

molecule layer in Fig.7.8. The thickness of the target layer is greater than the rough-

ness of the surface, thereby generating a differential T-ray signal. llowever two other

factors also contribute to the biosensor signal: (i) the increased thickness is constant,

whereas the roughness is averaged out over the area of the T-ray beam, and (ii) the

T-ray radiation is mod.ulated not only by the thickness of the layers, but by reflections

at the boundary between Avidin and Biotin molecules. The reflection at the interface

between the layers is shown in models to be the main contributing factor in the ampli-

tude of the T-ray DTDS signal (see Sec. 7.5).

In a second set of preliminary experiments, the T-ray bioaffinity detector was extended

to antigen-antibody afftntly detection using TNT and a TNT antibody. The waveform

in Fig. 7.9 shows a signal from a 1.0-ng/ crrr2 TNT target layer comPared to the noise

from sensing a pure antibody layer. Figure 7.10 shows the same signal smoothed using
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Figure 7'8. Measured boundary between Biotin and Avidin. This Figure shows an Atomic
Force Microscope (AFM)i scan at the edge of our target layer of Biotin captured with
an Avidin sensor. The step size indicates a layer thickness of 6 pm. The thin layer of
target molecules, with a different T-ray dielectric constant (or refractive index) to the

underlying sensor layer attenuates and delays the transmitted T-rays. The biosensor

operates on this principle as discussed in Sec. 7.5.

a bandpass filter to cut out the background noise, thereby showing the biosensor signal
more clearly.

The preliminary results in Sec. 7.2.3 show the potential of the T-ray biosensor for de-
tecting the difference between thin biomolecular films with and without a bound layer
of target molecules. The examples shown are proteinJipid binding (Biotin-Avidin), en-
hanced Avidin binding to Biotin (enhanced with Agarose beads), and antigen-antibody
binding (with TNT). The preliminary experiments do not, however, fully quantify the
sensitivity and selectivity of the biosensor, so a set of highly repeatable experiments
using enhanced Avidin are presented in the following Section. The demonstrated po-
tential for T-ray bioaffinity sensing remains to be fully explored.
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Figure 7.9. Preliminary measured results from an example of antibody-ant¡gen binding using

a TNT-antibody to detect TNT. The measured DTDS waveform from a TNT layer,

shown in blue, is greater than twice the amplitude of the system noise' shown in red'

The beam was apertured to 3 mm diameter (95% of signal) and the SNR was 2' The

LIA time constant was 100 ms, each scan took 4.5 mins. The secondary pulse, which

is more visible in Fig. 7.10, is due to a Fabry-Pérot reflection of the T-ray pulse inside

the quartz slide.
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Figure 7'10' Preliminary measured results from TNT antibody-antigen binding - smoothed
waveforms. This plot shows the same data as in Fig. 7.9 after smoothing. The SNR

was increased by digitally smoothing the waveforms in Fig. 7.10 to block frequencies

where the T-ray spectrum is very low - the waveform was bandpass filtered between

0.2 and 0.8 THz, where the signal is strongest. The secondary pulse is due to a

Fabry-Pérot reflection of the T-ray pulse inside the quartz slide.
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7.3 Experiments

The preliminary results indicated the potential for a T-ray-basedbioaffinity sensor. The

next step was to amplify the T-ray signal by attaching Agarose beads to Avidin and use

Avidin as the target molecule. The presence of pm-sized Agarose beads in the target

Iayer increased the DTDS signal of the T-ray biosensor'

7.3.1 Sample Preparat¡on

The process of sample slide preparation for bead-enhanced Avidin detection is shown

in Fig. 2.11. The following chemicals were used in the preparation as obtained without

further purification (supplier: sigma, st. Louis, MO, USA; URL: http:www.signa-

aldrich. com): octadecanol, Bovine Serum Albumin, Biotin, and Agarose beads, with

an average diameter of 40 ym, conjugated to Avidin. The quartz microscope slides

(25x25 mm, supplier: Electron Microscopy sciences, washington, PA, USA; URL:

http: / /wutw.emsdiasum.com), were tested for thickness homogeneity before use in a

separateDTDSexperiment-anullsignalaa:}indicatedthattheslidewashomo-
geneous. The reagents were high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) grade'

and aqueous solutions were prepared in double-distilled deionised water.

prior to d.eposition, the quartz slides were cleaned in 50% hot nitric acid for an hour,

and then rinsed. thoroughly in double distilled water. The quartz slides were then

subjected to 1 mg/ml octadecanol solution for half an hour. The approach used to

immobilise a hydrophobic substrate on a hydrophilic surface relies on systematically

controlling the interfacial region of the biosensor chip using a Process widely referred

to as molecular self-assembly. The spontaneous organisation of the Biotin lipid into

the octadecanol self-assembled bilayers guarantees a certain level of stability to the

octadecanol-Biotin complexes. After drying and washing with double distilled water,

the sample was dipped in 0.5 mglml Biotin dissolved in chloroform/methanol (5:L),

and allowed to incubate for 45 minutes. Immersion in a solution of Biotin resulted

in an increase in thickness of 5 nm/ crr{ , caused by the Biotin interaction with octade-

canol through hydrophobic interaction. The Biotin was the sensor layer on the biochip'

Lastly, to eliminate the effect of non-specific interactions, the quartz slides were further

incubated. n I% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA), then dried and washed several times

with a phosphate buffer solution. The BSA solution interacted with any exposed areas

of the quartz slide, filing in *y holes left by the Biotin layer. Filling the holes with
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(b) Biotin attached with oc- (c) Avidin on an Agarose bead, link-

tadecanol ing to Biotin

CHr)

Figure 7.11. Diagrams of biosensor derivitisation, preparation and target detection. This

sketch shows the steps involved in the preparation and application of a Biotin-Avidin

bioaffinity slide. The first step in preparing a slide was cleaning the quartz, leaving

a surface of hydroxyl (OH) groups. The quartz crystal surface was then modified

by self-assembly of the octadecanol molecule, which created a dense array of hy-

drophobic strands aligned perpendicularly to the surface. The hydrophobic tails of the

Biotin molecules, red in the diagram, then fitted into the hydrophobic octadecanol

matrix. The Biotin was anchored to the surface and only the charged heads of the

Biotin molecules were exposed. The detection step is shown in Subfig.7.11(c), where

Avidin molecules bound to the Biotin layer. ln the experiment shown here, the Avidin

molecules were attached to a large Agarose bead, thus the bound target layer had a

thickness greater than a layer of bound Avidin molecules.

quartz slide quartz slide quartz slide
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BSA removed the possibility that any target molecules would bind non-specificaþ to

the slide - if the holes had remained, molecules may have bound to the slide by inter-

acting with the quafizrather than the Biotin detector layeg thus generating spurious

signals.

After biosensor preparation, the target molecules were applied to one side of the biosen-

sor slide. Either L0.3 ng of Avidin in 200 ¡zl d.ouble-distilled water, or Avidin conjugated

to Agarose beads, was spread on L cm-2 of the sensor surface and allowed to incubate

for half an hour. After d.rying, the sample was washed with double-distilled water

to remove unbound. molecules. The only remaioing molecules formed a thin layer of

tightly-bound Avidin, or the Avidin conjugate (a layer of Avidin or a layer of bead-

enhanced Avidin).

7.3.2 T-raY spectrometer

The T-ray spectrometer was configured. in the same way as for the preliminary experi-

ments, as described in Sec. 7.2.2.

7 .4 Results

By conjugating Agarose particles to Avidin, rather than Avidin alone, the T-ray dif-

ference signal between Biotin and the Biotin-Avidin complex increased sharply' The

two time-domain T-ray waveforms measured' from the Avidin target and the ampli-

fied Avidin target were both larger than the signal from surface inhomogeneities and

a non-specifically bound protein (in this case digalactosyldiacyl glycerol)' The wave-

forms are shown in Fig. 7.I2. Less than 10.3 ng/crr? of Avidin was detected on the

quartzsurface, indicating the potential capability of this newly developed method to

d.etect DNA hybridisation and antigen-antibody interactions.

Compared to the similar Biotin-Avidin experiment without Agarose beads, an eight-

fold enhancement in signal amplitude due to the beads is observed' The signal en-

hancement is due to the increased refractive index of Agarose particles, causing in-

creased T-rayreflection at the Biotin-Avidin interface. This model is explored in Sec' 7'5'

The repeatability of the waveforms shown in Fig. 7.7}istested by measuring the DTDS

signal at different lateral positions on each biosensor slide. The signal variation with

position is < L0%.
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Figure 7.12 Measured biosensor waveforms for Biotin detection of Avidin, enhanced Avidin
and a control. The three time-domain T-ray pulses in this graph were obtained

by measuring the difference signal between (a) Biotin and Biotin-Avidin conjugated

Agarose, (b) Biotin and Biotin-Avidin complexes without beads, and (c) Biotin and

Biotin-DGDG (control sample). These time-domain pulses have been smoothed nu-

merically using a 0.1-1 THz band-pass filter. The spectrometer signal-to-noise ratio

in these measurements was greater than 102. The inset shows the waveforms in the

Fourier domain (FFT). The intensity of the signal due to inhomogeneities and non-

specific binding is less than the Agarose and Biotin-Avidin signals. The waveforms

have been normalised to the peak of the T-ray reference waveform, yr.

In order to test for the non-specific interaction of Biotin towards Avidin, and avoid false

Positive results, a control sample was prepared. \rVhen a quaftz crystal bearing Biotin
was incubated with a suspension of Digalactosyldiacyl Glycerol (DGDG), instead of
Avidin-tagged Agarose, the T-ray differential signal dropped by an order of magni-
tude, indicating that the previously observed T-ray signal was solely due to Biotin-
Agarose conjugated Avidin. The small T-ray signal that did result from the Biotin-
DGDG interaction was presumably due to surface inhomogeneity. Selectivity is not

+ (r) Agarose

(b) Biotin-Avidin
c control
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quantified here, but other studies have shown that the specificity of Biotin towards

DGDG is far less than towards Avidin'

7.5 Modelling

A model of the biosensor system was critical for system development and understand-

ing the system's limitations. For the work in this Chapter, the experimental results

were simulated by modelling the biosensor slide as a series of homogeneous dielect-

ric layers. The model construction is shown in Fig' 7'5' The T-tay radiation propagates

through the layers, represented in Fig. 7.Sby the Fourier comPonents of the sample and

reference waveforms, S, and Sr, where S, : FT(A) a¡..rd S, : FT(yr)'ExPressions

for s, and s, in terms of the incident T-rays and the dielectric layers are developed in

Sec. 7.5.1.

ñ1

Ar

Us

dx d'z d'

n)c

The actual measured double-modulated DTDS signal, as in Fig' 7 '12' is represented by

the half difference between s, and sr, as discussed in ch. 6' The biosensor is therefore

modelled. by the inverse Fourier transform of the difference between the reference and

sample spectra. A simulated difference waveform is based on estimated material prop-

erties and the reference waveform Ur, whichis measured using normal T-ray TDS (as

opposed to double-modulated DTDS). The material properties are estimated to obtain

a close fit to the experimental resuits. Section 7'5'2 shows that the simulated DTDS

pulses fit very closely to the experimental results, thus validating the model'

Figure 7.13 Notation used in DTDS sim-

ulation. ø, is the quartz sub-

strate, n2 is the thin sensor

layer (Biotin) and r, is the thin

target layer (Avidin and conju-

gate Avidin). The surrounding

medium, n1, is air. The trans-

mitted spectral comPonents of

the waveforms are determined bY

FFT, S, : fT(Y,) and 5, :
FT(v,).
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7.5.1 Propagation and transmission

The propagation of a plane electro-magnetic wave through the dielectric layers shown
in Fig. 7.5 canbe modelled using Fresnel equations, as described in Sec. 4.2. Tine trans-
mission coefficient for a plane wave at normal incidence to a plane interface of two
materials, passing from the dielectric of complex refractive index ño to that o1ñ6, is
given by

tor: -4!-'
' 
: 

it, + ñb' (7'1)

Similarly, the reflection coefficient is given by

,or:Ø.
' 
: l, + ítb' (7'2)

The propagation coefficient for a dielectric of thickness d,

pa : exp(-j2nñod/ L),

: exp(-j2rcn,d/ L) .exp(-aod/2),
(7.3)

(7.4)

where À is the wavelength of the radiation (in m), n, is the real part of the complex
refractive index and a, is the absorption coefficient (in m-t¡ of material a.

For thin layers, the transmission is modified by aEabry-Pérot factor, FP, due to interfer-
ence of multi-reflections within each layer (see Sec. 4.2). The FP factor for a dielectric
ñ6, fotsnd between two dielecftics ño and ñr, is given by

FPo6, =
1

t- (ffi) (ffi,) ' s-i2ñød6/r
(7.5)

DTDS measures time-domain pulses, thus the number of multi-reflections detected
from each dielectric layer depends on the measurement duration and the thickness

of each layer. For the biosensor experiments in this Thesis (see Fig. 7.5), the quaúz
layer was thick enough so that no FP reflections were recorded. The Biotin and Avidin
layers were sufficiently thin, d = 1 yrn, that influence from multi-reflections was small,

although in the model calculations used, fult FP expressions were included.

The spectral components of the signal and reference waveforms can be expressed in
terms of a common term, A(r), which represents common elements in the wave prop-
agation, and the coefficients listed above (see also Fig.7.S):

S, : A(r) pzFpxzrtzt, (7.6)

S, : A(r) t2s peFPps t¡FP2¡. (7.7)
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A(r)represents effects in the system, including the characteristics of the emitter and

detector, that are coÍunon to both the sample and. detector. These effects are cancelled

out in DTDS measurements'

7.5.2 DTDS modelling

In DTDS, the spectral components s of the differential waveform are measured with

highsensitivitybyrapidlyswitchingbetweenthesampleandreference,

Aa : (y, _ yr) /2,

Sa : 6, - S,) /2. (7'8)

The factor of a half comes from the double-mod.ulation detection scheme, as explained

in Ch. 6.

To model the measured. system, it was necessary to estimate the material parameters

shown in Fig. 7.5.IrIthe experiments, the T-ray frequency parameters for air, ñ1, and

the substr ate, ñ,y,were known from literature and past experiments' For ait' ñ : 1-

70.0 and for quaftz(Grischkowsky et al',1990), ñ : 2'7081- 10'00032' The remaining

parameters relate to the sensor layer (Biotin) and' the target layer (Avidin or conjugated

Avidin).

The differential waveform is modelled. by substituting the expressions for S, and S"

Eqs. (7.7) and. (7.6),into the difference Eq. (7.8). The simulated waveform, as shown in

Fig.7.14,is determined with an inverse Fourier transform'

txpt te1FP.y2sEP2s1

Ud ''^urur.d 
: FT-t $¡' (7'10)

The T-ray refractive index of a thin Biotin layer was estimated using standard DTDS

of the Biotin d.eposited on half a quatlz slide, the other half of which was blank' The

thickness of the Biotin film was measured using Atomic Force Microscopy (see Fig'7 '8)'

and found to be approximately 5 þtm. The refractive index of the Biotin film was then

estimated by fitting a differential wavefottrt, !¿,to the experimental data' ñzwas esti-

mated. to be approximately equal to air, ñBiorin = 1..001 - i0.001. This is reasonable for

a primarily non-polar molecule such as Biotin; non-polar materials have a low T-ray

absorption due to their lack of dipole moment'

S¿ : Sr( t2lplFPxzl
(7.e)
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7.5 Modelling

The refractive index of the target layer is the main free parameter for fitting the simu-
lated waveform to the measured waveform. For the simulated fits shown tnEig.7.74,
the refractive index of Avidin was taken to be approximately ñs : 7.1. - i0.0005, and
of the conjugated Avidin and Agarose, ñs - 3 - 70.4. The conjugated Avidin layer is
expected to have a far greater thickness than the Avidin alone, and the simulation of
conjugated Avidin fits with a layer thickness of ds = S0 ym, which is far greater than
the estimated thickness of the Avidin layer alone, d, =S ym.

The simulated DTDS waveforms approximate the experimental data well, as seen in
Fí9.7.14.
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(a) Estimated parameters of the target layer

(Avidin conjugated to Agarose beads): d, :
50 pm, ñs:3 - j0.4.

Delay time (ps)

(b) Estimated parameters of the target layer

(Avidin): ds:5 lm, ñ,:1.1 -10.0005.

Figure 7.14' Experimental and simulated biosensor waveforms. Simulated fits to the data

shown in Fig.7.I2. the measured waveforms are normalised in amplitude to the peak

of the T-ray reference pulse, /r. The model waveforms are simulated using Eqs. (7.9)

and (7.10) parameters in the simulation are the air, the quartz and the Biotin layer.

For the surrounding air, n1 : L.0 and K1 :0. For the quartz substrate, dx: ! mm,

nx : 2.708I and rcr: 0.00032. For the Biotin sensor layer, dz : S lm, nz : 1.0001

and rc2: 0'001.

The estimated parameters for layer thickness and dielectric constant are reasonable
for Avidin and conjugated Avidin, where a higher T-ray absorption and refractive in-
dex are expected for more polar molecules. It should be noted, however, that these
simulations are intended primarily as a tool for understanding the mechanism of the
biosensor's sensitivity, not for directly determining material properties. There is some
mismatchbetween the experiments and modelled results (see Fig. 7.74),which is due to
inaccuracies in the parameter estimations, inhomogeneities in the deposited films, and

O Experiment

- Model
Q Experiment

- Model
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the assumption of a single refractive index value across the entire T-ray band, that is, a

zero dispersion approximation. Nevertheless, the basic similarity in phase and ampli-

tude indicates that the experimental signal is probably due to T-ray transmission and

reflection at the boundaries of the Biotin and Avidin dielectric layers' This indicates

that further signal enhancements will be possible using greater dielectric mismatches'

The noise from inhomogeneities can be red.uced by using more laborious biofilm de-

position techniques, such as spin-coating or Langmuir-Blodgett troughs'

7 .6 Conclusion

T-ray DTDS has been applied to thin layers of biomolecules for use as a T-ray biosensor'

The experimental results and simple models indicate that the T-tay spectrometer is

highly sensitive to thin layers of target molecules and can clearly differentiate between

target and control samples, even for samples prepared by hand'

Bioaffinity sensing was demonstrated experimentally and modelled for thin films of

(i) the protein Avid,in, (ii) the lipid Biotin and (iii) TNT. The best results were obtained

from amplified Avidin: by conjugating Agarose particles to Avidin and detecting them

with a Biotin-coated quartz surface, a clear T-ray difference signal between the Biotin

sensor and the Biotin-Avidin complex was detected. The protein Avidin and lipid Bi-

otin are noted for their very highbinding afftnity, and the ease with which they canbe

attached to residues with importance in many applications (see Sec' 7'6'1)'

7.6.L Future work

The inherentþ high affinity of the Biotin-Avidin pair makes the T-ray biosensor highly

attractive as an analytical device for a wide variety of biochemical studies' Owing to

the technical difficulties encountered. in the preparation of protein markers, the Biotin-

Avidin system has proved of particularly broad. application; almost any biologically

active molecule can be tagged with Biotin or Avidin with only minimal effect on bio-

logical activity. Therefore using Biotin-Avidin technology together with high-refractive

index beads, the DTDS biosensor may be able to play a pivotal role in detecting trace

amounts of biological materials.
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A concentration of 10.3 ng/ cm2 Avidin on the quaftzsurface was detected, a level com-
parable with other thin film measurement techniques such as ellipsometry and reflec-
tometry, indicating that the T-ray biosensor has the potential to compete in detecting
DNA hybridisation and antigen-antibody interactions.

Antibody-antigen technology may also benefit from this new amplified T-ray detec-
tion method. Since antibodies can be produced for almost all classes of substances,
for example, proteins, polysaccharides, nucleic acids, more complex particles such as

pollens, infectious agents, viruses and prokaryotic (simple) and eukaryotic (complex)
cells, it is expected that the enhanced DTDS system should be able to detect minute
amount of a wide range of biomolecules. Further enhancement may be possible by
conjugating target molecules to gold or carbon micro-spheres.

The quality of the sensor slides used in this Chapter was limited by their preparation

- surface inhomogeneities made a large contribution to experimental noise. In the
future, more uniform sensor preparation techniques could be used to coat the quartz
slide, such as spin coating, or the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB)technique. Spin coating uses

a rapidly rotating disk to coat evenly a thin layer of biomolecules onto a sensor slide.
The LB technique uses a mono-molecular layer of biomolecules floating in a liquid-
filled trough float - the sensor slide is pulled through the floating layer on the surface of
the liquid, and is coated with a singie homogeneous layer of molecules (Atkins ,2002).

For high-volume analysis, sample and reference films can be deposited into a biochip
afiay containing many samples. For very small sample sizes, less than 1-mm in di-
ameter, T-tay near-field techniques will be required to create a tightly-focused beam.
Near-field T-ray technology, and methods of near-field T-ray generation, are described
in Ch' 10. A large aftay of samples, all modulated for DTDS, and addressed with
near-field T-ray pulses, is sketched in Fig. 7.75 - such a system would be necessa ry for
high-density T-ray biosensing applications.

7.7 Chapter summary

This Chapter has described an application of T-ray technology in the field of biosens-
ing. Using the highly-sensitive technique of double-modulated DTDS, a standard T-

ray spectrometer was used to detect the binding of target molecules to pre-prepared
sensor molecules, that is, detect bioaffinity. The molecules used as ligands (targets)
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T-raysv

modulation species 'A' sensor

species 'B' sensor

species 'C' sensor

species 'D' sensor

Figure 7.15. concept diagram of a high-resolution T-ray biosensor array' This concept diagram

shows an array of sample and reference films being probed by near-field T-ray DTDS'

Each sample dot is prepared to bind to a given molecular species: for example' the four

dots on the far right could be prepared to detect the four species'A'to'D' (the array

pictured here would detect target binding to 16 separate species). when a mixture of

unknown components is washed over the slide, any species that matches a sample dot

will bind to the sample. DTDS will then detect the extra layer of bound molecules'

and thereby determine what species are present in the mixture'

and analytes (sensors) to confirm the technique experimentaþ included: (i) the egg-

white protein Avidin and the vitamin Biotin, (ii) Biotin and Avidin attached to Agarose

beads (enhanced Avidin), and (iii) the explosive TNT and its antibody' The use of other

ligand-analyte pairs can extend this technique into a broad range of applications'

Experimentally a sensitivity or ng/crr¿ was achieved, which aPProaches the sensitiv-

ity of other non-contact bioaffinity sensing technologies, such as surface Plasmon Res-

onance (SPR). In future work, this can be improved through better film preparation

techniques, such as the Langmuir-Blodgett technique'

Although other well-developed techniques exist for detecting layers of thin biomole-

cules, this Chapter has d.emonstrated the first free-space biosensor that lelies on the

T-ray properties of the biomolecules. The sensitivity of the T-ray biosensor is compa-

rable to other methods, and will be primarily useful in detecting biolayers that do not

have distinguishing characteristics at other wavelengths. some examples of this might

be detecting similar proteins that have differing conformations.

Double-modulated. DTDS (d-DTDS) was used to characterise thin layers of material in

ch. 6, and to detect thinbiomolecular layers in this chapter' In the following Chapter'

d-DTDS is extend.ed for the first time to characterising liquid samples'
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Liquid D¡fferential
T¡me- Domain SPectroscopy

dies at T-ray frequencies are valu-

ation dynamics of salts, exPloring

res and probingbiomolecules in sus-

pension. These studies are, however, limited in accuracy by the inherent

fluctuations of the T-ray spectrometer. One way to reduce this measure-

ment uncertainty is to use double-modulated DTDS, which is applied here

for the first time to liquids'

In this Chapter the uncertainty in double-modulated DTDS measurements

of liquid samples is shown to be dependent on: (i) the noise of the T-ray

spectrometer, and (ii) the thickness change of the liquid sample' It turns out

that for many important liquids with high T-tay absorption, such as water,

the measurement uncertainty canbe greatly decreased using a dyramically-

mod.ulated liquid sample, in T-ray Differential Time-Domain Spectroscopy

(DTDS). Preliminary experiments with a novel sample holder, based on an

aud.io speaker, supported these calculations, and ømplitude and meøn detec-

tion wasused to measure the two waveforms of double-modulated DTDS

simultaneously, potentially decreasing the noise by over two orders of mag-

nitude.
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8.1 lntroduction

Characterising materials in liquid form is a valuable role for T-ray spectroscopy, and
much research has been done in this area. T-ray material sfudies in pure liquids have
measured the characteristic relaxation times of permanent or induced molecular dipole
moments, as described in Sec. 4.3.2. Liquid studies are also important, however, in
studying real life systems, especially in biology, and T-ray bioscience is an area of rapid
development (see Sec. 4.3.4).

In T-ray studies of liquids and liquid mixtures, the main limitations on accuracy are

the fluctuations in T-ray pulse amplitude arising from laser noise. Liquid spectroscopy
is best carried out with dual-thickness measurements, using a thick sample and a thin
sample of the liquid. This Chapter proposes making dual-thickness measurements at
higher modulation frequencies by rapidly swapping between the thick and thin sam-
ples, that is, a novel technique of liquid DTDS. Liquid DTDS combines the benefits of:
(i) accurate parameter estimation due to dual-thickness measurements (see Sec. 4.2.2),

and (ii) reduced noise from double-modulated DTDS (see Ch. 6).

In this Chapter, liquid DTDS is proposed, modelled and tested. Noise analysis in
Sec' 8.2 shows the potential for improving the accuracy of T-ray measurements of liq-
uids, especially for biologically important high-dielectric constant mixtures containing
water. Experiments in Sec. 8.3 with a prototype sample modulation system based on
an audio speaker are used to demonstrate the feasibility of liquid DTDS. The results
in Sec. 8.4 show liquid DTDS provides the same information as traditional T-ray TDS,

but has the potential for far lower noise, when used for example with a high-accuracy
modulation device, such as a piezoelectric translator.

8.1.1 Motivation

The accuracy of estimating the T-ray frequency parameters of fluid samples in dual-
thickness T-ray spectroscopy is limited by fluctuations in the T-ray pulses, caused

by laser fluctuations, and by the accuracy of the thickness measurements (Mickan
et aI., 2002a; Mickan et al., 2002b). Noise in the T-ray beam is caused primarily by
laser fluctuations, which are known to have a 7 / f characteristic, that is, the fluctuation
amplitude is greater at lower frequencies (von der Linde, 1956).

A measured graph of T-ray spectrometer noise is shown in Fig. 8.1, where tine 7 / f trend
is visible. Normally the two measurements required for material characterisation are
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measured over a period of minutes. The length of time required depends on the signal-

to-noise ratio (sNR) of the system. By taking the reference and sample measurements'

required in T-ray spectroscoPY, ata higher speed', the fluctuation in laser powerbe-

tween measufements is reduced.. Rapid sample modulation, dubbed T-ray Differential

Time-Domain spectroscoPy (DTDS), has previously been used on solid thin films (see

Ch'6)and.biosensorslid.es(seeCh'7),bufnotonliquidofgassamples.
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Experimental T-ray noise spectrum. This measured plot shows the I/f trend of

laser-based T-ray noise. The experimental spectrum, shown as blue circles' was cal-

culated using a numerical FFT from a set of time-domain measurements of the peak

of the T-ray pulse, partially shown in Fig. 8.2. The experimental spectrum fits very

closely lo a 1,/f relationship, shown as a green line, over the available measurement

frequency range. The 8,192 time-domain samples were taken with a time spacing of

approximately 5 ms, giving a sample time of 41 s and a measurement frequency range of

approximately 0.024 to 100 Hz. Using liquid DTDS instead of normal T-ray TDS would

decrease the drift time from approximately 5 mins to 0.05 s (0 003 Hz to 50 Hz)' theo-

retically decreasing the noise caused by laser fluctuations by up to 4 orders of magnitude'

o Exp. noise

1/ f lit
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Figure 8'2' Measured T-ray waveform, and peak fluctuations (noise). This graph shows in

blue a T-ray waveform measured over about 5 minutes with the T-ray spectrometer used

for the experiments in this Chapter (Sec. 8.3). The peak of this waveform fluctuated

over time, as shown by the red plot in this Figure, giving an estimation of the noise,

or inaccuracy, in the waveform measurement. This peak fluctuation represents the

main source of noise in T-ray measurements not limited by absorption. The fluctuation

has a spectral distribution shown in Fig. 8.1. Each of the plots comprises 201 points.

The measurements were made with a LIA time constant of 100-ms. T-ray waveform

acquisition is described in Ch. 3.

8.1.2 Previous studies

The experiments in this Chapter use a dual-thickness geometry, where the sample and
reference waveforms are measured through thick and thin versions of the sample re-
sPectively (see Sec. 4.2.2). Dual-thickness geometry systems have been used by Kindt
and Schmuttenmaer (7996) and Mickan et al. (2002b).

The typical accuracy of measured parameters is to two decimal places, or worse than
0.7% (Zoidis et al., 7996; Rørvte et al., 1997; Rønne et al., 2000; Venables et al., 2000;
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Asaki et aI.,2002). The work in this Chapter attempts to improve the accuracy of these

measurements by two orders of magnitude'

8.1.3 Objective summary

This Chapter uses double-modulated DTDS to reduce the noise in fluid parameter es-

timation. In a typical T-ray transmission spectrometer with a SNR of 100:L' each time-

domain measurement takes approximatety 5 mins, and noise is dominated by laser

fluctuation s (1/f). Using a DTDS technique and' simultaneous dual waveform acqui-

sition (amplitude and mean detection), the time between measuring the sample and

reference waveforms can be reduced to a time determined by the speed of the modu-

lator. Therefore only one delay scan is required to sample both T-ray waveforms' and

the time delay between each sample and. reference measufement is the inverse of the

modulation frequency. For a\}-Hzmodulation speed', the increase in effective modu-

lation frequency is 3000 times, and. the corresponding decrease in the amplitude oÍ1/ f

noise is 3000 times

8.2 Noise reduction theory

For liquid spectroscopy using a dual sample geometry, the accuracy of parameter esti-

mation depends on fluctuation of the T-ray spectrometer and the accuracy of the thick-

ness change. This section quantifies the benefits of double-modulated DTDS for char-

acterising two classes of liquids: those with a low T-ray absorption and those with a

high T-ray absorption, for example, water. The aim is to measure material parameters

with an accuracy better than L0-a'

8.2.L Dual-samPletheorY

The T-ray pulse is modelled as a spectrum of Fourier comPonents' propagating as a

plane wave through the sample as discussed in Sec' 4'2'1'Figurrcï'2'l shows the prop-

agation of radiation through the sample, of complex refractive index ñ2, and across two

interfacesbetweenthesampleandthesurroundingmedium 
(air)'fu = 1'0' Thesimple

equations used for estimating the material parameters are derived from the equations

for Fresnel transmission and reflection at interfaces.
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ñ.1
Figure 8.3. Diagram of the dual-thickness parameter

estimation geometry. Waveforms As and

lr are measured having respectively passed

through the thick (sample) and thin (reference)

samples. The spectral components of the wave-

forms are determined by FFT, S, : FT(yr)
and S, : FT(yr). The dif[erence in thickness

between the two measurements is denoted d.

Ur

d.*

As

The ratio of the transmission spectra S can be entirely determined in terms of refractive
indices and the sample thickness, as shown in Sec. 4.2.7,

i: Sru-pl"/s."f"."r,.": ¿-jñzød¡¡1't*/co

V'h*-r;ã7^' (8'1)

where Ø1 is the material that replaces the space taken up by the extra thickness of the

thick sample, typically air.

Equation (8.1) simplifies to

? : exp(- ju / csd(n2 - 1)), (8.2)

where d: dtn¡cr.- drninandñ1:1. Since f is complex,T : peiQ,andñ: n- jK,

p : exp(- udrc/ cs), Q : ud(nz - 7) / cs (8.3)

The material parameters can then be extracted by rearranging the above equations
(Arjavalingam et aI., 7990),

n: -Q co

e)d
+1, K: -t^@#d. (8.4)

where the complex refractive index ñ : n - jn, d is the thickness change of the sample,

c¡ is the speed of light in a vacuum.

These calculations provide a value for the T-ray refractive index and extinction of the
mixfure. The values of S, and S, were measured by taking the Fourier transform of the
transmitted time-domain T-ray pulses, Us and!r respectively. The accuracy of Eq. (8.4)

depends only on the noise of the T-ray spectrometeg Q and p, and of the accura cy oÍ d.
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8.2.2 UncertaintY

The influence of errors arising from the thickness measurement, 6d, and from T-ray

spectrometer noise, õp Ez ôQ,can be estimated using the partial derivatives

àn òn
õn ::il^'i:,yur' 

lllì

and

õrc fraa*#uo,
õrc¿ + örc,.

(8.7)

(8.8)

So

and

- þcoÒn-:-
Q)

õd, õrc:
l''(p Cg i oo,1

d2 ú)

an: -hôQ, u-: -hT
The errors introduced by the T-ray noise can be written as:

õpyz ercor in magnitude of S, (reference spectra)'

õQy; ercor in phase of S, (reference spectra)'

ápr: error in magnitude of S, (sample spectra)'

öQrz enor in phase of S, (sample spectra)'

The T-ray noise comes from two main sources: (i) the T-ray emitter and T-ray detector

(T-ray noise), and (ii) the probe beam (optical noise)' The noise in the emitter dom-

inates and is multiplicative, that is, proportional to the signal strength' The noise in

the probebeam is add.itive, that is, independent of signal strength, and only dominates

when the signal strength is low'

T-ray noise is multiplicative and. probe beam noise is additive' T-ray noise arises from

fluctuations in the power and alignment of the pump laser beam - as the alignment

and power change, the intensity of the generated T-rays and the efficiency of the T-ray

detector both fluctuate. In experiments, it turns out that amplitude of the T-ray fluc-

tuations is proportional to the measured T-ray amplitude; this can be understood by
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considering that at peak T-ray powers, the alignment is critical and is easy to disturb.
For zero T-ray power, when the T-ray beam is completely blocked, there is no T-ray
noise - in this case, the noise is due to fluctuations in the probe beam. Probe beam
noise is independent of the T-ray power and depends on the characteristics of the laser
itself. These two sources of noise both contribute to errors in T-ray measurements, but
each source tends to dominate in different sifuations.

For experiments dominated by multiplicative noise, that is, noise due to fluctuations in
the T-ray signal (pt-p beam) rather than noise in the detection system (probe beam)
(Duvillaret et a1.,2000), the phase error is approximately equal in both the sample and
reference spectra,

ôQ, x öQr.

From Q : Q, - Qr andEq. (8.2.2), õQ x 2õQr.

For uncorrelated amplitude noise in both the sample and reference, the combined effect
of noise in both sample and reference can be estimated from

(öp')
p2

(dp?)

p?
(8.e)

(8.11)

(8.13)

(op7
apî

For multiplicative noise, the relative amplitude error is similarly approximately equal
in both the sample and reference spectra, giving

õ-!- 
^i lr+, (s.10)

PPr

öp: ,/2e"p(a!)
õp,

Pr

Using Eq. (8.3), and the principle that uncorrelated errors must be added in quadrature,

(ôn2) : (on]) + lonzq), (õrc2) : (\rcft) + 1d"|), (8.12)

expressions for the uncertainty in measurements due to phase, amplitude and thick-
ness uncertainties are obtained:

n-1
õn

^KòK:
d
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Chapter I Liqu id Differential Time-Domain Spectroscopy

The uncertainty in the estimation of refractive index and extinction coefficient can be

predicted from the inherent noise in the T-ray spectrometegTr, and the accuracy of the

thickness modulator measuring d.

To study the influence of these uncertainties, four cases are important:

\. õd domjfiant in a low-rc sample (for example, a non-polar solvent);

2. ôp and öQ dominant in a very thick low-rc sample;

3. õd dominant in a high-rc sample (for example, water);

4. õp and ôQ dominant in a high-r sample.

õd dominant in low-rc

For noise d.ominated by errors in d,Eqs. (8.13) and (8.14) can be simplified by ignoring

the first term in the square root, giving

õn -- (n - t)õ+, a* : nff. (s'ls)

Equation (8.15) indicates that noise can be reduced by using a large thickness change

d compared. to the thickness measurement error õd. Tlne value of õd is limited by the

resolution of the actuator controlling the sample thickness.

The measurement of thickness change d canbe extremely accurate, better than 1:L0a,

using closed-loop feedback control of the mechanism used for changing the sample

thickness. An accuracy of ff < 10-4 can be achieved by using, for example, a S-mm

distance change between thicknesses and 0.4-yrn stage resolution, ot a 30-yrn piezo-

electric stage with L-nm resolution. An accuracy of L0-a would constitute an improve-

ment of 100 times over most T-ray liquid characterisation results' Such high-accuracy

mechanical modulators are commercially available'

As the noise due to õd canbe reduced to less than L0-4, the dominant source of noise

is typically spectrometer noise, õp e. öQ'

6p and ô@ dominant in low-rc

For T-dominated errors, Eqs. (8.13) and (S.14) can be simplified by ignoring the small

second term in the square root, giving

. 2 co õQ, c.- J2 ro õP,
Òn: ---4, ôK: 

-. 
-.Ød Qa P,
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8.2 Noise reduction theory

These equations can be understood by substituting approximate values from a typi-
cal T-ray spectrometer measurement. A typical measurement could have, for exam-

ple, <^t : 6.3 x 1012 rad/s at a frequency of 7 THz, and p, : 0.655, öp, : 0.015 and
õQ7' : 0.025 rad for a scan of the organic solvent l,4-dioxane, using the liquid T-ray
spectrometer from Sec. 8.3. úr this measurement, the LIA time constant was 100 ms,

giving a scan duration of approximately 5 mins. Using the numbers in this example,

^ 5. 10-6 3. 10-6òn=-, òK= A (8.16)

From Eq. (8.16) it can be seen that an accuracy of 10-a is achievable at this noise level
(100-ms LIA time constant and 5 min scan)by using an approximate thickness change

of d > 10 mm. This large thickness change is possible with large volumes of liquid with
a low T-ray absorption. If, however, the T-ray absorption of the liquid is not very low,
a S0-mm-thick sample will attenuate the T-rays too greatly to be detected. For high-rc

samples, for example water, the initial noise in the T-ray signal must be reduced to
compensate for the necessity of a small thickness change.

6d dominant in high-rc

For high-rc samples, the uncertainty caused by ôd is governed by the same equations as

for low-rc samples, Eq. (8.2.2). For a highly-absorbing liquid, however, it is not possible

to use a 5-mm distance change. The sample modulation must be less than 100 yrn and
be measured with a very high accuracy, using for example a piezoelectric translator.

ôp and õQ dominant in high-r

For high-rc samples, Sr, is greatly attenuated, and ôp is dominated by additive noise.

Thus

õrc
,/2 ro õp,

(8.17)

(8.18)

From Eq. (8.18), the error is proportionalto 7/ p.

The influence of increasing the modulation thickness, d, on the accuracy of our estima-

tions when using two different example liquids, dioxane (Kdio*u,," : 0.013) and water
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(K-u,". : 0.478). The graph in Fig. 8.4 shows that the error in rc decreases with increas-

ing thickness, from the first term in Eq. (8.18), until a maximum thickness is reached'

beyond which the error begins to increase again,due to attenuation of the T-ray signal

in the sample, shown as the second term in Eq. (8.18). The thickness d that corresponds

to a minimum error depends on the T-ray extinction coefficient of the liquid sample (rc)'

1o"

100

4

10'

10-'

1o-'

-L't0
1o-4 1o-3

Thickness d (.)
-2

10 -

1o'

!o
tJ-l

0-6 10"

Figure 8.4. Calculated error (in rc) as a function of sample thickness' This plot shows the

relationship of measurement error drc to the thickness change of the sample d in dual-

thickness T-ray material characterisation (see diagram in Fig' B'2'1)' The two liquids

represented in the graph are dioxane, r : 0.013, and water, rc : 0'478' For the typical

noise in a T-ray spectrometer, for example ôpr:0.015 (error in real part of measured

sample spectrum 5r¡, the error in the estimation of rc depends on the thickness change

of the sample. The error decreases for thicker samples, from Eq. (8.17)' but for highly-

absorbing liquids, such as water, the increased thickness attenuates the T-ray signal to

a large degree, The vertical lines show the approximate thickness change desirable for

minimum error. For dioxane (low rc), a thicker sample is desirable, approximately 4 mm'

For water (high r), the thickness change is much less, approximately 100 ¡;m'

Figure 8.4 shows that a thickness change of even L mm generates a very high error in

ahigh-rcliquid,thuslimitingexperimentstosub-mmmodulation.

_1

10'

+ Dioxane sample

--+ Water samPle

L00 ym
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Conclusion

From the foregoing analysis of uncertainty, the best modulation system for liquid spec-

troscopy can be seen to depend on the properties of the liquid. For a low-rc liquid, a

high accuracy can be achieved by using a very large thickness change up to d = 10 mm.
For a high-r liquid, only a small thickness change is possible, and the errors must be re-

duced in two ways: (i) the thickness change must be accurate, for example, by using a

piezoelectric translator, and (ii) the inherent noise in the T-ray signal must be reduced,

by using for example high-frequency sample modulation in double-modulated DTDS.

For dioxane measurements, an accuracy of approximately 10-4 is desirable, thus from
Eq. (8.16), a thickness change of approximately 10 mm is required, with a resolution of
7 l,t^.Since dioxane has low absorption, this is possible.

For water measurements, a thickness of 1 cm is unusable since the T-ray absorption is

too high. A thickness change of approximately I00 ym and a resolution of 10 nm is
required, using for example a piezoelectric actuator.

8.3 Experiment

This Section describes an initial experimental verification of the accuracy of liquid
DTDS and discusses its limitations.

The experimental implementation of liquid DTDS involved three main elements: (i)

a standard T-ray transmission spectrometer, (ii) a sample holder for modulating the

liquid sample at a modulation frequency fz, and (iii) electronic signal processing to

extract the sample and reference wavefortrrs, Us andyr. The spectrometer used in these

experiments was the same system used in standard liquid transmission spectroscopy

(see Secs. 4.2.7 and5.2.2), and is shown schematically in Fig. 8.5.

The sample holder was required to provide a rapid transition between a thick and thin
sample, corresponding to As and yr in dual-thickness spectroscopy. In the prototype
system this was implemented using one large fixed Teflon window and one moving
window mounted on an audio speake4, as shown in Fig. 8.6. The speaker was driven
by a square wave to switch rapidly between the thick and thin positions. The signal
processing consisted of two parts: the standard DTDS double de-modulation to extract
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HDPE bag

HWP

Chapter I

probe beam

GaAs

LiquidDTDSspectrometerschematic'ThisschematicdepictsastandardT-ray

spectrometer configured for characterising a liquid sample, described in sec 5'22' ln

liquid DTDS the thickness of the sample was modulated dynamically at a frequency /2'

and the electronic demodulation is similar to thin film double-modulation DTDS' The

Ti:sapphire mode-locked laser generated a train of 1'00-fs pulses at 82 MHz' Each pulse

was split into a pump beam and a probe beam with a polarising beam splitter (PBS)'

The pump beam generated T-ray pulses when incident at Brewster's angle on the GaAs

wafer-ahalf-waveplate(HWP)wasusedtooptimisethepolarisationofthepump

beamformaximumT-raypower,andthedelaystagechangedtherelativetime-delay

oftheT-raypulseandprobebeamintheZnTeT-raydetector.TheGaAsemitterwas

positioned at the focal point of a gold-coated parabolic mirror' which collimated the T-

rays. Three other mirrors focused the T-rays into the sample holder' then collected the

transmitted radiation and directed it into a (110) ZnTe T-ray detector' The probe beam

detected the T-ray electric field in the ZnTe through polarisation rotation' which was

recorded with a Wollaston polarising beam splitter and balanced photodetectors (PDs)'

A quarter-wave plate (owP) was used to balance the photodiodes to have equal current

whennoT-raypulseWaSpresent.Thethicknessofthesamplewasmodulatedwithtwo

Teflon windows, one of which was mounted on a translation stage The mixture was

held in a sealed, thrn-walled, high-density polyethylene (HDPE) bag, which did not react

with the liquid samples used. Teflon and HDPE are transparent to T-rays (see Appendix
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the difference wavef orrr- !¿ : As - Ar, and a second part to measure the mean wave-
form lm : A, * Ar (see Ch. 6). Amplitude ønd meøn detection is described in Sec. 8.3.1

below

audio speaker

modulated Teflon window

fixed Teflon window

nsmitted T-ray beam

Figure 8.6. Photograph of the prototype liquid sample holder. This photograph shows the

two Teflon windows of the sample liquid DTDS holder, one fixed to a stage and the

other modulated by an audio speaker. One window was fixed to the optical table via a

manual translation stage, which was set to the starting thickness of the sample to be

modulated. The second window was mounted in an audio speaker, which was driven by

e square wave offrequency fz from a signal generator (manufacturer: Stanford Research

Systems, model: DS340). The thickness change must be a square wave because the

models assume only two thicknesses are present: thick and thin. The modulated window

travelled axially along the T-ray beam propagation direction, providing the required

thickness modulation d. The amplitude of the modulation was set by the amplitude of

the square wave current driving the speaker. The speaker was a 4"-diameter mid-range

speaker with 8-O DC coil resistance (supplier: Radio Shack) and had a hole drilled

through its permanent magnet to allow transmission of the T-ray beam. The hole in

the speaker wes over 5 mm in diameter, which was sufficiently large to prevent any

clipping of the T-ray beam on the speaker housing, as confirmed experimentally. The

path of the T-ray beam is marked in blue for clarity.

The two Tþflon windows, mounted perpendicular to the T-raybeam axis, were thicker

than 10 mm to avoid Fabry-Pérot reflections in the recorded waveform. Teflon is a good

material for T-ray windows because of its low refractive index and low absorption
(see Appendix C). The actual liquid samples are held in an high-density polyethylene
(HDPE) bag, a material that does not dissolve in the solvent. HDPE has a low T-ray

refractive index and low T-tay absorption (see Appendix C). With an average wall
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thickness less than 0.1-mm thick, less than the majority of T-tay wavelengths' and a

very low refractive index mismatch between Teflon and HDPE' etalon effects from the

plastic bag walls were negligible. Experimentally, no multi-reflections were observed

in the measured Pulses'

For a liquid in the HDPE bag undergoing rapid movement' when the Teflon walls

move apart,it is important that no bubbles form in the liquid itself due to the drop in

pfessure. The process by which bubbles form spontaneously in a liquid is generally

called cavitation. Cavitation occurs on a liquid' if the local pressure drops below the

VaPourPlessureoftheliquid(Lohse,2003).Eachbagwasatleast50%filledwith
air, thus any increase in volume between the Teflon plates was comPensated for by a

decrease in air pressure, rather than a change in the pfessufe of the liquid by any large

amount. No bubbles formed, and sufficient liquid was in the bag, so gaPS were being

filled by liquid pulled into the increasing volume'

Thesampleliquidsusedintheexperimentsweremixturesofthelow-rcorganicsol-
vent 1,4.d'ioxane, similar to those used. in Ch. 5. Most experiments were conducted

usingpure/anhydrousdioxane.Theonlyexperimentsthatusedothermixtureswere

the uncertainty comparisons in sec.8.4.2. The dioxane (supplier: Aldrich' CAS No'

I5g-g;-;,lot no. 29630-9) was 99.1o/oanhydrous and stored' over Fisher 3-Å' molecu-

larsievesforover2|htstomaintainlowhydration,asinSec.5.2.l.Tohydratethe
dioxane, deionised d.ouble distilled water was obtained from a purification system

(manufacturer: Millipore, model: RlOs) and mixed into the solvents using a pipette'

The third mixture used the protein subtilisin Carlsberg (sC), (supplier: sigma, CAS

No.9014-0L-1,Iotno.91KL107)withoutfurtherpurification'ThesCwasbufferedin
doubly-distilled water and freeze dried for over Z4hrs,then immediately suspended

in dioxane

8.3.1 Amplitude and mean detection

Amplitude and mean detection is an electronic technique that enables the simulta-

neous measurement of both the sample and' reference wavefoÍrTtSl !5 and y" when a

sample is mod.ulated in the T-ray beam' Amplitude and mean detection can be used

in any double-modulated DTDS experiment and is implemented as part of the signal

detection electronics. Úr amplitude and mean detection' instead' of discarding 50% of

trle y¿waveform as in double-modulated DTDS (see Sec' 6'2'3)'half the signal is used
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to simultaneously measure Vr. The hardware requires no modification from double-
modulated DTDS, and the time between measurhgyd andy, is reduced from the order
of minutes to the order of milliseconds. For measurements dominated by 1/ f noise,
a reduction in the scan-to-scan delay time increases the SNR, potentially by several
orders of magnitude.

Conceptually, mean and amplitude detection can be implemented in stand-alone elec-
tronics, using for example a fast analog-to-digital converter (> Á) and two stages of
digital demodulation, synchronised with the movement of the delay stage. The dia-

Sram in Fig. 8.9 shows schematically how the double-modulated signal from the T-ray
system is demodulated in two stages.

The double demodulation process can be understood in the time domain by looking at
the square waveform detected by the photodiodes as the sample is modulated differ-
entially. A model of the waveform current that would be detected by the photodiodes
is shown in Fig. 8.7. The sketch includes indications of the relationships between the
mean and amplitude waveforms (y* and ya respectively) and y, and yr, which are
measured at the ouþut of the first mixer (see Fig. 8.8).

The relationship in Fig. 8.7 shows that the sample and reference waveforms can be
calculated from the amplitude and mean as follows:

As : !m-!ø,
Ar : AmlYo.

(8.1e)

(8.20)

The factors o12 are missing in Eq. (8.19) and Eq. (8.20) because y, and.As ateeffectively
halved by dithering the sample - double modulation causes a 50/" reduction in the
T-tay signal (see Sec. 6.2.3). The trade-off is a 50% reduction in the signal level for
measuring Ur arrd ys simultaneously.

The experiment can be realised with an anti-aliasing filtea a local oscillator referenced
to f1, a local oscillator referenced to fz and an integrator, as shown in Fig. g.g.

In the experimental work in this Thesis, the system was implemented with three LIAs
(Lock-L:r Amplifiers), as shown in Fig. 8.9. The same effect could be achieved digi-
tally with a low-noise preamplifier, a fast analog-to-digital converter and a dedicated

Processor.

Figure 8.10 shows the results of an experimental test of mean and amplitude detec-
tion in the T-ray spectrometer. The mean and amplitude waveforms were measured
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Yr(n)

Y,(n)

y*(n)

Sampling duration (s)

Figure 8.7. Modelled waveform at one delay point in amplitude and mean detection' This

sketch models the output of the fi demodulator, shown in Fig. 8.9, being modulated by

the sample modulation (for example, by repeatedly changing between two liquid sample

thickness). This is the time-domain waveform seen for the øth step of the delay stage'

The relationship between !n, !a, As and Ur can be seen in the diagram. Errors arising

from amplitude and mean detection are caused by deviations of the observed signal from

an ideal square wave, and this depends on the physical constraints of the system, as

discussed in Sec. 8.2.2.

as shown in Fig. 8.9, that is, the outputs of the 2nd and 3rd LIAs resPectively. The ac-

curacy of the technique was confirmed by comparing the calculated waveforms, from

lr-caIc: Am - Ua andUs-calc: Um *lausingamplitLtde and mean data, to two wave-

forms measured using normal T-ray TDS, y1.-exP and Us-exp' The slight difference

between y-calc and y-exp in Fig. 8.10 was due to the sample being modulated by an

imperfect square wave. This was a mechanical error introduced by the prototype me-

chanical sample modulation arm, that is the galvanometer (see Fig. 6.8)'
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Liquid DTDS spectrometer schematic, configured for amplitude and mean de-

tection. This schematic describes a T-ray spectrometer with a liquid DTDS sample

holder. The standard spectrometer elements are described in Ch.3. The experimental

system is the same as described in Fig. 8.5, except this Figure also shows the electronics

used in amplitude and mean detection (described in Sec.8.3.1). The optical chopper

wheel modulates the T-ray beam at frequency fi with an on-ofl square wave signal, then

the sample holder imparts an additional modulation at frequency f2. The T-ray signal

is detected using the crossed polarisers and balanced photodiodes, then demodulated

in two stages by mixing with electronic oscillators fi and fz. The phase on these local

oscillators is locked to the physical modulators. By low-pass filtering the outputs of
the two mixers, the values of y. and An can be measured at each delay stage point, as

shown in the time-domain in Fig. 8.7.
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ft fz

LIA3 LIA2

Aa

Figure 8.9.

Current from PDs Am

LIAl

Data flow schematic of mean and amplitude detection. This block diagram shows

the signal processing steps required to extraclthe!m andyo waveforms from the bal-

anced photodiode current. The blocks are shown implemented with LlAs, as in the

experimental Section of this Chapter, Sec. 8.4. The double-modulated signal from the

balanced photodiodes (PDs) is demodulated in two stages. The first demodulation by

the higher frequency fi is performed by the third LlA. The output of this first demod-

ulator is shown as the square waveform in Fig. 8.7. The first LIA performs the same

demodulation, then uses an in-built Low-Pass Filter (LPF), 'LPF1', to outputthe mean

of the modulated waveform. The first LIA is part of the normal noise reduction of

T-ray TDS: the mechanical chopper provides an AC signal that is detected by the first

LlA, which smooths out any other modulation. The second demodulation by the low

frequency /2 in the second LIA is followed by a narrow band 'LPF2'. Experimentally,

the bandwidth of the LPFs are determined by the time constants of the LlAs. The third

LIA acts as the fi demodulator, with a short time constant (approximately 30 2s), and

the second LIA acts as the /z demodulator with a long time constant (approximately

100 ms).

LPF2

LPFl
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Figure 8.10. Measured waveforms from amplitude and mean detection. These waveforms

are an example of single-scan DTDS. The waveforms lm and yn were measured with

double-modulated DTDS, using the system shown in Fig. 8.9. The 'y-calc' waveforms

were calculated from ar : am - ln and ls : lm I !a. '!r-exp' and 'yr-exp' were

measured using the same T-ray spectrometer and sample, but without modulating the

sample and taking two separate sample and reference scens (normal T-ray TDS). The

match between 'y-calc' and 'y-exp' is an experimental confirmation that amplitude

and mean detection provides exactly the same information about a sample as normal

T-ray TDS, but with a potentially far lower noise level.
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8.4 Results

The results for a preliminary demonstration of liquid DTDS show that liquid spectro-

scopy is functional, and show the technique's limitations. The difference wavefotmy¿

was shown experimentally to be equal to lr - As, as required for the DTDS analysis'

The accuracy of the measurements, which is critical to accurate sample characterisa-

tion, was shown to depend on the static linearity of the actuator (audio speaker), the

dynamic non-linearities introduced at higher modulation frequencies and larger mod-

ulation amplitudes. The goal in a tiquid DTDS system is to have as large a movement

as possible at as high a frequency as possible. A large movement (thickness change

d) increases the accuracy of the parameter estimation (see Sec' 8.2). A higher modula-

tion frequency redu ces 1/ f noise in the final result - this is due to the nature of 1, / f
noise, where larger fluctuations occur over longer time scales than the short modula-

tion period. The best possible modulation amplitude and frequency depends on the

mechanical limitations of the sample holder, as seen in the following results'

8.4.1 Sample modulator calibration

The mechanical modulation system had to be experimentally calibrated to explore: (i)

its accuracy, (ii) its possible modulation frequency range, and (iii) possible modulation

amplitude range.

Linearity

For DC driving voltages, the audio speaker was found to have a displacement vs. volt-

age characteristic shown in Fig. 8.1,1. The displacement was essentially linear for a

nominal driving voltage from -3.0 to +3.0 volts, with a slope of approximately 0'36. The

error in displacement measurements õd x 0.05 mm. The displacement to displacement

error ratio , õd / dcan dominate uncertainty in parameter estimation, and therefore must

be minimised (Sec. 8.2). For accurate sample characterisation, linearity is required to

create a mechanical square wave (see Fig. 8.7), and repeatability is required for high

accuracy.
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Calibration of DC linearity in the audio speaker. This plot demonstrates the

DC linearity of the 4" mid-range audio speaker. This data was determined manually

using a micron-resolution manual stage to meesure the displacement at each dif[erent

DC bias voltage. The two measured plots, green and blue, give an indication of the

repeatability of the speaker's motion. The linear fit shows the speaker's displacement

is almost linear to the driving voltage. This linear relationship was necessary for the

experiments in this Chapter in estimating a value for the thickness modulation of
the liquid sample d in dual-sample DTDS - the dynamic value of d was estimated

from the driving voltage and this static linear relationship. This technique does not

provide a wholly accurate measurementof d and contributed to errors in the prototype

measurements.
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Figure 8.11
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Modulation frequency range

The DC characteristics of the audio speaker are less important than its AC' or dlmamic'

characteristics. The most important feature of the system's d'lmamic characteristics is

that it accurately provid.es a square-wave motion, and. therefore a Ua @nd Uò is accu-

rately detected, This accuracy can be estimated' by comparing a normal TDS difference

measurem ent, (yr - Ur) /2,to a DTDS measurem enl y¿' The accuracy is quantified by

the spectral ratio of the two measurements over a certain frequency range where the

T-ray signal is strong, for example 0'3 to 1'L THz'

To determine the best modulation amplitude and frequency' measurements of ys' lr

anð. y¿were taken with the T-ray spectrometer and a sample of anhydrous hexanes

(approximately 1'0-mL in the HDPEbug)'

Figure 8.12 shows the measured accuracy of the DTDS measufements for increasing

modulation frequency. The modulation frequency was limited to a fange of approxi-

mately 2a fr(10. These measufements were all mad'e at a modulation amplitude of

1 V AC. The 'ref 'line indicates a ratio oll,6,which is the ideal ratiobetween (y' - yt) /Z

and. y¿for a modulation system of perfect acculacy' using double-modulation' this

id.eal amPlitude would be

ua:Ax(Y,-a) (8'21)

where 24, : 0.5 x 0.6. The factor of 0'5 arises from double-modulation' and the factor

of 0.6 accounts for the LIA measuring only the fundamental sinusoidal component of

the actual square wave (see Sec' B'7)'

These results indicated. a maximum possible modulation frequency of about l'0 Hz for

this hardware.
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10

Calibration of optimal audio speaker modulation frequency. These data show how

the accuracy of liquid DTDS decreases at high and low modulation frequencies. The

accuracy was measured by calculating the ratio between the DTDS waveforms and the

TDS waveforms from the same sample - The purple reference line indicates a ratio of

1.6, which is the ideal ratio of Sal6, - Sr) irthe DTDS measurements were ideal (no

errors due to the modulation mechanism). This plot indicates that the best accuracy

is obtained at a modulation frequency of between 2 and B Hz. The inaccuracies

at higher and lower modulation frequencies arise from mechanical instabilities in the

audio speaker modulation system. At frequencies outside the range 2 to B Hz, the

displacement of the speaker is no longer linearly proportional to the driving voltage,

thus distorting the ideally square waveform used in DTDS (see Fig.8.7). All the

measurements for this Figure were made with a displacement amplitude of 1 V AC

peak. The plots for 0.4 and 0.8 THz are spectral components extracted from the

pulsed waveforms. The plots for difFerent T-ray frequencies have similar responses

to the modulation frequency. This data was measured with a sample of anhydrous

hexanes, chosen for its low T-ray absorption.
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Modulation distance range

The accuracy of double-modulated DTDS measurements at different amplitudes was

measured using a test sample of hexanes and a 70-Hz modulation frequency' The dis-

placement amplitude d was limited to about 2.2 rnm. Figure 8.13 shows the highest

accuracy of the double-modulated DTDS measurements occurs at a displacement of

1.6 mm.

2.5

1.5

0.5

0
1.5 2.50 0.5

Modulation amplitude (V)

Figure 8.13. Calibration of optimal audio speaker modulation distance. This plot shows how

the accuracy of liquid DTDS decreases at high and low modulation amplitudes. The

same system and analysis were used as for the data in Fig. 8.12, except in this case the

audio speaker limit of linearity for high and low modulation amplitude was explored.

The 'ref' line indicates a ratio of 1.6, which is the ideal ratio of S¿:(5, - Sr; if tf'e

double-modulated DTDS measurements were ideal (no errors due to the modulation

mechanism). The highest accuracy is achieved for a modulation amplitude of about

1V AC (peak), From Fig, 8.11, this corresponds to an approximate displacement d

of about 1.6 mm.

The most accurate measurements were taken at 1.0 Hz with a displacement of 1..6

mm. Figure 8.1,4 shows a direct comparison of the waveforms from double-modulated
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DTDS (y¿) andnormal TDS with these optimal settings. The large overlap of the wave-
forms experimentally verifies Eq. (8.21), and thus the assumptions behind amplitude
and mean detection.
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Figure 8.14. Measured comparison between TDS and DTDS. This graph compares the wave-

form from a liquid DTDS experiment, Aa, to the difFerence between two waveforms

from normal TDS, (V, -y')/2. Apart from changing the modulation of the sam-

ple, exactly the same experimental conditions were used. The waveforms have been

smoothed with a bandpass filter for clarity. The filter was set at the T-ray frequencies

with highest SNR for this experiment, which were 0.2 to 1.2 THz. The close match

of the two waveforms demonstrates the accuracy of liquid DTDS in characterising a

material - the same results are achievable as with T-ray TDS, with potentially far less

noise.

The biggest problem with this system was the inaccuracy in the displacement measure-

ments. The error due to ödisfar greater than the error due to öT. For example, Table 8.1

shows approximate error levels for a typical spectroscopy measurements. The great-

est source of error comes from inaccuracies in the measurement of d. Tlne mechanical

displacement accuracy can be greatly increased using a number of methods, including
real-time external displacement measurement and closed-loop control. One method
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of achieving a very \ow ödis to use a piezoelectric translation system, as discussed in

Sec. 8.5.1.

Table 8.1.

Sou rce Parameter Error Modulation

due to ôT ôn

õrc

0.0044

0.0025

both TDS & DTDS

both TDS & DTDS

due to õd ôn

õr

0.0042

0.083

0.000075

0.0015

TDS

DTDS

TDS

DTDS

Measured error sources in liquid DTDS. This Table compares the errors arising from

the T-ray spectrometer (due to ði) and the thickness measurement (due to 6d) as they

contribute to the overall material parameter uncertainty (õn and ôrc)' For the spectral

component at 0.5 THz, for example, the noise in the T-ray spectrum was measured to

be 6p :0.020 and ôQ : o.0gz. The signal level was given by P : 0.67 and 4 : 22.30.

The thickness change d was l-.6 mm. The thickness accuracy was either ôd:5 ymfor

the manual translation state in normal TDS, or ôd : 0.! mm for the audio speaker in

double-modulated DTDS. These results come from actual measurements of anhydrous

dioxane. The error estimates are calculated using the equations in Sec. 8.2.2. This Table

shows that the effect of both sources is approximately the same for the manual stage, but

the error due to dd is much greater for the double-modulated DTDS measurement' As

discussed in Sec. 8.2.2, the error due to õd can be reduced even further for the manual

stage by using a thicker sample change (increase d from 1.6 mm), then ôi dominates,

The error in ôi can conceivably be reduced through double-modulated DTDS' but un-

fortunately in this prototype, the noise due to õd is so great, the overall noise is higher'

This is addressed in Sec. 8.5.1 by proposing a new piezoelectric modulator.
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8.4.2 Experimental examples of uncertainty

To confirm the equations of Sec. 8.2.2, this Section describes the experimental repeata-

bility and estimated uncertainty in actual dual-thickness experiments. Six T-ray TDS

measurements of anhydrous dioxane were taken and the standard deviation was esti-

mated using Merre¡. Then Eq. (8.16) was used to calculate the predicted uncertainty.

The calculated uncertainty spectra for estimates of n and rc are shown in Figs. 8.L5 and

8.16. The actual uncertainty in a series of measurements can be estimated from the

standard deviation of a series of estimated values of n and rc. As shown in Figs. 8.16

and 8.15, the equations provide an accurate estimate or an over-estimation of the error.

These results confirm the accuracy of the equations used above to quantify the sources

of uncertainty.
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Di. std.

Di. & water std.

Di. & SC std.

Di. calc.

Di. & water calc

Di. & SC calc.

o
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J
ffiÉF
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0.08

s 0.06

Figure 8.15.

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

Frequency (THz)

0.9 1

0.04

o.o2

1.1

Theoretical vs. experimental uncertainties: refractive index n ' This Figure com-

pares: (i) the experimentally-determined standard deviation of six measurements, to

(ii) the calculated standard deviation that would be expected from the uncertainty

analysis in Sec. 8.2.2. fhe uncertainties, 'std.' are estimated with MATLAB's stan-

dard deviation function from six repeated experimental measurements' The dots'

'calc.' represent the standard deviation of the estimated values' The lines represent

Eq. (8.16). The three examples are for mixtures of: anhydrous dioxane ('Di'')' dioxane

& water ('Di. & water'), and dioxane & a protein suspension ('Di' & sc'). This Figure

shows that, for the three liquids shown, the equations provide an accurate estimate or

an over-estimation of the error, thus confirming the accuracy of the equations used to

quantify the sources of uncertainty in Sec' 8'2'2'
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\¿

Figure 8.16
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Theoretical vs. experimental uncertainties: extinction coefficient rc. As in
Fig. 8.15, this Figure compares: (i) the experimentally-determined standard deviation

of six measurements, to (ii) the calculated standard deviation that would be expected

from the uncertainty analysis in Sec. 8.2.2. The uncerlainties, 'std.' are estimated with

M,qrLRs's standard deviation function from six repeated experimental measurements.

The dots, 'calc.' represent the standard deviation of the estimated values. The lines

represent Eq. (8.16). The three examples are for mixtures of: anhydrous dioxane

('Di '),dioxane & water ('Di. & water'), and dioxane & a protein suspension ('Di. &
SC'). This Figure shows that, for the three liquids shown, the equations provide an

accurate estimate or an over-estimation of the error, thus confirming the accuracy of

the equations used to quantify the sources of uncertainty in Sec. 8.2.2.
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8.5 Conclusion

The results in this Chapter demonstrate a novel implementation of double-modulated

DTDS for liquid spectroscopy. The prototype system confirmed a reduction in noise

at an increased modulation frequency, and confirmed the accuracy of calculations to

estimate the potential noise reduction achievable with this technique (Eq' (8.16)). Un-

fortunately the prototype system built introduced excessive mechanical noise at higher

modulation frequencies and amplitudes.

8.5.1 Future work

In future work it is recommended that the sample holder systembe implemented using

a piezoelectric driven window. The advantage of a piezoelectric modulator over an

audio speaker is the extreme accuracy of movement, with õd/dbetler than 10-4' A

photograph of the proposed piezoelectric modulator is shown in Fig. 8'17'

modulated Teflon window

fixed Teflon window

transmitted T-ray beam

piezo translator

Figure 8.17. Piezoelectric sample modulator. The modulated Teflon window shown in this pho-

tograph is driven by a piezoelectric microscope objective positioner (manufacturer Pl,

Germany), instead of an audio speaker as in Fig, 8.6. The positioner has a travel of

350 prm, closed-loop resolution of 10 nm and a loaded resonant frequency of 100 Hz.

It will be used to characterise highly-absorbing liquids. The mechanical noise will be

far less than that of the audio speaker modulator. The path of the T-ray beam is

marked in blue for clarity although it is not visible to the eye.

¡ I
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8.6 Chapter summa ry

The theoretical analysis in this Chapter, supported by preliminary experiments, indi-
cates that rapid sample modulation can increase the accuracy of T-ray transmission
spectroscoPy of liquids by over 100 times. An increase in the accuracy of liquid pa-

rameter estimation by two or three orders of magnitude will be extremely valuable in
many T-ray liquid experiments, including observing solvation processes and biomole-
cules in solution or suspension. The development of a piezoelectric-driven DTDS stage

will enable highly-accurate measurements of highty-absorbing liquids, which is a step

towards studying biological systems with T-rays.

T-ray systems are not only used for spectroscopy. One of the key developments of the

last decade has been extending T-rays into two and three dimensions, creating images

with T-rays. T-ray imaging is reviewed in the following Chapter.
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ay imaging demonstrates the value

lds from ultrafast solid-state physics

images are created when standard

spectrometers are adapted for viewing samples ln 2D or 3D, using raster

scanning, Electro-Optic Sampling (EOS) and numerical image reconstruc-

tion techniques, including tomography. T-ray imaging is vitally impor-

tant in biosensing of large-area biochips and in clinical applications of T-

ray biosensing. Wider applications for T-tay imaging have been demon-

strated in non-destructive industrial inspection and hazardous substance

detection.

This Chapter reviews T-ray imaging techniques, technology and applica-

tions as background to the near-field imaging research in Ch. 10.
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9.L lntroduction

T-ray techniques have been extended to two-dimensional imaging using a variety of
scanning and CCD camera methods. These provide parallel processing for speed and
image processing for visualisation. The first T-ray imaging systems used raster scan-

ning of the sample to build up a2D image, as discussed in Sec. 9.2.IJstngelectro-optic
(EO) detection, this has been extended capturing the T-ray image of the whole sample
with a CCD camera. Using a 2D array of data speeds up the acquisition of informa-
tion at the expense of losing signal power at each pixel. Simple contrast images in the
T-ray domain can be developed using absorption information, delay information or a
combination of the two. A T-ray image is shown in Fig. 9.L of three digits on a plastic

$100 note, showing the different T-ray transmission of the inks. Dry substances, such
as paPer and plastic, transmit T-rays with less than 1% attenuation. Further to a simple
contrast image, it is possible to generate a two-dimensional array of waveforms at each

pixel. Spectral analysis at each pixel can then provide molecular information about the
sample across the field of view. Using a metric relevant to T-ray molecular classifica-
tion, it is be possible to map samples in terms of their specific molecular composition,
potentially valuable in chemistry, biology and medicine.

9.2 Scanning and synthetic aperture imagin g
Þ

The first T-ray images were obtained by simply scanning a sample across the T-ray
beam, and presenting neighbouring data points as pixels. The images were constructed
of transmitted T-ray waveforms, with a number of contrast mechanisms available: total
transmitted amplitude, peak delay at each pixel, and transmitted amplitude or delay of
a given Fourier comPonent. The technical advances that led to T-ray imaging were pri-
marily methods of increasing the T-ray signal strength, coupled with faster acquisition
speeds. The first demonstration of T-ray imaging had a 70-20 pixel-per-second wave-
form acquisition rate with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 100:1. This system relied
on a S0-pm-gap SI-GaAs Photoconductive Antenna (PCA) emitter, a S-yrn-gap PCA
detector, a7S-mm,20-Hz scanning delay line for the gated detector, and a dedicated
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) chip to sample, process and display the data (Hu and
Nuss,7995).

T-ray imaging based on detector scanning has been simplified by the availability of
fiber-coupled PCA detectors, where the probe time delay and alignment remain fixed
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optical image (A$100)

T-ray image

): ì:l

(a) Terahertz transmission image of a portion of an Australian $100 note. The T-ray

absorption of the ink used to write the '100' is greater than that of the surrounding

plastic, so the digits appear darker.

optical image (A$100 in enveloPe)

I

I

MI @

T-ray image

(b) Same note as in Subfig. 9.1(a), but this time the note is inside a paper envelope'

The'100'still appears because paper has little efFect on T-ray radiation'

Figure 9.1. Optical photograph and measured T-ray image of a plastic Australian $100

dollar note. This experimental data demonstrates that T-rays can be used to detect

contrast in dry, non-polar samples, in this case due to the difFerent T-ray spectroscopic

difterences in the inks used to print the currency. When the plastic note is placed in an

envelope, the writing it no longer visible in the optical image. However, the T-ray image

still shows the'1,00'. The dry paper envelope shows very low T-ray absorption (Mickan

et al., 2000b). The envelope is oriented with the flap at the bottom, not in the T-ray

path, otherwise the increased thickness of the flap would be visible in the T-ray image'

The image was taken by raster scanning the note in a standard T-ray spectrometer'
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by the fiber (Rudd et al., 2000b). A scanned PCA detector has been used to charac-
terise the emission patterns from PCAs (Rudd et al., 2000a;Rudd et al., 2001; Rudd and
Mittleman,2002), and image the spatial reshaping of T-rays as they tunnel through a

narrow air gap (Reiten et ai.,2001c).

Reflection imaging requires reconstruction algorithms to estimate the shape and struc-
ture of the reflecting object. The reflected data can be acquired along a straight line, per-
pendicular to the emitter-sample normal, and the object shape can be reconstructed us-
ing Kirchhoff migration (Dorney et aI.,2007b), or for data acquired over a hemisphere,
the object profile can be calculated by numerical back-propagation (Ruffin et a1., 2001).

Enhanced depth resolution is achieved by scanning the sample in an interferometeq, as

described in Sec. a.2.7 (lohnson et aL,2}}1.a;Johnson et al., 2007b).

Synthetic aperture processing is used to reconstruct 3D T-ray images (McClatchey
et al', 2007) and images with enhanced resolution (O'Hara and Grischkowsky, 2OOZ).

9.3 PCA array imaging

It is preferable in an imaging system to have a2D arcay of detectors, so the sample and
detector remain stationary. Imaging array detectors are available for continuous-wave
(CW) terahertz detection, from applications in mm and sub-mm astronomy (Uehara
et a1., 7992). Arrays of gated PCAs have been proposed but not yet developed (Mickan
et al., 2000b; Abbott,2000).

9.4 EOS CCD camera imaging

An effective method ol2DT-ray detection is to use an expanded probe beam in Electro-
Optic Sampling (EOS), and detect the probe beam's polarisation rotation with a po-
lariser and a CCD, as shown in Fig. 9.2. The advantage of using EOS is the increased
bandwidth over PCAs and the simplicity of array imaging. The central trade-off re-
mains between speed and SN& for 2D imaging, the T-ray beam is expanded to encom-
pass the entire object, which spreads out the available T-ray power over the number
of pixels' The main advantage is that neither sample nor detector need be moved to
acquire the entire image.

An advance of EOS imaging is the ability to use chirped optical probe pulses, as de-
scribed above in Sec. 3.3.2. The advantage of chirped probe measurements is that the
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+

T-ray beam pellicle EO detector CCD camera

polariser analyser

prob e m

Figure g.2. Diagram of CCD Electro-Optic Sampling. This schematic shows how Electro-Optic

Sampling (EOS) can be implemented in 2D. As in normal EOS, described in Sec' 3.3.2,

the T-ray beam is coincident with a polarised probe beam inside an EO crystal. Through

the nonlinearity of the EO crystal, the electric field of the T-ray pulse rotates the

polarisation of the probe beam. The extent of polarisation rotation is turned into an

intensity modulation though an analyser (optical polariser oriented perpendicular to

the first polariser). The intensity modulation of the probe beam is detected using a

photodetector, or in the case of 2D EOS, an array of detectors. 2D EOS difFers from

point EOS in that both the probe beam and the T-ray beam are expanded onto the

EO detector, and the transverse intensity modulation of the probe is detected by a

CCD camera. The data is loaded directly to e computer for presenting a visual image.

Three-dimensional data sets can be built up and analysed in XY slices, or with time on

one axis. (After Wu et al. (1996c) and Wu et al' (1996a)')

entire T-raywaveform canbe sampled with only one Pulse, as schematically described

in Fig. 3.12. Full waveforms can be acquired from LD images with a CCD camera

$iang arró, Zkrang, 1998c). Two example waveforms are shown in Fig' 9'3, where a

cross-sectional array of time-domain waveforms have been imaged simultaneously'

This technique is close to the theoretical speed limit of T-ray imaging, although a ref-

erence measurement needs to be made to interpret the chirped waveform ([iang and

Zhang,2000).

9.5 TomograPhY

When d.etected in reflection, the pulsed nature of T-rays enables analysis of a sample's

intemal structure, using tomographic reconstruction (Mittleman et a1., 1996). T-ray to-

mography is an extension of T-ray ranging studies to more complex internal structures

and 1D or 2D imaging. Tomography enables the visualisation of internal structure as

different interfaces reflect pulses with varying delay and intensity. For example, a slice
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Figure 9.3. Measured images using single-shot 2D Electro-Optic Sampling. These examples

of single-shot imaging show the spatial and temporal evolution of dipole and quadrupole

T-ray fields (after Jiang and Zhang (1998b) and Jiang and Zhang (2000)). The EOS

images show the emitted T-ray fields from dipole and quadrupole PCA emitters. The

time evolution of the T-ray pulse is shown across the X dimension of the emitter, while

the Y dimension shows a 1D spatial distribution of the field. The physical structure

of the PCA emitters is represented by positive (+) and negative (-) voltage terminals

on the plots. The dipole emitter has two terminals. The quadrupole emitter has four

term inals.

of a floppy disc reveals layers of air, plastic and metal (Mittleman et al., 1997b).Infor-
mation on the comPlex dielectric profile of a multilayered object can be estimated using
Fresnel equations (Sec. 4.2) and an iterative algorithm (Mittleman et al., 79gg). Using
the frequency-dependent focal length of a Fresnel lens (see Fig. 3.13) enables images at
different depths in a sample to be obtained using the different Fourier components of
the broadband T-ray pulse (Wang et a1., 2}}2;Feryuson et a1.,2002c).

T-ray Computed Tomography (CT) and Diffraction Tomography are techniques for
reconstructing an estimate of the internal structure of an object based on numerous
transmission measurements (Ferguson et a1., 2002b; Ferguson et al., 2002a). Fíg. 9.4

shows a schematic T-ray CT spectroscopy system for imaging a small object, in this
case a ping-pong ball.
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laser

delay

stage

probe pulse grating pair

T-ray lma

CCD array

T-ray modulated
chirped pulse

lariser

lens

gratrng

H

T-ray CT image: EO crystal

Figure 9.4 Schematic of T-ray Computed Tomography' This schematic layout of a T-ray CT

experiment is based on a typical T-ray spectrometer layout, as described in Ch' 3 (after

(Ferguson et a|.,2001a)). The additions that allow single-shot imaging are: (i) the

grating pair in the probe beam, (ii) the second grating and lens in the detector, and

(iii) the CCD array detector. The second grating and CCD array can be replaced by

an optical spectrometer. For a tomography measurement, the sample holder is scanned

X-Y and rotated about its axis. To generate a CT image, it takes approximately 1

hourto scan 100x100 images at 18 projection angles, which is sufficientto reconstruct

a 3D sectionable profile of the object using computed tomography algorithms' A T-

ray CT profile is shown in the bottom left, with a quarter cut away to reveal the

internal structure. The spatial resolution of T-ray CT is given by the angular rotation

multiplied by the radius of rotation at the edge of target' For the plastic ball, the

radius is approximately 2 cm, therefore the spatial resolution on the surface of the ball

is 3.5 mm.

9.6 Speed

The trade-off of speed versus SNR is central to all T-ray spectrometers, particularly in

imaging where large data sets have to be acquired in a realistic time, for examPle, while

a person waits in a clinical setting. The speed of image acquisition can be estimated

from the time taken to acquire a sufficientþ long T-ray waveform at each pixel at a

certain SNR. For example, the first scanning PCA imaging system demonstrated 25-

ps-long scans acquired in 5 ms with a SNR of 100:1 (Hu and Nuss, 1995)' Ú:t 2001,

high-power PCA T-ray systems reported 3s-ps-long scans acquired in 20 ms with a

(
po

pump pulse

emitter

holder

chirped pulse

polariser

ñ
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SNR = 3000:1 (Zhao et a1., 2002a). The SNR increases proportionally to tft, where t
is the time spent averaging data samples. For a SNR of 100:1, 2D EO imaging can be

used to sample 20-ps T-ray waveforms, at 200 sample points, over a 288x384-pixel
affay in approximately 200 ms. Signal processing can be used to improve the SNR

of T-ray images (Mittleman et al., 7996; Ferguson and Abbott, 2007b; Ferguson and
Abbott,200Ia).

9.7 Dielectric imaging

Samples that have been studied in the search for applications of T-tay imaging in-
clude those where spectroscopic information is of interest, such as gas flames, and
more complex samples, where contrast cannot be clearly linked to a single dielectric
constant. Dielectric studies have been performed to image the carrier concentration
and mobility in Silicon wafers (Herrmann et a1., 2002), the Hall effect (Sec. 4.3.3), cutr-

rency watermarks (Chen and Zhang,7999) and thin ceramic oxide with tomography
(Brucherseifer et aI., 2001).

9B Classification algorithms

One of the advantages of T-ray imaging over incoherent imaging techniques, such as

those using X-rays or visible light, is the coherent nature of the measurements. A full
T-ray waveform can be acquired for each pixel and used to interpret the image spectro-

scopically. For 2D images, the intensity of each pixel can be linked to a number of spec-

troscopic parameters, including absorption or phase delay of a specific spectral com-

Ponent, peak absorption or peak delay. Images of flames have been false colour coded

to indicate the magnitude of T-ray pulse delay in transmission (Mittleman et a1., 7996).

The magnitude of the pulse peak has been used to code images of currency (Mickan

et al., 2000b; Ferguson and Abbott, 2000). More complex metrics can be developed
to represent a combination of factors, specifically chosen to emphasise differences in
spectra of different materials. This becomes a classification task, and the metrics can be

algorithms trained from known data to be either one sample or another. The results of
the application of a simple classification algorithm are shown in Fig. 9.5. Classification
is a digital signal processing task, often using linear filters to generate the parameters

of importance.
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Figure 9.5. Classification results for measured bone and chicken spectra. This plot shows the

effective classification of T-ray waveforms using coefficients bL and b2 derived by fitting

the data to one of two finite impulse response filters. The filters were developed with

known training data. The fast algorithm clearly difFerentiates between bone and meat

in this charr, depending only on the two coefficients (after Ferguson et al. (2001b))'

The use of this classifier in imaging is shown in Fig' 9'6'

T-ray images coloured by classification metrics have been used for imaging the Hall

effect in semiconductors (Mittleman et a1., tgg6), and biological tissues (woodward

et al., 2}IL;Ferguson et a1.,2001b). An example of a classified T-ray image is shown in

Fig.9.6. The image is a two-dimensional map of the output from the classifier shown

in Fig. 9.5.
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(a) Optical photograph (b) T-ray amplitude image (c) Classified T-ray image

Figure 9'6. Comparison of a classification image with a T-ray amplitude and an optical
image for cooked meat and bone. These three images demonstrate the utility of a

simple classification algorithm (classification is shown in Fig. 9.5). The optical image in

Subfig.9.6(a)showsasampleofcookedmeatandbone. TheimageinSubfig.g.6(b) isa

plot of transmitted T-ray amplitude, and shows poor discrimination between the sample

meat and bone. Using a classifier algorithm on T-ray data of the same sample, the

background, meat and bone can be automatically and clearly difFerentiated, as shown

in Subfig. 9.6(c). The classifier provides far clearer data than just using transmission

amplitude information. This demonstrates that signal classification is successful in

utilising the entire sample T-ray waveform to diflerentiate between two classes (after

Ferguson et el. (2001b)).
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9.9 Bio-ima in

The importance of T-rays in biomedicine has been demonstrated in human and plant

tissue (Fitzgerald et al., ZxLka;Woodward et al', 2001';Han et al'' 2000a)' An example

oÍ. T-raycontrast in biological tissue is shown in Fig' 9 '7 ' T-tays are valuable for their

low power and non-ionising nature, meaning living tissue it not damaged'

Arthough some information on the T-ray response of biomateriars and tissues is clearly

available, an understanding of the contrast mechanisms can only be achieved through

mofe fund.amentalbiosensing experiments, such as those d'escribed in previous Chap-

ters. An understanding of r-raycontrast inbio-tissues win rink real-time T-ray imaging

with non-invasive, in situT-ray biopsy. Bio-imaging is closely linked to T-ray biosens-

irrg i. the field of array biochips, where samples are analysed in large numbers in

parallel. Biochip afrays are used. in studies of DNA and proteomics' For high-density

arÍays,as used for high-throughput applications, high resolution T-ray imaging is re-

quired. To achieve micron-scale resolution with T-ray radiation, for biosensing and

biochipapplications,itisnecessafytousenear-field'techniques'asdescribedinch'10'

1,6 mm 1.6 mm

(a) Optical image (b) T-ray image

Figureg.T.ComparisonofanopticalphotographandaT-raytransmissionimageofaslice
of onion skin.. The T-ray image on the right shows cell-level resolution and contrast

due to the biological structure. The resolution of the image is limited by the wavelength

oftheT-raystotheorderofl00pm.lnthisparticularimage,theresolutionhasbeen

improved by filtering out the lower-frequency components of the T-ray pulses' which

have a worse resolution of the order of 1 mm' The two images in this Figure are from

the same onion sample, but at different areas on the surface' (After Han et al' (2000a))
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9.10 Chapter summary

This Chapter has reviewed the advances in T-ray imaging from raster scanning to one-
shot imaging. This discussion of T-ray imaging provides the background to the near-
field T-ray experiments described in the following Chapter. Near-field techniques are

needed for T-ray imaging with spatial resolution higher than the wavelength of the
T-rays, which limits far-field T-ray image resolution to the order of 100 ¡zm.

The following Chapter discusses experiments conducted on a sub-wavelength-sized
T-ray source using Optical Rectification (OR).
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sary for imaging samPles with sub-

resolution, cell-level functional med-

, would be an imPortant aPPlication

for T-ray microscopy. To achieve this sub-wavelength (sub-À) spatial res-

olution, near-field imaging techniques are required. In the past, mainly

aperture-based techniques have been used to improve T-ray resolution, but

this Chapter presents an all-optical technique through Optical Rectification

(OR) in a sub-À-sized. volume. A tightly-focused optical beam generated

T-rays in a'J,0-ym-sizedspot, enabling imaging resolution below 100-¡zm in

preliminary experiments. These experiments showed the value of using a

thin EO crystal for near-field T-ray generation and revealed an unexpected

enhancement in the T-ray electric field emitted from intense beams in very

small volumes.
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L0.1 lntroduction

Improving the spatial resolution of T-ray images is an important direction in T-ray
research. For example, to be competitive with existing products, medical imaging and
high-density biochip reading requires spatial resolution in the order of I0 ym. The
concept of such aT-ray microscope is shown in Fig. 10.1.

Section 1'0.7.2 reviews a number of methods used to improve the resolution of T-ray
images, all of which trade off sensitivity, resolution, bandwidth, emitter design and
detector design. A novel approach is then presented in Sec. 10.1.3, utilising a sub-
wavelength (sub-À) sized source of T-rays created by focused optical light in an electro-
optic (EO) crystal. Using Optical Rectification (OR) for generation and Electro-Optic
Sampling (EOS) for detection this approach has a potentially higher sensitivity, band-
width and resolution than standard aperture-based techniques.

The results in this Chapter indicate that generating T-rays from a sub-À-sized volume
in an EO crystal caused an unexpected enhancement in the efficiency of T-ray genera-
tion, making it an attractive component for a future T-ray microscope.

10.1.1 Motivation

The lateral resolution of far-field T-ray images is limited by the wavelength of the ra-
diation, À',toapproximately 0.67L/ (n sing),wheretherefractiveindexof thefocusing
medium n is typically unity for air and 0 is the half angle of the focal point (Saleh

and Teich, 7997). T-ray pulses have wavelengths spanning from 3 mm to 100 ¡.rm (0.1-
3THz),limiting the average resolution at the T-ray peak to approximately 500 ym.In
practice, by selecting only high-frequency components after numerical Fourier analy-
sis, the resolution can be improved to approximately 100 ¡zm (Mittleman et a1.,1999).

To sfudy broadband T-ray pulses interacting with sub-À-sized areas, however, near-
field techniques are required.

Near-field techniques rely on an aperture, diameter a,placedin the optical near-field of
the sample to be studied, with separation distance L < ø, so the size of the interaction
spot is defined by a andnot the wavelength of the radiation (Fillard, 1996). A review of
the development of T-ray near-field microscopy was prepared n 2002 by Rosner and
van der Weide (Rosner and van der Weide,2002).
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laser

T-ray image

ffffrl

microscope monitor

Figure 10.1. Functional concept diagram of a T-ray microscope' This diagram shows how high-

resolution T-ray imaging could be combined with optical microscopy into a system for

high resolution biosensing. The optical system, consisting of a reflection-mode optical

microscope objective and a CCD monitor would show the optical image for sample

alignment. The T-ray system, driven by an ultrafast laser, would simultaneously show

the T-ray image on a computer. The T-ray system would also be in reflection mode'

shown in Fig. 10.8. The sample images shown in this diagram are the optical and T-ray

images of a slice of onion skin, imaged by Han et al. (2000a) (see Fig' 9 7) (Figure

courtesy of Xi-Cheng lhang, Physics, Rensselaer Polytechic lnstitute, NY USA)'

10.1.2 Previous studies

An early evaluation of using tapered waveguides as aPertures for T-ray light was car-

ried out using continuous-wave (CW) T-rays from a 8as-vaPour laser (Keilmann 
'1995)'

and. the first reports of near-field T-ray imaging used an elliptical aPerture at the end

of a tapered metal tip, ø x50 trn-by 80 yrn(Hunsche et al',1998b)' T-rays were focused

to a diffraction-limited. spot with a parabolic mirror, the tapered tip was placed at the

focal point and a sample was Placed in the neaf-field of the aPerture, that is, within a

length less than ø (Hunsche et a1., 1998a). A resolution of aPproximately 50 øm was

achieved.. Two typical aperturing effects were observed: the transmitted T-ray elec-

tric field dropped by approximately 130 times, and T-ray frequencies below 0'5 THz

were strongly attenuated. A similar resolution was achieved without an aperture'by

holding the sample in the near-field. of a Photoconductive Antenna (PCA) - in this case

a virtual aperture existed due to the sub-À dimensions of the spot where T-rays are

generated (Brener et aI',7998).
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To date, the highest resolution using near-field apertures, 7 þr , was achieved in 2001

using a collection-mode Photoconductive Antenna (PCA) detector, which had an ap-
proximate SNR of 10:1 (Mitrofanov et al., 2007b; Mitrofanov et a1., 2000a). The de-
tector had a 70-yrn diameter aperture fabricated directly onto a  -yrn-thick pCA, so

T-rays passed through the aperture and were detected by the PCA all in the near-
field. The operation of the aperture was enhanced by having a high-refractive-index
GaAs tip, ncuas : 3.6, protruding through it. The tip refracted the T-rays, decreas-
ing the wavelength of the radiation by a factot TrGuA" as it passed through the aper-
ture (Mitrofanov et a1.,2000b). The problems with apertured T-ray near-field imaging
were temporal reshaping of the pulse and the finite thickness of the aperture itself,
which caused a limitation on thebandwidth of the T-rays,as high frequencies were cut
off in the waveguidelike structure of the aperture (Bromage et a1., 1998; Mitrofanov
et a1., 2001c; Mitrofanov et al., 2001a). A finite thickness was required to limit T-ray
tunnelling through the metal surrounding the aperture, but caused very high losses,

proportional to the aperture diameter.

An altemative method of near-field T-ray imaging is to use a sub-À-sized mirror in-
duced by photocarriers in a semiconductor. Using a tightly focused optical pulse, a

dynamic inverse aperture can be created to block a sub-yrn cross-section of the T-ray
beam (Chen et aL,2000b). A schematic of the dlmamic aperture system is shown in
Fig. 10.3. For a semiconductor placed at the focal point of a T-ray beam, and samples
placed in the near-field of the aperture, a 40-ym resolution has been achieved with
the d¡mamic aperture (Chen and Zlnang,2001), as shown in the images in Fig. 10.2.

This technique requires the sample to be prepared in contact with an additional piece
of semiconductor, rather than directly in contact with the emitter or detector, and the
near-field interaction must be discerned against a high transmitted T-ray background
around the inverse aperture using lock-in techniques.

Sub-À T-tay spatial resolution, better than 10 ym, has also been achieved using solid
metal tips (van der Valk and Planken,2002), based on work using infrared radiation
(Iftoll and Keilmann,1999; Hillenbrand et a1., 2002). A sharp metal tip interacts with
the evanescent wave of the T-rays near the surface of the sample, and only in a cross-
sectional area as large as the tip diameter. By modulating the tip at a frequencf ftip
and measuring the reflected T-rays with a Lock-Lr Amplifier also at ftip, theinteraction
between the sample and a very small volume of T-ray radiation can be measured. This
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(b) Dynamic aperture near-field T-ray

image

(a) Standard far-field T-ray image

Figure 10.2. Measured images from a dynamic T-ray aperture' These images demonstrate

the improved spatial resolution achieved by near-field imaging with a dynamic aper-

ture. The sample is a metal circuit deposited on a GaAs wafer. This technique has

demonstrated resolution of better than 50 ¡zm (after Chen et al' (2000b))'

technique has promise in high-resolution joint topographic and T-ray imaging, but sac-

rifices simplicity by introd.ucing a near-field tip, and can only be used in transmission'
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lens

HWP

laser

Figure 10.3

probe beam

PBS

PBS

GaAs

ZnTe

Near-field dynamic aperture schematic. As described in Ch. 10, a sub-À-sized spot

of T-rays can be blocked by the gated generation of photocarriers in a semiconductor.

GaAs is normally transparent to T-rays, but the photocarriers act as a mirror screen.

Samples are attached to the back (right-hand) side of the GaAs wafer to measure their
T-ray transmission with high spatial resolution. The schematic is the same as a typical

T-ray spectrometer based on oR and EoS in Zinc Telluride (ZnTe), except a gated

beam for the sample is incorporated. Such a layout allows other optical-pump T-ray-

probe experiments on ultrafast processes (Huber et a1.,2001) The half-wave plate

(HWP) and quarter-wave plate (awp) are used to optimise the pump polarisation

and balance the photodiodes (PDs). The polarising beam splitters (PBS) are used to
divide the pump, probe and gating pulses from the same beam, and the lens is used

to focus the optical beam to a sub-100 pm spot on the GaAs wafer. Missing from

this diagram is a delay stage between the lens and the GaAs sample, which is used to
control the relative timing of the T-ray and gating pulses incident on the GaAs wafer.

(After Chen and Zhang (2001).
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Near-field EO techniques

Electro-optic sampling (EOS) has been used to acquire T-ray images by placing an EO

crystal in the near-field of a sample (collection mod'e), using a large area EO detector'

A schematic of near-field collection mode Eo imaging is shown in Fig. L0'4' This pro-

vides a method to measure the 3D T-ray beam profile directly by moving the detector

crystal along the beam path, thereby generating images oÍT-ray wavefronts' shown in

Figs. 10.5 and L0.6 (Iiang andZirrang,Ig99a)'

EO sensor polariser

to CCD T-ray image

probe beam
optical image

target

Figure 10.4. Schematic and measured image from collection mode near-field EO imaging'

This Figure shows collection mode near-field EO imaging being performed by holding

an EO sensor in the T-ray near-field of a sample, and measuring the T-ray electric

field with a probe pulse reflected from the sample side of the crystal (after Jiang and

Zhang (1999a)). This technique has a reduced signal because the internal reflection

is small, but it provides sufficient resolution for the image of the letters'THz'; the line

widthofthewordis0.5mmandtheimagewastakeninlessthanls.

In a manner analogous to EOS, Optical Rectification (oR) canbe used to generate T-ray

in sub-À-sized areas. To summarise the discussion of oR in sec' 3'2'2: OR describes T-

fay genefation in a nonlinear optical crystal excited by * optical pulse' T-rays are gen-

erated from a transient polarisation, caused by an interaction between the optical pulse

and the,f(2) nonlinearity of the EO crystal. The strength of the generated polarisation

is proportional to the square of the optical electric field, and therefore Propoltional to

the optical intensitY:

Po< lEop,l2,
(10.1)

(10.2)

------)
-----*

->------+
------>-----|
----->

E
(Ît
o
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Figure 10.5. Transverse T-ray wavefront imaged with collection mode near-field EOS. The

measurements were made in real-time and the time evolution of the wavefront can

be directly observed: each image is a 2D slice across the T-ray beam at a different

setting of the delay stage (that is, at a different temporal point on the waveform).

The XY slices shown in this Figure can be collected to build up a 3D image of the

T-ray pulse in space and time - from this 3D data set, XZ slices can be extracted, as

shown in Fig. 10.6. The circular waves in these images are due to the curved neture

of the wavefront and the brightness levels indicate the intensity of T-ray radiation.

Slight defects in the images are caused by imperfections in the large detector crystal

(2-mm-thick ZnTe). (After Jiang and Zhang (1999a).)

The total emitted T-ray electric field strength, as measured iÍì EOS, is the integral over
the area of polarisation, .f ."u p. This is proportional to the area integral of the opti-
cal intensity, which equals the optical power. Thus the detected T-ray electric field is
proportional to the generating optical power.

T-tay Power generated by OR is limited by the incident optical power, which is in tum
limited by the damage threshold of the EO crystal (Carrig et a1., 1995; Sun et aI.,2000).

Some damage thresholds of EO crystals are listed in Table 10.1. For T-ray microscopy, a

thin generating crystal is required because the optical beam is only tightly focused for
a short distance in space. An EO crystal that is significantly thicker than the Rayleigh
range of the beam will generate T-rays in an area greater than the diameter of the
optical focus, thereby reducing the resolution of the technique.

Table 10'1' Crystal damage threshold. This Table shows the crystal damage threshold for expo-

sure to 800-nm light for the important EO crystal , ZnTe.

Crystal Damage threshold (GW/cm2) Reference

ZnTe 200 Sun et al. (2000)
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E
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Figure 10.6. A 2D image of a T-ray pulse propagating through a focal point' sampled with

co|lectionmodenear-fieldEos.Thefocalpoint,wherethehighintensityT-rays

are visible (bright colour), was formed by focusing the T-rays through a polyethylene

lens.Thephenomenonofapulseflippingatitsfocus,theGouyphaseshift,isvisible

where the bright spot at the focus is followed directly by a dark spot' This XZ image

was extracted from a 3D data set of a T-ray pulse propagating through space - the

3D data was collected from XY slices, some of which are shown in Fig' 10 5' (After

Jiang and Zhang (1999a)')

Near-field Eo generation was first attempted by wynne and Jaroszynski (1999)' who

mounted a sample directly onto a EO crystal, generating T-rays in the near-field of the

sample (Wynne and JaroszYnsk, Tggg). A resolution of 200 lm was demonstrated' but

higher resolution was limited by two-photon absorption due to high intensity at the

focal point (sun et al., 2000). In this Thesis, experiments are carried out with very low

optical excitation power. The importance of using a very small generating volume is

d.emonstrated by using a thin EO crystal' An enhancement in generated T-ray Power

is observed when using a thin crystal'

10.1.3 Objective summary

Irx EO T-raygeneration, as oPPosed to PCA generation, the volume of material for T-ray

generation theoretically depends on the size of the exciting optical beam rather than

the photo-conductive antenna structure. It would therefore be possible to create a sub-

L-sized.source of T-ray radiation in the crystal by tightly focusing the exciting optical
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beam. Such a source could form the basis of a T-ray microscope, either in transmission
or reflection, as shown in Figs. 10.2 and 10.8.

The objective of the experiments in this Chapter was to demonstrate high-resolution
T-ray imaging with a sub-À-sized T-ray source, formed by tightly focussing an optical
beam in an EO crystal.

parabolic mirror

thin sample

\
T-ray emitter to T-ray detector

+\
microscope objective

pump beam

Figure 10.7. Concept diagram of a transmission T-ray microscope. This concept diagram

explains the motivation behind the experiments in this Chapter. The novel step is to
generate T-rays in a sub-À-sized volume in the near-field of a sample, using OR. As in

standard OR (Sec. 3.2.2), an optical pump beam generates T-rays in an EO crystal,

which pass through a sample to be collected by parabolic mirrors, and then recorded.

The important changes to a transmission system described in Ch. 3 is the objective

lens, which focuses the pump beam to a micron-sized spot in the EO crystal, thus
generating T-rays in a micron-sized area. The part of the sample in the near-field

of the generated T-rays, that is within a few microns, is the only part of the sample

that interacts with the T-rays, giving a micron spatial resolution (figure courtesy of
Xi-Cheng Zhang, Physics, Rensselaer polytechic lnstitute, Ny USA).

T-rays -¡>
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Figure 10.8.

T Microscopy

sample

(110) ZnTe

index-matched lens

beam splitter
polariser

Ð

diode

lens

PumP & Probe beams

concept diagram of a reflective T-ray microscope' This diagram explains, with

Fig. 10.7 above, the motivation behind the experiments in this chapter' This sketch

shows how an EO transceiver, described in detail in sec. 3.4.3, can be modified for

near-field microscopy with the addition of an objective lens. A pump pulse from the

red laser beam is focused into a sub-À-sized spot in the EO crystal, which generates

T-raystointeractwithatinysectionofthesample.TheT-raypulseisreflectedafter

interacting with the sample, and is detected by a second laser pulse, the probe pulse'

travelling collinearly with the pump pulse, but delayed in time' The probe pulse is

split from the pump pulse as it reflects back to the beam splitter' and the detected

T-ray pulse is read out using a crossed-polariser detection scheme (Sec' 3'3'2) - the

polariser shown passes only the polarisation component of the probe beam that has

been rotated in the EO crystal as a consequence of the reflected T-rays pulse (figure

courtesy of Xi-cheng zhang, Physics, Rensselaer Polytechic lnstitute, NY USA)

ens

I
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L0.2 Experiments

In the experiments described in this Thesis, near-field EO T-ray generation was imple-
mented using OR in an EO crystal and detected with EOS (Sec. 3.2.2 and Sec. 3.3.2),

shown schematically in Fig. 10.9. The actual experimental setup is shown in Fig. 10.10

and a full optical layout is found in Appendix B. The laser system used was an ultrafast
laser, with a pulse width of =100 fs and repetition rate of 76 }r1.lHz (model: Mira900;
manufacturer: Coherent Inc, Santa Clara CA, USA; URL: http: / /utww. cohr. com). The

PumP power was 10 mW after the acoustic optic moclulator. The optical excitation
beam was tightly focused with an optical objective lens into the EO crystal, where T-

ray generation took place. The emitted T-rays were collected by a pair of gold-coated
off-axis parabolic mirrors and refocused into a second crystal for EoS.

The two lenses used are a 20x lens with a Numerical Aperture (NA) of 0.4, and a

40x lens with NA = 0.65. For an optical wavelength of approximately 0.8 yrn, as used
in these experiments, the focused spot sizes and Rayleigh ranges are calculated to be
2.55 ym and 7.57 ym for NA = 0.4 and NA = 0.65 respectively. The actual spot sizes
in air were measured after the optical beam had passed through the generating crys-
tal, shown in Fig. 10.11. The measurement was made by monitoring the transmitted
optical power while translating a Íazor blade across the optical beam. The beam waist
was found by translating the objective lens along the beam in the z direction and mea-
suring the diameter at each point. The measured values were found to be close to the
calculated values, as shown in Täble 10.2. The optical beam can be focused down to a
spot size oÍ 1,.7 lm even after it passes a several hundred mm thick media plate of high
refractive index (nrt" = 2.9).

Two crystal thicknesses were used to demonstrate that a small volume is required to
achieve very tightly focused T-ray generation. Both crystals were (110) ZnTe,rotation-
ally aligned for optimal T-ray generation efficiency. The crystal thicknesses were 2b0

and 16 ¡zm. The thin crystal was much more fragile than the thick crystal under a fo-
cused ultrafast laser. A 76-ym-thick crystal lasts for less than half a minute before it
is destroyedby a Pump power of over 10 mW. The laser used has a 10-mW threshold
power and gives a threshold intensity of 50 GW/cm2. [r short, the laser can be focused
down to a spot size of L7 rnnr. even after it passes a several-hundred-mm thick media
plate of high refractive index ZnTe (n7.,.1¡" x 2.9).
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Figure 10.9.

bal. PDs

probe beam

crossed-polariser detection

A

{

EO detection crYstal )

EO generation crYstal

objective lens

pump beam *

Z translation stage (lens)

X-Y translation stage (crystal/sample)

Electro-optic T-ray microscope schematic' This drawing shows the experimental

layout for demonstrating T-ray microscopy' The system components common to nor-

malT-raySpectrometersaredescribedinch.3.Thepumpbeamfromanultrafast

laser was focused into an EO crystal using an objective lens. The lens was mounted

onaZtranslationstagesothefocuspointofthepumpbeamcouldbetranslated

through the generating crystal. The crystal was mounted on an X-Y translation stage

so samples, which were in turn mounted on the crystal itself, could be translated across

the beam to meesure resolution. T-rays are generated through a process of optical

Rectification (oR), described in sec.3.2.2, re-focused into a detector crystal' and

detected by Electro-Optic Sampling (EOS) (after Yuan et al' (2002))'
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objective lens
generated T-rays

crystal stage

parabolic mirror

crystal mount

pellicle

pump beam

objective stage

Figure 10'10' Photograph of the Electro-optic T-ray microscope. This photograph shows rhe

experimental implementation of sub-Â-sized OR. The elements of Fig. 10.9 are shown

on an optical table, with hole spacing of L inch. The OR crystal is mounted in a

circular rotation mount so the optimal crystallographic orientation can be selected to
optimise T-ray generation efficiency (Sec. 3.2.2).

Table 10.2. Measured focussed optical spot sizes. This Table lists the characteristics of the

two objective lenses used to focus the optical pump beam into the OR crystal. The

two lenses used were 20x and 40x, with Numerical Apertures (NAs) of 0.4 and 0.65

respectively. The calculated spot sizes of the optical beam (centre wavelength 800 nm)

at the focal point, calculated assuming a Gaussian beam, compare closely to the mea-

sured spot sizes. The measurements are shown in Fig. 10.11. The Rayleigh ranges

for these Gaussian beams are calculated, giving an estimate of the divergence of the

generated radiation.

Lens NA 800-nm spot size

fu^)

measured spot

size (90-10%) (t 
^)

Rayleigh range

(v^)
20x

40x

0.4

0.65

2.55

7.57

2.55

7.7

25.54

9.68
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Figure 10.11. Measured focussed optical spot sizes. These plots show the measured opticalspot

size of focused optical beam using two objective lenses. The spot size was measured

by scanning a sharp blade across the beam and estimating the distance over which the

transmitted power dropped from 90% to I0% of the full, unobstructed optical power'

These measurements indicate that the objective lenses used to generate sub-À-sized

T-rays were focussing as expected (Yuan et al'' 2002)'

10.3 Resu lts

The lens-crystal distance for focussing the optical beam in the crystal is found by scan-

ning the objective lens on the Z axis, and monitoring the output T-ray signal' This

experiment is sketched, in Fig.10.12. It is necessary to measure the position of maxi-

mum focus in the crystal, as calculating and measuring the exact distance is prone to

large errors. In this experiment, the objective lens was translated,leaving the EO crys-

tal fixed, so it remained at the focal point of the first parabolic mirror (see Fig' 10'9)'

The first Eo crystal used to generate near-field T-rays was a 250 ?m-lhick sample of

znTe. Figure 10.13 shows the T-ray peak signal from a 250 mm-thick znTe crystal

versus the focus lens position. The T-ray signal was reduced when the focal spot was

in the thick crystal - this was due to depletion of the optical beam through competing

nonlinear processes in the crystal, specifically two-photon absorption'

If third-order processes played. no tole, there should be little change in the peak ampli-

tude of the T-ray pulses as the z d.istance between the lens and EO crystal is changed'

This can be understood by using the model of oR described in sec. 3.2'2: lhe am-

plitude of the generated T-ray electric field, E\s",is proportional to the second time

derivative of the polarisation transient in the crystal S, which is in turn proportional
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Sketch of near-field EO generation with a focussed optical beam. These three

sketches show the experimental positions used to generate T-rays from an EO crystal

with a tightly focused optical beam. The objective lens focuses the optical pump

beam, shown in red, to a tight focus at a given distance from the lens. T-rays are

generated in the Eo crystal, in this case (t10) ZnTe, from the optical power. The

size of the generated T-ray beam depends on the size of the optical beam when

it intersects the EO crystal. To determine the distance where the EO crystal is

at the focus of the optical beam, the z distance is scanned and the output T-ray

signal observed, as shown in Figs. 10.13 and 10.14. The three relative positions of

the EO crystal and the objective lens, z1 , 22 and 23, correspond to the waveform

measurements shown Fig. 10.15.
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Figure 10.13 Measured peak T-ray electric field for a 2'}-pm-thick electro-optic emitter

(ZnTe). This graph shows the peak amplitude of T-ray pulses generated in a 250-

¡.rm-thick crystal of (110) ZnTe as the Z-axis distance between the lens and the

crystal, z sketched in Fig. 10.12, is scanned. The T-ray peak amplitude has been

normalised to the maximum observed T-ray signal. The signal remains approximately

constant as displacement changes, increasing slightly towards z : 0, where the optical

beam is tightly focused in the crystal. At the focal point, however, there is a sharp

dip in the generated T-ray signal. This sharp dip is due to depletion of the optical

beam through competing nonlinear processes in the crystal, specifically two-photon

absorption (Yuan et al', 2002)'

As the z-axis d.istance between the lens and crystal changes, the optical Power in the

crystal remains constant, so long as the crystal area is larger than the optical sPot areal

and the optics are correctly aligned. with constant power, the optical intensity in-

creases inversely ploPoftional to the area as the spot size becomes smaller' However'

the volume where OR takes place feduces proPortionally to the area. The combination

of these two effects should result in an approximately constant generated T-ray field,

regardless of the Z position of the EO crystal'

The slight change in the measured T-ray along t.ne Z axis in Fig' 10'13 may be due to

a number of effects, including changes in the alignment of the T-ray beam in the EO

thick crystal
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detection setup (see Fig. 10.9 and Sec. 3.3.2). Such an alignment change may be due to
the propagation path of the T-ray beam as it is generated in different volumes.

Two-photon absorption generates a green colour in the crystal, depleting photons from
the red PumP beam. This is a higher order nonlinear process than OR and occurs only
at the focus, where the very high optical electric field intensity enables such higher
order nonlinearities to be observable. This competing process potentially places a limit
on the T-ray Power that will be available from a tightty-focused optical beam in an EO

crystal - however, experiments with a ZnTe crystal thinner than 250 ¡zm indicated an

interesting and unexpected result.

ThesecondcrystalusedforT-ray generationwasa t6-yrn-thicksample of ZnTe.Itwas
scanned in the same malìner as the 2i}-ymthick crystal, and the interesting results are

shown in Fig. 70.14.
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Figure 10.14. Measured peak T-ray electric field for a 16-¡.rm-thick electro-optic emitter
(ZnTe). This plot shows the peak amplitude of T-ray pulses generated in a l6-ym-
thick crystal of (110) ZnTe as the Z distance between the lens and the crystal, z

sketched in Fig. 10.12, was scanned. The T-ray peak amplitude has been normalised

to the maximum observed T-ray signal. The signal remains approximately constant

as displacement changes, however at the focal point there is a sharp spike in the

generated T-ray signal (Yuan et a|.,2002).
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The enhanced T-ray generation shown in Fig' 10.14 at the optical focus was repeatable

and. unexpected. The power in the optical beam for the 16 yrn crystal was less than

that in the 250 yrn,butthe theory considered above pred.icts that the generated signal

should remain constant or decrease for a tightly-focused pump beam' not increase'

To explore this enhancement, the full T-raywaveforms as generated by the thin crystal

for different Z positions were measured, as shown in Fig' 10'15' The entire waveform

generated from the focused spot has a larger amplitude, but similar phase and shape'

The origin of the enhancement in T-tay emission from a very tightly focused pump

beam was not clear. To investigate whether this effect was related to third-order non-

linear effects, such as a reduction in two-photon absorption, the peak of the T-ray pulse

was measured relative on the Power in the optical PumP beam' From the analysis of

optical powef and E¡1, above, the T-ray Power was expected to increase linearly with

optical pump power while second-order nonlinear effects, such as oR' dominate' Fig-

ure L0.16 shows the measured T-ray signal, shown as both the peak and peak-to-peak

amplitudes of the waveforms, at the focal point versus optical PumP Power' Below the

fange of 15 mw, the T-ray signal seems to be linearly dependent to the pump Powef'

This discounts a large influence from third.-order effects, such as a contribution to the

signal by a depletion in losses due to two-photon absorption'

A second possible cause of the enhancement in T-ray generation from the thinner crys-

tal was an increase in emitted higher-frequency T-rays from the focal point' which are

ress likely to be absorbed by the Eo crystal itserf. To investigate this possibility, a freq-

uency analysis of the waveforms shown in Fig. 10'15 is shown in Fig' 10'17 ' It seems'

however, that the T-tayenhancement is approximately equal across all detected T-ray

frequencies.

Although the origin of the T-rayenhancement remained unclear, a measurement of the

spatial resolution of the Eo emitter was made using a metal pinhole attached directly

to the Eo crystal, much as a sample would be in the proposed microscope setup (see

Fig. 10.7). A lateral scan of the crystal using the XY stage in Fig' 10'9 was able to

reveal features with a resolution in the order of tens of microns, well below the average

wavelength of the detected T-ray pulses' Figure L0'18 shows an X scan of the sample'

d.emonstrating a measured resolution of 66 ym'
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Measured r-ray pulses generated from a l6-ym ZnTe emitter. This graph

shows three T-ray waveforms generated by OR in a ZnTe crystal and measured with
EOS with the setup sketched in Fig. 10.9. The three waveforms were measured at
difFerent z-axis displacements of the objective lens relative to the generating crystal.

The configuration for measuring these three pulses is sketched in Fig. 10.12. The

three waveforms have similar phase and amplitude, the two unfocused waveforms are

essentially identical for generation with a converging and diverging optical beam, and

the waveform generated by the focused spot has a larger amplitude. This agrees with

the enhancement of the T-ray peak found in Fig. 10.14. The optical pump power in

this experiment was 10 mW, and the unfocused points were 160 ym from the focus

(Yuan et al.,2002).
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Figure 10.15
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Figure 10.16. Measured peak T-ray electric field from a 16-¡'rm-thick ZnTe emitter as a

function of optical pump power. These plots show the amplitude of generated T-

ray waveforms as a function of optical pump power, measured as both the peak value

(circles) and the peak-to-peak value (squares) for each waveform' The close linear

fit to these data indicate a proportionality expected for T-rays generated through

a second-order nonlinearity. The measurements were made using the apparatus de-

scribed above (Yuan et al'' 2002)
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Figure 10.17. Measured T-ray pulse spectra generated in a l6-ym ZnTe emitter. This graph

compares the generated T-ray spectral components OR from a small volume versus

from a larger volume. The three spectra are obtained by processing the measured

waveforms in Fig. 10.15 with a numerical Fourier Transform. The algorithm used a

square window and zero padding of the time waveform. As in Fig. 10.15, the optical

pump power in this experiment was 10 mW, and the unfocused points were 160 ¡;m
from the focus. The configuration for measuring these three pulses is sketched in

Fig. 10.12. The results in this Figure show that the T-ray generation enhancement

at the focus of the pump beam in the thin crystal is not T-ray frequency dependent.
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Figure 10.18
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Measured spatial resolution of the T-ray radiation generated in a 16-pm-

thick ZnTe emitter. This curve shows the measured T-ray pulse peak amplitude

for a pinhole translated across the T-ray beam in the X direction' The pinhole was

attached directly to the EO crystal, thus both were scenned across the point where

oR was occurring, fixed in the XY plane by the location of the optical focal point'

The Gaussian curve fitted to the experimental data shows a full-width half-maximum

width of about 66 ¡.rm, which gives a measure of the spatial resolution of the system'

The oscillations in the data at the edges of the pinhole are due to diffraction effects

oftheT-raysaroundthemetaledgeofthepinhole.Theexperimentwasconducted
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10.4 Conclusions

The results in this Chapter demonstrate the fundamentals of aT-ray microscope based

on near-field T-ray generation in an EO crystal. A spatial resolution of 66 ¡.rm has

been demonstrated, and there is an indication that using thinner crystals will enable

increased spatial resolution in the future. Thinner EO crystals also ensure that unfo-
cused T-rays are not generated by diverging parts of the optical pump beam before

and after the optical focus, but still present inside the crystal.

10.4.1 Future work

The main technical challenge facing this project in the future include preparing and
mounting micron-thick crystals without damaging them thermally, mechanically or
optically.

The main theoretical challenge is in modelling the enhancement in T-ray generation
observed for tightly focused optical beams in very thin EO crystals. This exploration
can be carried out using a broader range of crystal thicknesses, different types of EO

crystals and accurate models of the OR process. It is possible that this effect is due to
an amplification of the pump beam power from Fabry-Pérot reflections in the crystal.

Research is continuing into this open question.

10.5 Chapter summary

The experimental investigations in this Chapter demonstrate a form of T-ray micro-
scoPe that has the potential for applications in T-ray imaging and spectroscopy of thin
samples, including medical tissues and thin layers of biomolecules.
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-f- His Cha the work de-

I scribed. or rurther re-

I search. i-taY science

in protein spectroscopy, DTDS, bioaffinity sensing, liquid spectroscopy and

near-field T-ray generation have been described. The future for T-ray sci-

ence and applications is rich, especiaþ in the development of biologically-

relevant technologies.
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11.1 lntroduction

The conclusions presented in this Chapter arise from the review and background Chap-
ters, and from the experiments described in Chs. 5, 6, 7,8 and 10. The recommend.a-

tions arise from both the experimental and review Chapters.

Please note that the Figures in this Chapter, except Fig.77.6, are repeated from other
Chapters, where they are described in more detail. These Figures are repeated primar-
ily for clarification and ease of reference.

Ll.2 Thesis conclusions

The conclusions drawn from the experiments in this Thesis fall into a number of cat-
egories: (i) biomolecular spectroscopy with T-rays, (ii) the double-modulated DTDS
system, (iii) using DTDS for bioaffinity sensing, (iii) using DTDS for sensitive liquid
spectroscopy, and (iv) near-field T-ray sources for high spatial resolution.

ll.2.I Review of T-rays and CW T-rays

Chapter 1 introduced the T-ray band, spanning frequencies from 0.1 to I0 THz,lyi.g
between millimetre waves (mm-waves) and the far-infrared (FIR, see Fig. 11.1). In the
past this has been referred to as the Tljrz Gap due to the lack of sources and detectors
with sufficient power and sensitivity. Chapter 2 addressed the importance of the T-
tay band, a theme developed in subsequent Chapters. The gradual development of
science and technology in the T-ray region promises to open up new applications, just
as other regions of the electromagnetic spectrum are crowded with operating devices
and systems.

The importance of the T-ray band to biosensing is due to the following characteristics:

o the diffractionlimited resolution of 0.3 mm at 7THz, which is much higher than
radio and mm-waves,

o the low Rayleigh scattering of T-rays from particles, being much less than the
scattering of optical light,

o the high sensitivity T-rays have for water, being useful for exploring hydration
in materials, or in controlling the distance travelled by T-rays in the atmosphere,
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o the transparent nature of d.ry non-polar materials to T-rays' thus enabling non-

invasive studies of non-polar liquids, and imaging through PaPef envelopes'

clothing and plastic packaging, with the added' safety of being non-ionisinS (un-

like X-raYs), and

o the specific absorption and refractive ind'ex properties of molecules to T-ray fre-

quencies, including for example the rotational and vibrational modes linked to

biomolecular conformations, the o-H bonds in DNA strands' relaxation modes

ingases,phononsincrystals,andphysicalpropertiesofsemiconductormateri-

als.
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Many applications of T-rays have been limited' by the technology available to generate

and detect T-ray radiation. In the late 1980's however, a new T-ray spectrometer based

on ultrafast lasers was developed, which in the 1990's and early 2000's led to a rapid

increase in T-raY research'
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Figure 11.1. Electromagnetic spectrum' A representation of the electromagnetic spectrum' show-

ingtheT.raybandbetweenthewell-developedfieldsofmm-Wavesandtheinfrared

(from Fig' 1'1)'

t1.2.2 Review of pulsed T-ray systems

The T-ray spectrometer in its various forms is d'escribed' in d'etail in ch' 3' including its

history, the sources and. detectors available, and the tradeoffs in designing and operat-

100

DC

l,0e

ing these sYstems.
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The main advantages of the pulsed T-ray systems over other T-ray techniques are (i)
their high sensitivity, and therefore signal-to-noise ratio, and (ii) their broad band-
width, simultaneously generating all T-ray frequencies from 0.L to 70 T]Hz depend-
ing on the system. The T-ray spectrometer essentially takes the ultrafast broadband
pulses (femtosecond duration pulses) from an optical laser and converts them to ul-
trafast broadband pulses in the T-ray frequency band. This down conversion can be
accomplished with antennas on photo-active semiconductor substrates (photoconduc-
tive antennas) or with nonlinear optical effects in electro-optic (EO) crystals, among
other methods' Flowever the real beauty of T-ray spectrometers has been their size
and cost - it is possible to have a reliable pulsed T-ray system on a laboratory bench
for less than $200,000, and this cost is reducing with the price of ultrafast lasers, which
comprise 90% of the expense.

These highly-sensitive T-ray systems have opened the way lor a diverse range of sens-
ing and imaging applications.

1L.2.3 Review of T-ray sens¡ng

The sensing applications of T-ray spectrometers are reviewed in Ch. 4 in two main
sections: (i) the techniques that have been used, and (ii) to which materials these tech-
niques have been applied. The main techniques used have transmission and reflec-
tion spectroscoPy, applied a range of materials from semiconductor quantum wells to
biomedical cancer samples.

Of particular interest in this Thesis are the experimental techniques for biosensing -
studying biomolecules with T-rays. The importance of T-rays in: (i) biomolecular spec-
troscopy is described in more detail in Ch. 5, (iÐ biosensing in Ch. 7, and (iii) liquid
spectroscopy in Ch. L

LL.2.4 Protein spectroscopy exper¡ments

Chapter 5 describes how a T-ray spectrometer can be used to clearly observe low con-
centrations of water bound to biomolecules. T-ray studies of biomolecules promise
to provide a non-invasive method for measuring the conformation and activity of im-
portant biological molecules, such as proteins. Biomolecules have been studied in the
past in dried films or at cryogenic temperatures, but Ch. 5 describes for the first time
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experimental measurements of protein hydration, where the protein molecules were

suspended in an inorganic solvent at room temperature' These experiments showed

that T-rays could measufe the level of protein hydration' Furthermore, it was shown

that, in the T-ray band, there is a clear difference between the absorption of bound

water molecules (closely attached. to the protein), and' free watet'not connected to the

biomolecule.

Chapter 5 also showed that the organic solvent, 1,4-dioxane, was an ideal candidate for

T-raybiomolecular studies because (i) it has a L00% miscibility with water' allowing a

very wide range of hyd.ration control, and (ii) it has low T-ray absorption itself'

Figure 11.2. variable-thickness sample holder' This photograph shows the holder used for novel

measurements of protein hydration with T-rays (from Fig' S'6(a))'

11.2.5 Double-modulated DTDS exper¡ments

In T-raybiosensing, as in other T-ray sensing experiments, a primary limiting factor on

the accuracy of measurements is the noise in the T-ray signal caused by fluctuations

in the ultrafast laser. one method to improve the accuracy of T-ray measurements is

to rapidly swap between a sample to be stud'ied and a reference that has unvarying

characteristics. If the sample is swapped rapidly, the laser has less time to fluctuate'

and the noise is reduced. The magnitude of the laser fluctuations is proportional to the

time between measurements; that is, the noise is proportional to 1' / f , whete / is the

swapping (modulation) frequency. such a scheme has been dubbed T-tay Differential

Time-Domain SPectroscoPy (DTDS)'

The major problem with DTDS, however, is that T-tay spectrometers already use a

modulation of the T-ray beam to reduce background noise' To combine the benefits
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of both, Ch. 6 demonstrated for the first time a system of double-modulated DTDS.

The noise performance of double-modulated DTDS compared to normal Time Domain
Spectroscopy (TDS) and to DTDS is fully described in Ch. 6,bothexperimentally and
theoretically. The capabilities of double-modulated DTDS were used to characterise a

very thin film of Silicon Dioxide, which would not normally be possible with standard
T-ray TDS.

The sensitivity of double-modulated DTDS enabled the development of a new tech-

nique for sensing binding between biomolecules on a thin film, described in Cin.7.

Double-modulated DTDS also offers to improve the accuracy of liquid T-ray measure-

ments by over two orders of magnitude, as discussed fur Ch. 8.

T-rays

Figure 11.3. DTDS sample. This sketch shows the sample holder used for characterising thin

films in novel double-modulation experiments, and in the demonstrations of the T-ray

bioaffinity sensor (from Fig. 6.1).

11.2.6 Bioaffinity sens¡ng exper¡ments

Bioffinity sensing implies the detection of binding events between biomolecules, and is

an important technique in the biochip industry. Bioaffinity detection is used to detect

the presence of certain target molecules, including drugs andhazardous substances,

and to observe binding between nucleotide strands in gene expression chips. Chapter
7 described how T-rays were used for the first time to detection binding between bio-
molecules. The binding was observed between a layer of detection molecules, laid out
on a flat substrate (a quaftz slide), and a layer of target molecules that became bound
to the detection layer. The detector molecules were chosen because they had a very
specific affinity for the target molecules and not for other molecules, so that if binding
was detected, that binding could have only been due to the presence of the target. A
set of biosensor slides, designed for different targets, would then enable a search for a
wide variety of substances.
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A number of detector and target molecules were used to demonstrate the sensor: (i)

the lipid Biotinbind,ing to the protein Avidin, (ii) Avidin amplified with Agarosebeads

binding to Biotin, and (iii) the explosive TNT binding to its antibody' The clearest

signal came from amplified Avidin - the sensitivity of this system was comparable to

commercial biosensing equipment based on well-established technologies'

The mechanism for the T-ray signal in the bioaffinity slide was modelled in ch' 7

as T-ray reflections from the interface between the biomolecular layers - this model

showed a close match to the experimental results. The T-ray bioaffinity sensol shows

for the first time that T-rays can be used to detect binding events between T-tay active

molecules. Although other techniques exist to detect bioaffinity, the system described

in Ch. 7 is the first to rely entirely on the T-ray frequency resPonse of the molecules'

unbound bound

Figure 11.4. Model of ligand-analyte binding. This diagram shows a model of ligand-analyte

binding, as detected by the T-ray biosensor (from Fig T'1)'

tt.2.7 Liquid DTDS exper¡ments

Liquid DTDS is a novel system developed for studying liquid samples with the high

accuracy of double-mod.ulated DTDS. LI Ch' 8,liquid DTDS was PloPosed for the first

time and the noise performance of the system was analysed - it was shown that for a

highly absorbing liquid, such as water, the accuracy could be improved by over two

orders of magnitude. The idea was prototyped using an audio speaker to modulate

the liquid sample, which enabled the idea to be proven experimentally'

The noise reduction was achieved using ømplitude ønd meøn detection, in which the sam-

ple and reference T-ray pulses wefe measured simultaneously' The reference pulse

enabled non-varying properties in the T-ray system to be normalised out of the sam-

ple pulse, leaving only information on the sample to be studied' The noise perfor-

mance of liquid DTDS with amplitud'e and' mean detection, when implemented in a

second-generation system, offers to be better than any previous liquid studies atT-ray

frequencies
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Figure 11.5' Liquid DTDS sample holder. This photograph shows the prototype liquid sample

holder used to demonstrate double-modulated DTDS being applied for the time to
liquid samples (from Fig. 8.6).

LL.2.8 T-ray imaging

Imaging with T-ray spectrometers are reviewed in Ch. 9, covering the properties of
T-ray images and some demonstrated applications. Three of the main advantages of
T-ray imaging compared to X-ray imaging are: (i) its non-ionising, and therefore safe,

nature, (ii) the sensitivity to polar materials and not to non-polar (dry) materials, and
(iii) the automatic provision of spectroscopic information, due to the broad bandwidth
of each measurement.

One of the main limitations of T-ray imaging is its resolution - in the far-field, the

improved by operating in the optical near-field, that is within a wavelength's distance
from the T-ray source (or equivalently, from the detector). For high-density biosensing
applications, for example, this higher resolution is necessary.

11.2.9 Near-field generation experiments

Chapter L0 explores and demonstrates a novel near-field source for use in a T-ray mi-
croscoPe - this would enable cell-level study of biomedical sample and high-resolution
biochip measurements. Using a tightly-focussed optical beam in an electro-optic (EO)

crystal, aT-ray source was created with a spatial resolution of 66-ym.
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The experiments in Ch. 10 also uncoveled an unexPected enhancement in T-rays gen-

erated. from a very small Source. This enhancement overcame to some extent the re-

duction in T-ray power due to shrinking the volume of the T-ray source'

LL.3 Recommendations for future work

T-ray sensing and imaging has developed and' spread widely since the early 1990s'

Initially present primarily in physics and electrical and electronic engineering research

groups, T-rays are now used by physicists, engineers, chemists and biologists' The

T-ray band can play a role in ind.ustry, homeland security and medicine'

There are currently over a hund.red grouPs world-wide using T-rays and commercial

systems are on the market. There are, however, still numerous hurdles to be overcome

before T-rayspectrometers compete with other techniques in spectroscoPy'biosensing'

medical diagnostics and industrial imaging. These challenges include size, cost, output

power, SNR, bandwidth, depth penetration, water sensitivity, spatial resolution' speed

of d.ata acquisition and the lack of a large T-ray knowledge base' As indicated in this

Chapter, these challenges are being addressed and future development will probably

find T-rays implanted in vital biological applications'

A number of recommendations to support future developments have arisen out of the

studies in this Thesis. A number of outstanding open questions arising, directions for

future work, and recommendations are sulrunarised by topic below

11.3.1 T-rays and CW T-raYs

Although pulsed T-ray systems are extremely sensitive, there is still a push to achieve

higher power T-ray systems. One very promising direction for the future is a syn-

chrotron T-ray source - although requiring an electron accelerator, this would provide

a very high-power pulsed source of T-ray rad.iation. This idea is being explored at the

Jefferson Lab in the US (Carr et al., 2002) and at the Australian Synchrotron Project in

Australia (Chan et a1.,2003)'

Another very pfomising source is the T-ray Quantum Cascade Laser (QCL), which

continues to be developed by scientists world-wide' Meanwhile, p-Germanium (Ge)

lasers, T-ray 8as-vaPour lasers and backward wave oscillators continue to be used as

convenient laboratory T-ray sources'
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11.3.2 Pulsed T-ray systems

Pulsed T-ray systems depend intimately on the stability of their ultrafast laser. An open
question, being addressed by laser companies and research teams, is to improve the
stability of ultrafast pulsed lasers. This can be achieved by using laser-diodes to power
the ultrafast laser, instead of another gas laser, or by using a power limiting device.

Ultrafast lasers are also reducing in size and cost, therefore reducing the size and cost

of T-ray spectrometers. Figure 11.6 shows a model compact T-ray spectromete4, based

on a fibre laser, that is about one foot (about 30 cm) in length on all sides.

Figure 11'6. Compact T-ray spectrometer. This photograph shows a compect T-ray system,

based on a fibre Iaser (manufacturer: IMRA America lnc., Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA;

URL: http://www.inra.con), sitting on a table with one-inch spaced holes (after

(Li et al., 1999b)).

A number of future system developments of T-ray systems can be envisaged, includ-
ing: (i) a short path-length system, in which the T-ray travel only a very small distance
in the atmosphere, (ii) a reflective system directly in contact with a sample, for ex-
ample in an endoscope, and (iii) semi-integrated turn-key T-ray systems connected to
ultrafast lasers.

11.3.3 Protein spectroscopy exper¡ments

The major problem with all current T-ray biosensing studies is a lack of fundamen-
tal physical understanding, especially of the observed T-ray absorption spectra. An
important initiative will be highly-detailed modelling of large biomolecules at T-ray
frequencies, using numerical modelling techniques. Such models could also be used
to explain the solvation of water in charged solvents, such as L,4-dioxane.
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The protein studies in this Thesis could be greatly enhanced by further studies at cryo-

genic temperatures and in a vacuum - under such conditions' the higher resonances

are no longer populated, and the fundamental molecular structure is easier to discern'

A related improvement would be a T-ray spectrometer with a bandwidth spanning to

r'T1zand above. It would be interesting to integrate a broad-band T-ray system with

other spectroscopic techniques, such as Inm-wave and far-infrared (FIR) spectroscopy'

to measure a continuous spectrum of certain materials'

A long-range project for T-ray spectroscoPy is the observation of molecular confor-

mation changing in real-time, for example by probing the T-ray absorption of photo-

activated biomolecules, such as bacteriorhodopsin, a molecule linked to photon detec-

tion in human vision (walther et aI., 2000a)' This experiment would take advantage of a

number of unique T-ray properties: (i) non-invasiveness, (ii) conformation-sensitivity'

and (iii) ps time resPonse'

11.3.4Double-modulatedDTDsexper¡ments

Double-mod.ulated. DTDS, used to study a silicon Dioxide layer in ch' 6' has the po-

tential for d.ielectric measurements for the electronics industry as integrated circuits

move from lower to upper GHz speeds. T-ray sensing is a competitive technology for

characterising these materials'

A more specific improvement of double-modulated DTDS will be a modulation freq-

uency in the MÏzrange, rather than at k1z, as used' in ch' 6' This would require a

high-frequency modulator, such as an electro-optic modulator' and a high frequency

Lock-In AmPlifier (LIA)'

11.3.5 Bioaffinity sensing exper¡ments

T-raybioaffinity sensing can be used for a very large range of binding pairs: (i) the

Biotin-Avidin system can be extended. by attaching other species of interest' or ampli-

fied with gold micro-spheres, and (ii) antibodies and antigen pairs have been devel-

oped for many interesting substances, for example, proteins, polysaccharides' nucleic

acids, including more complex particles such as pollens, infectious agents' viruses and

tissue cells
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The quality of the sensor slides used in Ch.7 was limited by their preparation - surface
inhomogeneities made a large contribution to experimental noise. In the future, a more
uniform sensor preparation technique can be used to coat the quaúz slide, such as spin
coating, or the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique (Atkins,2002). Spin coating uses a

rapidly rotating disk to evenly coat a thin layer of biomolecules onto a sensor slide.
The LB technique uses a mono-molecular layer of biomolecules floating in a liquid-
filled trough float - the sensor slide is pulled through the floating layer on the surface
of the liquid, and is coated with a single homogeneous layer of molecules.

For high-volume analysis, sample and reference films can be deposited into a biochip
array containing many samples. A large affay of samples, all modulatecl fgr DTDS,
and addressed with near-field T-ray pulses, is sketched in Fig. 11.2.

sample reference

mod ulation
species 'A' sensor

species 'B' sensor

species 'C' sensor

species 'D' sensor

Figure 11'7. Biosensor array implementation. This concept diagram shows an array of sample

and reference films being probed by near-field r-ray DTDS (from Fig. 7.15).

11.3.6 Liquid DTDS exper¡menrs

The li id DTDS system demonstrated in this Thesis will be ideal for further studies of
enz)¡rnes in organic solvents, as was first attempted in Ch. 5 but still had noise limita-
tions. Other important liquids to be studied with high accuracy are: pure water, sugars
and salts in water, biomolecules mixed with tiquids, and bioliquids, for example sugar
levels in blood or drug testing. T-ray liquid spectroscopy could also be of use in the
fermentation industry, lor non-invasively detecting the progress of the fermentation

Process.

An initial system improvement would be to use a high-quality modulation drive{, such
as a piezoelectric actuator, to change the thickness of the liquid sample (see Fig. 11.8).

A separate field of study is trace water in the petrochemical industry, where the base
material is transparent to T-rays, and any water impurities are easy to detect.

raysT v
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modulated Teflon window

fixed Teflon window

transmitted T-ray beam

piezo translator

Figure 11.8. Piezoelectric sample modulator concept. This photograph shows how a piezoelec-

tric positioner might be used to implement lìquid DTDS with sufficient accuracy to

improve the noise performance by over two orders of magnitude (from Fig. 8.17)'

11.3.7 Near-field generation exper¡ments

High-resolution bioaffinity sensing is a significant area for the study of living systems

and the discovery and development of new drugs. Near-field T-tay soufces would

enable T-raybiosensing to be integrated in a manner similar toFig'7 '1'5'

Cell-level stud.ies of biomedical samples also requires a higher resolution than far-field

T-rays can provide. A near-field source or detection system could be investigated for a

T-ray microscope in, for example, malignant cancer identification.

Lt.4 Summary of orig inal contributions

The original contributions in this Thesis were described in Sec. 1'3 in the introductory

Chapter. In summary, the key contributions are as follows:

I. T-ray protein spectroscopy. Experimental studies were carried out for the first

time to measure the response of protein and water mixtures using T-rays' These

experiments revealed that T-rays could non-invasively sense the difference be-

tween bound and free water in solution, all at room temperature' The hydration

levels that were d.etected. are similar to hydration levels that determine the ac-

tivity of en4¡mes, suggesting an application for T-rays in monitoring enzyme

activity in real time.
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laser

T-ray image

|.ffl-l

mrcroscope monrtor

Figure 11.9. A T-ray microscope concept. This concept diagram shows how high-resolution T-ray

imaging could be combined with optical microscopy into a system for high resolution

biosensing (from Fig. 10.1).

2. Double-modulated DTDS. A method for characterising thin films, DTDS, was

implemented practically through the use of double modulation. The noise im-
provement of double modulation was modelled and tested for the first time.

3. T-ray bioaffinity sensing. T-rays were used for the first time to detect binding
between analytes and ligands. This effect was modelled as a series of reflections

at the dielectric interfaces.

4. Liquid T-ray spectroscopy. Accurate liquid spectroscopy was demonstrated for
the first time, using a prototype liquid DTDS system. The novel implementation

of T-ray mean and amplitude detection promises to improve the accuracy of these

measurements by two orders of magnitude.

5. T-ray microscopy. High-resolution T-ray imaging was demonstrated using a novel
nearfield source, created by a sub-wavelength-sized generating volume in an

electro-optic (EO) crystal. Jointly with Tao Yuan, an unexpected enhancement

of T-ray generation was observed at the focus for very thin EO crystals (Yuan

et al., 2002).
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11.5 Cha r summa

This Chapter has given an overview of the major conclusions of this Thesis' and pre-

sented a number of recommendations for future work in the field' As summarised in

the Chapter, this Thesis has made a number of maior contributions to T-ray science and

technology. The work herein is unique, original, and provides a direction for further

corrtributions to T-raY science.
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The Limit of SPectral
Resolution in T-raY TDS

study conducted into the limit of T-

e to the signal-to-noise ratio (specif-

I T-ray Time-Domain SPectroscoPy

(TDS). The pulsed nature of T-ray TDS sets a fundamental limit on its sPec-

tral resolution; although the spectral resolution of T-ray spectroscopy can

be improved by increasing the duration of the temporal measurement, it

is fund,amentally limited by the signal-to-noise ratio in the time-domain'

This Append.ix presents calculations and experimental results relating the

temporal signal-to-noise ratio ol aT-tay spectroscopy system to its spectral

resolution. Three typical pulsed T-ray sources are described.
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4.1 lntroduction

4.1.1 Motivation

T-ray Time-Domain Spectroscopy (TDS) is an innovative sensing and imaging technol-

ogy for generating electromagnetic radiation at T-ray frequencies. T-ray spectroscopy

provides information unavailable through conventional methods, such as microwave

and X-ray techniques. To optimise T-ray spectroscopy, efforts have been made to ex-

tend the bandwidth (Huber et al., 2000; Kono et al., 2002) and improve the signal-to-

noise-ratio (SNR) of T-ray systems (Duvillaret et a1.,2000; Mickan et al., 2002c).

A desirable characteristic of any spectroscopy measurement is high spectral resolution,

which is critical for observing resonances with narrow line widths, associated with dis-

tinct energy transitions at T-ray frequencies (Beard et a1., 2002). Molecular absorption

resonances have linewidths of approximately 1 to 3 GHz (1 to 3 cm-1) for vapour ro-

tational modes (van Exter and Grischkowsky, 7990b) or vibrational modes in simple

biomolecules (Walther et al., 2000a).

This Appendix reviews the fundamental dependencies of spectral resolution in TDS

and shows how a typical T-ray system is fundamentally limited by its SN& or more

specifically tllre dynamic range (the ratio of T-ray signal to probe beam noise).

A.t.2 Previous studies

In T-ray TDS, the spectrum is calculated by a numerical Fast Fourier Transformation

(FFT) from the measured temporal waveform ,y(t).The measured waveform is a series

of N discrete values y(n) sarnpled at time intervals of f, seconds, that is,

y(n) : y(t : ntr), n : 0...N

The spectrum is also a discrete set of values,

Y(k) :rFTfu(n)), k :0... N

From Fourier theory, a higher spectral resolution A/ is obtained by extending the tem-

poral measurement window T, which corresponds to the scanning distance - that is

.1LÍ = T, (4.1)
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whereT:(N-1)úr.

The duration of the temporal measurement window is limited by one of three experi-

mental considerations: (i) the repetition rate f",". of the laser source (used to generate

and d.etect T-ray pulses), (ii) the length of the scanning delay stage L that translates

into a scanning d.uration T, anð.(iii) the amount of noise in the measutement'

The time d'uration between consecutive pulses' 7/ fv""' can be improved by using a

lowerrepetitionratelaser-forexample,aregenerativeamplifiedlaser'

The length L of the scanning delay can be extend'ed by using an alternative time scan-

ningmethod-forexample,amulti-reflectionconfiguration'

Thelimitationduetonoiseinthemeasurementisthemostdifficulttoovercome'and
therefore tends to be the fundamentar limitation on frequency resorution in T-ray spec-

troscoPY measurements'

The noise in T-ray TDS arises from two soufces: (i) fluctuations in the T-ray radiation

Nr(f),and(ii)fluctuationsinthelaserprobebeamN¡(t)(Xueta1.,2003).Thecon-
tributions of these noise sources, and their d.ependence on the temporal measurement

duration, are d.escribed in sec. 4.2. The physical sources of T-ray noise and probe beam

noise are d.iscussed in other publications (van Exter and Grischkowsky' 1990b)'

4.1.3 Objective summary

In this Appendix, the spectral resolution of time-domain spectroscopy is shown to be

limited. fundamentally by the tempoli¿l! dynømic rnnse' or signal-to-noise ratio (sNR)

caused by the laser probe beam, of the T-ray spectrometer'

The relationship between the dlmamic range and the achievable frequency resolution

is demonstrated. in this Appendix using calculations and experimental data'

A.2 TheorY

Any sampled T-ray waveform includes the electric field of T-ray radiation Er(t)'noise

due to fluctuations in the T-tay field N1(f) and background noise from the T-ray de-

tection (probe) beam, N3(f):

y(t) : ErU)+ Nr(r) + NB(r)' (A'2)
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In T-ray TDS, the time-domain waveform y(t) is measured at a series of points from
t : 0 to t : T. The waveform samples are uniformly spaced by a time ú, over the
duration 7 : (N - I)tr, where N is the total number of samples. The waveform is
therefore represented by the discrete series:

y(n) : Er(n) + N1(z) -t Ns(n), (A.3)

lorn:0toN-1.

The electric field of the T-ray radiation, E7, occurs as a pulse, with a duration r of
approximately z = 1 to 10 ps. The pulse has a sharp rise time and decay in the first
few ps, followed by a low amplitude decay. The exact form of the T-ray pulse depends
on the T-ray emitte4, the most common of which are Photoconductive Dipole Anten-
nas (PDAs), semiconductor wafers exhibiting Surface Current Generation (SCG), and
electro-optic crystals exhibiting Optical Rectification (OR). Equations that model the
shape of these generated T-ray waveforms are listed Table 4.1, and an example sim-
ulated PCA waveform is shown in Fig. 4.1. The energy of E7 is concentrated in the
initial part of the pulse, t = T, as shown in the example energy waveform in Fig. 4.2.

Currently, T-ray radiation for most systems is generated by photo-switching (Auston
et al., 7984a) or Optical Rectification (Wu and ZJnang,1995). The temporal waveform
of the T-ray pulse generated by photo-switching may be described as either bipolar
(with an outer electrical field) or unipolar (with an inner electrical field). The temporal
waveform of the T-ray pulse generated by Optical Rectification (OR) is considered as a

damped oscillation.
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Table 4.1 Model equations of waveforms generated by alternate T-ray sources' The tem-

poral waveform of the T-ray pulse depends mainly on the generation and detection

mechanism and varies from one T-ray spectrometer to another. The waveforms may

be simulated using several simple formulas. This Table lists the temporal waveforms

(rr(r)) for T-ray pulses generated by three common sources of pulsed T-ray radiation:

(i) a Photoconductive Antenna (PCA), see Sec. 3.2'1, which has a bi-polar waveform; (ii)

an unbiased semiconductor and Surface Current Generation (SCG) (SCG)' see Sec' 3'2'4,

which has a unipolarwaveform; and (iii) Optical Rectification (OR), see Sec' 3'2'2, which

has a decaying oscillation. ln these models, A is the maximum amplitude of the T-ray

field (in A.U. or Volts), T represents the pulse duration (in s), ú is time (in s), and øs

is the oscillation frequency (in rad/s) and ø is the decay constant (a function of z) of

generated beam in oR. (These equations are taken from Xu et al. (2003).)

T-ray source Model generated waveform

PCA zAþexp(-t2 /12)

SCG
2S exp(-t2 /r2) - aAft exp(-t2 /r2)

OR Asin(øsf) exp(-at), t>0
f<00
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Table 4.2. Model equations of spectra generated by atternate T-ray sources. This Table

lists the temporal spectra (Er(.)) for T-ray pulses generated by three common sources

of pulsed T-ray radiation: (i) Photoconductive Antenna (PCA), (ii) Surface Current

Generation (SCG), and (iii) Optical Rectification (OR). These equations are obrained

by Fourier theory from the time-domain pulse models in Table 4.1. ln these models,

A is the maximum amplitude of the T-ray field (in A.U. or Volts), T represents the

pulse duration (in s), rr; is frequency (in rad/s), and 1116 is the oscillation frequency (in

radls) and a is the decay constant (a function of z) of generated beam in OR. (These

equations are taken from Xu et al. (2003).)

T-ray source Model generated spectra

PCA

SCG

OR

A ffiexp(-o:2r2 ¡+)

A # exp(-u2rz /+)

A ul
[a2 + (ø s - u)2]lar+@ o + Øn
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The noise in the T-raybeam, N1, is caused by fluctuations in T-ray generation' due

to pump beam noise. This noise has a zero mean, a 1/ f spectral distribution and is

proportional to the T-ray electric field at each moment in time, N1(f) o( E7(ú)' As it

is proportional to the T-ray electric field, the energy in the T-tay noise is concentrated

in the same d.uration, that is t x T. For short measurement durations' the noise in the

T-ray beam dominates the noise in the probe laser beam' Flowever' for large values of

T, thenoise in the probe beam makes a larger contribution' This Appendix is a study

of sNR for large values of T, thus the effect of N1 is neglected in comparison to the

effect of Np

The noise in the laser probe beam, N6, is directþ due to laser fluctuations and is zeÍo-

mean, white, Gaussian noise with a variance of op, Unlike N7, the noise in the probe

beam is not dependent on the T-ray Power. For large T, the contribution of probe beam

noise dominates the T-raY noise

T.nedynømicrangeistheratiooftheT-raysignaltotheprobebeamnoise,

.Er
dynømicrange: t.

The two contributions to the dynamic range, E7 and N3, ârÊ shown in Fig' A'L as wave-

forms in the time-domain. The T-ray pulse has a high initial amplitude that quickly

d.ies away. The probe beam noise has a low but constant amplitude and a Gaussian

probability distribution.

The contribution of E7 is greater than N3 or NT at small values of the measurement

d.uration 7 (when T is approximately equal to the signal duration z)' However' at

large values of T,the contribution of N¡ begins to d'ominate' The contribution of N7

falls in proportion to E7,so for low values of E7 at large T, Ne dominates'

The contributions oÍ E7 and. Ne can be compared in terms of energy' Figure A'2, th.e

energy waveform, shows that for large valu es of T ,the noise in the probe beam makes

a larger contribution to the enefgy in the measurement than the signal E7' This re-

sult shows that increasing the value or T willlead to an eventual reduction in overall

signal-to-noise ratio. Thus the fundamental limit on spectral resolution in T-ray TDS'

Lf * t/T ,is caused by the probe beam noise'

(A.4)
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Figure 4.1' Simulated time-domain T-ray waveform and probe beam noise. This Figureshows

a portion of a simulated T-ray signal E7 and accompanying probe beam noise N3. The

T-ray waveform shows a sharp rise and fall, while the probe beam noise shows a lower

but constant amplitude with a Gaussian probability distribution. These waveforms

were simulated using the time-domain equation for a PCA pulse in Table 4.1 and the

ra¡rd¡ random Gaussian noise generation function in Marl,ae. The parameters for

this simulation are shown in Table 4.3.

0
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Table 4.3. Parameter values used to simulate the T-ray pulse in Fig' A'1 in Matlab' The

parameters used in the simulation are listed in col' 1, and the values used in this

simulation are in Col.2. The simulated pulse from a PCA was modelled using the

equation in Table A.1. The values listed in this table are similar to those used in T-ray

experiments. The dynamic range is the ratio of T-ray pulse amplitude to probe beam

noiseamplitude.Thestagescanlengthisthedistancetravelledbythedelaystateina

T-rayspectrometerLthatwouldcreateascantimeofT;theI/2factoriscausedby

the optica I delay being double the physical translation of the stage

Parameter Symbol Value

Dynamic range

Pulse duration

Sample seParation

No. of samples

Scan time

Stage scan length

A/qn-t
T

ts

N

7:ts(N-1)
L:T co/2

10 v/v
5ps

66.67 fs

16,384 (214) points

1.09 ns

16.3 cm
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Figure 4.2' Simulated T-ray energy and probe beam noise energy as a function of time.
The plots of probe beam noise energy lN612 and T-ray signal energy lEll2 show the

energy in the signal and beam noise as a function of time n: t/ts. The T-ray signal

has most of its energy in the initial part of the pulse, with very little energy remaining

for larger times. The average energy in the probe beam noise is constant over time.

These plots are obtained by taking the amplitude of the waveforms in Fig. 4.1.
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The limit of acceptable sNR in a particular experiment depends on the specific mea-

surement, but there will always be some limit beyond which the signal of interest is

obscured.

The sNR in an experiment can be quantified' in the time domain by comparing the total

sumof thesignatenergytil-t lE7(tothesumof thenoiseenergytil-t (lrurlt + lN¡12)'

As a larger value ol T ischosen, the total contribution due to Nr will rise while the

signal power remains approximately constant. At some point the accumulated noise

enefgy (from the probe beam) will be greater than the accumulated T-ray energy' and

the average frequency signal will be obscured by noise'

The cumulative contributions of T-ray Powef and probe beam noise can be compared

by summing the energy over each scan; Fig. 4.3 shows the total signal and noise ener-

gies as a function of increasing 7'
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simulated T-ray and probe beam noise energy accumulation as a function of

time. The plots in this graph show the accumulation of energy over a measurement

time n: t/ts: accumulated probe beam noise energy Eä-t llVt12, and accumulated

T-ray signal energy L6-1l1rlz.These simulated graphs are obtained by numerically

integratingthegraphsinFig.A.2,butthetimescalehasbeenextendedtoshowthe

pointwheretheaccumulatedprobebeamnoiseenergyequalstheaccumulatedT-ray

signal energy: at this point the average signal-to-noise ratio (due to probe beam noise)

:1. The vertical axis values have been scaled down by 106 from Fig A'2for clarity'

40 60

Time-domain samPles, n

Figure 4.3.
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The point in Fig. 4.3 where the two curves intersect corresponds to the duration at
which the total T-ray signal energy equals the total noise energy in the probe beam.

Thus, at the intersection point, the average SNR of the T-ray spectrum is unity.

The average SNR of a spectroscopy measurement depends on the temporal measure-

ment duration 7. However, T-ray TDS is typically used to study specific frequency
ranges, depending on the frequencies of interest - for example, specific absorption
modes in gas molecules, or the dielectric constant of a material in a specific frequency
range. To show the SNR of a measurement in a specific frequency tarrge, and how it
depends otr T, the spectra of a T-ray pulse (in this case simulated from a PCA) and
the probe beam noise are shown in Fig. 4.4. This Figure shows that the SNR of the

spectrum is different for different frequencies, thus the average SNR (as calculated in
the time domain) is less important than the SNR at a specific frequency of interest.
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Figure 4.4. Simulated T-ray and probe beam noise spectra. This graph shows a portion of

the sampled (amplitude) spectra of the T-ray signal E7(k) and the probe beam noise

Ns(/c) Most of the T-ray energy lies in a narrow part of the spectrum while the white,

Gaussian probe beam noise is distributed equally across all frequencies, thus the SNR

of interest depends on the frequency range of interest. The spectra in this graph were

obtained using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in M,trI,,qe of the temporal waveforms

in Fig. 4.1.
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Irr T-ray TDS, the spectrum of T-ray pulse energy, Er(u), is represented by a discrete

frequency-domain data series , Er(k),where k = 0 to N - 1" The frequency spacing of

the points , Lf , equaìs t/T (from Fourier theory). The T-ray signal power at a given

frequency, for example fi, can be seen through measurement (using the FFT' as in

Fig. A. ) or calculation of the T-ray spectrum, E1, using the expressions in Table A'1

and substituting u :2rcft.

From Fourier theory, it can be shown that the mean of the probe beam noise in the

frequency domain, and its variance êr-r,depend. on the variance in the time domain'

dÈ_r,^dthe number of points in the FFT, N (Proakis and Manolakis, 1996):

dÈ-,: N êr-r. (A'5)

From the discussion of an increased contribution from probe beam noise for long scan-

ning times, it is not surprising that the mean level of the noise, and its variance' are

proportional to N, as shown irr Eq' (A'5)'

The maximum frequency resolution of a measurement at a frequency of interest' for

example h, is determined by the length of T, which is in turn determined by the

acceptable SNR at fi in the frequency spectrum'

To measure the response at frequency f1 of a sample with a material absorption of

strength M(ø),ansNRof atleast 1/M(fùisrequired' Foratime-domainprobebeam

of .,u.iurr. e of fi-r(which can be measured), the maximum frequency resolution al f1

willbe givenbY

Af.t(Á) -- I/T^u*'

where 7*u,. is the value of 7 such that the T-ray signal enefgy at fi equals 1/M(fù-

times the noise energy at f1, that is,

l¿r(/r) f : hN di-,' (A'6)

ThussinceN:T/ts,
t' lEr(ft , m(f, (A.7)

T^u*
-t

An example timit on Lf ,using Eq. (A.7) with realistic experimental quantities' is given

in Sec.4.4.
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The dependence of the SNR at a frequency of interest (fi) can be expressed as a function
ofT

sNR(Í) Er(ft)
rB-c¿

'/E 
e,

(4.8)
JT os-,

For a given time-domain probe beam varianc 
" 

dÀ-rand sampling interval fr, the signal-
to-noise ratio at a given frequency is inversely proportional to the square root of the

scanning range 7. This result is confirmed experimentally in the following Section.

4.3 Experiments

To demonstrate experimentally the relationship between the dynamic range in the freq-
uency domain and temporal scanning range, aT-ray waveform was measured using
a femtosecond laser and a 2-mm-thickZnTe crystal (Zhanget a1., 7992b). The emitted
T-tay wave was collimated and focused by two parabolic mirrors and detected using
Electro-Optic Sampling (EOS) by a S-mm-thick ZnTe crystal (Wu and Zlnang, 1995).

The entire T-ray beam path was purged by dry air and the humidity was limited to
less than 6o/"; water vapour absorption was not considered to be significant in these

experiments. The delay stage resolution in the experiment was 70 yrn (ts = 66.67 fts)

and the temporal measurement d¡mamic range was 1000.

A series of T-ray spectra were extracted by Fourier transform (FFT) of the temporal
waveforms in the range of 0 to 2nTs,where Ts = 8.53 ps and n : 0,I,. . . 11. That is, 12

measurements were made, each with a duration ranging from 0 to 2nTs. The different
duration measurements were designed to measure different amounts of background
noise.

4.4 Results

The signal-to-noise ratio at the frequency with the maximum amplitude (fi) is pre-
sented as a function of temporal scanning range in Fig. 4.5. The solid dots are exper-
imental data and the curve is fitted by Eq. (4.8). The SNR in the frequency domain is

inversely proportional to the square root of the temporal scan duration, as predicted
by the theory in Sec.4.2.
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Figure A.5. Measured sNR of r-ray TDS at one frequency (Á) versus scan duration' This

graphshowsthevariationoftheSNRofT-rayTDSatonefrequencyasafunctionof

thetemporalscanningrangeT'Thefrequencychosenforthesemeasurementswasthe

frequencythathadthehighestamplitude.Thesoliddotsareexperimentaldataand

thecurveisfittedthecalculatedresultsfromEq.(A.B),thusconfirmingitsaccuracy.

TheexperimentalconditionsaredescribedinSec.A.3'ThespectralresolutionA/is

alsoshowninthisgraph,andisinverselyproportionaItothescanningrangeT'
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4.5 Conclusion

For a generated T-ray spectrum from a PCA, such as in Fig. 4.4, the spectral shape can

be modelled using the equation for a PCA in Table A.2,

Er(u) : A+ exp -u2r2 ¡ 4. (4.9)
\/2

From Eq. (4.9), Eq. (A.7), and Lf :1/T^u*, the best frequency resolution for a sample

with absorption M(r) can be expressed as

Â/-i" : +¿max

ztsM(fù O n f, r expl-rc' f? ,'l (A.10)

For example, for a sample with M(f1) = 7% at a frequency of interest ft : 0.78T}l2,
probed with a T-ray spectrometer (sampled at f, = 66.67 fs) using a PCA emitter (pulse

duration r = 5 ps, spectrum from Table 4.2) and a measured dynamic range A/ os_¡ :
1,06, the highest spectral resolution of the T-ray spectrometer is approximately 0.8 GHz.

4.5 Conclusion

In summary, this Appendix has demonstrated that the spectral resolution of T-ray spec-

troscopy depends not only on the duration of the sampled time-domain waveform
y(t),but more fundamentally on thre dynamic rønge of the T-ray spectrometer. A high-
dynamic range system is required for high-resolution spectroscopy.

For a typical spectroscopy system limited by probe beam noise, an achievable res-

olution of approximately 0.8 GHz is achievable at around 0.5 THz. This compares

favourably to molecular linewidths, which are of the order of 7 GHz. For higher freq-

uency measurements, broadband T-ray generation using Surface Current Generation
(SCG) or Optical Rectification (OR) is required (Han and Zlnang,7998a; Leitenstorfer

et al., 1999).

4.5.1 Future work

For high-resolution T-ray spectroscopy, the ratio of T-ray power to laser probe beam

power must be maximised.

Research is ongoing into high-power T-ray sources based on PCAs (Zhao et a1.,2002b)

and electron beams (Williams, 2002).

: ,¡-,,(
2
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Noise in the probe beam can be reduced by using stable solid-state-pumped ultrafast

lasers (Moon, 1993),byhard-limiting the output power of the laser (Zhang et al'' 2001a)

and by using longer integration times (signal averaging)'

4.6 Appendix summary

This Appendix has shown that the spectral resolution of T-ray spectrometers is limited

not only by the time d,uration of a scanned measurement, but also on the dyramic

range of the spectrometer. This understanding is critical to planning high resolution

studies with Pulsed T-raYs.
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ome of the exPerimental equiPment

ts in further detail, and summarises

ocedure used for spectroscoPy exper-

iments in this Thesis. Data acquisition is discussed below' Numerical data

processing is covered in Appendix D'
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8.1 Femtosecond laser

B. 1 Femtosecond laser

The most important part of a pulsed T-ray spectrometer. The laser used for most of the

spectroscopy experiments in this Thesis is shown in Figs. 8.1 and 8.2. Afull description

of its operation can be found in the manufacturer's manual.

argon-ron pump prisms & slit controls

high reflector output coupler

BeamLoc output beam

pump control

Figure 8.1 Photograph of an ultrafast laser - closed. This photograph shows the exterior of the

fs laser used in most experiments in this Thesis (model: Tsunami, manufacturer: Spec-

tra Physics, Mountain View, CA, USA; URL: http: //vtww.spectraphysics.con).
The fs laser is powered by a CW argon-ion laser, running on all wavelengths (blue-

green), labelled as the pump in this photograph. The pump control is used to control

the power of the argon-ion laser; typically, an optimum level of pump power from the

argon-ion laser is selected for maximum pulsed output power from the fs laser, without

adding any extra CW from the fs laser. BeamLoc is a control system used to stabilise

the alignment of the argon-ion laser, which in turn stabilises the fs laser output. The

alignment of the fs laser is optimised on a day-to-day basis using the high reflector and

output coupler alignment controls. The prisms & slit controls are used to optimise the

power and pulse duration of the output fs pulses.
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high reflector controls

prisms & slit controls

t n-

I so".
I

f

AOM

output couPler

FigureB'2'Photographofanultrafastlaser_open'Thisphotographshowstheinte-
rior of the femtosecond laser used in most experiments in this Thesis (model:

Tsunami, manufacturer: Spectra Physics, Mountain View, CA, USA; URL: http:

//wvlw.spectraphysics.con).VisibleinthisdiagramistheAcousto-opticModu-
lator (AoM unit, used to sustain mode-locking (pulsed operation) over long periods

of time. The path of the laser beam is marked in red, refracting through the four

dispersion-control prisms and into the AOM and output coupler (from left to right)'
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8.2 Example ultrafast T-ray experimental layout

8.2 Example ultrafast T-ray exper¡mental layout

The photograph in Fig. 8.3 shows the layout of the experimental T-ray system used for
most of the experiments in this Thesis. Visible are the Argon-Ion and Ultrafast Lasers,
used to generated femtosecond laser pulses (see Sec. 8.1), and the optical components
used to generate and detect T-rays (see sneq:optics), all attached to a vibration-isolating
optical table.

Figure B'3. Example T-ray system photo. The T-ray spectroscopy system shown in this pho-

tograph was used for most of the experiments in this Thesis. The ultrafast laser and

optics required for T-ray generation and detection were laid out on a vibration-isolating

optical table.
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8.3 Practical alignment of a T-raY sYstem for DTDS

Careful and. repeatable alignment of the T-ray spectrometer is critical to making good

measurements. The following list outlines the important steps used in experiments for

double_modulated DTDS in Ch. 6 0f this Thesis - the list relates to the setup in Fig. 8.4.

The times indicate the approximate duration of each step.

1. power up argon-ion laser and. allow to warm up. Turn on all electronics (2'5hrs)'

2. Set samPle in Place.

3. Check alignment on laser and all irises, and' record laser power (10min)'

4. Set sample such that T-rays pass through the substrate, and find the timing on

the delay stage with the first Lock-La Amplifier (LIAL). Record the laser position

(1Smin).

5. Check laser alignment with irises (smin)'

6. Optimise power at the T-raypulse peakby tweaking the atignment of the pump

and Probe mirrors (15min)'

7. Balance photodiodes' cufrent by rotating the quartef-wave plate (QWP)'

8. Set the LIAL phase to synchronise with the chopper phase, and record the sNR'

9. Turn on the DTDS galvanometer, widen the time constant on LIAI'' and check

that timing is still correct. Optimise the galvanometer in its XYZ position' and set

thephaseonthesecondLlA(LIA2)'RecordtheSNR(15min).

L0. Set LlA}'stime constant to L s. Scan the delay stage 5120 yrn starting at -600 yrn

from the peak with 20 ymresolution. This gives a maximum frequency of I2THz

anð.256data points. Save the reference pulse y' (25mn)'

11.. Move the galvanometer so the T-tay spot is on the sample/substrate boundary'

set the d.elay stage timing to the T-ray pulse peak and optimise the galvanome-

Ter'sXYZposition' Record the SNR (15min)'

L2. Set LIA2',s time constant to 1 s and scan. save the differential pulse y¿ (25mn)'

1.3. save scanned data into graphing software, and show dyr/dt' It should be ap-

proximatelY the same as Aa'
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8.3 Practical alignment of a T-ray system for DTDS

14. Repeat step 12 at least twice.

15. Process the saved pulse waveforms numerically using the DTDS algorithm for
refractive index and absorption coefficient.

pump beam probe beam

QWP

Wollaston

balanced PDs

output

Figure 8.4. DTDS spectrometer schematic with dual LlAs. Double-modulated DTDS

schematic. The pump and probe beams are split from a femtosecond laser and act to
generate and detect the T-rays. The T-rays, shown in blue, are generated in the GaAs

wafer, then collimated and focused with gold-plated parabolic mirrors. The T-ray elec-

tric field is converted to an electronic signal with the ZnTe EO crystal, e quarter-weve

plate (QWP), a Wollaston polariser and balanced photodiodes (PDs). Two Lock-ln

Amplifiers (LlAs), with the shaker and an optical modulator, implement the double-

modulation scheme. The DTDS output signal depends on the differences between the

films on opposite ends of the slide (from Fig. 6.4.)
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B.4 Data acqu¡s¡t¡on

The T-ray spectrometer used in this Thesis was controlled from a L¡¡VISW Program

(manufacturer: National Instruments, model: Version 9'0)' The computer controlled

the delay stages and. acquired data from the Lock-Úr Amplifiers (LIAs) via a General

Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB, manufacturer: National Úrstruments) network' A screen

shotoftheLnsVtEWcomPuterinterfaceisshowninFig.B.5.
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8.4 Data acquisition
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Screen shot of control software for operating T-ray TDS experiments. This is a

screen shot of the LneVIpw computer interface used to control the T-ray spectrometer

used in this Thesis. The controls for the experiment are shown on the left and the

readouts are on the right. ln the centre is a large time-domain graph of a sampled

T-ray waveform - the X-axis is a readout of the delay stage position and the Y-axis

is channel one of the Lock-ln Amplifier (LlAs) The smaller graph underneath shows

channel two of the LlA, which should be much smaller than channel one if channel

one is in phase with the optical modulator (chopper) The large display half-visible on

the right-hand side was used for reading the LIA output from across the room when

aligning certain optics.
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8.5 T-ray microscope layout

The T-ray microscope system described in Ch. L0 had a layout on the optical table as

shown in Fig. 8.6. To a large extent this layout was typical of T-ray spectrometers (de-

scribed in ch. 3), although two main features were unique. The first was the objective

lens mounted on a z-translation stage to enable focussing of the optical PumP beam

into different positions in the crystal. The second was the Eo emitter, with sample

attached, being mounted on an X-Y stage to enable two-dimensional imaging of the

sample in the near field'
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8.5 T-ray microscope layout
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Figure 8.6. Full schematic of the T-ray microscope experiment. This is a sketch of the actual

layout of the T-ray microscope experiment on the optical table. The sketch is more

detailed than the schematics in Ch. 10 because it represents a real experiment. The

optics included in this layout are listed in Table 8.1. The mirrors marked with an

asterisk '*' are critical to the alignment of the laser beam, and the divided thick black

lines are metal apertures for exactly aligning the laser beam.
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Table 8.1. Full microscopelayoutcomponents' ThisTableliststhecomponentsof thefullT-ray

microscope experiments shown in Fig. B'6. For a detailed description of the role these

components play in the system, see Ch' 3'

DescriptionComponent

Femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent lnc' Mira eooo)

Dielectric mirrors for 800-nm light and 45o angle of incidence

Metal iris aPertures

Lens to collimate the beam (to reduce divergence)

Half-wave plate divide power between pump & probe

Lens focus the probe beam into the detector

Removable mirror to send the beam to the autocorrelator

Polarising beam splitter to separate pump and probe beams

To change the delay between pump and probe

Variable attenuator to reduce the pump beam power

Mechanical choPPer

Faradayisolatortoblockretro-reflectedpulsesreturningtothelaser

Quarter-wave plate to set pump polarisation for maximum generation

Space for an Acousto-Optic Modulator, to potentially replace chopper

Lens to exPand the beam into L4

Lens to collimate the expanded beam for the objective lens

Objective lens to tightly focus the pump beam into the emitter

Stage to position the objective lens (Z position)

Electro-optic (EO) T-ray emitter with sample attached to lower side

Stage to position the sample (X-Y position)

Two gold-coated parabolics to collect and focus T-rays

Polariser to ensure the probe beam is polarised

Electro-optic (EO) detector for EO sampling (EOS) of the T-rays

Quarter-wave plate to compensate the EOS signal

Wollaston polariser to split the EOS signal into two polarisations

Balanced photodetectors to read the EOS signal as a current

Autocorrelator: a device for testing and diagnostics of the laser beam

Mira

mirrors

apertures

L1

HWP

L2

FLIP

BS

DELAY STAGE

ATTEN

CHOP

ISOLATOR

QWP

(AoM)

L3

L4

OBJ

OBJ STAGE

EMITTER & SAMPLE

SAMPLE STAGE

PARABOLICS

POLARISER

DETECTOR

QWP

WOLLASTON

PDs

autocorrelator
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8.6 Crossed-polariser detection

8.6 Crossed-polariser detection

A fundamental part of Electro-Optic Sampling (EOS, see Sec. 3.3.2) is the photodiode
detection circuit. A photograph of the balanced photodiodes used in the experiments
in this Thesis is shown in Fig. 8.7. The probe beam, entering the Figure from the left,
has passed though the EO crystal, and therefore has had its polarisation modulated by
the T-ray Power. This polarisation modulation is turned into an intensity modulation
with a Wollaston polariser - depending on the rotation of the probe polarisation, the
optical Power shifts between the two output beams of the Wollaston. These beams are
directed onto two photodiodes, visible in Fig. 8.8(a).

alignment mirrors

balanced PDs

quarter-wave plate

focusing lens

Wollaston polariser

BNC to pre-amp

Figure 8.7. Photograph of crossed polarisers in Electro-Optic Sampling. The polarisation

of the optical probe beam in EOS is detected using crossed polarisers. The probe

beam is focused onto the photodiodes using a lens to minimise noise from fluctuations

in the alignment of the probe beam. A quarter-wave plate is used to balance the

polarisation of the probe beam equally between the s- and p-polarisations when no

T-ray field is present. The two polarisations are directed to two photodiodes using a

Wollaston polariser. For zero T-ray field, the current in the photodiodes is equalised

using the quarter-wave plate, thus minimising the diflerence current between the two
(as measured on a digital ammeter). When the polarisation rotates due to the T-ray
field, the change in diflerence current is measured on a current pre-amplifier.

The two photodiodes are connected to output a difference current - coÍunon mode fluc-
tuation in the probe power (that is, not due to T-rays being detected) are attenuated,
while difference currents produced by polarisation rotation are amplified.

A quarter-wave plate is used to balance the power in the two beams to zerofor no T-ray
power. The T-ray path is blocked and the quarter-wave plate rotated. A DC ammeter
is needed to read the output of the balanced circuit for optimisation. Normally during
measurement, the output of the preamplifier was attached directly to the LIA.
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photodiodes

(a) Mounted balanced photodiodes and (b) Digital ammeter

current difference ci rcutt

Figure B.B. Photographs of the detection electronics: photodiodes and current meter' These

photographsshowthebalancedphotodiodesandanexampleammeterusedinthis

Thesis to detect the current caused by a T-ray pulse in Electro-optic Sampling' The

two balanced photodiodes are mounted at the height of the optical beam and wired to

deliver a difference current to the current amplifier. A DC ammeter is used to measure

the difference current when balancing the quarter-wave place in the crossed polarisers'

WhentheT-raysignal,choppedwithamechanicalchopper,isbeingmeasured,the

current is directed through a current amplifier into a Lock-ln Amplifier (LlAs)'

8.7 Lock-in a lifier and Prea pllfier

8.7.1 SRS 830 lock-in amPlifier

The operation of the stanford Research systems 830 digital Lock-Úr Amplifier (LIAs)

is described in detail in the manufacturer's manual, which is also available on the sRs

web site (uRL: http: / /www. thinksrs . com). This was the standard LIA used in the

experimentsinthisThesis'AphotographoftheLlAisshowntnEig.6'7.

A block diagram of the LIA in Fig. 8.9 outlines its operation' The features of note are

the frequency multipliers in the Phase Sensitive Detectors (PSDs)' which are followed

directþ by the low pass filters (LPFs). The PSD mixer operates by multiplying the

detected current signal U¡,wrlicf-in a T-ray spectrometer comes from balanced photo-

d.iodes, by a sinusoid.al wave at the reference frequency fr' selby the optical chopper

frequencY:
(8.1)

yPSDout:!¡xsn(znf,)'

The input signal, y¡,has many frequency componen

these comPonents are shifted by If''
ts. \Mhen multiPlied bY sn(Znf')'

ÆreH
--E-.
líntñr?

o OOOOO oo .:
(f:: rs) G.;ra) tì;,i ¡ì) ci_ L) qj;-
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8.7 Lock-in amplifier and preamplifier

The next stage of the LIA has a very narrow-band low pass filter, which attempts to
cut out any frequencies that are not at DC - and the only component at DC is that
of V¡(f : fr). The bandwidth of the filter depends on the time constant of the LIA;
a long time constant means a narrow-band filter, which is desirable for cutting out
unwanted signals (that is, noise at frequencies other than f). The trade off is that
a narrower bandwidth means longer measurement times. The relationship between
filter bandwidth BWrre and LIA time constant r¡6 is given by

BWLL\ : ^ 
7

5 X T¡14

where S is the slope of the filter, and can be set to 6 db/octave (S : 4),12 dbloctave
(S : 8),18 dbloctave (S : 32/3) or24db/octave (S :64/5).

The DC ouþut of the mixer is then the amplitude of the frequency component in the
input current that was at f1.. After the LPF, it is only this amplitude that is displayed
by the LIA. There are two mixers in the PSD to measure phase variation between the
detected frequency component and the chopper's input sine wave. The bandwidth
of the LPF determines how tightly the LIA filters out anything from the mixer that is
above DC - this determines the input noise bandwidth of the LIA and is set by the LIA
time constant.

An understanding of LIA operation was critical in the design of the double-modulated
DTDS system in Ch. 6.

8.7.2 SRS optical chopper

An optical chopper wheel was used in conjunction with the LIA to modulate the T-ray
beam at frequencies up to2kl{z (see Ch. 6).

A chopper wheel is a black metal disc with equi-spaced gaps. When the disc is spun at

a set speed and placed in a laser beam path, the beam is chopped on and off with a duty
cycle of 50%. In T-ray spectrometers, the pump beam or the T-ray beam is chopped (see

Fig.8.4), so the generated T-ray signal turns rapidly on and off. The LIA is designed

to detect the amplitude of this on-off signal, and therefore lock into the T-ray signal.
The LIA locks into the AC modulation of the probe beam (caused by the AC T-rays)

and ignores the far larger background power of the probe beam, because it is mostly at

other frequencies.
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Figure 8.9. SRS SRB30 LIA functional block diagram' This diagram shows the operation of

the LlA. The important features are the dual mixers (Phase Sensitive Detectors)' ref-

erencedtothechopperfrequency(Referenceln),andtheLowPassFilters,which

have an acceptence bandwidth set by the time constant on the LIA' From the MODEL

SRB30 DSp Lock-tn Amptifier Manual, Revision 2.0 (rtl2oo2), Copyright L993 bv SRS'

lnc.(1290-DReamwoodAvenue'Sunnyvale'Californiag408g)'
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8.7 Lock-in amplifier and preamplifier

8.7.3 Current preamplifier

Lr some instances, a low-noise current preamplifier was used to amplify the current
signal from the balanced detectors in EOS (see Sec. 3.3.2). This enabled the signal to
be amplified sufficiently so electronic noise made no contribution to the noise in the
signal - optical noise dominated. The preamplifier was used to scale the ouþut level
so that the Lock-Úr Amplifier (LIA) did not saturate.

from PDs to LIA

Figure B'10. Photograph of the low-noise current amplifier. Stanford Research Systems low-

noise current preamplifier. The preamplifier took the current signal from the balanced

photodetectors (PDs) and converted it to a voltage signal for the Lock-ln Amplifier

(LlA, see Sec. 8.7.1). The main benefit of using the preamplifier was its adjustable

gain-bandwidth product - the gain could be set sufficiently high to avoid any contri-

butions from electronic noise without reducing the bandwidth below the modulation

frequency (for example, the chopper frequency).
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8.8 Optical and mechanical comPonents

The optical and mechanical components described in this section comprise a typical T-

ray system. They are colrunercially available from both standard optics suppliers and

smaller optics comParues

8.8.1 Mirrors: for laser light

The mirrors used in our T-ray system must be broadband and have a high reflectivity

for the urtrafast g00-nm pulses. The opticar beam size remains ress than S-mm in di-

ameter throughout the system, so 0.5" or l"-diameter mirrors afe appropriate' Larger

mirrors are only required when the optical beam is expanded in, for example' an imag-

ing application (see Ch.3)'

To achieve a high reflectivity over a broad bandwidth, special ultrøføst dielectric coat-

ings are available, although they are quite expensive' A cheaper alternative' with

slightly higher loss, is a silver metallic coating on the mirror'

8.8.2 Mirrors: for T-raYs

T-rayare reflected by metallic surfaces, so gold- or silver-coated mirrors are typically

used for directing T-ray radiation'

Metal-coated parabolic mirrors are used for collimating and' focussing T-rays' A1-

though gold-coated parabolic mirrors afe moÏe expensive than other common optical

components, they provide a broadband and low-loss method of focussing the T-rays'

using plastic lenses to focus the radiation causes wavelength-dependent focal points

and reflective losses (no anti-reflection coatings are available for T-tay radiation)'

T-raylenses are not commercially available, although they have been constructed by

researchers from plastics such as polyethylene (see Ch. 3 for details)'

8.8.3 Polarisers and beam spl¡tters: for laser light

optical polarisers and beam splitters are required' in crossed-polariser detection (in

Electro-Optic Sampling, see Sec. 3.3.2). The polarisers and beam splitters should be

anti-reflection coated for 800-nm broad bandwidth pulses'
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8.8 Optical and mechanical components

The polariser most commonly used to split the pump and probe beams as a cubic
polarising beam splitter. The thickness of the cube beam splitter does introduce some

dispersion into the pulse (pulse spreading), but it has a very good extinction ratio (low
leakage between polarisations).

A pellicle beam splitter is commonly used to collinearly combine the optical and T-ray
beams in Electro-Optic Sampling (see Sec. 3.3.2). A pellicle is a thin membrane that
is transparent to T-rays and can be coated to reflect approximately 50% of an incident
optical pulse at 45". A no-loss pellicle coating must be selected because any power
absorption will damage the membrane.

Lr crossed-polariser detection (see Sec. 8.6), a Wollaston polariser is commonly used
to split the s- and p-polarisation and direct the two beams into balanced photodiodes.
Whereas a cubic beam splitter divides the two polarisations at 90" to each other, a

Wollaston polariser splits the two polarisations at an angle of about 30o, making it
easier to built a balanced photodiode circuit (see Fig. 8.8(a)).

8.8.4 Quarter- and half-wave plates

Quarter- and half-wave plates are used to alter the polarisation of the optical beam.

A half-wave plate is used to rotate the beam from the laser, thus controlling the ratio
of the Power in the pump and probe beams (the pump-probe beam splitter is fixed,
so the fraction of power in each output beam depends on the polarisation state of the
incomingbeam).

A quarter-wave plate is used in crossed-polariser detection (see Sec. 8.6) to balance

the power between the two polarisations. When no T-ray signal is present, and thus
the probe beam polarisation is unmodulated by Electro-Optic Sampling, the signal de-

tected by the balanced photodiodes is set to zero by balancing the polarisations with a

quarter-wave plate (QWP).

8.8.5 Motorised linear delay stage

A motorised delay stage is required for delaying the probe beam in pump-probe de-

tection (or gated detection, see Ch. 3).

The translation distance of the stage will determine the limit on frequency resolution
of T-ray spectroscopy (assuming sufficient signal powe{, see Appendix A), and the
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stage resolution will d.etermine the maximum observable T-ray frequency' For a total

delay stage distance D, the measured T-ray frequency resolution is A/ :1/ (2D)' For

a delay-stage resolution of L,d, the maximum measurable T-ray frequency is /,,.u* :

1/ (zvd). we use 2D anð.Zldbecause the optical pulse experiences a delay double

that of the stage delay, as shown in Fig' B'LL'

laser fs pulse probe pulse

+

pump pulse

\/
gated detector

delay stage

Figure 8.11. Gated detection schematic. This T-ray generation and detection schematic is an

example of a pump-probe experiment (from Fig' 3'6')

A total travel distance D > 10 cm is typically chosen, and stage resolution of Ld <

1pm. The stage must be motor controlled to coordinate the delay with signal acqui-

sition, thus measuring the T-ray pulse point-by-point (see Sec. 3'3)' The stage with a

motor controller is one of the most expensive components in a T-ray system' excluding

the ultrafast laser.

8.8.6 Other common components

The common optical comPonents that were used in the T-tay systems used in the ex-

periments in this Thesis were:

o optical lenses (for collimating the laser beams over long distances, or changing

the beam size to match the T-ray beam size in imaging or in electro-optic sampl-

hg);
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8.8 Optical and mechanical components

o Optical beam blocks can be any piece of opaque material with a high damage

threshold and low T-ray absorption (for example, paper or plastic);

o Linear translation stages (for optimising the alignment and position of compo-
nents, such as the T-ray emitter and detector);

o Iris diaphragms (for optical beam alignment);

o Mounts (kinematic mounts for mirrors, lenses, beam splitters, irises and crystals);

o Optical tables (for vibration isolation and positioning of the optical components);

o Rods, posts and holders (to secure components to the optical table).
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- 

Hls Appendix summar

I sample materials used

, includes the solid-state

tectors, and the solvents and proteins used in Ch' 5'
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ers:

C.L Wafers and crystals

The semiconductor samples and crystal used for T-ray generation and detection were
supplied either by private corporations or other research collaborators.

C.1.1 ZnTe

The ( 770 >-ZnTe crystals used for T-ray detection were purchased from two suppli-

o eV Producfs (Saxonburg,PA,USA; URL: http: / /wvrw. evprod.ucts. com), a division
of II-VI Inc. (Saxonburg, PA, USA; URL: http: / /v¡ww. iivi . com), and

o MaTecKGmbH (Juelich, Germany; URL: http: / /ww.,¡.mateck. de).

The ZnTe must be polished on both sides to allow transmission of the 800-nm optical
beams in Optical Rectification or Electro-Optic Sampling (see Ch. 3). The orientation
of the crystals must be <110> so the transmitted beams interact with the maximum
nonlinear coefficient of the crystal (the magnitude nonlinear coefficient depends on the

crystallographic orientation).

The thickness of the crystal will influence: (i) the optical-to-T-ray conversion efficiency
(a longer crystal has better efficiency), (ii) the generated or detected T-ray bandwidth
(a shorter crystal has a higher bandwidth), and (iii) the separation of multi-reflected T-

ray and optical pulses pulses, due to Fabry-Pérot reflections at the entry and exit faces

of the crystal.

C.|.2 GaAs

The GaAs used for T-ray emission in the experiments in this Thesis was supplied by
a collaborator in the US Army Research Laboratory. The T-ray generation efficiency
of the sample was higher than for commercial GaAs and was due to a micro-scale

roughness in the surface of the GaAs wafer. This roughness produced localised con-

centrations of the surface field, contributing an enhanced T-ray emission. The details

of the emitter are being studied by scientists at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
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C.2 Water

water is an important consideration in T-ray biosamples because: (i) it is vital to living

systems, and (ii) water has a very high T-tay absorption coefficient' The published

physical properties of water are surnmarised in Table C'1'

Table c.1. Physical properties of water' This Table lists some of the physical properties of water'

according to Burdick & Jackson, a division of Honeywell (uRL: http: //www 'bandj '

coro)

The comPlex refractive index of pure wate r ñrt was measured by dual- thickness T-taY

TDS using a standard T-ray spectrometer We obtained an estimate at 1- THz of. ñ 2.4

-j0 .478. This corresPonded closely with the published values of Thrane et aI' (1995): ñ

=2.3 -j0.48 (absorPtion ø 200 cm-1) , allTEIz.

C.3 Non- olar solvents

Non-polar solvents are of interest in T-ray systems because of their very low absorp-

tion. The non-polar solvent 1, -d'ioxane was used as a med'ium to study protein hy-

dration in ch. 5 because it had a high water miscibility but row T-ray absorption' since

having thick samples improves the accuracy of spectroscoPy' low-absorption samples

can be characterised with a higher accuracy'

C.3.1 1,4-dioxane

The organic solvent L,4-dioxane was used extensively in protein studies in ch' 5 for its

low T-ray absorption and high water miscibility' A summary of its physical properties

ValueMaterial Property

80.1

1.3330

0.9982 g/mL

0.9971 g/mL

18.02

1.87

t0.2

miscible

dielectric constant, e (at 20'

optical refractive index (at 20'C)

densitY (at 20"C)

densitY (at 25'C)

molecular weight

dipole moment (at 20'C)

PolaritY index

solubilitY in water

c)

is listed in Table C.3
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Table C.2. Non-polar solvents. This Table lists the physical properties of some non-polar solvents,

according to Burdick & Jackson, a division of Honeywell (URL: htrp: //wvw.bandj.
con) and Sigma-Aldrich Co. (URL: ]ntl-p: / /www. signaaldrich. com).

Solvent Optical refractive index M icrowave d ielectric consta nt

Hexane

lso-octane

Acetonitrile

Chloroform

Cyclohexane

Tetra hydrofu ra n

Toluene

Tert-amyl alcohol

7.3749

1,.39t4

t.3447

t.4458

7.4262

1..4072

7.4969

1.4050

1.BB

7.94

37.5

4.81

2.02

7.58

2.38

Table C.3. Physical properties of 1,4-dioxane. The data in this Table are according to Burdick

& Jackson, a division of Honeywell (URL: lnttp://www.baadj.con). Dioxane is a

colourless, flammable, toxic liquid.

Material property Value

e (at 20"C)

molecular weight

refractive index (at 20'C)

density (at 20"C)

density (at 25'C)

dipole moment (25'C)

polarity indcx

solubility in water

2.2t89

BB.1 1

7.4224

1.0336 g/mL

7.0280 slmL
0.45

4.8

m iscible

It is often useful to model the absorption spectrum of a liquid sample using a Debye

model, that is a sum of resonators. úl the literafure, the Debye model Íor 1,,4-dioxane-

water mixtures requires either one or two decay constants depending on the molar
fractions of the mixture. For a single-decay-constant model, Mashimo et al. (7992)

Presents Debye model coefficients for a range of water:dioxane molar ratios, and Cross-

ley and Smith Q969) has a limited range but it is good supporting data. Unfortunately,
the Debye models for dioxane did not provide sufficiently accurate data to fit the ex-

perimental data - this is discussed in the protein hydration studies, in Sec. 5.3.4.
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C.4 Protein

C.4.1 Subtilisin Carlsberg (SC)

The protein subtilisin carlsberg (sC) was used extensively in the experiments in Ch' 5

to stud.y protein hydration with T-rays. SC was a good choice because it was readily

available, had been used in other hydration experiments, and demonstrates a change

in catalytic activity for small changes in hydration levels (Pal et aI',2002)'

subtilisin Carlsberg is a commonly-available protease - that is, an enzyme for breaking

down other proteins -with an activity that changes greatly for small changes inhydra-

tion. The structure and properties of sC can be found in the Protein Datø Bønk (uRL:

http: / /¡,tww. rcsb.org), where there are two suitable compounds: 'Crystal Structure

of subtilisin carlsberg (serine protease) in Anhydrous Dioxane' (14F4) and'subtilisin

carlsberg Ir z}%Dioxane' (18zu). some of these properties afe sulrunarised in Table

C.4. One representation of the three d'imensional structure is shown in Fig' C'L' where

the largely spherical shape of the molecule can be seen'

Table c.4. Physical details of subtilisin carlsberg' This Table lists some properties of the protein

(forboth1AF4and1BFUstructures).ADaltonisaunitofmassequaltoone-twelfth

of the mass of an atom of carbon-12 (1.66033 x70-27 kg)' The Dalton is also called

the atomic mass unit (amu). Alpha helix and beta sheet structures are visible in the SC

diagram in Fig. C.1: the alpha helices are shown in red and the beta sheets in yellow'

The molecular diameter was estimated using the average of six measurements in the

rotein structure viewing program RasMol (uRL: http t / /vtvt'¡.rasnol 'org)p

ReferenceValueMaterial propertY

http: //www-structuïe . lInI ' gov/

cdlsubtilis . htm
26698.00 g/Molmolecular weight

Protein Data Bank27274 Dalton

274

10 (2e s6%)

e (16.42%)

molecular weight

number of residues

number of alPha helix (content)

number of beta sheet (content)
R,q.sMol43+sA

33,510 x 10-30 m3

molecular diameter,2r

molecular volume, 4nr3 /3
Russell et al. (1987)40 to 50dielectric constant

Pal et al. (2002)
-100no. of assoc. water molecules
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Figure C.1. Diagram of Subtilisin Carlsberg (SC) structure. This diagram outlines the structure

of SC. The common formations of alpha helices (red) and beta sheets (yellow) are visible.

This diagram was viewed using RasMor, (URL: http: / /www .rasnol. org) from data

in the Profein Data Bank (URL: lrrttp: / /wvtt¡. rcsb. org).
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C.5 P lastics

C.5.1 High-densitY PolYethYlene

High-density potyethylene (HDPE) was used to hold the solvents' including dioxane',

in experimental alignment in Chs. 5 and 8' HDPE is good because it does not react

chemicallywithmostsolventsandithasalowT-rayabsorption'

The T-ray refractive index of HDPE was measured to be approximately n - 1'5' The

absorption of HDPE was too low for an accurate measulement' being approximately

u 1\0 clr-1, or K < 0.001'

C.5.2 Teflon

Teflon is good material for use in T-ray systems because it has low refractive index' so

T-rays are not heavily reflected at the interface between free-space (air) and Teflon' The

windows in the liquid sample holders in Chs. 5 and 8 were constructed from Teflon'

The T-ray optical parameters for Teflon are similar to those of HDPE' The optical prop-

erties are aPProximately n x 7'5 and r < 0'001'
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e of the algorithms used to analYse

#ä::i:*îåï"i::ki;
6.1; URL: bttp: /lttww.mathr"¡orks.con), and are available on the attached

CD-ROM, SpMJhD-Tbe s i s /llAttAB-AIgor ithrns, as Metr,q.s files' Also in-

cluded on the CD-ROM is a d.irectory of raw data files, included as exam-

ples of typical T-tay experimental output'
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D.1 lterative parameter estimation algorithm

D,l lterative parameter estimation algorithm

The iterative parameter estimation algorithm described in detail in Sec. 6.3.3 appears

as a code outline in Sec. D.3,1. The basic idea of this code is to estimate a parameteÍ, n,

generate a model based on that guess, compare the guess to the experiments, then try
to improve the guess.

The code is structured as shown in Fig. D.1 - repeated from Ch. 6.

Figure D.1. lterative parameter estimation algorithm. This flow chart shows the algorithm used

to iteratively estimate the material parameters n and rc from Eq. (6.10), as described in

Sec. 6.3.3 - this algorithm is based on Duvillaret et al. (1996). The complex waveforms

Ûs and lr are obtained from the experiment, where the real and imaginary values are

the X and Y outputs of the LlA. An estimate of ñ2 is provided as seed for the search

algorithm, which operates to minimise the error metric d, where ôp : loglT-o¿"ll-
log l%'p"rl, and õQ: arg(T.o6"¡) - arg(T"*p"r). The re-estimation step is performed

with Merlae's fminsearch function, which minimises a function of several variables,

using the simplex search algorithm of Lagarias et al. (1998) (from Fig. 6.11).

C)+,
(It

o!

As û,

S': FT(û') Sr: FT(ûr)

7i"p", : Sr/ S,

T."o¿"¡(see Eq (6 10))

minimise: 0 : (ôp)2 + (ôÐ2
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D.2 Data processlng

D.2.L Data collection

Ilr the experiments in this Thesis, T-ray waveforms were measured using a spectrom-

eter controlled by a computer via a GPIB bus. During measulements' the waveforms

were saved as text files with two columns: delay stage position (from the stage con-

troller), and, T-ray amplitude from the Lock-In Amplifier (LIAs)' This data file could

be read into a mathematical analysis program as a waveform vector' y' Parl of such a

file is reproduced in Fig. D.2, showing the displacements of the delay stage' typically

in the first column, and the T-ray amplitude þoth positive and negative) in the sec-

ond column. (Other data measurements that may have the data in the first column

are marked as such in the experimental parameter file - see sec' D'2'2') The notation

Ex in the file ind.icates a number multiplied by L0" and is recognised by mathematical

packages such as Merre¡. The file name is standardised to be Xx ' txt' where X is a

mnemonic, x indicates the in-phase channel of the LIA (which is always used for T-tay

measufements),andthefileextensionisforaplaintextfile.

-2.600000E+1 1 ' 735700E-4

-2.599000E+1 1.907360E-4

-2.598000E+1 2.!93460E-4

-2. 597000E+1 2.tI7I70E-4

-2.596000E+1 3.204360E-4

-2.595000E+1 4.005460E-5

-2.594000E+1 -6.2943008-5

-2.593000E+1 8.392380E-5

Figure D.2. Raw data file of a T-ray waveform. This Figure shows a portion of a text file of

T-ray data, sampled as two columns: a distance measurement from the delay stage'

and an amplitude measurement (in volts) from the LIA'

D.2.2 ExPerimental Parameters

Experimental parameters, such as sample thickness, were recorded in another text file'

along with the names of the waveform data files. This enabled a single Merren script

to read in the experimental parameter file, load the waveforms from that experiment'

and perform various analysis tasks' The analysis depended greatþ on the type of
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experiment being conducted; for example, dual-thickness measurements, or a DTDS

experiment. An example parameter file is shown in Fig. D.3 and the meaning of each

line is described in Table D.1. Those lines commencing with%%% are ignored, while
each line starting with a two-letter code contains a parameter. Blank parameters are

not used in this particular experiment.

%%7.%l¡ o _spACE s _oN _Ar r NE

ïD=abc

Di=Dat,a/2002-07 -22/
p¿={'twoACl','negativelDC1,,'positivelDCl, }
DC=[2]*ones(1,50)

dd= [20] *1e-6xones (1,50)

CP=[651]*ones(1,50)

CF=ones (50,1) * [0.05,1. 1] x1e12

Le={'tr¡oACl','negativelDC1,,'positivelDCl, }
Tr=

Dt=

Fi= []
Ti={' D at a / 2OO2 _07 _78 / Gener i cMult ipl ot _SCOB' }
F0=1

"/,'/"%/"ln-tni s -f i I e, -ds ( 3 ) -i s -the -ERROR-in_dx .

"/"%%%-And-[ds ( 1) -ds (2) ] =X-rnm, -but
"/r"/r"/""/, -tne ¡r-ab s o lut e _v a 1 s -ar e -un imp o r t ant .

ds=

Figure D.3. Experimental parameters file. This Figure shows an example of a text file, containing

information on a particular experiment, and formatted so the parameters can be read by

the generic M.trLRe analysis script described in Sec. D.2.3. This example file contains

a number of common features, including the formatting with no spaces, the comments

prefixed with "/"%% and two-letter codes defining the parameters of the experiment (the

meanings of these codes are listed in Table D.1). Other experimental parameter files

would include difFerent two-letter codes to define parameters that are not used in the

file shown here - for example, an amplitude and mean experiment (see Sec. 8.3.1)

would include the code Mo.
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Table D.1 codes in the file of experimental parameters' This Table lists the codes used in

the experimental parameters file. These codes contain information summarising the

experiment, and are used by the MlrlAn processing algorithm to calculate information

from the raw waveform measurements. For example, in dual-thickness measurements'

two waveform measurements and a thickness meesurement are required to determine

the material parameters (see Sec.4.2.1). Not all the codes listed here are required

information for every experiment - if they are not required, they are either unassigned

(for example, ds= in Fig. D.3), or omitted entirely from the parameter file' These codes

are used to build up the DataFil-e parameter array used by the processing algorithm

Generic.m in Sec. D'2.3.

Code Parameter

ID
redwaveformeachenid requt¡tosed nluASCI hc U uely fyqarSI ngle

'Directory' where data files areDi.

Pa 'Path(s)' is cells of strings of the data file names' without the suffix 'x'txt'

(this up loads each waveform vector Y)
filedatath elnstoredIStto heAS stage step,taarewhe dthe posedopumCol nDataDC

dd
n mhebdou e t steptzeS stage )leh h de lay stepactual ngtpat

'Cutofl Points' is the number of points used from the data waveform,

including any desired cliPPing - for example, to uPload only the first Pulse in a train
CP

CF 'Cutofl Freq(s)' to cut the unwrapped and di

these are chosen for the frequency range

splayed spectra (in Hz) -
of highest signal-to-noise ratio

nd belfi hasle aeach data egeanoSto grany PhSwaveformabelSnd )text(LegeLe

which pairs of waveform vectors to use for any spectra

- for example, yr/Yr, where /s and Yr

I ratios, referenced bY code ID

are waveforms loaded bY code Pa
Tr

( )
( lrasformetusetovectorsveformichwh WA6ots hcTD DSafor ny plDt

Mo
TrforSC form tutotcwh )waveformsh3B Lnitud ane meadafor plots (Secm p

Postlatedefit E Scriptnato a rcs capsuortedb S beto gr phnre um expeth figu er( )Fi
Ti rcshn nsedu whe pma toe be exportt tð granda lenfihet d rectory

Fi
dWI not beect a lots splayedndawaveform pthen sp0f tosetresU noGòFO

FP
bstratem uor Sen eth saPF ectrefl ons plun berm ofS therotFa Pébry-

n m4 1m Secofrt het )au red (f lgorithby pamSA rh ickness reqhet pleds

n1 in DTDS simulations (Ch. 6)' the complex refractive index ñ : T'L - JK

of the surrounding medium

in DTDS simulations, ñ of the solid substrate glass or quartz)("enx

NS in DTDS simulations, ñ of the thin film or target layer

uS bstrate.onted thedethof sensoreMU n aye posln TD SD SI ations,n2
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D.2.3 Loading and analysing raw data

The generic processing algorithm is a script that generates T-ray waveforms and spec-

tra, and performs further analysis depending on the experiment. An outline of this
code, written as pseudo code, is shown below. An explanation of numerical process-

ing of T-ray data is found tnSec.4.2.9.

Preliminary

- Clear variable values.

o

o Start

- Define constants (for example, c¡ - 2.99792 x 108 is the speed of light in a
vacuum).

- Select graphic properties.

o Load up parameters

- Select the experimental parameters file to be used (expf i1e).

- Load the parameters from a text file and convert to Merre¡ variables.

o Run program

- Loop for the number of waveforms that are loaded (each with a unique ID)

* Load the waveform data from a text file, performing any time-domain
clipping specified in the parameter file.

x Define the time-domain T-ray amplitude data as aa, or hrave.

* Calculate the timing vector from the delay step size parameter, Time.

x Normalise the T-ray amplitude to the laser power if required.

x Perform a Fast Fourier tansform (FFT) in the un-windowed time-domain
data to generate aT-ray spectrum, optionally padding the time-domain
waveform with zeros to interpolate in the frequency domain (that is,

smooth the spectral curves), creating a T-ray amplitude spectrum so, ot
Abs.

* Use the complex FFT output to calculate the T-ray phase spectrum, but
only for the range of high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), defined by the pa-
rameter'CF'iÍt Table D.L; estimate phase values back to low frequency
with a straight line.
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* Generate a band pass filter (BPF) from the frequency range in'cF" and

useonlytheselectedfrequencycomPonentstoretumtoasmoothed
version of the data waveform - this shows how noise can be removed

by using only T-ray frequencies with a high SNR'

x Calculate transmission ratios , T -- so/ su, for pairs of spectra. The cal-

culation is different for DTDS (Ch. 6) or amplitude & mean (Ch. 8) ex-

periments.

o Plots

- WaveformsY.

- Spectra S.

- Smoothed waveforms'

- Spectral ratios T.

- Normalised, smoothed Plots'

- DTDS ratios.

o Export plots

- Export to graphics files in various formats, including Encapsulated Post

Script(EPS)formatandJointPicturesExpertGroup(JPEG,JPG)format.

o Options

- optional paragraphs appended to the file for specific studies and experi-

ments,forexample,includ'ingerrorbars'orstudyingverylongtimescanned

data.

The raw code for this generic analysis and plotting file is presented in Sec' D'3'3 and

storedontheCD-ROMincludedwiththisThesis.Morespecificdataanalysispro-
grams, used for specific PurPoses, are contained, in the other M¡rren files on the CD-

ROM. These files are listed in Table D'4'

D.3 Code

The first section of M¡rres code bel0w contains the four main files used in iterative

parameter estimation,listed in Table D'2'
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Table D'2. Matlab files on CD-ROM: iterative parameter estimation. These files carry out

the iterative parameter estimation task described in Sec. D.1.

File name Description

SpecDTDSMain. n

SpecDTDSTexperfn. rn

SpecDTDSTnodel-fn. n

SpecDTDSDeffn. n

Main file for loading data and running iterations.

To estimate the experimental transmission ratio.

To estimate the modelled transmission ratio.

To determine the error in the modelled ratio.

The LoadFile function is not listed as it is very similar to the LoadFile function for
loading and studying raw data, which is already listed in this Section. All these code

files are available on the attached CD-ROM in the folder, SPMJhD-Thesis/MATLAB-Algorithms

The two following Merres code files were the most coÍunonly used for loading and
studying raw experimental data, described in Sec. D.2.3. These files are listed in Table

D.3.

Table D.3. Matlab files on CD-ROM: loading and analysing raw data. These are the M.crt,ae

files used to load raw data from data files generated during T-ray experiments, as

described in Sec. D.2.3. They are generic in that they were used for data from very

d ifferent experiments.

File name Description

SPM-GenericMuIt iPIot . n

SPM-Generi cMult iPlotLoadFilef n . n

f nGenerlcDrawFigure . rn

fnloadFile . m

Generic data analysis and plotting file, described

in Sec. D.2.2.

For parsing the text file of experimental parameters

For generating plots and graphs:

(sub-function of SPM-GenericMultlPlot . n)

A function to load text files into M,q,uRB arrays:

(sub-function of

SPM-Generi cMul-t iPlotLoadFilef n . n)

The files were used to process the data presented in this Thesis are listed in Table D.4.

D.3.1 lterative parameter est¡mation algorithm

Main file

%SPECDTDSMAIN is for rming San,s algoritbn.
'/"

% t¡is script reads in all experinental data from a cilefull-y-
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Table D.4. Marlab files on CD-ROM: data analysis for this Thesis' This Table lists the Mar-

Lne files used to analyse the data found in this Thesis. These files are stored on the

C D- RO M attached to th is Thesis, SPM-PhD-The s i s/MATLAB-Algorithns'

formatted text file' whlch nust in turn hold all exPerinentaJ'

pilaneters a¡d the fílenmes of tbe data fil-es' For a descriPtíon

of the input text file requirements, see the SpecDTDSREÀDME'txt'

Sm Micka¡ Aug 2001

'/" Setup æd get to MY Docments

fprintf('\n **** SPecDTDSMaín **** \n'), cd "/"/' clea¡ all

'/. Load up Parmeters for tb.is extlaction

expf i1e=' /natl-ab/DTDS-New/SpecDTDSParylene-KSL' txt' ;

lwaveforn, pa:m, fr] =SpecDTDSLoadFiLefn (expfi1e ) ;

% Measured træsníssi-on coefficient at freqs fro

lTexper,spectra] = SPecDTDSTexperfn(fr,wavefom'paræ) ;

%

't"

v,

,|,

v"

7. Loop thru diffnt freqs

for cK=l:length(fr), fprintf (' [%dJ cK)

7 Scalu error nj.n sea¡ch (accurate to about 3 sf)

I{hi cbxti c=, Rdex, ; xt ic2=- 1*i¡ag (pæam. n2 ) i

TexpercK=struct (' Abs', TexPer. Abs (cK),' Ârg', Texper' Arg (cK) ) ;

lRdex, FVÂL, EXFLAG, OUTPUT] = fninbnd(QSPecDTDSDelfn' 1' 10' "'
optinset('Tol-X',0. 000001), .''
whichxtic , xt j. c2,fr (cK), spectra. F, TexpercK,paræ) ;

Whicbxtic=' KaPPa' ; Xtic2=Rdex ;

fKappa, FVÀL, EXFLAG, 0UTPUT] = fnj-nbnd(@SPecDTDSDeIfn' 0' 10'''

optinset('ToIX',0.000001) '. ' .

lJhi cbxti c, Xt i c2, f r ( cK), Spectra' F, TexpercK, puan) ;

OUTPUT. iterations ;

DescriptionFile name

Master file to set global variables and run MATLAn files,

listed below, for each Chapter in this Thesis'

Analyse data found in Ch. 5.

Analyse data found in Ch. 6.

Analyse data found in Ch' 7.

Analyse data found in Ch. B.

Analyse data found in Ch. 9.

Analyse data found in Ch. 10.

Thesis . n

Thesls-ChPr.n

Thesis-ChDt . n

Thesis-ChBi . n

Thesls-ChLl . n

Thesis-ChIn. ro

Thesis-ChNf.n

'/ Record cbaracteristícs
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,/,

"T

'/,

%

,I

,I

t
,I

,1,

,I

,/,

,1,

,/,

Rdexout (cK)=Rdex ; Kappa0ut (cX)=f"OO"t

A1phaout ( cK) =4+pi*fr ( cK) *Kappa/param. c0 i

end 7"for cK

Experimental transmission: [*0"'
f uction f = Spe cDTDSDeUn (Xtic 1, Whichxt ic, Xti c2, f r, F, Texper, pa-ram)

%SPECDTDSDELFN is the duvil-]96 error metric for the
anflitude error netri.c squared

plus the phase error netrj-c squa¡ed. The error Detrics ue calculated
fron the log-anplitude Ðd phase differences between the caLculat€d
transnission coef for ,n, and tkt a¡d the neasured transnission
coefficient at freq ,onêga, .

***Jnputl(l): refractive index of layer 2, n
***Inputl(2): kappa of layer 2, k
Input2: ¡eference frequency

Input3: neasured transnissioa coef at freq. onega

fnput4: palmeters for the T equation

San Mi.cka¡ Aug 2001

% Calculated coroplex trÐsmission coefficient
Tnode1 = Spe cDTDSIhodelf r (Xt ic 1, l.Ihichxtic, Xt i c2, f r, F, parm) ;

% Er¡or netrics
dRho = Iog(Ihodel.Abs)-Iog(Texper.Âbs) ;

dPhi = Tmodel.Arg-Texper,Arg;

f = dRho.^2+dPhi.^2;

Modelled transmissiofl! T-o¿.¡

fuctio!. lTnodel] = SpecDTDSTnodeUn(Xtic1,l,IhicÐ(tic,Xtic2,fr,F,paran)

'/"specDTDSModelfn returns the carculated (conplex) transnission coefficient of
a tbree-layer systen at a given frequercy, omega, Th€ furction has

interual consta¡ts describing the sa[ple thickness in neters, ard
the dielectTic consta¡.ts of Iayerl, layer3 aad the ait (or substrate,
depending on what the sanple displaces). Not€ that this nodels a

reference case where 1ayer1 md J-ayer3 are in contact Hith each other
(i,e. when sanplê is renoved),

v,

,|,

%

v,

%

T,

v,

%

v,

,/,

,/,

,1,

,/,

v,

'A

Inputl:
Input2:
Input3:

- .c0

- .L2

- ,n1

- .n3

- .ns

x = (refractive indêx of nediu¡o 2, kappa of nedium 2)
reference frequency
parilêtels

length of sanple

conplex refractive index of mediu 1, pte sanpl€

conplex refractive index of nediu 3, post sämple

conpex refractive index of substrate (displaced by sa_mpJ-e)
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't,

't

%

v,

,/,

- ,fp boolean - )1' to incl-ude tbe Fabry-Perot correction factol

(i.e. more than one pulses in thê samPlê waveforn overlap)

- Version of exPerimental- setuP

7. aroud Poínt fr
if va11==va12, TraaAbsloc (cK, : )=TraaÂbs(va11, : ) ; else

allbs= (TræAbs (va12, : ) -Tra¡Âbs (val1' : ) )' / (Fr (va12) -Fr (vaf 1) ) ;

bÂbs=TræAbs(va]1, : )-atbs' *F(vaI1, : ) ;

Tra¡Absloc (cK, : ) =a-Abs' *f r (cK) +bAbs i

a.Àrg= (TranArg (va12, : ) -TranArg (va11' : ) )' / (Fr (va12) -Fr (va1l ) ) ;

bÂrg=TraaArg(va11 , : ) -atrg ' *F (vaIl 
' 

: ) ;

TraaArgÏ.oc (cK, : ) =a.Arg' *f r (cK) +bArg ; end %if va11==vaL2

San Mickar Aug 2001

7. Consta¡ts
onega=2*Pi*F ¡

cQ=pal:aú. c0 ;

L2=patan,L2;

al=p¿ram.n1;

n3=par:am.n3;

'/.ns=paran.ns;

7. Xtic (required because this fuction works in a scala¡ bounded nininísatíon)

if strcnp(l{hichxtic"Rdex'), Rdex=Xtic1; KaPPa=Xtic2; elseif "'

strcnP(lJhicbxtic,'KaPPa'), KaPPa=Xticli Rdex=Xtic2; else príntf('Error\n')

end, n2=Rdex-j*KaPPa;

% Fabry-Perot effects
if 1==1 T.strcnp(pararn.FP,'In' )

FP=1./(1-(n2-or¡'7¡42+n1)'*(u2-n3)'/(n2+n3)'*exp(-2'*j'*n2'*onega'*L2'lc0)); 
else

Fp=1; fprintf(,NgT moderling for a.ûy Fp refl€ctious\n'), ê¡1d 7.if paran.FP==1

% (Conplex) tra.ûsmission coefficient' depending on experinental- setuP

Tra¡=l - 2.*n2.*(n1+n3) ./((n1+n2) '*(u2+n3)) '*exp(-j '*(n2-n3) '*onega'*L2'lco) '*FP;

% Tbe ur¡raP steP is very inPortant in providing the correct phase value

Tra¡Abs=abg (Tra) ; TraaÀrg=u¡¡r¿p (ang1e (Tran) ) ;

7. Loop thru diffnt freqs

¡or 
"K=1;1s¡gth(fr)

% Find discrete frequeDcy values on both sides of fl

¡r=¡(:,1);
t¿11=6¿:< (f ind (Fr<=f r (cK) ) ) ; va12=nin (f iu¿ (f r>=f r (cK) ) ) ¡

7"Tra¡snissionatsPecificfrequencyfronlínea¡aPProxiúationofslope

end %for cK=1:lengtb(fr)

'/o Prepare the outPut

Tmodel=struct (' Abs',TræAbsloc''
tArg' ,TræÂrgloc');
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%

%

,I

,A

v,

,/,

%

,/,

%

,/,

,/,

,/:

%

Error measurement function

This function is the metric for quantig^g the differences between the current model
and experiment. This metric is used as a decision for continuing the algorithm, or
accepting the current approximation.

f u¡ction f = SpecDTDSDeUn (Xticl, lJhi chxtic, Xt i c2, f r, F, Texper, puan)

%SPECDTDSDELFN is the duviltg6 error netric for the
anFlitude error metric squared

plus the phase error netric squa-red. The error netrics a-re calculated.
from the log-anplitude and phase differences between th€ calculated.
trilsnission coef for ,n, a¡d ,kt a¡d the neasured tta¡snission
coefficient at fr€q ,onega) .

***,Jnput1(1): refractive index of tayer 2, n
***lnputl(2): kappa of layer 2, k
Input2: reference frequency
Input3: neasured transnissioD coef at fr€q. onega

fnput4: pilaneters for the T €quation

San Mi.cka¡ Aug 2001

% Catculated conplex tra¡smission coefficient
Tnodel = Spe cDTDSTnodeUn (Xtic1, Whí chxtic, Xt i c2, f r, F, pararn) ;

'/, Error netrics
dRho = log(Tnodel.Âbs)-1og(Texper.Abs) ;

dPhi = Tnodel,Arg-Texper,Arg;

f = dRho.^2+dPhi.^2;

D.3.2 Loading and analys¡ng raw data

% GENERIC.M

% For plotting any one or nultiple waveforns a¡d their spectla
v,

'/o Plots are:

% hlaveforns:

% Spectra:

7. Spectral Ratios:
% DTDS Spectral Ratios:
,1,

% San Micka¡ Oct 2001, JaL 2002.

%'/,y,%t'/,y:t %%y:/,y,y,r,T,y,y,y,T,y,T,y,y,y:/,t y:/,w,

% PRELIM

v:l,v,y:l,T;/,y,y,T:ty:/:/,y,%y,y,T:t't'/:/,y:/,y:/,t%,t/,

if -exist('DO-NOT-CLEAR' )
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cleu
fprintf ( '\n\n

end

't"'/"'t'A%"r%%T:I%%%t%%'/,v"%%%'t%%%%'t%"M%

% Start
%'/:l:/"'r%%v,v"v:I%%%"1:/,%'Ml,%%v,%'tt%'t%%%

fprintf('\n **** Generic Multi I'laveforn Pl-otting ScriPt **** ')

cO=2.99792e8;

if -exist('LineStYle')

MyFontSize = 14;

MyLinehlidth = 2;

LineStyle={tk. 
"' 

:b"' -T. 
"' 

-c' 
"'-ú' "' 

-8' 
"'-y' "' 

-k"} ;

T.LineStyle={' -¡r,' : k',' -ko',' -k+ ),' -k* 
"' 

-kP 
"' 

¡' t 

" 
: k 

" 
} i

%Linestyle={',-b."'-b."'-b. 
"'-b" 

, I-5' r 

"-b' 

t 
't-t ''}|

%LineColor={[001],[0'50],t1OOl'tO'75'751'['750'75]'];
LineColor={[001],tOO1l,t0'5Ol't0'501't1OOl'[1001];
LineMarker={'nonê','non€'r'noDe' r' '"' '"' '"'o" tot 

"o'};
LineMuker={raone,,,,,}i

end

"A%%',1,%T:1,%v,%%'1,%%'1,%%'/;%%%%'/:l:l:/,%%%%%

'/, Load up Parilet€rs for this extraction

't't'l"'t%%v:/,tv:1,%%%v,%"/,T,%r:/,"1:t%%v"%v,%%%

if -exist('exPfile')
expf i1e=' Data / 2OO2-O} -L2 -Biosensor/GenerícMultiPlot' 

txt' i

end

fprintf ('\n ---- Expfile:%s',expfi1e)

[DataFile,Patb,Legend,PlotTit]el=GenericMu]tiPlotl.oadFilefn(exPfi]e) 
¡

DataFilePath=Patb{1} ;

Data.FileLegendT€xt=Legend{ 1} ;

PlotTitle=PlotTitIe{1} ;

titl=êxpfile; titl=tit}(1:(length(titl)-4)); titl(find(titl=='-'))='-';

't%'t'/,%%v"%v,%'t%%'/:1,%%%%%%'A%"t%'/,:t'tt%%

'/" Run prog.

't%"Iv:I"A%',1"t%'./"r%"/:a%%v""1,%'/"'t%'/,%'/"tw,%'I

for cK=(1 :lengtb(DataÏíle. ID) )

./ Load saveforn

Loadva¡=load(, -ascii 
" 

lData-File.Di DataÏilePath{cK}' x'txt' ] ) ;

tiave{cK}=LoadVa¡ ( [1 : DataFile ' CP ( cK) ] 
' 
DataI'i1e ' DC ( cK) ) ;

Tine{cK}= [0 : length(hlave{cK}) -1] *Data'Fi1e ' dd(cK) /c0;

7. Norna-Lize to the PmP bean power' j'f recorded

j.f -isenPty(DataFil-e.PP) & -isenpty(flnd(DataFile'ID(cK) "'

==DataFile ' PP) )

fprintf ('\n Nornal-ize to PuP power 'cK)
LoadVa¡=Ioad(, -ascii 

" 
[DataFile.Dj' Data-Fi]ePath{cK}', p' txt' 1 ) ;

PunpPower{cK}=LoadVar ( [1 : Dat aFile ' cP (cK) ] 
' 
DataFile ' DC ( cK) ) ;

Data Process¡ng ms

cd ../
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I,lave{cK} = tfave{cK}. /PmpPower{cK} ;

end

% Insert nanual windowing fu. h€re (nultipty i¡ the tine dornain)

'1" FFT w/ ZeroPad

fPrintf('\n -- Zero-padding time-donain waveform,)
PadMu1tiple = 2; fpríntf(' (PadMultiple = %d).',Padt'tuttiple)
FT{cK}=f f t (ltave{cK}, PadMultiple*length (Wave{cK}) ) ;

Âbs{cK}=abs (FT{cK}) ;
FreqÀbs{cK}= [0: (Iength(Abs{cK})-1)],/(Dataj'ile.dd(cK)/. . .

c0* (length(Abs{cK}) -1) ) ;

NCutAbs{cK}= lnax (find (FreqÂbs{cK}<=Datâ]¡i1e . CF ( cK, 1 ) ) ) : . . .

nin (f ind (FreqAbs{cK}>=¡¿¡¿pi1e. CF ( cK, 2) ) ) I ;

Wrapped=angIe (FT{cK}) ;

FreqArg{cK}=FreqÂbs{cK} (NCutAbs{cK}) ;

!( Minus inserted to give a +ve, inct. phase, as inpJ-ied by tbe
% refractive index Eq. (10) in larjavagOl (2002.0S.09).

PreÂrg = -uwrap(Wrapped(NCutAbs{cK})) ;

Slope = nea¡(diff (PreArg)./diff (FreqArg{cX})) ;

Ärg{cK} = PreArg + Slop€*FreqArg{cK}(1) - preÄrg(1);

% Baad pass filter
BPF{cK} = zeros(length(FT{cK}),1) ; BpF{cK}(NCutAbs{cK}) = 1;
% Snoothed wav€form

I,Iavesnooth{cK} = reaL ( if f t (FT{CK} . *BPF{cK}, Iength (tJave{cK}) ) ) ;

end, cleæ LoadVar llrapped cK PreArg Slope

% Tra¡snission (a¡d Nornalisation) for tÌaditíonal TDS data:
for cK=1 : (size(DataFÍIe,Tr,2) /2)

Tra¡Âbs{cK}=Abs{find(DataIile. ID==DataÏlIe.Tr(2*cK-1D}. / . . .

Abs{find (DataFile . ID==DataIite . Tr (2*cK) ) } ;

TrarArg{cK}=Arg{f ind (Dat a_F iLe . ID==DataFíle . Tr (2*cK- 1 ) ) }- . . .

Ârg{find (Data-File . ID==DataIife . Tr (2*cK) ) } ;

TraasFilelegndText{cK} = ...
[Data¡i]eleg€ndText{f ind (Data-File. ID==DataliLe . Tr (2* cK- 1 ) ) } . . .

' /' DataFilelegendTêxt{f ind (DataFiLe. ID==DataFiLe. Tr (2*cK) ) }l ;

% Nornalise lst file to the AMPD of the 2nd

tJaveNornsnooth{cK} = . ,.
real (ifft (FT{find(DataFile . ID==DataFi.1e. Tr (2*cK-1) ) } . /. . .

Abs{find (DataI'ile . ID==DataFit€ . Tr (2*cK) ) } . * . . .

BPF{f ind (DataFile . ID==Datatr'i1e . Tr (2* cK- 1 ) ) }, . . .

length(Wave{find(DataFile . ID==DataFile. Tr (2*cK-1) ) }) ) ) ;

end, clear cK

% Tra¡snission for DTDS data:
for cK=1 : (size(Data-Fi1e.Dt,2) /2)

Ref = Wave{f ind (Dataf'ile . ID==Data-Fite. Dt (2*cK) ) } ;

San = Ref - Wave{find(Data¡'ile.ID==DataFile.Dt(2*cK-1))};
SanFT = fft(San);
SanÂbs = abs(SaraFT);

Sanllrapped = a¡gle (SanFT) ;

SanÀrg = unwrap (Saml,lrapped(NCutÄbs{f ind (DataFile, ID. . .

==DataFiI€.Dt (2*cK) )Ì) ) ;

DTDSAbs{cK}=SanAbs. /. . .

Abs{find(DataFile . ID==DataFlle . Dt (2*cK) ) };
DTDSATg{cK}=. . .

- Arg{find (DataFile . ID==DataFil€ . Dt (2*cK) ) } + . . .
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SaúArg;

DTDSFileLegndTsal{cK} = "'

I, 1 -' DataFilelegendText{find(DataFile'ID'''

==DataFile'Dt(Z*cK-l))]' "

' /' DataFilelegendText{find(DataFile'ID"'
DataFile.Dt (2*cK) ))l ;

end, clear cK Ref Sam SanFT SanAbs SanWrapped SmAr

% Trarsúission for Monosca¡ DTDS data:

tot 
"X=f 

, (size (DataFif e 'l4o '2) /2)

l"lea¡ = l'lave{f lnd (DataFile' ID==Data¡'i1e' ¡46 12* cK) ) } i

Dif f = lJavetr in¿ (patarile' ID==DataFilê' I'to (2*cK-1) ) ) ;

¡6¡{cK}=Mea¡+Diff;
San{cK}=Mea¡r-Diff;
FT-r{cK}=f f t (Ref {cK}' PadMult ípIe*lengtb (Rer{cK} ) ) ;

FT-s{cK}=f f t (S"tt"x}'p"¿UoftiP}e*length(San{cK}) 
) ;

Àbs-r{cK}=abs 1¡1-¡{cK}) ;

Àbs-s{cK}=abs (FT-s{cK}) ;

l'lraPPed-r = a¡rg1e(FT-r{cK}) ;

WraPPta-= = argJ.e (FT-stcK)) ;

PteArg-r = -un¡raP (WraPPed-r (NCutÀbs{2*cK}) ) ;

PreArg-s = -uilff aP (WraPped-s (NCutAbs{2*cK}) ) i

Slope-r = t"tt<u'rì ipåt'-t>' /diff (FreqArg{2+cK}) ) ;

Slope-s = tt"tca't' <""ltg-")' /di-f f (FreqArgt2* cKÌ) ) ;

Arg-r{cK} = Ptto;;. 
"'""n"-t-tttqArg{2*cK}(1) 

- PreÂrg-r(1);

Arg-s{cK} = rttlttg-; * srop*"*rt"qÀr-g{2*cK}(1) 
- PreArg-s(1);

DTDSTrarAbs{cK} = Àbs-s{cK}' /Abs-r{cK} ;

DTDSTranArg{c¡4} = ¡rg-s{cK} - Arg-r{cK};

DTDSTTa¡sFiLeLegndText{cK} 
- " '

[Data¡.ilel-egendText{f 
ind (DataFile' ID .''

Data¡ile.Mo(2*cK-1))Ì .''

, /' DataFifelegendText{find(DataFíIe'ID"'

==DataFi-le'Mo 
(Z*cK) ))l ¡

end, clear cK Mean o'i' 
"t"nn"u-r 

wrapped-s PreArg-r PreArg-s

l:t'I'1,%%'1,%v:1"%'Ll:t't'%l''/'%'l"l"Ll:1"%'t"'t'%%%'r

7. Plots

i,**rrrr'r,r"nT,T:t':t'%%%,','',"L'rT"Y"t'wH'

if €q(DataFile'F0"0') ' 
end

l"'/":r'1,1,%'/,:tv,v:/"1"T:l:t:rt'l'7"/':l:l'li"'l':t'v"v"L't"l'v'

7. Plot waveforns 'H1'i,r,*,,nu,r'r"^,,'''n'r%Y"t"Y"'t":H'"t'%Y't't'

if De(DataFíle'F0"0')
Hl=figure(l); c1f ' 

set(Hl"PaPerPosition"[0'1 
O'2 6 47"'

, Nane,,' r".r"rot." l l, Al=axes ; set (A1 

" 
NextPlot 

"' 
add' )

f or cK=1 : ]engtb(DataFil'e' ID)

Pl{cK} = plot(Time{cK}'*1e12'tlave{cK}) 
;

set(Pl{cK}" Color"LineColor{nod(cK-1' 
14)+1}''''

'Ma¡ker', LioeMarker{mod(cK-1' 2) +1})

end, clear cK

set (gca 

" 
FontSize 

" 
MYFontSize)
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L1=legend (DataI'ilelegendText) ;

title (titI)
y1abel('THz Electric Field (a.u, )')
x1abeI('Tine (ps)')
grid on

end

't'/:/:/:t'Ay,%'t'H,y,t'/:/,T,%y,y,y,y,T,%'/,T,%y,y,%y,y,

% PIot spectra ,H2'

y,y,y,y,y,y,y,%'/,%1t"'/,%%%y,y,%y,y:ty,y,T/:/"'/:/,y,y,%

if ne(DataFile.F0,,0,)
7, Ssitch
SubPlot0n=1 i

% Plots
H2=figure(2); clf, set(H2,'PaperPosition,, [0.1 0.2 6 4],...

'Nan€t,'Spectra,,,NextPlot ), radd, )
if SubPloton

Â22=subplot (2 12) ¡ set (A22,, NextPlot', ) add' )
Â21=subplot(211) ; set(421,'NextPlot','add,)

else
421=axes; set(A21,,NextPLot,, )add, )

end

for cK=1 : Iength(DataIiLe, ID)

if SubPlot0n

ues (422)

P2=plot (FreqArg{cK}*1s-12, Arg{cK}) ;

set(P2,'Color,,LineColor{nod(cK-1, 14)+1},. . .

' Ma¡ker,, LineMa¡ker{nod (cK-1, 2) +1})

end

axes (421)

P1=p1ot (FreqÂbs{cK} (NCutÂbs{cK}) * 1e- 12 , Abs{cK} (NCutÅUs{cK} ) ) ;

'lP1=senilogy(FreqÀbs{cK} (NCutAbs{cK}) *1 e-I2 , . . .

% Âbs{cK}(NCutAbs{cK}));

set(Pl,'Color,,LineColor{nod(cK-1,14)+1},. . .

'Marker ' , LineMarker{mod (cK-1 , 2) +1})

end, clear cK PI P2

if SubPlot0n

set (422 , 'FontSize , 
, MyFontSize )

axes (Á22)

ylabel('Phase (rad)')
grid on

end

set (421,' FontSize,,MyFontSize)

axes (421)

L2=legend (DataI'ilel.egendText ) ;

titl€ (titI)
ylabeJ.('Magnitude (a.u. ), )
grid on

xlabel('Frequency (THz)')

end

y:/:/:/:/:/,y,y:ty:/,y"%y,y,y,y,y,y,y:t%1"%T,y,y,y:/,%y,
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% Plot snoothed Plots 'Hs',

%v,%'/,:r%'/"%'t'1"%'t%'/;%%v,v,%"t'A%'a'/,%%v,%%%%

if ne(DataFile.F0,'0')
H5=figure(5); cIf, set(H5,'PaperPosition" [O'1 O'2 6 47 '

' Na.me',' SmoothWavef orns' )

As=axes; set(45,'NextPlot','add')
for cK=1 : lengÊh(DataFile. ID)

HSA{cK} = plot (Time{cK}' *1e12,WaveSnooth{cK}) ;

set (HSA{cK},' Co1or',LineColor{mod(cK-1' 14) +1}' .''

,Ma.rker', LineMarker{nod(cK-1, 2) +1},' .'

' LInel'üidth', MYlinetiidtb)

end, c1ea.r cK

s€t (gca,' FontSize', MYFontSize)

L5=legend (Datat'ileLegendText ) ;

titl€ (titl)

y1abel('THz Electric Field (a'u' )')

xlabel-('Tine (ps)')

grid on

end

%'/;"A',t%',A%%%',|,:t"l:l:/"%%%y,%%'l;/:/""A'/'%%v,%"1"1,

% Plot sPêctral ratj.os 'H3'

v,v""t'M%'t%"t't%"/:t%'/'%%'ffi'r'l:t%%'t%%v,v,%'t

if -isenpty(DataFile.Tr) & ne(DataFile'F0,'0')

7. Switch

SubPlot0n = 0;

7. Plots
H3=f igure(3); clf, set(H3,'PaPerPosi'tion" [0'1 O'2 6 4) ' "

'Nane',tTrans')
i.f SubPlot0n

A31=subPlot(211) ; set(431,'NextPlot','add' )

À32=subPlot(212) ; set(432,'NextPl-ot','add' )

else
431=axes ; set(431,'NextPlot','add')

end

for cK=1 : (size(DataFile,Tt,2) /2)

ues (431)

P1 = Plot(FreqÂbs{cK}(NCutÂbs{cK})*1e-12" "
TranAbs{cK}(NCutAbs{cK}) ) ; hold on

'/.P1 = senilogy (FreqÀbs{cK} (NCutÂbs{cK}) *7e-72''''

7. Tra¡rAbs{cK}(NCutAbs{cK})), hold on

set (P1,' Color', LineColor{nod,"*-1, 14)+1} 
"l"Iuker "'''LineMuker{nod(cK-1' 2) +1}) ;

if SubPlot0n

axes (432)

7.p2 = plot (FreqArg{cK} (NCutArg{cK}) *1e-12''''

% Tra¡Arg{cK}(NCutArg{cK}))' bold on

P2 = plot(F eqArg{cK}*1e-12,TruÂrg{cK}); hol-d on

set(P2,'Co1or',LineColor{rnodt"^-t'1a¡+1}' .''

' Marker,,LineMarker{nod (cK-1, 2)+1})

end

end, cleu cK
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axes (431)

set (gca,' FontSize',MyFontSize)

L3=Legend (TrmsFilelegndText ) ;

titl€ (tit1)
ylabel('Magnitude (a.u. )' )

gri.d on

if SubPLot0n

axes (Ä32)

set (gca, 'Fontsize ' , MyFontSize )

ylabel('Phase (rad)')
xlabel('Frequency (THz)')

grid on

end

end %if

%y,y,y,y,y,T,y,T,y,%y,%y,%'/"t'tT,y,y,T,y,y,%y,y,y,%%t"

% PIot nornalis€d snoothed plots 'H6,
% (these look terrible)
v,v,v,%T:l,y;ÁT,T,y,y,r,y,T,r,%y"'/,%'/:/,tT:t'/:t%%y,y,

if 0 %-isenpty(Data-File.Tr) & ne(DataFil-e.F0,,0')
H6=figure(6); c1f, set(H6,,PaperPosition,, [0,1 0.2 6 4f ,

' Name', t NomalisedSnoothWavef orxûs, )

A6=axes ; set (46 , 'NextPlot ' , ' add, )

for cK = 1: (size(DataFile.Tr,2)/2)

H6A{cK} = plot (Tine{cK} . * 1e 12, lfaveNornsnooth{cK}) ;

set (H6A{cK},' Color', LineColor{mod(cK-1, 14) +1}, . . .

'Ma¡ker',LineMuker{mod(cK-1,2)+1},,, .

' Linel,lidth ' , MyLinel,lidth)

€nd, clear cK

set (gca, 'Fontsize ' , MyFontSize)

L6=legend (DataFileL€gendText ) i
titLe (titl)
ylabel('THz El-ectric Field (a.u. ),)
xlabel ( 'Tine (ps) ')
grid on

end

v,%'t%'t"'/,T"'/"'/:/,%y,y,y,y,y,y:t%y"%%'/"'/:H,y:/,y,T,y,

% Plot DTDS ratios 'H4'
'/,v,v:Av,t'/"%y,y,%%'IT,T,y,T,y,y,%T:tJ,y,%%%T:/,y,y,

if -isenpty(DataFile.Dt) & ne(DaraFile.F0,,0,)
H4=figure(4); cLf, set(H4,,PaperPosition,, [0.1 0.2 6 4],

'Name','DTDS')
for cK=1 : (size(DataFile.Dt,2) /2)

subplot (211)

% PLoT DTDS TRÂNSMISSION: (1-SlR) ******
plot(FreqÂbs{cK}(NCutAbs{cK})*1e-12, . .,

DTDSÂbs{cK}(NCutÂbs{cK}),LineStyle{cK}), hold on

subplot (212)

%p1ot (FreqArg{cK} (NCutArg{cK}) *le-12 , . . .

% TraaÂrg{cK}(NCutArg{cK}),LineStyle{cK}), hold on
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plot (FreqArg{cK}* 1€-12, DTDSATg{cK}' LineStyletcK})' hold on

ead, clear cK

subplot (211)

set(gca,'FontSlze', 14)

L4=1€gend (DmsFileI-egndText) ;

set (L4,'FontSize',14)

title (titl)
y1abe1('Magnitudê (a'u' ) 

"'FontSize " 
14)

grid on

subplot (212)

ylabel ( 'Pbase (rad) ' , 'Fontsizê ' ' 
14)

xlabel- ( , Frequency (THz) ' , ' FontSize ' , 14)

set (gca,'FontSize', 14)

grid on

end 7.if

't'M't%"t:ffi%%%'/"%%"t"1:t%"t:/,1,%%"1'%'a'1"/'%'/"%

o/o ExPort selected Plots

%v,%v:1"'ffi%"t'1"'t/:t%'t%v,"r%'t'%%%v,%'l"m%%%

f or cK=l : Iength(DataFile. Fi)

figure (DataFile ' Fi (cK) )

if DataFile.Fi(cK)==l
title("), gríd off

Y].abel('nag' ), xlabel('tim' )

elseif (DataFife'Fi(cK)==2) I (DataFil-e'Fi(cK)==3)

subPlot (211)

title(")' gríd off

ylabel('na8')
subPlot (212)

ylabe1('pha'), xlabe1('fre')' grid off

end

7çrint (' -dePss!', PlotTitle{cK})

TBrint (' -dnet¿', PlotTitle{cK})

print (' -dtif f r,PtotTitle{cK})

if DataFile.Fi(cK)==1
title(titt)' grid off

ylabel('THz el""tti" ¡ig1¿ (a'u') ') ' 
xlabel('Tine (ps)')

elseif (DataFile'Fi(cK)==2) I (Oatarile'Fi(cK)==3)

subPlot (211)

title(tit1) ' 
grid on

Y1abe1('Magni¡¡¿s 
(a'u' )' )

subPlot (212)

ylabel('Phase (rad)')' xlabel('Frequency (TItz)')' grid on

eod

end

%'t'/"t'H,:H,%',/,%',1":1,%v,%'t'%%%'/":m%%'t'%%%'/""r

% Opti.ons

v,%'t'/:t:t%T:/"'/:ffi%%"/,%v,Tt%v,:1,%%'l'"al'"t':/"'t'%

if O % Dífference Waveforn

Sensitivity=l %inPut('lJhat is sensitivity (as fraction of 1'0)?')
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H5=figure(5); c1f, set(H5,'PaperPosition, , [0.1 O,2 6 41 ,. . ,

'Nane','Difference')
subptot (211)

plot(Tine{3},Wave{3}.*Sensitivi.ty,'-,,Tine{3}, . . .

0.5* (lJave{1}-tlave{2}),, : .r, )

%p1ot(Tine{S},}Jave{3}.*Seusitivity,'-,,Time{3},. . .

% (llave{1}-l{ave{2}) ,'i.t' ,..,
% Tine{4} , 2*}Jave{4} , Time{S} , Vave{S})

Iegend(' DTDS',' 0. 5* (Glass-Tape), )'/.,'Repeat-f 1,,, Repeat-f 2, )
title (titI)
subplot (212)

Sd=fft (Wave{3} . *Sensitivity) ; Sdiff=fft (0. 5* (ttave{1}-Lrave{2}) ) ;

plot (FreqÂbs{ 1} (NCutAbs{ 1}) , abs (Sd (NCutAbs{1}) ) , , - , , . . .

FreqAbs{1}(NCutAbs{1}),abs(Sdiff (NCutAbs{l})),, : .r, )

/,subplot (313)

%Dif=fft (Wave{3} . *Sensitlvity, NPhase) ;

%RefMinSan=fft ( (Wave{ 1}-I'lave{2} ) , NPbase ) ;

%plot (F¡sq¡r*{1} (NCutArg{l}), . . .

% uwrap(a.ugIe(Dif(NCutArg{1}))) ,,-' ,. . .

% FreqArg{1}(NCutArg{1}),...

% uwrap (argle (RefMinSam(NCutArg{1}) ) ) , , : . r, )

%print ( '-deps2' , 'MyPictures/MatLab_2002_01_2S_DTDS. eps ,)

end

if 0 % Slorr tine scans of repeatability
dt=1 %sec

H2=figure(2) ; cLf, set(H2,,PaperPosition', [0.1 0.2 6 4),...
' Nane ' , ' Spectra' )

for cK=1 :length(DataFile. ID)

subplot (21 1)

N=Iength (Abs{cK}) ;

NewFreqAbs= [0 : (N-1) ] ,/ (N-1) /dt ;

plot (NewFreqAbs (3: roud (N/4) ) , Abs{cK} (3 : roud(N/4) ) , . . .

LineStyle{cK}), hold on

subplot (212)

NewFreqArg= [Q : (Iength (Ârg{cK} ) - 1 ) ] / (Iength (Arg{cK}) - 1 ) /dt ;

plot(NewF¡eqÂrg,Arg{cK},LineStyLe{cK}), hold on

ênd, clear cK

subpl-ot (21 1)

L2=legend (DataFileLegendText ) ;

set (L2 , 'FontSize ' , 14)

title (nfilenare)
ylabel ('MAGNITIJDE',, Fontsize,, 74)

set (gca, 'Fontsize ) , 14)

subplot (212)

ylabel ( 'PHASEOORADO 
, , , Fontsize , , 14)

xlabel('FREQUENCYOOHZO','FontSize,, 14)

set (gca, 'FontSize ' , 14)

eud

if0
grid on

yliro=[0,1J; xlín=[0 3.2] ¡

errorbu (Spe ctra, F (Ncut ) * 1e- 12 , Tra¡Abs (Ncut ) , TAbsEbu)
end
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ifO%ERRORBARS

Error = 0.001¡ 7. for today' +/-1nV

¡1¡=¡lgure(10); cIf, set(H10,'PaPerPositÍon" [0'1 0'2 6 4] 
' " '

,Na.ne,,,$avefoms - Error')

for cK=1 : length(Data-Fi1e. ID)

errorbu (Tine{cK}*1e12 ,Wave{cK} ' ' 
.'

ones(size(Wave{cK}))'*Error'LiaeStylê{cK})' ho}d on

end, cl-eu cK

set (gca' 'FontSize' ,14)

L1O=legend (DataI'ileLegendText) ;

set (L10 , 'FontSize ' , 14)

titl-e (tit1)

ylabel ( ' THZOELECTRICOFIELDOOAUO ' ' 'FontSize ' ' 14)

xl-abel ( 'DELAYOTIMEOOPSO ' , ' FontSize ' ' 14)

grid on

end

if 0 % Spectral nagnitude on sePerate Pl-ot' Plots with no text

% WAVEFORM

Hl=figure(1); clf, set(H1 ,'PaperPosition"[0'1 O'2 6 4]'"'

'Næet ,'tJavefornst)
f or cK=1 : length(DataÏile. ID)

plot (Tiroe{cK}* 1e12 
' 
Wavê{cK} 

' 
LineStyle{cK} ' ' 

Linei'lidth' 
' 
2)

hold ot
ênd, clear cK

set (gca,'Fontsíze', 14,'Linetlidth"2)

ylin(i-0.1 O.2l), xlin([0 30])

print ('-dePsc2 
" 

PfotTitle{1})

% SPECTRIJM

H6=figr:¡e(2)¡ cIf , set(H2,'PaP€rPosition"[0'1 O'2 6 4]'"'

tNuet,'SPectra')

f or cK=1 : length(Data.Fi.l,e. ID)

7B1ot (FreqAbs{cK} (NCutAbs{cK}) *1e-12'Abs{cK} (NCutAbs{cK})'' "

% LineStyle{cK}), hold on

senilogy (FreqAbs{cK} (NCutAbs{cK}) *1 e-12 
' 
Âbs{cK} (NCutAbs{cK}) '

LineStyle{cK},'Linel'Jidth' ,2) ' hold on

end, clear cK

set (gca,' Fontsíze', 14,'Linel'lidth"2)

Print (' -dePSc2',PtotTj'tte{2})
end

D.3.3 Matlab load file function for experimental parameters

function

l/. Load experinental data fron a file

ExpNa.ne=textread(exPf i1e,' %s' ) ¡

% FilI tbe file data into a structur€

Exp=struct ( ' ExPFile ' , exPfile) ;

for cK=l :length(ExPNa-me)

Name=ExpName{cK} (1 :2) ; Cont=ExpNmetcK} (4 : end) ;

[DataFile ,Patb, Legend, P]-otTitlel =GenericMultiPIotLoadFil-efn(exPfil-e)
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switch Nane

case 'o/J,,, % D0 NOTHINC

otherwise, if ExpNme{cK}(3)=='=', Exp=s"at'"td(Exp,Nane,Cont) ;

else fprintf('Error in Exp fite\n,), end

end

end

% Construct

DataFile=struct (' ID,,Exp. ID, . . .

'DC',str2nm(Exp.DC),. . .

,dd, ,str2nu(Exp.dd) , . , .

'CP',str2nu(Exp.CP),. . .

'CF',str2nÌ¡n(Exp. CF), . .,
tTrt,Exp.Tr,. ..

'Fi', str2nm(Exp. Fi) ) ;

i.f isfield(Exp, 'Dt ' )
Data-File.Dt=Exp.Dt ; else
DataI'i1e.Dt="; end

if isfield(Exp,,Mo,)
DataÏile, Mo=Exp.l"1o ; else
DataFile.Mo=r'; end

if isfield(Exp,'Di')
Data¡ile.Di=Exp.Di ; else
DataFile.Di=,'; end

[Path{1 : tengtb(DataFile . ID) }] =deat (str2nun(Exp. pa) ) ;

[Legend{l : tength(Datalile . ID) }] =¿."1 ¡"tr2nm (Exp. Le) ) ;

if -isenpty(DataFile.Fi)

[PlotTít].e{1 : length(DataFile. Fi) }l =¿g¿1 lstr2nu0(Exp. Ti) ) ; else
plotTitle={,,}; eD.d

if isfield(Exp, 'F0')
DataFile.FO=Exp.F0; else
DataFíIe.F0=,1,; end

if isfield(Exp,'ds')
Data-Fi1e. ds=str2m:.n(Exp, ds) ; else
Data-File,ds=[]; end

if isfield(Exp, 'PP' )

DataFil€.PP=Exp,PPi else
DataI'i1e.PP=,'; ênd

if isfield(Exp,'FP')
DataFilê. FP=str2nu(Exp. Fp) ; else
DataFile.FP=NaN; end

if isfield(Exp,'Se')
DataI'ile. Se=str2mrn(Exp, Se) ; else
Datatr'iIe. Se=Nall; end

if isfield(Exp,'nl')
DataFile.nl=str2nm(Exp.n1) ; etse

DataIile,nl=NaN; end

if isfield(Exp,'nx')
DataÏile.nx=str2nm(Exp,rx) ; else
DataFile.nx=Nal'l; end

if isfield(Exp, 'ns,)
Dataf'iLe, ns=str2nun(Exp.ns) ; else
DataFile.ns=NaNi end
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if isfield(ExP,'n2')
Data.File.D2=str2nìm(Exp.n2) i else

Data-FiLe.n2=NaN¡ end

if isfield(ExP,'Pb')
DataFile.ph=str2nr¡n(Exp, Ph) i else

DataFile . Ph=Na'lrl; end

if isfield(ExP,'Bi')
DataFile.Bi=str2nm(Exp.Bi) ; else

Data.File.Bi=NaNi end
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Glossary 8¿ Symbols

This is a list of commonly used symbols and acronyms used in this Thesis and the T-

ray literature. The page numbers for each entry refer to the first use of the symbol or

acronym in the text; the page numbers for all other uses are listed in the Index.

L

e

ñ

: et - jetl

:n-jK

Wavelength (m),58

Complex dielectric constant, 46

Complex index of refuaction,47

Speed of light in a vacuum (rn/s),46

Superconducting transition temperaturc (K), 29

'Alternating Current' (oscillating with time), 39

Audio Frequency, 111

Atomic Force Microscop e, !40

Aluminium Gallium Arsenide, 69

Acousto-Optic Modulator, 261

Attenuated Total hrternal Reflection Fourier Transform Infrared spectro-

scopy,1.33

Bovine Serum Albumin, 145

Backward Wave Oscillator, 16

Chemical Abstracts Service Registry Number, 78

Charge Coupled Device, 36

Computed Tomography, 194

Continuous-Wave, 1-1

Deuterated Water,66

4-dimethylamino-N-methyl-4-stilb azolium-tosylate, 1 3

Distributed Bragg Reflector, L5

'Direct Current' (constant over time),20

Difference Frequency Generation, 13

Digalactosyldiacyl Glycerol, L48

Deoxyribonucleic Acid, 64

Digital Signal Processing chip, L90

Differential Time-Domain Spectroscopy, xv

cA

Tc

AC

AF

AFM

AlGaAs

AOM

ATR-FTIR

BSA

BWO

CAS No.

CCD

CT

CW

Dzo

DAST

DBR

DC

DFG

DGDG

DNA
DSP chip

DTDS
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EO

EOS

FEL

FFT

FIR

FP

FTIR

GaP

Ge

GFC

GPIB

HBT

HCN

HDPE

HEMT

HF

HPLC

HWP

LIA

LiNb03

LiTaOs

LT-GaAs

MOEMS

NA
Nd:YAG

NLTL

NMR

OPG

oPo
OR

PCA

PD

PPLN

PSD

QCL

Electro-Optic,20

Electro-Optic Sampling, 2

Free-Electron Laser, 10

Fast Fourier Transform, 10

Far-úrfraRed, S

Fabry-Pérot (or FP factor in equations),49

Fourier Transform LrfraRed, 3

Gallium Phosphide,36

Germanium,T2

Gas Filter Correlation, 65

General Purpose Interface Bus,33

Heterojunction Bipolar Transis tor, 76

Hydrogen Cyanide, 11

High-Density PolyEthylene, 80
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